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Introduction
The Gamma Ray Universe represents one of the most promising fields for the search
of new physics. Among the past missions, the CGRO (Compton Gamma Ray Ob-
servatory), launched in 1991, revolutionized the γ-ray astronomy revealing a ”puz-
zling” scenario. EGRET (Energetic Gamma Ray Telescope Experiment), one of the
experiments operating onboard of CGRO, has opened a window on this promising
field, delivering to the scientific community new great discoveries and many troubling
questions. The most important EGRET discoveries have been the confirmation that
cosmic rays are galactic, the estimation of the detailed map of the galactic diffuse
radiation, the measurement of the diffuse, presumably extragalactic, high energy
gamma-ray spectrum and the discovery of a new class of gamma-ray emitting Ac-
tive Galactic Nuclei (the so-called gamma-ray blazars). Moreover, several sources
detected by EGRET are still unidentified and the exploration of other astronomical
fields (i.e. gamma ray bursts, pulsars, dark matter, etc.) has to be completed.
Among the new generation of high energy gamma-ray telescopes, GLAST (Gamma-
ray Large Area Telescope), thanks to the improved capabilities of modern instrumen-
tation, could answer most part of the open questions. During the GLAST mission a
huge amount of photon data in the region from 30 MeV to 300 GeV will be available
to the scientific community. Given these promising expectations it is important to
develop more refined techniques for source detection and characterization to fully
exploit the scientific content of the future vast data sets.
At high energy, beside a rich population of ”point” sources, mainly pulsars and
Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN), a diffuse spatially anisotropic galactic emission and
an isotropic extragalactic component are present. This is why several sources are
near their detection limit and images are strongly contaminated by the diffuse emis-
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sion. So far classical detection methods, i.e. Likelihood, had taken advantage of
a priori knowledge of the complex emission model underlying data, to better dis-
criminate between source and background emission and to fully characterize signal
properties. Precise results can be reached at the price of an intensive computing
effort and a strong dependence on the assumed model, for these reasons larger data
sets would make extremely difficult the detection method.
These considerations led to the development of a new generation of detection
algorithms that use filters of different sizes with morphological properties suitable
for the explored field, as the wavelet transform method. In this work a relatively
new wavelet-based algorithm, for a blind and fast detection of point and extended
sources in counting map, has been developed and tested on simulated GLAST data
and EGRET data. Another non parametric and fast algorithm, based on the In-
dependent Component Analysis (ICA) philosophy, for a blind detection of confused
signals, has been explored as a possible alternative candidate to the classical tools.
In order to have a simulated sample of future GLAST observations on which to test
the performance of the developed algorithms, a fast simulator of the sky as observed
by the GLAST mission has been developed and distributed to the entire GLAST
community. A not negligible effort has been also spent to study the expected instru-
ment response functions (IRF) parameterisation, on which depend the quality of the
observations and the capability of a detection algorithm, in order to implement it
in the developed fast simulator.
On the basis of the followed strategy, the thesis has been divided in two parts:
in the first part the scientific problem and the developed algorithms are presented,
while in the second one all performed methods to test the expected performance of
the detector and of the explored analysis tools (i.e. the fast simulator and the IRF
representation) are described. The thesis is organized in 8 chapters as follows.
• In Chapter 1, as an introduction, the investigated field, the gamma-ray Uni-
verse, is briefly described. For the description of the most important emission
processes refer to Appendix A.
• In Chapter 2, the GLAST mission and its scientific goals are discussed together
with the improved capabilities with respect to the past missions.
• In Chapter 3 the source detection problem is investigated and the theoretical
aspects of the classical Likelihood method and of few alternative non para-
metric methods, with particular emphasis on wavelet transform and ICA, are
illustrated.
• In Chapter 4 the developed algorithm, based on wavelet transform, is fully
described, while results of the application on simulated GLAST data and
EGRET data are presented in Chapter 5.
• Chapter 6 represents the last section of the first part. Herein the results of
the application of the ICA method on simulated GLAST and real EGRET
data are given and a discussion of the algorithm potentiality under different
observational conditions are discussed.
• The second part starts with Chapter 7 where a complete description of the
developed fast simulator is given together with the results.
• Chapter 8 is dedicated to the study of the IRFs on the 6-day GLAST data
set, generated by the official full Geant4 simulation.
After the concluding remarks, appendices showing output data and class structures






The Gamma Ray Universe
The Gamma Ray Universe represents one of the most promising domains of sci-
entific investigation in the search for new physics. At present scientific interest is
concentrated in the high energy astronomy, leading to the construction of new in-
struments, in order to reveal the obscure side of the Universe and the laws that
rule it. Thanks to the technology used in the development of highly sensitive de-
tectors and the possibility to operate them at increasing higher altitude, in the
past century the sky observation has been extended to all frequencies of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum. In particular, in the gamma energy range (the most wide,
extended above 500 KeV, i.e. frequency ν ≥ 3 × 1019Hz) the Universe appears
extremely violent and rapidly changing. This was the discovery that revolutionized
both the modern astronomy and the notion of a relatively stable Universe. Because
of their relatively small interaction cross-sections, γ−rays can provide a direct view
into highest-energy processes. Occurring at distant sources, the high energy pho-
tons travel through the central plane of galaxy with only 1% probability of being
absorbed. The high energy domain embraces astrophysics, astronomy and particle
physics: the astronomical observations allow to reach the large scale application of
basic physical laws.The main processes that can generate γ−rays involve accelera-
tion of charged particles to high energy and their interaction with the surrounding
medium and magnetic field where they are produced or injected. However the in-
creased interest and the effort in new high-performance missions is mainly due to
the unsolved emission processes that could explain many discovered galactic and
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extragalactic sources. A more detailed explanation of gamma-ray production and
absorption processes is presented in Appendix A.
1.1 Gamma-ray astronomy
The γ region of the cosmic electromagnetic radiation has been the last explored
one. In fact only in the past decades the development of technologies for space-
based instruments gave a boost to our knowledge of the high energy Universe. Most
of the pioneering work in γ-ray astronomy has been made by balloon instruments
while nearly all historical discoveries have been achieved with satellites. Three
important reasons explain why many years have been necessary to overcome the
technical difficulties:
• along the spectrum, the Earth atmospheric transparency to electromagnetic
radiation is highly variable. In particular the electrons and nuclei in the atmo-
sphere, involved in both absorption and scattering processes, prevent a ground
based astronomy from γ region up to very high energies (∼ TeV ). In fact the
probability that a photon reaches the Earth surface without interacting is
about 3× 10−10.
• the flux of γ rays from sources is very low and decreases with energy. For
example Vela, one of the most bright sources, has a flux of 1.3×10−5 photons ·
cm−2 · s−1 integrated over 100 MeV, and an energy dependence described by a
power law as E−1.89; other examples are shown in Figure 1.1. This means that
the main problem in gamma-ray source detection is the sensitivity for point-
like and diffuse sources, that leads to large area instruments and to an all-sky
monitoring with time scale from few hours to days. Given the impossibility
to put very large area detectors in space, the emission in TeV band is studied
with ground-based telescopes.
• the charged particles in the Earth magnetosphere can interact inside the de-
tectors and generate photons that can be misinterpreted as gamma rays. The
flux of this particles is larger than the photon flux by many orders of magni-




= (9.2± 2.4) · 10−2E−2.76 m−2s−1sr−1TeV −1 (1.1)
where E is expressed in TeV [1]. This background can be removed employ-
ing detectors capable of efficiently discriminate against charged and neutral
particles.
Figure 1.1: Spectral power law of pulsars detected with EGRET [2]
1.1.1 The past missions from 60’s to present
The first satellites that allowed detection of cosmic γ-rays from the Milky Way
above 100 MeV were Explorer 11 (launched in 1961 [3]) and OSO-III (launched in
1968 [4]). In the same period, the first Gamma Ray Burst (GRB) was discovered
by the network of Vela satellites. As the photon interaction cross section at ener-
gies above 10 Mev is dominated by pair production, most detectors employ mainly
tracker/converter layers or spark chambers to reconstruct the direction of incoming
photons, and a calorimeter to measure their energy. The results obtained with early
instruments were often limited by low statistics and large systematic errors.
A major step in galactic γ-ray astronomy was reached by the satellite missions
SAS-II (1972) and COS-B (1975), carrying onboard a spark chamber detector and
a scintillator dome, working as veto for charged particles. The two missions allowed
the study of the galactic diffuse emission and thanks to an increased statistics with
respect to the previous experiments, an accurate map of the Milky Way was also
provided showing a spiral structure with the arms and the emission in the disc. In
particular SAS-II contributed to the detection of the Crab and Vela pulsars and of
the source called Geminga subsequently identified as a pulsar, while COS-B allowed
the creation of the first source catalog, classifying about 25 objects and among them
the first extragalactic gamma-ray source, the quasar 3C273. After a pause of about
15 years because of the Challenger tragedy, the CGRO (Compton Gamma Ray
Observatory) revolutionized the γ-ray astronomy with exciting discoveries. It was
launched in 1991 carrying onboard four experiments covering the energy range from
0.01 MeV up to 30 GeV: OSSE (Oscillating Scintillation Spectrometer), optimized
for detection of hard X-rays, BATSE (Burst and Transient Source Experiment),
for the monitoring of gamma ray bursts, COMPTEL (Compton Telescope), for the
observation of low energy γ-rays (1-30 MeV) and EGRET (Energetic Gamma Ray
Telescope Experiment), operating between 30 MeV and 30 GeV, described in more
detail in the following section.
1.1.2 The EGRET instrument
The EGRET telescope monitored the sky in the years from 1991 to 2000, providing
a first sensitive survey of the full γ-ray sky.
Figure 1.2: A schematic view of the EGRET instrument
EGRET carried onboard the standard instrumentation for γ-ray detection (see
Figure 1.2): two spark chambers equipped with high-Z material converter layers
to allow photon conversion to a e+e− pair and to measure the photon direction;
a calorimeter of NaI(Ti) crystals resulting in a total of 8 radiation lengths for the
energy measurement, and an anticoincidence system to veto charged particles. The
anticoincidence system played an important role in the rejection of the cosmic ray
background, and it worked successfully since the γ-rays outnumbered background
photons of a factor 104. The instrument was extremely sensitive ∼ 3×10−7 photons·
cm−2 · s−1 (E > 100 MeV , for two week exposure). With respect to the past
missions the telescope had a better angular resolution and a larger effective area,
about 1500 cm2 between 0.2 GeV and 1 GeV on axis, decreasing to about one-half
at 18◦ off-axis. In Table 1.1 the instrument performance are shown, more details
can be found in [5]. Thanks to its performance EGRET increased by a factor of 10
the number of identified objects and improved the knowledge of the diffuse gamma
component.
Parameter EGRET
Energy range (MeV) 20-30000
Energy resolution (FWHM) ∼ 20%
Effective Area (cm2) 1200 at 100 MeV
1600 at 500 MeV
1400 at 3000 MeV
Position location 5-10 arcmin
Fiel of view ∼ 0.5sr
Continuum sensitivity 5× 10−8
(for 106 s) (cm2 s−1) (> 100 MeV)
Table 1.1: Main EGRET characteristic properties
Astrophysicists are now waiting for one of the most exciting missions that is
expected to follow and complete the EGRET results with a sensitivity increased by
a factor 30: GLAST. In the next chapter the mission, the instrument technologies
and the science goals will be described.
1.2 The high-energy gamma-ray sky
The contribution of the EGRET experiment to our understanding of the gamma-ray
sky was of fundamental importance. During its lifetime of approximately 9 years,
EGRET detected about 2 million photons with energies above 100 MeV, allowing
the study of the galactic and extragalactic components of the diffuse radiation and
the analysis of the point sources. About 300 sources above 100 MeV are collected
in the Third Egret Catalog (3EG) [6] and they are shown in Figure 1.3. Different
Figure 1.3: Point sources detected by EGRET at E > 100MeV (Third EGRET
Catalog). Latitude and longitude coordinate are shown by AITOFF projection [7].
kinds of sources are detected and most of them (∼ 60%) are unidentified (i.e. with
no observed counterpart at other wavelengths). The majority of the objects away
from the galactic plane have extragalactic origin and have been classified as Active
Galactic Nuclei (AGN), almost all of them falling in the blazar class. Moreover, the
EGRET telescope detected also 6 GRBs in coincidence with BATSE.
The most important EGRET discoveries can be summarized as follows:
• the discovery of a new class of gamma-ray emitting AGNs, the so-called
gamma-ray blazars [8]. One of the best studied sources of this type was 3C279
[9]. Because of its brightness at all wavelenth bands it was possible to measure
its multiwavelength spectrum quasi simultaneously from radio to gamma-ray
energies;
• the observation of the emission of high energy gamma-rays from GRB940217
for over an hour, with some gamma rays having energies over 18 GeV [10];
• the observation of an increased fraction of pulsar electromagnetic radiation
[11] at gamma-ray energies from 7 sources and the observation of Geminga
pulses at E > 100 MeV [12];
• the confirmation that cosmic rays are galactic [13];
• the detailed map of the galactic diffuse radiation and the measurement of the
neutral pion bump in the high energy gamma-ray spectrum [14];
• a measurement of the diffuse, presumably extragalactic, high energy gamma-
ray spectrum [15];
In the next sections the most relevant fields of investigation in gamma-ray astronomy
will be described.
1.2.1 Diffuse galactic and extragalactic emission
The CGRO allowed the first observation of the diffuse γ-ray emission in the energy
band between 0.01 MeV and 30 GeV. This was the bulk of the emission detected
by EGRET (∼ 90% of photons). It can be divided in an isotropic extragalactic
component and in a component that dominates in the galactic plane.
Diffuse galactic emission
The diffuse galactic emission can be explained by the interaction of cosmic rays
(CRs) with the interstellar medium. The spatial distribution of diffuse galactic-
rays is usually described as ”the gradient”, that is a plot of the decline of γ-ray
emissivity per H-atom in the Galactic plane versus the galactocentric radius [16].
This approach implicitly assumes that gas interactions (i.e. pi0 production and
bremsstrahlung) dominate over Inverse Compton scattering in the Galactic disk.
To investigate the γ-ray emission originating from pi0-decay and bremsstrahlung,
one needs some prior knowledge of the distribution of interstellar gas (neutral and
molecular hydrogen) in the Galaxy.
In the past years the measured spatial and spectral distributions of the diffuse
emission within 10◦ from the Galactic plane have been compared to phenomeno-
logical models using realistic simulations [17]. The agreement is excellent except
for an unexpected excess of emission above 1 GeV, that could be reproduced if the
model is scaled up by a factor 1.6. This underestimation cannot be explained nei-
ther by a bad calibration of the EGRET instrument, nor by spectral changes in
the pi0 decay emission, nor by unresolved point sources (e.g. pulsars) that can at
most contribute from 10% up to 40% to the observed deficit. As the observation
of Magellanic Clouds resolved the debate on the origin of cosmic-rays in the GeV
energy, revealing their galactic origin, to explain the bulk above 1 GeV, one has
to think about which kind of galactic accelerator would be able to produce cosmic
rays with a source power of 1041 erg/s. Recent observations of non-thermal X-ray
synchrotron emission from Supernova Remnants (SNR) support the hypothesis that
SNR, producing a spectrum of electrons with an injection index from 1.8 and 2.2,
could explain the observed excess [18].
Diffuse extragalactic emission
The presence of an isotropic, extragalactic, diffuse emission of γ-rays above 30 MeV,
was already detected by SAS-II and confirmed by the CGRO mission. The origin
of this emission is not well understood. However, as most of the extragalactic point
sources are blazars, it was suggested that an unresolved population of these objects
exists and it could produce the diffuse unresolved extragalactic background [19].
Presumably, also a contribution from the galactic halo has to be taken into account.
The spectrum of the extragalactic diffuse component measured by EGRET is well
described by the relation:





photons · cm−2s−1sr−1MeV −1
(1.2)
in good agreement with SAS-II data.
1.2.2 Active Galactic Nuclei
Before the launch of CGRO in 1991, the only known extragalactic source of high en-
ergy γ-rays was 3C273 which had been detected with the COS-B satellite 20 years
ago [21]. A large fraction of identified sources discovered by EGRET at energies
below 100MeV belongs to a subclass of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN), the blazars,
characterized by an intense and variable emission from the inner nucleus, and a sub-
stantial fraction of those sources which remain unidentified in the EGRET catalog
are likely to be AGNs as well.
AGNs are very different from the ”normal” galaxies that are, typically, an as-
sembly of stars emitting as a blackbody. In fact they show bright nuclei and are
dominated by non thermal emission from radio to gamma. An other fundamental
difference is their observed variability: the emission changes significantly on a short
time scale, from which the term ”active”, see for example [20]. Because the typical
variability is of the order of 1 day, the size of the emitting region, at redshift z = 1,
has to be smaller than ∼ 1.3 × 1010 Km, that is roughly the size of the solar sys-
tem. The observed luminosities (typically 1.9× 1046 erg · s−1) suggest the presence
of a compact and bright source. The most efficient process known to explain the
source emitting power is the release of gravitational energy in a deep gravitational
potential:
Lacc = ² m˙acc c
2 (1.3)
where Lacc is the luminosity of the source, ² the efficiency of the process in the
conversion of gravitational energy into radiation (∼ 10%), ˙macc is the mass accretion
rate and c the light speed. The accretion rate has a limit, called Eddington limit, that
can be calculated from a balance between the gravitational force and the radiation




·M = 1.3× 1038 M
M⊙ erg · s−1 (1.4)
where G is the gravitational constant, mP is the proton mass and σT is the Thomson
cross-section. This implies, if the AGN emits at the Eddington limit, its mass has
to be of the order of 106 ÷ 1010M⊙. All these observations lead to assume that
the engine of the AGN is a supermassive black hole. There is an other feature
typical of about 5% of the AGNs: the presence of a collimated emission of plasma in
relativistic jets. Inside the AGN family there is a vast subclassification based mainly
on morphological properties of the objects, their spectrum features, their frequency
and the direction of the jet with the line of sight:
Radio galaxies (divided in Lobe Dominated and Core Dominated) emitting mainly
in radio by synchrotron emission of relativistic electrons.
Seyfert galaxies (divided in Seyfert I and II): they are spiral galaxies with a compact
and very bright nucleus (∼ 1045 erg/s), characterized by prominent optical
emission lines, corresponding to highly ionized gas, with a high velocity around
10000 km/s.
Quasars: the brightest in the AGN family (∼ 1044÷1048 erg/s), according to their
visual magnitude, these galaxies are nearly 10000 times brighter than our
whole galaxy. Their spectra exhibit strange properties: emission lines that
are strongly redshifted. The environment is characterized by the presence of
a chaotic gas at such temperature that hydrogen ionization is possible.
Blazars: they are the AGN subclass that dominates the observation at gamma
energy. They are bright, starlike objects that can vary rapidly in their lumi-
nosity with peaks in the emission during flaring periods. It is believed that the
Blazar emission is associated to a jet of relativistic matter directly pointing to
the observer, this can explain the intense flux of energy, that otherwise could
not be associated to an isotropic emission. The apparent luminosity, assuming
isotropic emission, is 1048 ÷ 1050 erg/s.
Figure 1.4: AGN: a schematic view of the standard model, adapted from [22]
With this large subdivision there is agreement in accepting the unified model shown
in Figure 1.4 [22]. According to this model AGNs are described by a supermassive
black hole, working as central engine that absorbs the plasma, gas and dust used as
combustibles. The matter rotating at the center of the galaxy generates an accreting
disk (extended up to 1− 30× 1014 cm) surrounded by a torus of dust and absorbing
matter; this central region radiates thermally from infrared to X-rays.
Following the ”modern” classification schemes, AGNs can be divided into two
categories, on the basis of their radio properties: radio-loud objects, with a lu-
minosity L5GHz > 10
24 W Hz−1sr−1, or radio-quiet objects, for which L5GHz ≤
1024 W Hz−1sr−1. About 10% of all AGNs are radio-loud, the rest are radio-quiet.
Radio-loud AGNs emit collimated beams or jets of plasma , while radio-quiet AGNs
do not show large scale kilo parsec jets. In general collimated relativistic particles
contribute to non thermal emission via inverse Compton of energetic leptons over
photons (leptonic model) or from hadrons by photoproduction (hadronic model).
Recent comprehensive review about all aspects of AGNs and their observational
properties can be found elsewhere [23] [24] [25].
1.2.3 Pulsars
The first identified gamma-ray sources belong to the class of pulsars. Pulsars were
discovered mostly in the radio, but their observations along the entire electromag-
netic spectrum are possible, in particular the gamma emission was first observed in
Crab and Vela by SAS-II. The power spectra of most of the γ-ray pulsars [26] are
extremely flat with maximum power often coming in the GeV energy range as shown
in Figure 1.1. The pulsars are neutron stars (NS), i.e the relics of the intermediate
Figure 1.5: A diagram of a pulsar showing its rotation axis, its magnetic axis, and
its magnetic field.
mass stars evolution. NS are high density (up to 1015g/cm3) compact objects (radius
∼ 10Km), rapidly rotating around a central axis. The intense rotating magnetic
field, created in the inner region, accelerates the charged particles on the NS surface.
These particles outflow emitting synchrotron radiation and interacting via inverse
Compton with produced photons. The beamed γ-rays radiation from the rotating
object produces a pulsed emission with a period equal to the rotation period of the
star (from few seconds to milliseconds). A scheme of a pulsar is shown in Figure
1.5.
1.2.4 Gamma-Ray Bursts
Gamma-ray bursts are powerful flashes of gamma-rays that light up suddenly in the
sky outshining any other source. The first observation of GRB was obtained, by
accident, by military VELA satellites, employed in the defense of the international
treaty that forbade nuclear explosions in space. After this discovery many other mis-
sions were designed to study specifically those explosive events, among them there
was the BATSE instrument on CGRO followed by the most successful X-ray mission
BeppoSAX. They allowed a precise localization of GRB X-ray afterglow [28], that is
the emission following a gamma burst in other parts of the spectrum, ranging from
radio waves to X-rays. Thanks to the observation of the GRB counterpart at optical
and longer wavelengths the identification of the host galaxy and the measurement
of the redshift as confirmation of their cosmological distance were obtained. Such
observed intense explosions require that a huge energy (1051−1053 erg), correspond-
ing to a sizeable fraction of a solar mass, is emitted in a short time ranging from
few milliseconds to about 103 seconds.
The GRB temporal durations in the BATSE energy band have a bimodal distri-
bution of long bursts with t > 2s (representing the majority) and short bursts with
t < 2s. The resulting spectra are very hard and peak at energies of a few hundreds
KeV, following a power law described by a spectral index that varies during the
burst.
The observations made during the past years cannot fully explain the phenomena
associated to these intense bursts showing a complex typology of light curves; a
sample of them is shown in Figure 1.6.
At the moment many questions are unsolved about the nature of their progeni-
tors, the hypotheses range from the collapse of the core of a massive star to a binary
system of two merging neutron stars or a neutron star-black hole, but recently it has
been noticed that they are associated with massive stars and possibly with a rare
kind of super-hyper-supra-novae, see [29]. These models suggest that the final for-
mation of a few solar mass black hole, surrounded by a debris torus whose accretion
provides a release of gravitational energy sufficient to power a burst. A presumably
collimated fireball [30] of e± pair is accelerated to relativistic speed (Lorentz factor
Figure 1.6: GRB light curves observed by BATSE
Γ > 100) from the high internal pressure until most of its initial energy is converted
into bulk motion. After this phase the fireball becomes transparent. An internal
engine working intermittently is required to explain the observed duration. As the
produced shells (several fireballs) have different Γ, then the faster can catch up
with the slower ones producing shocks responsible for the intense burst. All shells
interact with the circumstellar medium generating the emission that could explain
the observed afterglow. The enormous energy and power released required by their
cosmological distances support the mentioned fireball scenario, whose a descriptive
picture is shown in Figure 1.7. Progress has been made in understanding how the
GRB and afterglow radiation arises in term of a relativistic fireball, but the debate
concerning the nature of central engine and the identity of GRB progenitors is still
open. Resuming lectures on GRB aspects and possible progenitor candidates can
be found in [31], [32] and [33].
Figure 1.7: Cartoon for the Fireball Model.
1.2.5 The Supernova Remnants
A star is a system that tends to maintain a balance between two fundamental
forces: the gravitational attraction and the radiation pressure. When this system
approaches the final state of its evolution, it can trigger one of the most energetic and
spectacular explosive events, a Supernova, that can outshine an entire galaxy during
the peak light output. The explosion marks the end of a massive star (> 8M⊙) that
collapses under the effect of the unbalanced gravitational force, leaving a neutron
core and an expanding shell of matter known as Supernova Remnants (SNR). Dur-
ing the collapse, the huge pressure produced from the degenerated gas of neutrons
transforms the inner nucleus into a shield upon which the external shells rebound
generating shock waves of supersonic speed. This event results in the release of a
very large amount of energy and in the ejection in the interstellar space of the star
envelope caused by the blast waves.
Supernova remnants are generally powerful radio and X-ray sources. In fact near
the core of the neutron star a very large magnetic field is generated, within which the
relativistic electrons move emitting synchrotron radiation. Furthermore the shock
waves generated from the ejected matter can ionize the surrounding gas, this is why
the observed Supernova explosions are important, in particular:
• the interstellar medium, within which the explosion takes place, is strongly
modified by the ”hole” that rapidly expands up to several hundreds of light
years in diameter: we can derive that Supernovae explosions have affected the
distribution of dust and gas in our Galaxy.
• the shock waves, generated during the explosion, can accelerate cosmic rays or
trigger the formation of new stars from existing interstellar clouds. In fact the
amount of heat and pressure released from a supernova explosion can create
new regions of star birth by compressing the surrounding interstellar medium.
• supernovae are the primary suppliers of heavy elements. Elements necessary
for life, such as carbon and oxygen, as well as heavier elements like iron, are
produced by nucleosynthesis in the interior of the star and during the explosion
they are redistributed through the interstellar environment.
SNRs are believed to be the sources of hadronic cosmic rays up to energies of ap-
proximately (Z · 1014 eV) [27]. Collisions of cosmic-ray nuclei with the interstellar
medium produce neutral pions which subsequently decay into γ-rays. The lumi-
nosity of γ-rays from secondary pion production may be detectable by the current
generation of satellite-based and ground-based experiments, particularly if the ob-
jects are in a high density region of the interstellar medium. EGRET has detected
signals consistent with the positions of shell-type SNRs. However EGRET observa-
tions alone are not sufficient to confirm the presence of high energy hadronic cosmic
rays and the EGRET poor angular resolution cannot allow a good identification of
a SNR shell.
1.2.6 Unidentified sources
About two out of three sources detected by EGRET have not been identified. To
obtain information on the nature of the emitter, object class correlation studies are
needed. Spectral features, spatial, temporal and physical characteristics are investi-
gated. Their distribution show a clustering in the galactic plane, while high-latitude
unidentified sources above 1 GeV are rare. As most of identified sources are pulsars
or blazars the first hypothesis was to associate the unidentified sources to these ob-
jects [34]. Recent studies show the possibility of a distinction between unidentified
sources at mid-latitude and brighter sources close to the galactic plane, the former
ones are associated with the Gould Belt [35] of massive and late-type stars, inter-
stellar gas and molecular clouds, while the latter ones are related to extragalactic
objects, isotropically distributed with at least one local galactic component. As a
point source detection depends strongly on the exposure, the source flux and the
background in the surrounding regions, we can conclude that a major drawback
of EGRET was a nonuniform detection sensitivity. The study of these sources by
crossed observations at different wavelengths with increased sensitivity is one of the
hardest challenges of modern astronomy. A recent view of the current status of
identification of the high-energy γ-ray sources is given in [37].
1.2.7 Dark Matter
In 1993 F. Zwicky, studying the motion of distant galaxies, estimated their mass by
two different methods: the measurement of the amount of light reaching the Earth
and the measurement of the rotational velocity. The discrepancy found suggested a
”missing mass problem”, i.e. about 90% of Universe is dark, or it cannot be detected
from the emitted light. Further measurements from recent missions (BOOMERanG,
WMAP) showed that the Universe composition is the following: 5% of barionic
matter, 20% of non-barionic matter and 75% of dark energy.
The study of dark matter is important because of its connection with the Universe
evolution. General relativity predicts 3 possible geometries of the Universe: open,
closed or flat. In absence of a cosmological constant the fate of the Universe is
determined by a parameter, the mass density Ω, representing how much matter per
unit volume is in the Universe. If Ω > 1 we expect an open Universe expanding
forever; if Ω < 1 the Universe expands and then collapses upon itself; and for
Ω = 1 a flat Universe is predicted. If we accept the Big Bang theory, dark matter
is also a possible solution to explain how galaxies and stars have been formed in
a young Universe isotropically distributed. Physicists suggest that dark matter
supplied the initial gravity for structure formation. But what kind of mysterious
candidates could constitute 90% of our Universe? Astronomers support the existence
of MACHOs (Massive Compact Halo Objects), the barionic matter that makes up
the halo around galaxies, maybe non-luminous objects like brown dwarfs or black
holes. Particle physicists search for WIMPs (Weak Interacting Massive Particles),
non-barionic particles of small mass usually interacting gravitationally with barionic
matter. One candidate in the supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model is
the neutralino, which could annihilate into gamma rays in the energy range between
10 and 300 GeV. The MACHOs would be observed mainly by gravitational lensing,
the bending of light rays in a presence of an intense gravitational field proposed in
1919 by Einstein, while to detect WIMPs the usage of large cooling crystals has
been proposed, or the Antarctic ice, to almost 0 ◦K, where the passage of a WIMP
should be registered as an increasing of the temperature.
The next generation of high-performance exploratory missions could fill the va-
cancies of our knowledge of γ-ray emitters described above and yield important
unanticipated findings. One of the most promising experiments is GLAST, described
in the next Chapter.
Chapter 2
The next generation of space born
high energy γ-ray telescopes:
GLAST
Many instruments, both satellite-born as well as ground based, have been designed
to answer questions raised by EGRET discoveries. Efforts are mainly concentrated
in the investigation of the high energy region of the electromagnetic spectrum that
remains more obscure and whose understanding is needed to complete the broad
multi-wavelength coverage that is crucial to progress in modern astrophysics. Among
the next generation of high-energy telescopes the most promising is GLAST that
will allow a great step in the understanding of the sites of particle acceleration in the
Universe. GLAST is an international space mission that will study the cosmos in
the energy range 10 KeV −300 GeV . The project is directed by the Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC-NASA, USA) and is supported by the physics and astrophysics
programs in the partner countries of Italy, France, Japan, Sweden and Germany. It is
expected to be launched in 2007 and will allow a full coverage of the gamma-ray sky
with greatly expanded capabilities w.r.t EGRET. Flying in low-Earth circular orbit,
at 550 Km of altitude with 28.5◦ of inclination, the GLAST mission will operate in
both scanning (during the first two years) and pointing mode, observing objects
of interest as planned in the scheduled scientific program. The instrument will be
pointed in the zenith direction and rocked north-south periodically by ∼ ±35◦ to
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cover the poles of the orbit and east-west to fill observed gaps around the South
Atlantic Anomaly. Thanks to this feature the full sky will be surveyed every two
orbits with a quite uniform exposure, with a time scale as short as one day.
2.1 GLAST: the detectors
GLAST will host onboard two detectors: the Large Area Telescope (LAT) signifi-
cantly more sensitive than previous instruments, as well as the GLAST Burst Mon-
itor (GBM) [38], for the study of gamma-ray bursts. The LAT, whose schematic
view is shown in Figure 2.1, is the main instrument and it is designed to reach a
sensitivity of 2 × 10−9 photons cm−2s−1(> 100MeV ) in a two year all-sky survey,
which is more than a factor of 30 better than EGRET. It is equipped with 3 detec-
tor subsystems: The Anti-Coincidence Detector (ACD) [39], the Tracker/Converter
[40] and the Calorimeter [41]. Since above 10 MeV the photon interaction is dom-
inated by e+ e− pair production, the reconstructed direction of the pair in the
tracker/converter gives the photon direction, while the enrgy loss measured in the
calorimeter yields the photon energy. A clear gamma-ray signature in the LAT is
obtained when the following conditions are satisfied:
• no signal in the anticoincidence shields;
• more than one track starting from the same vertex within the tracker;
• an electromagnetic shower in the calorimeter.
The tracker/converter system consists of 16 identical modules, each having 40 ×
40 cm2 section, made by 18 x-y planes of silicon-strip detectors interleaved with
thin foils of tungsten, 3% radiation length (X0) for the first 12 planes and 18% X0
in front of each of the following 4 planes. This segmentation reduces the degrada-
tion of the angular resolution due to multiple scattering. A silicon strip pitch of
228 µm ensures good track separation and excellent angular resolution. The design
has been optimized to match the requirement of high detection efficiency (> 90%),
good position resolution (< 60µm) and large signal to noise (> 20). Modern tech-
nologies based on silicon strip detectors, with long standing successful application in
Figure 2.1: A schematic picture of the LAT
accelerator-based high-energy physics experiments and space born detectors, satisfy
these requirements.
As the photons passing through the instrument represent only a very small frac-
tion of the CR’s charged particles flux, which is more than 105 times larger, an ACD
system covers the LAT and Calorimeter. The ACD consists of segmented tiles of
scintillator read-out by wavelength-shifting fibers and phototubes, ensuring 99.97%
efficiency for minimum ionizing particles.
The bottom part of each tower is made by a crystal calorimeter, that consists of
8 layers of 12 bars of thallium-doped cesium iodide CsI(Tl). To achieve the required
energy coverage and resolution, the calorimeter is 8.5 X0 deep (an additional depth
of 1.5 X0 resides in the tracker). The calorimeter is arranged in a hodoscopic or
imaging configuration and is read out using PIN photodiodes on both sides of the
CsI. The position resolution ranges from few millimeters at 10 MeV to few parts of
millimeter above 1 GeV.
Each of the 16 towers has a tower electronic model (TEM), including data acqui-
sition, trigger electronics and power supplies, mounted below the calorimeter. The
32-bit radiation-hard processors now available allow the replacement of a part of the
trigger hardware with software, making possible considerable on-board analysis of
the tracker data enhancing the throughput of useful gamma-ray data. The on-board
filtering will reduce the ∼ 4 KHz trigger rate to the ∼ 30 Hz event rate that can
be downlinked to ground; ground processing will result in a ∼ 2 Hz photon rate.
The detector performances are summarized in Table 2.1: a comparison with
EGRET is also shown.
2.2 The GLAST science capabilities
Thanks to its increased sensitivity, larger effective area (∼ 1 m2) together with a
larger field of view (∼ 2.4 sr), GLAST will perform a detailed study of gamma ray
sources and enhance the discovery potential for new phenomena. The larger effective
area will be crucial for identification of sources via their temporal signature, while
the improved LAT response in localization will be important for source identifica-
Quantity EGRET LAT
(Minimum Spec.)
Energy Range 20 MeV - 30 GeV 20 MeV - 300 GeV
Peak Effective Area 1500 cm2 10000 cm2
Field of View 0.5 sr >2 sr
Angular Resolution 5.8◦ (100 MeV) < 3.5◦ (100 MeV)
0.3◦ (10 GeV) < 0.09◦ (>10 GeV)
Energy Resolution 10% 9%
Deadtime per Event 100 ms 25 µs
Source Location Determination 15 arcmin <0.5 arcmin
Point Source Sensitivity ∼ 1× 10−7 cm−2s−1 < 6× 10−9 cm−2s−1
Table 2.1: GLAST performance compared to EGRET
tion, as shown in Figure 2.2. The Third EGRET Catalog contains 271 point-like
Figure 2.2: Comparison between GLAST and EGRET performance in source iden-
tification, simulated in the CYGNUS region.
sources, of which about 60% are unidentified and the remaining fall in the class of
AGN and pulsars. Thanks to GLAST the number of discovered sources will increase
considerably: it is expected that, during the first year of operation, the LAT will ob-
serve about 10000 sources, of which several thousand will be AGN; in addition rapid
alerts will be produced for transients such as GRB or AGN flares with latencies as
small as 12 seconds. At the end of its mission a conspicuous LAT source catalog,
available to the entire astronomical community, will be compiled. The mission will
represent a major step for the study of blazars, gamma-ray bursts, supernova rem-
nants, dark matter, diffuse radiation, pulsars and unidentified sources; the GLAST
capabilities in observing each class of objects will be described in this Section.
Blazars and Active Galactic Nuclei
Thanks to the EGRET mission it was discovered that the Blazar subclass of AGN
are bright and variable sources also at gamma rays energies. GLAST will fill the en-
ergy range which is the bulk of Blazars emission and it is expected that the number
of observed AGNs will increase up to few thousand. Of particular importance, in
studying the time varying spectrum of blazars, is the multiwavelength observation
from radio through TeV gamma rays. The combined observations of GLAST and
ground based TeV instruments will cover the band from 20 MeV to 10 TeV, giv-
ing a boost to spectral studies and providing high significance data for hundreds of
AGNs. It is well known that gamma rays in AGNs are produced via Inverse Comp-
ton scattering in relativistic particle jets, but the formation, collimation and particle
acceleration in these powerful jets remain an important open question that could be
answered by combining timing and spectral information. High quality GLAST ob-
servations could also test leptonic and hadronic models proposed for AGN emission,
comparing the temporal decay of the synchrotron radiation and induced high-energy
gamma-ray afterglows [42].
EGRET has also shown the high variability of AGNs, but in almost all of them
the emission is only detected in one or two observations and it is not seen in other
good exposures. The large field of view and area of GLAST will allow the monitoring
of sources for variability over long periods of time. GLAST will study the variability
of bright sources in day time-scale, this observation of finer temporal structure in
flaring light curves will give more precise limits on the Doppler factor and on the
sizes of event horizons of the central black hole.
Extrapolating the EGRET Blazar luminosity function, it is expected that GLAST
will detect about 4000 AGNs (see Figure 2.3, possibly back to the time of their for-
mation, allowing the study of their evolution with cosmic time. The high energy
photons could be attenuated by effects of the interaction with low energy (infrared-
optical-UV) intergalactic radiation field (extragalactic background light or EBL),
predominantly from starburst activity at the epoch of star formation, resulting in
a cut-off in the spectrum varying with redshift (z ) [43]. GLAST, combined with
Figure 2.3: Estimation of the number of AGNs detected by GLAST in a 2 year sky
survey compared to EGRET detection limit.
ground-based atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes, will explore the high energy range
(30-300 GeV), not accessible to EGRET, where a cut-off in the spectra is expected;
it will provide a large statistical power to look for a systematic redshift dependence
and distinguish between intrinsic source effects or EBL interaction.
Diffuse gamma-rays emission
EGRET confirmed the isotropic, possibly extragalactic, component of the diffuse
gamma-ray emission observed formerly by SAS-II [44], at energies above 30 MeV.
This uniform emission, obtained by subtracting the contribution from galactic emis-
sion and from identified point sources, can be modelled by a power law with a
spectral index α = 2.1 ± 0.3, over the EGRET energy range [15]. Since the mea-
sured spectral index is very similar to the averaged one for detected blazars, the
most accepted hypothesis about its origin is the contribution of faint unresolved
point sources, presumably AGNs [19]. Another possibility is the relic radiation from
unknown processes in the early Universe, i.e. neutralino decay or long-lived relics
that may or may not be dark matter candidates. GLAST will allow high-sensitivity
Figure 2.4: Comparison of diffuse gamma ray emission and point sources near the
plane in Cygnus for EGRET observation and GLAST simulation (Eγ > 100MeV )
observations at high latitude of the extragalactic diffuse background that, combined
with improved study of the galactic emission and measurement of AGNs, could give
information about the existence of unresolved AGNs or of a cosmological contribu-
tion to the extragalactic background. The improved GLAST angular and energy
resolution, reached with modern technology, will allow the best detection and local-
ization of point sources, whose contribution has to be subtracted for the estimation
of the diffuse component (Figure 2.4).
Moreover the improved instrument response will make possible to derive a finer
map of diffuse emission in the galactic plane. Exploring the diffuse radiation from
a scale smaller than molecular clouds to galactic arms, GLAST will also measure
the variation of gas density in the interstellar medium and the spatial variation of
Cosmic Rays flux. EGRET, because of the poor statistics and angular resolution,
limited the region studied to a few nearby clouds. Thanks to the improved data
quality and increased statistics it will be also possible to solve the mystery around
the 1 GeV bump observed by EGRET [17].
Pulsars
EGRET discovered 6 pulsars, but many of its unidentified gamma ray sources could
be presumably identified as pulsars. Thanks to its high sensitivity GLAST could
increase the number of detected pulsars (potentially 50 or more) and could also
discriminate (see Figure 2.5) between the different mechanism proposed for pulsars
emission: the outer gap [45] and polar [46] gap model. As the gamma rays are di-
rectly related to particles accelerated in the pulsars magnetosphere, the high energy
band is important to understand the pulsars phenomenon. Moreover pulsar models
make specific predictions for their emission and for the beam shape. GLAST will
test the pulsars physics making detailed spectral phase variation studies. These mea-
surements, together with increased statistics and improved resolution, could clarify
the acceleration processes of particles to multi-TeV energies.
Figure 2.5: Models for high-energy pulsar spectra: EGRET real data and GLAST
simulation are compared.
Gamma-Ray Bursts
The LAT and the GBM will be complementary in monitoring gamma ray bursts
emission. The combined action of these two instruments will allow the observation
of about 100 bursts per year, extending the limited set of data collected by EGRET.
The increased sensitivity is mainly due to four factors:
• GLAST will not be deadtime limited, improving the observation of intense
bursts, while EGRET had a deadtime of about 100 ms per burst that was
comparable to the GRB pulse duration at low energy.
• The LAT field of view is more than 4 times larger than EGRET, resulting in
a larger number of detected bursts.
• The LAT effective area is about 6 times larger than EGRET and it does not
decrease drastically above 500 MeV, allowing for detection of both intense and
faint emission.
• The GLAST motion along the orbit is controlled in order to keep the Earth
out of the field of view, resulting in a gain of a factor ∼ 2 in observing time.
While the multi-wavelength observations of AGNs could allow the understanding of
their emission mechanism, the monitoring of a GRB across the entire gamma ray
band (within which the prompt emission appears with rapidly changing features)
is important to discriminate the appropriate emission model and to understand the
blastwave interaction with the surrounding medium. Furthermore the source local-
ization, less than 10 arcmin, will enable the afterglow searches at lower energy and
redshift determination. So far the power source and emission mechanism of GRBs
remain a mystery, GLAST could provide valuable data to answer these questions.
Supernova Remnants
Indirect observations and theoretical models suggest that high-energy (up to about
10 TeV) gamma rays originate in Supernova Remnants, on time scales of order 103−
104 yr. The EGRET statistics and angular resolution did not allow to determine
with sufficient precision if spectra show pi0 features and if the sources are neutron
stars generated in supernova explosion. GLAST could detect the pi0 signature from
cosmic ray interactions in an interstellar cloud at the shell of the SNR. In addition
GLAST could measure the Inverse Compton spectra due to electrons at energy
∼ 0.2−2 TeV , that combined with radio and X-ray data could define the complete
broadband electron spectra of the remnants. Also crucial for SNR studies is the high
spatial resolution of GLAST that will allow to distinguish between shell emission
and compact source regions as shown in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Radio continuum emission of the Gamma Cygni SNR at 1.4 GHz from
the Canadian Galactic Plane Survey. EGRET observations are compared to GLAST
simulated images for E > 1 GeV .
Unidentified sources
More than 60% of sources detected by EGRET have not been identified and do
not have a counterpart at other wavelengths. GLAST could solve a large part
of this puzzle and produce unanticipated discoveries. The GLAST capabilities in
source identification depend on what kind of sources we expect to observe. In
particular it is useful to recall that the unidentified sources have different typologies
and cannot be squeeled in a single class: many of them are in the galactic plane
and are associated with star forming regions or SNR, while others are high-latitude
sources with an isotropic component or located at medium-latitude and presumably
associated with Gould’s Belt in the solar neighborhood. In general they are variable
or characterized by steady emission powered by non-thermal processes. For sources
classified as possible AGNs, GLAST high sensitivity and wide field of view could look
for flares and study correlation in flaring activity if associated with observations at
other wavelengths. For pulsar candidates, GLAST will contribute, due to its high
resolution, in pulsation searches in the gamma ray data. Obviously the accurate
positioning and spectral measurements are determinant in source identification and
in potential new class discoveries.
Dark Matter
A supersymmetric stable particle, called neutralino, is one of the leading candidates
for the dark matter. If this theory is correct, the detection of gamma rays produced
in a pair annihilation of these particles in the Milky Way halo is a viable technique
to search for supersymmetric dark matter candidates. The predictions indicate that
the annihilation lines fall in the energy range covered by GLAST (10-300 GeV).
Figure 2.7 shows the EGRET data from the Galactic center together with the diffuse
gamma ray background and an example of the flux due to neutralino annihilation in
the dark matter, while Figure 2.8 shows, for the same fluxes, the expected statistical
errors in two years of GLAST mission [36]. It can be observed that GLAST will
have the necessary statistical, angular and energetic accuracy to distinguish between
the two different spectral shapes.
2.3 Complementarity with ground-based experi-
ments
The showers produced from gamma-rays in the upper atmosphere can be detected
on the ground. Air shower arrays directly detect the particles (electrons, muons,
and photons) while atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes (ACTs) detect the Cherenkov
light created in the atmosphere and beamed to the ground (for a recent review
on detection techniques see [47]). Several major new facilities are under develop-
ment. New Cherenkov telescopes (among them VERITAS [48], HESS [50], MAGIC
[49] and CANGAROO-III [51]) are built based on the successful experiences of
Whipple, CAT, CANGAROO, and HEGRA. Thanks to their large collection areas
Figure 2.7: Fit of the EGRET galactic Center γ-ray data for a WIMP models with
Mχ = 80.3 GeV and W
−W+ annihilation channel
Figure 2.8: Same flux as Figure 2.7 where the statistical errors expected in three
years with GLAST are shown
(> 108 cm2), excellent angular resolution and good energy containment at very high
energies (26 radiation lengths), they allow the detection of short flares from known
sources. These detectors are however limited due to low duty cycles (10%), small
fields of view (< 5◦), systematic energy and sensitivity calibration uncertainties and
poor capabilities for observations rapidly flaring events (e.g., gamma-ray bursts) or
diffuse sources. This is why a complementary observation with an high-performance
experiment like GLAST is needed. GLAST will give the alerts for transient sources,
allowing in a few seconds the imaging Cherenkov telescopes to be pointed toward the
target. In Figure 2.9 the predicted sensitivities of several ground-based Cherenkov
and space-born telescopes are compared.
Figure 2.9: GLAST sensitivity compared to other present and future detectors in
the gamma ray astrophysics range
2.4 GLAST data release
The mission lifetime is planned to be 5 years but the goal will be to reach 10 years
of observation. During the mission the GLAST data policies will be the following:
• during the first year, dedicated to a sky survey and to the instrument cali-
bration, all data acquired by planned operations will be available only for the
selected ”Guest Investigator” and for investigators affiliated with the instru-
ment teams;
• from the second year scanning or pointing operation will be driven by com-
petitively selected proposals and all data will be publicly accessible;
• the GLAST instrument teams have the duty to release data on transient
gamma-ray sources to the community as soon as practical (also during the
first year sky-survey).
One of the goals of the GLAST mission will be to compile a catalog of all sources
detected by LAT and analysed with the decided standard tools, that will be made
available to the entire astronomical community.

Chapter 3
Detection of gamma ray sources
A considerable effort is necessary in the design and construction of a detector like
GLAST. In addition an efficient source detection algorithm is needed to handle data
generated by the high-performance, large acceptance detector. Source detection in
astrophysics can be treated as a common ”signal detection” problem in the domain
of statistical inference. To classify new sources or give more precise information for
already known ones, we have to carefully analyse the data using statistical methods
to derive information about the existence, the location, and the different properties
(as flux, spectral index, size etc.) of the signals. The ideal would be to have an
efficient method for source detection, which is fast in deciding if we are in the
presence of a signal giving only a predefined number of spurious detection, and in
the characterization of the detected sources. Moreover at gamma-ray energies many
kinds of objects are known to be point sources while others can be recognizable as
spatially extended sources, such as galaxy clusters or supernova remnants; the latter
exhibit bright diffuse emission at high energy which may overlap with that of the
former together with the diffuse emission from galactic and extragalactic background
resulting in sources near to the detection limit. In particular concerning detection of
point sources, the knowledge of the instrument response functions is useful to adjust
the parameters of the given method and to refine the detection technique. Moreover,
the characteristics of the gamma-ray detectors influences strongly the choice of the
optimal method. In fact the techniques used for gamma-rays are very different from
those applied to optical, UV and X-rays images, due mainly to their nonuniform
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response, e.g. the Point Spread Function (for more details see appendix on IRF),
which varies strongly with energy and direction of the incoming photon.
Analysis of γ-ray data is carried out in the photon counting regime, where the
information for most sources has to be extracted from a handful of photons. To have
an idea of the collected statistics, it should be recalled that EGRET received from
Crab pulsar about 5000 photons with E > 100 MeV during 4 observation periods
(about 50 days over the 2 year mission), i.e. ∼ 100 photons per day. Accounting for
the improved effective area (EA) (peak value 10000 cm2 for GLAST vs 1500 cm2 for
EGRET) and the increased time of exposure, in 50 days scanning mode observation
GLAST will collect at least a factor 3 more photons than observed in the 2-year
EGRET mission (if we assume an average EA of 5000 cm2). GLAST will collect data
in the form of a photon list with information about direction, energy, detection time,
position of the Spacecraft with respect to the orbit or celestial corps (Sun, Moon,
Earth). It is important to have a method that manages and analyses these data
providing rapid source detection, leaving the determination of the source properties
to a slower but more detailed analysis. Several approaches have been proposed
during the past years for source detection. They can be subdivided into two broad
categories: parametric and nonparametric algorithms. Each is more appropriate
in different situations as it will be explained in the next Section. In the following
paragraphes a summary of most diffuse techniques for source detection will be given,
focusing the attention on nonparametric procedures. To introduce the problem of
source detection and characterization (with particular reference to a point-like source
whose emission is well described by a power law) we recall that it consists of:
• the localization of an ”excess” in the map;
• the classification of the localized candidate as a source or noise background
fluctuations (based on the confidence level of the detection);
• the description of the localized source features: position, intensity of emission
or associated count, spectral index and related errors.
We will concentrate on the first two steps (detection), since the problem of back-
ground separation is very important at gamma energies and fundamental for the
discovery of new sources in this unexplored energy range.
3.1 Parametric versus nonparametric techniques
in signal detection
The data to be processed consist always of a fluctuating component called noise plus
any potential signal. The goal of the analysis is to design a system to extract the
signal in the available data. As the problem is to determine the absence or pres-
ence of a signal, the so-called hypothesis testing of statistics can be used. The first
problem in detection is to localize a signal and the decision if accepting or rejecting
it. We describe the problem in a general way, without any specific reference to the
astrophysical field of application. Given as input of our ”detector” a signal x, gen-
erally masked by noise, assumed to be a stochastic process, and referring to the two
possibilities of testing as hypothesis (H) and alternative (K), x will have a different
density function (f) depending on whether H or K occurs, respectively f(x|H) or
f(x|K). The so-called parametric methods assume that f(x|H) and f(x|K) are
known and use this knowledge to derive the optimal form for a detector that com-
pensates for distortions introduced by the noise and establishes whether H or K
are the correct source of observed data. In this case, if the assumed probability
density functions are correct, the performance of the detector will be good. On the
contrary the so-called nonparametric methods do not assume the density function
to be completely known. They are based only on general assumptions about the
input. Since they are not strongly dependent on the actual input probability density
distribution, the nonparametric methods maintain a fairly constant level of perfor-
mance. However given the same sample of data, if the assumed probabilities in the
parametric detector are correct, this method will give better results. It is convenient
to choose a parametric method when an appropriate model to describe the objects
is available, while for a blind detection, without reference to a particular model, it
is better to rely on a nonparametric method.
3.2 Detection of astrophysical sources in gamma
ray band
In high energy astrophysics, the data often consist of counts, i.e. integral numbers
associated within some set of cells, or specifically, the number of photons collected
in a given sky pixel. The data may consist of only a few counts, so we must refer to
a Poisson description when making statistical, rather than gaussian statistics that
could be easier but applicable only in the high counts limit. The problem can be di-
vided in two parts: the detection or localization of a source and its characterization.
In image analysis,the observed number of counts in a pixel are due to an average
source flux over that pixel and the task is to recover the underlying density while
eliminating the noise due to statistic fluctuations or background emission, and then
estimate the flux related to the found objects.
3.2.1 A parametric approach: the Likelihood analysis
The parametric approach assumes a relatively simple model described by a finite
number of parameters and fits the data by maximizing a function that represents the
probability of observing data given the postulated model (the poisson Likelihood)
or, in a bayesian approach, an aposterior distribution. At present for the gamma
ray data the Maximum Likelihood analysis has been largely used. In the analysis
of COS-B data [52], as an example, upper limits for the photon fluxes from extra-
galactic objects were evaluated by a Likelihood method encouraged in [53]. In the
same period the statistical approach in photon counting experiments were largely
discussed and revised, on the suggestion of works [54] and [55], although the neo-
bayesian approach [56] used in the presentation of SAS-II observations. Recently
the maximum likelihood has been successfully applied to ROSAT [57] and EGRET
data [58] for the estimation of source parameters. In next section we will give a
brief introduction to the Likelihood estimation theory, suitable to understand the
difference with other nonparametric methods chosen in our analysis.
The Maximum Likelihood method
Maximum likelihood estimation starts with a mathematical expression known as the
Likelihood Function of the data sample. The likelihood of a particular set of data D
is the probability to obtain D given a chosen probability distribution model M(x).
L(M(x)) = P (D |M(x)) (3.1)
This expression contains the unknown model parameters x; the values of these
parameters that maximize the sample likelihood are known as the Maximum Likeli-
hood Estimator (MLE). In evaluating the capabilities of different methods, we have
to take into account a large number of properties, among them the most important
are:
Consistency, by increasing the data set the estimator converges to the true value;
Efficiency, if the rate at which the estimator converges to the true value is the max-
imum rate of convergence (the Rao-Cramer-Frechet bound [59]), the method
is efficient;
Bias, the difference between the estimator and the true value;
Robustness, the insensitivity of the estimator to the errors in the assumed prob-
ability distribution.
The Maximum Likelihood method is useful both as an ”hypothesis test” to dis-
criminate between two different models which is the best one in representing the
observed data, as well as in estimating the optimal parameters of an accepted model.
In order to make the computation easier and reduce the computational errors, it is
typical to work with the logarithm of the likelihoods. A statistic test TS to compare
two models (M1,M0) can be defined in the following way [59]:
TS = −2 ln L(M1)L(M0) (3.2)
In determining the distribution of the TS, a fundamental theorem, the Wilk’s The-
orem, plays an important role; this theorem states that if the model M(x0) (termed
the null model) is correct, the TS follows asymptotically the behaviour of a χ2 dis-
tribution with n-p degrees of freedom, where n and p are respectively the degrees of
freedom of M1 andM0.
The Maximum Likelihood estimate can be biased, and its robustness depends
on the assumed model.
The Likelihood analysis in γ-rays
The Likelihood analysis has been applied both in γ-rays (e.g. EGRET, COMPTEL,
COS-B) and X-rays (e.g. Einstein Observatory), typically using binned data and
a quite complicated model for the background emission. In Likelihood applications
we can distinguish between binned and unbinned Likelihood.
With unbinned Likelihood we indicate that the model of γ-rays rate R is assumed
to be a function of the direction (e.g. galactic coordinate l, b), energy (E) and time
(t): R(E,l,b,t). Small bins of size dl × db × dE × dt can be constructed in order
to have a quite constant rate over them and a sufficiently small probability to get
more than one photon. Under these hypothesis, assuming Poissonian statistics, the
likelihood P1 to have a photon in a bin is:
P1 = R(E, l, b, t) dl db dE dt× e−R(E,l,b,t)dl db dE dt (3.3)
while the likelihood of getting no photons in a bin is:
P0 = e
−R(E,l,b,t)dl db dE dt (3.4)
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lnR(li, bi, Ei, ti)−Npred (3.5)
where P are all the bins that contain a photon, Npred is the number of photons
predicted by the assumed model , N is the total number of observed counts and i
refers to a single photon. In this approach most of the computation time is spent in
evaluating R.
By the term binned likelihood, it is meant that the bins are not made infinites-





R(l, b, E, t) dl db dE dt (3.6)
taking into account the poissonian nature of the counting process, the Likelihood







where nj is the number of photons in the bin j. Passing to the logarithm and




nj ln rj −Npred (3.8)
The differences with the previous approach is that the exact information about the
photon is replaced with the integrated one and the computation time scales with
the number of bins instead of with the number of photons N.
Generally, when we deal with astrophysical sources, the model has to be con-
structed including the contributions from point or extended sources (S), diffuse
galactic (GM) and extragalactic (GB) emission, and the instrumental performance
(I). The probability of observing a photon with original energy and direction (E0, l0, b0)
at any detected energy and direction (E,l,b), taking into account the state I(t) of the
satellite, will be P (E, l, b | E0, l0, b0, I(t)). If the photon is coming from a source
characterized by a flux F (l, b), whose emission can be described as a power law with
spectral index α, and the instrument response function (IRF) can be factorized as
a product of the Effective Area (SA), Point Spread Function (PSF) and Energy
Resolution (ED), (for more details about IRF see Chapter 8), the probability P can
be rewritten as:
P (E, l, b | E0, l0, b0, I(t)) = SA(l0, b0, E0, I(t))× PSF (l, b | l0, b0, E0, I(t))×
×ED(E | l0, b0, E0, I(t)) (3.9)
The likelihood of observed data at specific energy and direction (E0, l0, b0) is given
by:




F (l0, b0) E
−α
0 SA(l0, b0, E0, I(t)) PSF (l, b | l0, b0, E0, I(t)) ·
·ED(E | l0, b0, E0, I(t)) dl0 db0 dE0 (3.10)
this expression can be replaced in the rate of equation 3.8 to compute the likelihood
for the observed data. The binned approach has been often preferred because it is
insensitive to errors in the IRF function normalization and is faster in computation.
”Merits and faults” of the maximum Likelihood method
The Maximum Likelihood method gives the possibility to have a complete data anal-
ysis using a complex model for the diffuse emission and a multiple source descrip-
tion that will allow, in particular at low energy, to disentangle between superposed
sources. A more precise description of sources in a parametric algorithm is reached
at the price of a huge computational effort. The next generation of gamma ray
instruments will offer to the community a large set of data (more than 40 times the
previous generation); it will handicap traditional methods and only a non paramet-
ric and fast approach could handle this enormous quantity of events and represent
the ideal solution to study extended objects without any a priori knowledge of their
shape or origin.
3.3 Non parametric analysis of astrophysical sources
More often the density distribution which describes the emission model of a given
object is not available because it is too complex or simply unknown. In such cases
we can use a non parametric estimation. In lack of information the goal of the
detection process is to recognize blindly the presence of signals in a data set. Many
methods proposed in X-ray imaging can be applied at higher energy and, although
not completely suitable, they could be useful in to provide a fast, rough discrimina-
tion between signal and background. Among these young techniques we can include
the Sliding Cell algorithm, applied on Chandra X-ray data [60]. Among the so-called
filter techniques, the most popular is the Wavelet Analysis, extensively described
in the next Chapter concerning applications on simulated GLAST data. Finally
we will briefly discuss an emerging method of image analysis called Independent
Component Analysis, which has been successfully applied in medical, financial and
engineering domains. Other filter techniques have been extensively applied to the
detection of point sources: the Matched Filter (MF) and the Scale Adaptive Fil-
ter (SAF). The purpose of the MF is to maximize the signal to noise ratio and to
minimize the probability of undetected errors received from a signal; it has been
used mainly in signal processing and recently, to detect clusters of galaxies from
optical imaging data [61]. The SAF [62] works under the same principle as MF, but
with the additional constraint to have a maximum in filtered space at the scale and
source position, thus sources are identified as local maxima; it has been applied also
on X-ray images [63].
3.3.1 The Sliding Cell algorithm
Since we are interested in the discovery of light objects on a dark background, the
Sliding Cell [64] method gives a fast but limited way to discriminate these signals.
The analysis consists in passing over all pixels with two co-aligned squared boxes
of different size and approximately equal area. The size of the inner region, called
the ”detect cell”, is chosen approximately as some large fraction of the Point Spread
Function (PSF). As the size of the PSF varies with off-axis angle, the size of the
detect cell should also vary (see Figure 3.1). The counts within this frame are an
estimation of the source plus background contribution, while a separate estimation
of the local background amplitude could be provided from the counts in the annular
region between cells. In order to evaluate if an isolated point source is located at
the cell center, the Poisson significance that the difference between the two regions
was a simple fluctuation of the background, is then computed. The method is
limited for the case of superposed or close sources, because they can contaminate
the contribution in the ”background frame”. The nonparametric method could allow
a fast detection of sources and their features, whose output would be indicative and
useful for a more precise definition of source characteristics (position, spectral index,
flux, etc) derived eventually with a parametric method.
Figure 3.1: Top: the sliding Detect Cell. Bottom: Varying cell sizes (left) and
recursive blocking (right).
3.3.2 The wavelet analysis
In this section an introduction to wavelet theory will be given, however a more
complete treatment of the wavelets method can be found in [66][67].
The concept of wavelet was introduced by Morlet in 1984 [65] for the analysis
of seismic data. Since this pioneering work wavelets have been used to study other
kind of signals and this method has became popular both in mathematical and
applied sciences: of course they are a versatile tool with rich mathematical content
and great potential for applications. Two different types of transforms (discrete and
continue) exist, we will describe only the second since it is preferred for the detection
of complex image structures.
Wavelet theory has been defined following the Fourier theory, but wavelets can
be formally described as localized, oscillatory functions whose properties are more
attractive than sine and cosine functions.
We start with the Fourier analysis to introduce the wavelet definition. Denote
with L2(0, 2pi) the ensemble of measurable functions f, defined on the interval [0, 2pi]
that satisfy ∫ 2pi
0
| f(x) |2 dx <∞ (3.11)
the sacrifice is very minimal by assuming that f is a piecewise continuous function.












f(x) e−inx dx (3.13)
This definition gives two distinct features:
1 f is decomposed into a sum of mutually orthogonal components gn(x) := cn e
inx,
it holds that wn(x) := e
inx is an orthonormal basis.
2 the Fourier series representation 3.12 is generated by ”dilation” of a single function
w(x) := eix
This means that any 2pi-periodic function is generated by a ”superposition” of inte-
gral dilations of the basic function w(x) = eix. If we next consider the space L2(R)
of measurable functions f that satisfy∫ ∞
−∞
| f(x) |2 dx <∞ (3.14)
every function in L2(R) must decay very fast to zero at ±∞. Since the sinusoidal
(wave) function w(x) does not belong to the defined space, we look for small waves,
or ”wavelets”, to generate L2(R). Analogous to L2(0, 2pi), where a single function
w(x) generates the entire space, we are looking for a single function ψ having a very
fast decay that covers R. The obvious way to realize it is to shift ψ along the R
considering all the integral shifts of ψ, namely ψ(x − k), where k ∈ Z. It is useful
to not consider ”single frequency” waves, but waves with frequencies portions into
consecutive bands
ψ(2jx− k), j, k ∈ Z (3.15)
The so defined ψ(2jx − k) is obtained from a single ”wavelet” ψ(x), called mother
wavelet, by a binary dilation (i.e. dilation by 2j) and a dyadic translation (of k/2j).
It can be proved that if ψ has unit length, then all functions ψj,k defined by
{ψj,k} := 2j/2ψ(2jx− k), j, k ∈ Z (3.16)
also have unit length and the family {ψj,k} is an orthonormal basis of L2(R). Every





Analogous to the notion of Fourier coefficients, we have:









where Wψ is an integral transform on L
2(R) defined by









The integral wavelet transform (WT) gives the ”location” (in term of b), the ”rate”
(in term of a) and the ”amount” (measured by (Wψf)(b, a)) of change of f, with
zoom-in and zoom-out capability. In many applications the value of (Wψf)(b, a)
below a certain threshold or tolerance level can be removed, the wavelet is then used
as a filter function for the data set, and the modified function f can be reconstructed


























| ω | dω <∞ (3.21)
Examples of mother wavelets
An optimal wavelet can always be constructed by the user if the searched signal
has a well defined form (the resulting wavelet has to be morphologically similar to
detected source). Several two dimensional mother wavelets appear in the literature,
but in this section only few of the most frequently used in signal processing (isotropic
and not) will be briefly described.
Mexican Hat: The most used in astrophysical image analysis is the Mexican hat
mother wavelet, also known as the Laplacian of a gaussian (Figure 3.2 - left).




















2a2 , (r2 = x2 + y2) (3.22)
It is appropriate when dealing with isotropic gaussian signals, because it is
morphologically similar to a gaussian distribution, thus very efficient in de-
tection of point sources in optical, X-ray and γ-ray images, as the PSFs of
instruments are well described by gaussian functions.
Morlet 2-D: It is useful in detection of oriented structures. It is defined by four
parameters: two for the position, one for the scale and the last for the direction.
It can be described as the product of a plane wave by a gaussian function; if
the orientation is given by k0, the 2-D Morlet wavelet can be written as:
ψ(x, y) = cos(k0 · x) e−
x2+y2
2σ2 (3.23)
A picture is shown in Figure 3.2 (right).
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Figure 3.2: (left) 2-D mother wavelet mexican Hat, (right) 2-D mother wavelet
Morlet
Properties of wavelet transform
As wavelets are scalable, oscillatory functions having zero average and values differ-
ent from zero only within a limited region, they can be used to characterize shape,
location and strength of astronomical sources. Source detection algorithms based
on wavelet transforms involve the study of the correlation of scaled wavelet func-
tions with binned 2-D images. Significantly non zero correlation coefficients will
be observed only in presence of a source where there are high order variations in
the analysed data, if the chosen mother wavelet has the property of vanishing mo-
ments. The presence of two parameters (a that controls the scale and b that rules
the translation) allows to study in detail local features in an image and to extend
the inspection to the entire domain. A wavelet-based analysis allows also to clean
data from noise without any appreciable reduction of signal the strength. In Figure
3.3 an application of WT to a simulated CMB map is shown as an example of WT
as a filtering technique.
Figure 3.3: An example of filtering by WT technique, applied to simulated CMB
map with additional noise, reproduced from [68] .
Wavelet filtering: threshold determination
Filtering techniques based on wavelets have been applied in recent years for image
analysis in astrophysic. Filtering can be classified as the main signal conditioning
and processing operation, which consists in isolating some particular localized fea-
tures in a given one (1D) or two dimensional (2D) image. In particular because
astronomical data are often characterized by the presence of high background lev-
els, the wavelets can be used as a generic ”denoising” filter which retains as much
”useful” information as possible.
In a classical wavelet-based ”denoising” algorithm a wavelet transform is com-
puted, then the input wavelet coefficients are manipulated and finally an inverse
transform yields the result. The selection of a coefficient often depends on the class
to which the coefficient belongs and the used criterion, often binary, divides the
coefficients into two groups: the first group contains ”important” coefficients, while
the other group of coefficients is defined as ”not essential and too much affected
by noise”. Since the WT is a kind of magnification lens that enhances dominant
structures, the coefficients close to zero contain little information on signal and are
relatively strongly influenced by noise. In order to get rid of these contaminated
coefficients an ”high-pass” filter, that cuts the lower values, should be applied. The
described procedure can be classified as a standard threshold procedure, all wavelet
coefficients with absolute value below a certain threshold are evaluated as noisy and
the algorithm replaces them by zero. The goal is to find the optimal threshold, nei-
ther too small because the result will be still noisy, nor too large because it risks to
remove also important image features and thus to cause a bias. It is intuitively clear
that the more noise that is expected for a given coefficient, the higher the threshold
should be. Many approaches compute the threshold based on the statistical proper-
ties of a group of wavelet coefficients. For example in the method of Johnstone and
Silverman [69], who extended wavelet thresholding estimators for data with station-
ary correlated Gaussian noise, the selection of the coefficients is done level by level
with thresholds of the order of
√
2 logNjσj, where σj is a robust estimate of the
noise level at the jth resolution of the wavelet coefficients and N is the number of
coefficients in a subband j. In general it is possible to estimate the probability that
a coefficient can be due to background, after the background probability density
(f) transform has been estimated. In a 2-D image S, whose wavelet transform is
W = S ? ψ, the significance of a value w(x, y) of the transform will be:




A filtering method based on wavelet transforms seems to be very efficient in
detection of sources at scales comparable to the PSF of the instrument, since the
background has larger scales. Moreover the method is computationally faster than
Likelihood even if the precision can be whorse. This suggests that the wavelet trans-
form can be an alternative analysis tool for fast detection of features in astrophysical
images. A non parametric analysis based on wavelet transform (WT) has already
been successfully applied in the X-ray band (algorithms have been included in Rosat
and XMM analysis packages), that is why we will orient our analysis in gamma ray
(fully described in next Chapter) toward this approach.
Different approaches for source detection
The problem of source detection by a wavelet based algorithm has been treated by
many authors, especially in the X-ray energy band. The optimal method should
take into account the spatial information (i.e. PSF), variations during the exposure
and presence of a background whose behaviour is limitedly known. The solution
should be rigorous and fast. Sometimes the latter is approached using MonteCarlo
simulation of the threshold coefficients.
The Freeman approach: Freeman et al., in a recent paper [70], described the
method applied in the WAVEDETECT code for the analysis of CHANDRA
data. With a MonteCarlo simulation they estimated the probability (p(C |
Bi,j), for a gaussian distribution, of observing correlation values Ci,j if there
are only background counts within the support of the wavelet transform W,
in order to understand if a pixel (i,j) should be associated with a source. The
wavelet transform W of the input image S, is computed using the isotropic
2-D Mexican Hat mother wavelet. The local background amplitude (Bi,j) is
estimated convoluting the negative annular region (NW) of the mother wavelet





A flow chart of the illustrated method is shown in Figure 3.4. The method is
Figure 3.4: A scheme illustrating the Freeman’s source detection algorithm.
more general than the previous ones applied in X-ray image analysis thanks
to its applicability to the low-counts regime, moreover it does not require a
minimum number of background counts per pixel for the threshold computa-
tion. Nevertheless the proposed MonteCarlo simulation seems not to be well
suited, because it is sensitively slower, when we deal with the large data set
expected for GLAST.
The Damiani approach: Damiani et al. proposed [71] a method based on the
2-D Mexican Hat, where the threshold level at each scale is computed by a
MonteCarlo simulation of the background coefficient in the case of uniform
poissonian background. The wavelet transform of the input image is then
computed, and a source is detected only if the relative coefficient is over the
estimated threshold. In case of gaussian sources the wavelet transform by a
Mexican Hat function is analytically known and allows to extract information
on flux and size of a detected signal from the wavelet amplitude at a defined
scale. The method will be further described in the next Chapter.
The Stark approach: The approach of Starck et al. [72], is quite similar to the
one proposed by Damiani, although it uses an isotropic wavelet, the wavelet
transform is discrete (this allows a simple inverse transform computation) and
is based on the a` trous algorithm. The aim is not only to detect sources at
a different scale (i) but also to filter the image. The threshold definition is
made by using MonteCarlo simulation as in [71], under the hypothesis of a
gaussian source in a poissonian background. The filtered algorithm is based
on a multiresolution support M: all significative coefficients are retained, set-
ting Mi(x, y) = 1, while for the others Mi(x, y) = 0. The filter image is then
reconstructed from wi(x, y)Mi(x, y) and the residual image (R) is computed
and analysed again, following the previous procedure. The basic idea consists
to detect structures in R and put them into the restored image. The pro-
cess ends when no more structures are detected. The iterative procedure is
very useful to distinguish contributions from superposed sources or from faint
sources very near to the brighter ones and hidden by them.
Other approaches: Several other approaches, that differ either for the evaluation
of the threshold or for the background estimation or in the applied mother
wavelets, have been proposed to extract source information from noisy astro-
nomical images. Among them is the tool based on isotropic wavelets, developed
by Cayon et al. [73] to determine the flux of point sources appearing in the
CMB maps, or the BRERA Multiscale Algorithm [74] used to derive the HRI
ROSAT Catalog, where sources are detected as significant enhancements in the
wavelet space after the subtraction of the background component. Wavelets
have also been applied to analyse EGRET data, either to search for diffuse
emission [101] or to extract point and extended sources [77]. In the latter
method a mathematical approach has been studied to derive the significance
level of wavelet coefficients, based on the derivation of the probability density
function of the background WT (using information on diffuse emission from
EGRET).
3.3.3 The Independent Component Analysis
In the mid-1990’s, new algorithms were introduced in the signal processing domain,
in particular to solve the typical ”cocktail party” problem, were the individual speech
waveform has to be found from its mixtures. In particular the Independent Com-
ponent Analysis (ICA) technique has interested the members of various economical,
scientific and engineering disciplines.
ICA can be seen as an extension of principal component analysis [78] but it is a
much more powerful statistical technique capable to reveal hidden factors or sources
that underlie sets of signals. The model can be applied to linear or non-linear (in
a more complicate extension that will not be treated here) mixtures of some latent
variables, meaning that they cannot be directly observed, to retrieve information
on the hidden independent components. ICA can be also defined as a generative
model, which means that it describes how the observed data are generated in a mix-
ing process assumed to be unknown. The problem that we aim to solve by the ICA
application is the definition of a suitable representation of multivariate (multidimen-
sional) statistical data, where representation means that we somehow transform the
data in order to make more visible or accessible their essential structures. It should
be emphasized that ICA is a completely non parametric algorithm that works in-
dependently of the knowledge of the model describing the data behaviour, and it
can be distinguished from other methods because it requires only few generical as-
sumptions on the statistical properties of the components. A clarifying example
and its solution is shown in Figure 3.5: on the top four independent source signals
are shown and in the middle four different mixtures of the source signals are rep-
resented. The goal is to reconstruct the hidden signals from the observed mixture
without any information on them. The application of ICA algorithm, whose basic
principles and theory will be described in next Section, allows the solution of the
problem, as displayed in the bottom of the picture, in perfect agreement with the
input.
Figure 3.5: A simple application of ICA algorithm: from different observed mixtures
(middle) of 4 components (top), the independent signals are retrieved (bottom)
Formalization of the source separation problem
Let us denote with s ≡ (s1, ..., sM) the vector of the source signal and with x ≡
(x1, ..., xN) the vector of the observed linear mixtures of the m independent com-
ponent si. The general linear instantaneous ICA model can be described by the
equation:
x = As (3.26)
where A is the mixing matrix to be determined and x are a sample of the independent
latent variables at a particular time. Without loss of generality we assume both
mixtures and sources to be zero-mean and unit variance signals, however we can
obviate this centering and whitening of the observed variables by subtraction of
the sample mean and multiplication by opportune matrices. In many applications
it would be more realistic to include an additive term representing the noise, for
simplicity we omit it since the solution would not be more complicate.
A similar model can be useful to describe M different astrophysical components
superposed in maps of the sky from N multi-frequency observations, where the action
of the mixing matrix can be represented by the effects of the instrumental response.
In any case, the goal is to determine A and to reconstruct the original signals s,
inverting the equation 3.26, using the only information on observed mixtures x with
the most possible general assumptions. In this sense ICA is very close to a blind
source separation method.
The ICA solution
The starting point of the ICA method are two general assumptions on the indepen-
dent components:
• the components of vector s are independent random processes on the map
domains;
• all components of vector s, except one, have non- Gaussian distributions.
Under these conditions the ICA algorithm allows to solve the equation 3.26 and to
estimate the hidden sources.
In order to give a simple illustration of the reasons for these requirements, let
us consider two independent uniform components having a uniform joint density
distribution on a square. The linear convolution by a mixing matrix A gives two
mixed variables x1 and x2 uniformly distributed on a parallelogram whose edges are
in the direction of the A columns. In this simple case, the ICA solution consists
in a first estimation of the join density of x1 and x2 and then on the location of
the edges. Generally, we deal with variables not uniformly distributed, but this
illustration is useful to understand why gaussian variables are forbidden: the joint
density of two uniform gaussian variables is completely symmetric and it does not
contain information about the columns of the mixing matrix. Assuming that all
requirements are satisfied, in a more general situation a classical result of probability
theory, the central limit theorem, is useful in the ICA solution. The theorem tells us
that the sum of independent random variables tends toward a gaussian distribution,
or the sum of two independent variables is more gaussian than any of the two original
ones. But how can we use this result in estimating the columns of the mixing matrix?
If the aim is to estimate the independent components s, it can be reached by finding
the optimal linear combinations of the observed variables x described by W , that is
well representing the inverse of the mixing matrix:
s = Wx = A−1x (3.27)
Denoting by y a linear combination of the xi
y = wTx = wTAs = zT s (3.28)
we find that y is a linear combination of the independent random component s. If
w was one of the rows of A−1, y would be exactly equal to one of the components of
s. At this point intervenes the central limit theorem: y being a sum of independent
components, s is more gaussian than any of the si and it is exactly equal to a single
component of s when is gaussianity is minimized. We can then find estimator of
w, maximizing the nongaussianity of wTx; such a vector would correspond to a
z = ATw, which has only one nonzero component. The found vector w substituted
in 3.28 will give a good approximation of the independent component: in this sense
the nongaussianity is a measure of the independence.
To have a quantitative measure of the gaussianity of a variable y we can use
several statistical functions, among them the most significant are:
kurtosis or the fourth order cumulant, defined as:
kurt(y) = E{y4} − 3(E{y2})2. (3.29)
where E denotes the expectation over all the available samples. The kurtosis
is zero for a gaussian random variable.
negentropy based on the information-theory quantity of (differential) entropy. The




f(y) log f(y)dy (3.30)
while the negentropy J :
J(y) = H(ygauss)−H(y) (3.31)
where ygauss is a gaussian random variable of the same covariance matrix as y.
As a gaussian variable has the largest entropy among all random variables of
equal variance, J varies between zero (for y gaussian) and non negative values.
As the estimation of nongaussianity is well described by the previous functions,
but is computationally quite complicated, in practice some approximations have
to be used to derive an efficient computational method for the ICA. A classical
approximation used for negentropy has the following form [79]:
J(y) ∝ [E{G(y)} − E{G(ν)}]2 (3.32)
where ν and y are gaussian variables of zero mean and unit variance and G is
a nonquadratic function. If we choose G wisely, in order that it does not grow
rapidly, a good compromise between properties of kurtosis and negentropy as a
robust estimator of nongaussianity can be obtained. The following choices for G




log cosh(a1u) , G2 = −e−u
2
2 (3.33)
where 1 ≤ a1 ≤ 2 is a suitable constant.
With good defined approximations for the estimation of nongaussianity, what
is needed is a method that solves the ICA problem for any distribution of the
independent variables involved in a fast and reliably way.
The FastICA technique [80] [81] is a practical algorithm based on the previously
defined contrast functions that fast approaches the solution of the problem.
The FastICA algorithm
The FastICA algorithm is an efficient method of maximization of the nongaussianity
of the y vector to find the best estimation of theW matrix and to solve equation 3.27
without any prior assumption on the model underlying the observed data and on
the mixing matrix. In order to have a simple view of the algorithm process, we can
consider the one-unit version of FastICA, meaning by ”unit” a single computational
unit, or a neuron, able to update by a learning rule the assigned weight vector w.
The FastICA learning rule is designed to find the projection of the w vector that
maximizes the nongaussianity of wTx as previously explained, where a measure of
nongaussianity is given by the approximation of negentropy in 3.32.
In order to find a noise-robust estimation of such a vector, the following iterative
fixed-point algorithm is applied, equipped with a suitable convergence criterion,
where g is the derivative of a regular non-quadratic function G in 3.32, whose form
can be chosen in 3.33:
• (i) Choose an initial vector w;
• (ii) update it through




‖ wnew ‖ (3.35)
• (iv) Compare wnew with the old one
• (v) if not converged, go back to (ii), if converged, begin another process.
Here convergence means that the new value of vector w and the old one have the
same direction.
Once the separation matrix W has been found, physical normalization, frequency
scalings and offsets of each independent component in the data can in principle be
reconstructed.
The presented FastICA algorithm has several properties that make it the pre-
ferred way in solving ICA problems:
i) it converges very fast;
ii) it is easy to use;
iii) it works without any assumption on the probability distribution function;
iv) it has all the advantages of a neural algorithm: it is parallel, distributed, com-
putationally simple and requires little memory space.
Chapter 4
Description of the detection
algorithm
As emphasized in the previous chapter, the classical methods (i.e. Likelihood) need
intensive computing time and ”a priori” assumptions on the model describing the
data. These faults have not been limitative in the past years for the analysis of X-
ray and γ-ray data, but with the advent of the new generation of space-telescopes,
in particular GLAST, a large amount of data will be available since the first days
of operation, then fast as well as reliable analysis methods are needed. This is why
non parametric algorithms (i.e. Wavelet) have been introduced as an alternative
to the standard ones. Starting from the pioneering work of Slezak et al. [82], who
introduced the mother wavelet Mexican Hat and proved its ”merits” in astronom-
ical data analysis, several authors privileged the proposed method; in our work we
followed the same approach.
In this chapter a new detection algorithm based on the wavelet transform, de-
veloped by the GLAST-Perugia group for the analysis of high-energy astronomical
images, will be described. The aim of the work is to develop a new technique,
alternative to the classical likelihood, already proposed as the standard tool for
GLAST data analysis, for the quick detection and characterization of point sources.
The originality of our algorithm is that it is a medley of already known methods:
wavelet transform, thresholding, sliding cell, iterative denoising. In fact, as we ex-
pect to deal with handful of photons, an infallible method of analysis with well
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defined statistical properties will not be possible and other ”tricks” are needed. We
tried to use different already tested algorithms, whose properties are known, and
for each of them we exploit their best capability. The procedure is designed to deal
with high-resolution data also in crowded fields (i.e. GLAST data) and it has been
successfully applied on 6-day all sky simulated GLAST data and tested on EGRET
data (in a few regions).
The developed algorithm (PGWAVE) is written in C++, according to the GLAST
software requirements [83], and has been included in the GLAST SLAC CVS [84]
repository, available to the entire GLAST team. Being a completely independent
package (it does not depend upon other programs included in the repository, but it
uses only public libraries), it could also work as a stand alone program.
4.1 The structure of the algorithm
The PGWAVE algorithm has been designed to allow a fast and blind localization
of the point sources (by WT), with only a small number of spurious detections, and
their complete characterization (position, counts and spectral index).
To accomplish these tasks, a relatively new algorithm, written in C++, has
been developed and the steps followed to produce the final list of detected sources,
including their position, counts, significance and relative errors are described. A
block diagram of the method is shown in Figure 4.1. The algorithm can work
on a count map or equivalently on an intensity map (integrated over the whole
energy range), depending on if we want retrieve information on the flux or the total
counts. As the proposed method, based on the wavelet transform, is a thresholding
procedure, the main critical step is the construction of the background map, which is
used to evaluate the detection threshold. The reference background is computed by
a suitable smoothing of the image followed by a median filter, in order to minimize
the contamination from point sources. Once the wavelet transform of the input
image at different scales is computed, the local maxima are compared with the
threshold. The generation of a threshold map at each scale is done adopting the
analytical formula derived by Damiani et al. in [71]. Our algorithm is based on an
Figure 4.1: A schematic picture of the PGWAVE algorithm steps
iterative procedure of localization and subtraction of the sources. This choice allows
to reduce the effect of the strong sources on the background computation and to
disentangle among the different source contributions, when a faint source is hidden
by a brighter one or more sources are superposed. At the first iteration only the
strong sources are accepted in order to be sure that no background fluctuations are
identified as good signals. The selection is done requiring an high signal to noise
ratio in the source region and the proposed acceptance criterion is quite similar to
the cell detect technique. At this stage a list of sources is produced and they are
fitted and subtracted from the original image, that is analysed again. This iterative
process is repeated many times until no more sources are detected. A more precise
and complete analysis of the brighter sources can be done in a second step to derive
their spectral index, position and flux, working on the images generated at different
energy ranges.
4.2 Estimation of the background map
The estimation of the background map is a preliminary step for the threshold de-
termination. Being the diffuse emission characterized as a gradient along the map,
it has to be evaluated locally, rather then globally. In fact as it has been pointed out
in the work by Hunter et al. [17], the background emission shows several structures,
whose size changes moving along the latitude axis in the sky map. A clarifying view
of that can be found in Figures 4.2 and 4.3.
Furthermore, as the structured background emission is strongly varying and presents
many point-like structures, some special care is needed. In fact, assuming a constant
background median value across the image, would mean to favour false detections
in a region where the background has been underestimated and to reduce the detec-
tion capabilities where the local background is larger than the estimated average.
In order to reduce a possible contamination from point sources and to account for
its typical gradient, the background evaluation is carried out in 3 steps:
• smoothing of the input image;
• computation of an averaged background map;
• normalization of the averaged map by the EGRET diffuse emission model.
4.2.1 Smoothing of the input image
This step is essential to reduce local non uniformities due to lack of counts, especially
far from the galactic center, since in a 6-days observation the statistic is poor (from
0 to 2 counts per pixel). The smoothing is performed with a Gaussian filter (GF).
The used Gaussian function has a width of σ = 2a, where a is the chosen scale for
the wavelet transform, in order to smooth on a region of size greater than the scale,
but not too big. Figure 4.4 shows an example of the application of the GF to a map
of the Cygnus region.
Figure 4.2: A contour plot of the background intensity observed by EGRET between
0◦ and 260◦ (longitude) and −10◦ and 10◦ (latitude), after the subtraction of 5σ
sources. The figure is adapted from Hunter et al. [17].
Figure 4.3: EGRET diffuse gamma-ray emission averaged over 4◦ wide latitude inter-
vals for 100-300 MeV, in the whole longitude interval (−180◦, 180◦). The gamma-ray
emission, including point sources, is shown as a dotted line. The data, from which
the contribution from point sources detected with more than 5σ significance has
been subtracted, are shown as ±1 σ error bars. The solid line in each plot is the
best-fit model. The figure is adapted from Hunter et al. [17].
4.2.2 Estimation of the averaged map
In our algorithm three different methods, bilinear interpolation of mode or median
value, median filter and σ-clipping, have been implemented, and the choice of which
Figure 4.4: Example of the application of a gaussian filter (right) to the input image
(left), in Cygnus region from 6-day simulated GLAST data. The size of shown maps
is 100× 160 pixels (pixel size = 0.25 deg).
Figure 4.5: Cygnus region: the ”grid” obtained calculating the median value on
small boxes of size 5 × 5 pixels (left) and the background map estimated after a
bilinear interpolation on the grid elements. The input image (100 × 160 pixels) is
shown in Figure 4.4.
of them to use can be made according to the need of a fast and low-quality estimation
or of a slower but more precise method. The results are compared in Figure 4.6.
Bilinear interpolation
The fastest way to compute the background map is to divide the image in equally
sized subregions and to compute the median or the mode of the counts inside each of
them. In each pixel the assigned value is obtained interpolating among the nearest
points in the produced grid. In Figure 4.5 the resulting grid over which interpolate
and the result of a bilinear interpolation are shown. The fastness of the method is
obtained paying for a poor quality in estimation. A bilinear interpolation does not
take into account for the real behaviour of the median background across contiguous
boxes, in particular if the size is too large (as required to avoid contamination
from point sources), the output is representative only of central pixels and possible
background structures at the edge are not accounted for.
Median Filter
The median filter works on the same principle of the previous method, but the
box is moved along the image avoiding problems at the edges. For each pixel the
background value is obtained by computing the median value in a box centered
on the given position. The box size (l) varies with the scale (a) depending on the
expected PSF (σPSF ). As suggested by Damiani et al. the best relationship is:
l = 4
√
a2 + σ2PSF . (4.1)
This procedure has three weak points:
- the local background determination is strongly biased from the bright source that
falls in the box;
- the extended sources can be interpreted as background at a scale smaller than
their size;
- it is slower than the previous solution increasing the image size.
We have to be tolerant toward the last item since a better average background
map is produced; as a compromise, in the last version of the code, the background
is estimated only at the largest scale instead of repeating the procedure at each
scale size. In this way, as we are dealing with big images (the smallest produced
GLAST images has 90000 pixels), the size of the box within which the median
value is computed is reasonable and it reduces the effect of the first listed defect.
The contamination of brighter sources can be also reduced adopting an iterative
procedure that provides subtraction of the strong contributions and reanalysis of
the residual image.
σ-clipping
This procedure is based on the hypothesis that the statistics of the image is dom-
inated by two independent distributions (background and sources) whose average
value strongly differs. These conditions are satisfied in high-energy astronomical
images. The contribution of the sources can be iteratively erased and a measure
of the mean background value can be derived. To reach this goal, the mean, mode
and standard deviation of the whole image are calculated and all the pixels with a
number of counts that exceeds the mean value by more than 3σ are flagged. The
process is repeated iteratively over unflagged pixels until the mean and the mode
values converge. As 3σ clipping implies a Gaussian statistics, the method is not
properly suitable to analyse low-density count regions, and this is the reason why
we preferred to use the Median Filter procedure.
Figure 4.6: Background map obtained in Cygnus region (from 6-day simulated
GLAST data) by different algorithm: interpolation of median value top, σ-clipping
center and median filter bottom. The map profile (drawn at 0◦ latitude) is shown
beside each image. The original images to which methods have been applied are
shown in the left panel of the Figure 4.4.
4.3 Normalization of the averaged estimated back-
ground map by EGRET model
From the background map (BG), calculated after the first two steps (smoothing and
filtering), the presence of spurious detections was observed. As shown in Figure 4.7,
Figure 4.7: Top: Spurious detection in AC region (left) and Cygnus region (right)
(from 6-day simulated GLAST data). Bottom: correspondences in the background
map estimated from EGRET data (gas.gal map) indicate that detected ”sources”
are dense background regions.
many of them were in correspondence of molecular clouds or dense regions of the
diffuse emission, especially along the galactic plane. This means that we had to take
into account the real behaviour of the diffuse emission and its complex structures.
The idea was to estimate the background count map multiplying the available in-
tensity map, from EGRET model (gas.gal FITS-image), by the expected exposure.
This method is not good when the analysis is performed on a map integrated over
the whole energy range because, in this case, only an average and not too accurate
estimation of the exposure can be made over the large energy band. As an example,
for GLAST simulated data, a full-sky analysis in more than one energy band would
give more precise results thanks to the more accurate estimation of the exposure, but
it was not possible because of the small number of photons. An alternative solution
could be to simulate the expected background count map using the developed fast
simulator (see Chapter 7), but, in view of real data analysis, the estimation of the
background would have been completely independent from data and from possible
contributions not included in the EGRET model.
The final idea was to use the EGRET gas.gal map only to model the ”geom-
etry” of the background reproducing correctly its gradient, without exploiting the
information on the intensity of the emission. The philosophy of the procedure is to
weight a single pixel of the BG map by a factor that represents its intensity with
respect to the nearby pixels. To do this the EGRET background map (EGBG) is
divided in boxes of chosen size, as will be explained later, and for each of them the
median intensity value (m) is computed. Then the multiplying factor for a single
pixel is given as the ratio between the median value m and the intensity value at
the same pixel position. The resulting map (BGN) is obtained as:
∀i , ∀(x, y) ∈ boxi BGN(x, y) = BG(x, y) · EGBG(x, y)
mi
(4.2)
In this way we account much more for heavy pixels, whose value is more than the
median value. The proposed procedure is similar to the flat field [85] technique,
applied to optical images to remove artifacts. The goal is to choose correctly the
box size in such a way that it is possible to avoid an overestimation/underestimation
of the background (this happens if the box size is too large, because each pixel
differs strongly from the median value and the ratio is too high/low) or an incorrect
reproduction of the structures (e.g. when we choose a too small box size, the ratio
is ∼ 1 and the final image does not differ from the one previously computed). Our
choice, after several tests, is to use long boxes (box ∼ 6 × 2 deg) in the horizontal
direction at latitude | b |< 15 deg, because the background has oblong structures
along the galactic plane, as shown in Figure 4.2, and at | b |> 15 deg a smaller box,
having the background small structures (box ∼ 3× 1.5 deg). The results in Cygnus
region, are shown in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8: Background map obtained using the median filter plus the normalization
with the EGRET model after the first iteration (top left) and after subtraction of
the bright sources present in the field (top right). In the bottom the gas.gal map in
the same region (Cygnus) is shown.
4.4 The choice of the Mother Wavelet
Since we are mainly interested in point source detection, whose spatial features are
not relevant, we use an isotropic wavelet for our analysis. As suggested by many
authors, the Mexican Hat mother wavelet has suitable properties for the analysis
of the high energy data. Its bell shape (see Figure 4.9) is useful to enhance source
features in noisy data, because we observe point sources as a result of their convo-
lution with spatial response of instruments (PSF) that, in the explored energy band
Figure 4.9: Behaviour of Mexican Hat wavelet as a function of r/a ratio.
(from 30 MeV to 100 GeV), are well described by a gaussian superposed to other
functions, that reproduce the large tails. As can be seen in Chapter 8, where a de-
tailed description of the IRFs study is presented, in first approximation the GLAST
PSF could be described by one dominant gaussian with exponential tails, whereas
the EGRET PSF was approximated by superposition of 5 gaussian functions.
The chosen mother wavelet has the following properties:
• it is insensitive to a constant or non uniform local background gradient, as the
WT of a tilted plane f(x, y) = a+ bx+ cy is null;
• it gives higher coefficient values in presence of local maxima or minima, since
it is strongly dependent on the second derivative of the function f(x, y):























If we are interested in detection of point sources with an almost gaussian profile, we
have to remark that the wavelet transform of a gaussian source with N total counts




















From the equation 4.6 we notice that, if the WT is computed at a scale larger
than the source size (σ/a −→ 0), the source is seen as a δ-function in the wavelet
space, while if the ratio σ/a tends toward ∞, the source is seen as an almost flat
background. This means that at small scales the extended sources are seen as a
background emission that does not affect the detection of a superposed point source.
All the properties listed above make the Mexican Hat suitable for our application.
A clarifying example is shown in Figure 4.10, where the effect of the application of
the Mexican Hat WT to a gaussian source in a fluctuating poissonian background
is shown: the background is flattened without loss of information about the source
features, that are enhanced.
Figure 4.10: A Mexican Hat wavelet transform is applied to a gaussian source in a
poissonian background (left), the result in the wavelet space is shown on the right
panel.
4.5 Computation of the threshold
The method used to calculate the threshold value in each pixel is derived from
Damiani et al. [71]. As established in their work, the threshold is derived from
the study of the statistical properties of a poissonian noise in the wavelet space.
Damiani and collaborators derived analytically the expression of the probability
distribution P (w) of the WT values obtained from the poissonian fluctuations of 2
or more background photons, uniformly distributed in an area A = 25pia2. As the
computation is easier in Fourier space, they computed numerically the P (w) value
using Fast Fourier Transform routines (FFT); the detailed calculation is derived in
Appendix A of the referred paper. The attention have to be addressed to the tails
of the P (w) distribution, at the probability levels corresponding to 3σ or 5σ of a
gaussian distribution. This means that a threshold w0 corresponding to a probability




P (w)dw = 2× 10−7 . (4.7)
In the continuous limit (large number of photons n >> 1), the photon statistics
become gaussian and P (w), in turn, becomes gaussian. They showed also that
P (w) depends only on the dimensionless parameter q, defined as follows:
b = n/25pia2 photon density
q = b× a2 = n/25pi . (4.8)
In the continuous limit, the variance σw of the wavelet transform of the background
noise can be easily derived and it depends only on the photon density q as σ2w = 2piq.
Good agreement is reached with FFT computation under these conditions (as shown
in Figure 4.11), while in a low photon density regime, where no analytic approxi-
mations are available and FFT cannot be used, P (w) is evaluated via MonteCarlo
simulations. Following the equation 4.7, 107 MonteCarlo simulations of a uniform
background, for different q values have been produced. The computation of the
WT of the generated maps allows to build the w distribution and the evaluation of
upper quantiles (from 3σ up to 5.5σ) of P (w). From the empirical distributions of
P (w), Damiani et al. have derived a parameterization of the threshold w0, that can
be interpreted as the value over which a wavelet coefficient cannot be related to a
background fluctuation at a given confidence level (corresponding to the number k
of the sigma of a gaussian distribution). They compared the difference between the
empirical value w0 and the corresponding continuous value σw, for a given k, and
observed that this difference is independent from q, in the range of simulated values
Figure 4.11: Results from FFT computation and analytical gaussian approximation
are shown for different values of n (number of photons). Good agreement is reached
for n > 256, adapted from Damiani et al. [71].
(from 10−1 to 104), and can be expressed as:




and the relationship among w0, k and q is well approximated by the following
quadratic polynomial:
w0(k, q) = k
√
2piq + (c1 + c2 · k + c3 · k2) . (4.10)
In Figure 4.12, the results of MonteCarlo simulations for the threshold values (w0)
are compared to the analytical approximations, for different values of k and q.
Figure 4.12: Comparison between the empirical values of threshold w0 (filled dots),
as a function of the background density q, and a quadratic polynomial (dotted
curve). The plotted curve is fitting well the data. The figure is adapted from
Damiani et al. [71].
In our method the threshold map is evaluated at each scale (a) using equation
4.10 for k = 3 and k = 4 (corresponding to 3 or 4 gaussian sigmas) and the expected
dimensionless quantity q is computed in a circle of radius 5a, centered in each pixel.
We chose to adopt this strategy because it works well also when there are only few
photons per pixel (actually q = 0.01 means ∼1 photon in a circle of radius 3 pixels)
and other approximations (as the one proposed by Stark et al. in [86]) cannot be
made.
Even if the background has complex structures, as shown in Figure 4.2, locally
(in a region of size 5a) it can be assumed poissonian, because of the typical low
count regime at gamma energy. Moreover, in order to correctly estimate the local
photon density b and to obtain a threshold that is not too uniform, we set a limit
on the scale that gives the radius (a <= amax). In this way the photon density is
computed in a smaller circle and the local structures of the background, if present
in the circle, can be better accounted for in the evaluation of the threshold values.
Otherwise, considering a larger region, the photon density is underestimated and
the threshold is slightly flattened because all pixels in the core of the circle will have
approximately the same threshold value.
4.6 Source detection and acceptance test
Once the threshold map (TM) for a given region of the sky is available, it is possible
to recognize the sources present in the map. In the following we describe the core
of our detection algorithm, repeated for several scales ranging from the smallest ob-
served size of sources (amin = minimum σPSF ), up to few amin (about the maximum
observed size of a point source that depends on the explored data), by steps of 1 unit.
Generally in literature a step size of ln 2 is used, but, as we want to explore smaller
structures, and to distinguish between sources separated by a distance smaller than
the suggested logarithmic step, we opt for the minimum reasonable step: the pixel
unit. At the beginning, the wavelet transform map (WM) of the input image is
computed for each scale using equations 4.3 and 3.22. As it can be seen in Figure
4.9, the mother wavelet vanishes for r/a > 5, therefore, in order to make the com-
putation faster, the integral is computed for each pixel only in a surrounding region
of radius r/a = 5. As the image edges cause the appearance of spurious ripples in
the wavelet transformed image, the contours of the image (of size 2a) are excluded
from the analysis.
Once WM and TM maps at a given scale are available, a rough estimation of
possible source candidates can be made. All the pixels of the WM map whose value
is over the threshold limit (value of the TM map at the same position) are flagged as
source candidates. However the threshold map gives us only an indicative estimation
of the minimum level in the wavelet space, over which coefficients can be interpreted
as related to a real source. In fact, as observed before, the semianalytical formula
4.10 gives the theoretical value of w0, valid only in the approximation of uniform
poissonian background. Even if locally the approximation can be assumed to be
correct at gamma energy, it could happen that small background structures arise in
the map. Therefore a further control on the threshold is established: the request
that the value of the flagged pixels exceeds also the corresponding pixels in the
wavelet transformed of the background map. Calling BGW the wavelet transform
of the background map, the required condition for each pixel (x, y) becomes:
 TM(x, y) > BGW (x, y)WM(x, y) > TM(x, y) (4.11)
It can be observed that the photon density b, used in the computation of the thresh-
old w0, has been computed in a region of dimension 5a, but it is not rare to find
background structures which have a size smaller than 5a. Being the computed
threshold w0 a sort of estimation of the background level in the wavelet space, a
simple way to account for the noticed problem, is to compute the wavelet transform
of the background map (BGW) and use it as a further criterion. We have to remark
that the WT of the background is not a suitable representation of the threshold along
the whole map, but it can be used as a control of the critical regions not correctly
accounted for in the previous steps. The final map (OTM) retains all flagged pixels
that satisfy the condition in 4.11. In Figure 4.13 final maps of wavelet transformed
image (WM), threshold (TM) and over-threshold pixels (OTM) are shown.
The second step is to search in the TM map for local maxima and for the con-
nected pixels around the found maxima. In fact, being point sources convoluted
with the PSF of the instrument, they will show, in first approximation, a gaussian
profile, and we expect that they will exceed the threshold limit in more than one
pixel around the peak. Thus we require a minimum number of connected pixels in
an ”over-threshold cluster”, to be sure that we have identified a possible candidate.
We set this minimum value (nmin) to be proportional to the investigated scale by
the relationship nmin = a · (a− 1).
At this stage we accept only the ”bright” candidates applying a selection criterion
similar to that used by the sliding cell algorithm. We estimate the signal and the
background density in a cell of size equal to the selected scale, and we compute their
ratio (S/N) by equation 4.12. The signal density is computed in the input image
Figure 4.13: Cygnus region, 6-day simulated GLAST data: computed maps of the
wavelet transform (top-left), threshold (top-right) and over-threshold pixels (bot-
tom), at the same scale.






We do not compute the background density in the annular region around the source,
as proposed in the sliding cell algorithm, in order to avoid contamination from nearby
sources. To accept a source, at each iteration, a different minimum acceptance value
for the computed S/N ratio is set (and it remains constant during the loop over all
scales); at first iteration the required ratio is the highest one and its value decreases
at next stages, depending on the data set. In the first iteration it is possible that
faint sources or point like structures in the background exceed the threshold at
largest scale, ”powered” from close overlapping bright sources whose tails increase
the value of the wavelet coefficients of the faint sources.
Requiring high S/N value, ensures the selection of a source and not a background
fluctuation and its contribution can be subtracted from the map. The residual image
will not be affected by the source, and the faint source can be enhanced more than
in the previous iteration since the background is decreased (it is less biased from
bright signals). If the acceptance test on the S/N value is passed, a preliminary list
of candidates and relative positions in the map (local maxima position) is given at
each scale.
An example of the detected sources at the end of the first iteration, without
applying the acceptance criterion, is given in Figure 4.14. In this figure it can be
noticed that several spurious detections have a S/N ratio smaller than the required











Figure 4.14: Cygnus region, 6-day simulated GLAST data: comparison, after the
first iteration, among real sources (green), accepted sources with ratio greater than
a minimum (magenta) and non accepted sources (yellow). Many of non accepted
sources are spurious detection and disappear in the second iteration.
Starting from the second iteration, the local maxima position in the list can be
replaced by the center of gravity of the connected pixels. This is implemented when
the local detected maximum is close (in a radius of 2◦) to the position of a source
detected in the previous iteration. It could be possible that the source subtraction
is not correctly performed and annular (or semi-annular) structures (from the not
well subtracted tails) remain in the residual map that has to be reanalysed. In
this case, the center of gravity of the ”residual ring” falls very close to the peak
of the subtracted source and the candidate is rejected if their distance d is less
than dmax (dmax = 2 pixels, this value seems reasonable for all the analysed cases).
Sometimes, at small scales, such residuals appear as clusters distributed along a
ring, but they merge together at subsequent scales and form a ”filled circular spot”
(similar to a source). We observe that generally real single sources, distributed
around a ring, have similar structures, but the single contributions remain separated
for more than one scale; therefore, in principle, the adopted method does not reject
good candidates.
4.7 Cross identification of sources at different scales
At this stage, a list of candidate sources (for each scale) is produced and we have to
extract from them a final list of real sources that have to be fitted and subtracted.
Only sources detected at consecutive scales are kept, because for a real source we do
not expect to observe ”gaps” in the detection, while they could appear in presence
of spurious sources or superposed sources of very different size, which have therefore
to be classified as distinct objects. To classify two objects consecutively detected
as the same source, we check if the distance between their position is less than a
given value that increases with the scale. If a1 is the first scale at which a candidate
has been detected (at position (x1, y1)), it is also recognized as the same source at
a scale an if its new position (xn, yn) satisfies the following conditions:
 xn − x1 ≤ an/2yn − y1 ≤ an/2.
In the final list are also included all the sources that, only in the first iteration (where
an high S/N ratio is required, appear at the smallest scale, because it is possible
that they have a very strong peak whose contribution is lost at scales greater than
their size.
In the resulting list, the final position attributed to a source is the position at the
smallest scale, because at a larger scale the localization is less accurate and different
contributions can merge together shifting the local maximum position.
4.8 Source fitting and subtraction
At each iteration, the single sources in the compiled list are fitted; if the fit does
not converge they are removed from the list, otherwise they are subtracted from
the input image. The fitting procedure has been implemented using the MINUIT
package [87]. All the candidate sources are fitted by a double gaussian and a constant
background (7 parameters) and, if the fit gives large errors, a single gaussian fit is
performed (5 parameters). The chosen region for the fit is a box of size 1.5 times
the maximum scale at which the source has been detected. For the double gaussian






The parameters that appear in the formula are the following:
• bg is a constant background and its input value is estimated from the back-
ground map;
• (x0,y0) is the position of the peak for both gaussians: the input values are the
pixel coordinates in the list;
• A1 and A2 are the heights of the two gaussians: the narrower gaussian is
higher and we assume A1 to be about 5/6 of the difference between the peak
and the background values at the same position, while for the wider one A2
is assumed to be 1/6 of the same value. We assume that instrumental PSF is
dominated by a gaussian (that represents the peak). The chosen guess values
are reasonable for the analysed data, anyway these parameters can vary in a
relatively wide range and the fit procedure can tune them on the best value if
they are not too far from the reality.
• σ1 and σ2 are the standard deviations of the two gaussians: the narrower one is




), while for the wider one we set the guess value to be
σ2 = 2σ1.
In order to have output values coherent with data, all the defined parameters are
forced to be positives and they can vary in a range which is physically reasonable:
• the maximum sigma is set as the fitting box size;
• the sum of constant background plus the heights of the two gaussians cannot
exceed too much the peak value in the input image;
• the position can be shifted at most by 2 pixels.
As the fit is made in a region not too large, in order to avoid the presence of other
sources and to assume a constant background, few points are available and the fitting
procedure often give large errors, even if the output values are in agreement with
the expected ones. The output errors are however indicatives on the quality of the
fit (if it converges). At the end of the double gaussian fit we check errors and, if they
are notably high, the double gaussian fit is repeated giving in input the resulting
values from the previous fit. If the errors still do not fall within the accepted range,
a new fit, with a single gaussian function, is performed. The input values for the
new fit are tuned with the results from the previous iteration. The entire fit loop
ends when the output errors are acceptable. If the errors are too large, a candidate
cannot be interpreted as a point source and it is removed from the list, otherwise
it is accepted and its contribution is subtracted from the input map. The source
subtraction is made in a region having a size depending on the Full Width Half
Maximum (FWHM) of the fitted gaussian (FWHM = 2.35 σ):
- size = 1.5 FWHM (single gaussian fit)
- size = FWHM (double gaussian fit, the size is smaller than in a single gaussian fit,
otherwise the region is too large being proportional to the wider σ).
Each pixel in the map is replaced by the difference between its initial value and the
value of the fitted function (without constant background) at the defined position;
if the computed difference is negative, it is replaced by the estimated background
value. Being very hard to fit correctly the peak of faint sources, it is highly probable
that residuals excess remain in the map, therefore the pixels around the peak (at the
estimated position) are replaced with the evaluated background value. The applied
algorithm, even if based on few approximations in order to have a fast algorithm and
to avoid many input parameters (as in the case of a multisource fitting), subtracts
correctly the contribution of a source, as shown in Figure 4.15, and the quality
improves if the source has a well defined shape.
The double gaussian fit, when applicable, allows a better subtraction of the
source and favours the enhancement of fainter signals in residual image as shown in
Figure 4.16.
4.9 Estimation of the source parameters
The estimation of the source parameters can be performed in three different ways:
from the fit, by the Damiani ’s approximation (see description below) and by a
”multi-energies” analysis. The first two solutions are implemented in the main code
and give an indicative and rough estimation of the sources parameters, while the
last method allows a finer analysis, but it can be performed only for few sources
(the brightest ones). The source parameters that can be determined are:
• the position;
• the counts or flux (depending if the input image is a count or intensity map);
• the spectral index (only through the last method);
• the size (expressed as σ of the gaussian that better fits the source);
• the measure of the goodness of the detection.
Figure 4.15: Example of input image (left) and residual image (right), after sub-
traction of fitted sources (flagged by blue boxes) .
Figure 4.16: Reanalysis of input image after the subtraction of fitted sources; in the
case of double gaussian fit (left) a faint source is detected (white box), while it does
not happen if a single gaussian fit is done at first iteration (right). Green boxes
indicate true sources while the sources detected at first iteration are flagged with
blue boxes.
4.9.1 Rough estimation of source parameters
Determination of source position and relative errors
In both methods (Fit and Damiani ’s approximation), the source coordinates are
given as output from the fit procedure. They represent the position of the source in
the map (in pixels) and are transformed in galactic coordinate through the World
Coordinate System (WCS) routines included in the FITSIO library. As maps are
binned with a chosen step (dp), while the instrument has a better spatial resolution,
we take this into account when estimating the position errors σx and σy:
σx =
√
(dp/2)2 + σ2xF (4.14)
σy =
√
(dp/2)2 + σ2yF (4.15)
(4.16)
where σxF and σyF are the coordinate errors from the fit.
Estimation of source counts/flux and size
The simplest way to determine the counts/flux and the size of a detected source is
from the fit procedure. The total source counts C are given by the difference, in the
region where the subtraction of a source is performed, between the total counts Ci





The size of the source is estimated directly through the fitting algorithm, it is as-
sumed to be the gaussian σ.
An alternative way to estimate this parameters is suggested by Damiani and
collaborators, in the same paper to which we refer for threshold estimation. They
derive analytically the expression of the source count/flux, assuming a gaussian
profile for the detected sources. Starting from equation 4.6, both, N and the source
size σsrc, can be derived at different scales. In fact, if we look at the function






y(a) has a maximum for amax =
√




the optimal way to compute counts and source size is to find the scale amax that
maximize the ratio w(a)/a. But at a scale far from amax, the estimation of the
parameters using equation 4.18 can be affected from the errors due to the presence
either of a non-uniform background or nearby sources (against the initial hypothe-
ses). As suggested by Damiani, a solution could be to measure y(a) at two different

































while N can be derived from equation 4.18 if σsrc is known. In the Appendix C
of the referred paper, a detailed description of the error estimation procedure can
be found. As the explained procedure is based on too much restrictive hypotheses
for the analysed data set, we prefer to give a rough estimation of the source counts
from the fitting procedure; in any case the algorithm to reproduce Damiani ’s re-
sults is available in the code. In fact in the analysed images we are often at the
limit of applicability of the Damiani ’s procedure, because the low value of the di-
mensionless photon density q. Moreover we have to remark that, with an increased
statistic, the proposed method is more adeguate and precise for a complete source
characterization.
Estimation of the goodness of the detection
A measure of the goodness of the detection is given in three ways:
• as the estimated ratio between the densities of the signal and background,
(S/N value used in the acceptance criterion);
• as the number of σ of a gaussian (k), obtained inverting the equation 4.10,
when assuming w0 to be the value of the wavelet coefficient at the peak posi-
tion;
• as the poissonian probability that the wavelet coefficient at peak position is a
fluctuation of the estimated threshold value at that point.
An example of the confidence k-levels for the detected sources in the Cygnus region
is given in Figure 4.17.
Figure 4.17: Map of k values for the sources detected in the Cygnus region (at scale
3 pixels), for 6-day simulated GLAST data.
4.9.2 Finer estimation of source parameters
Through another algorithm, separated from the main code, many of the listed pa-
rameters characterizing a source, can be obtained with increased precision. The
position and the total counts can be obtained, through a new fitting procedure, tun-
ing the guess values from the map and assuming a non uniform background. The
background value at each position in the fitting grid is scaled by the ratio between
the value (in the EGBG map) at the peak and the value at the considered position.
This procedure sometimes does not converge (if the background guess value is far
from the real one or in low counts regime), that is why it has not been implemented
in the standard fitting procedure, but it is used only to analyse few bright sources.
In this fitting algorithm the possibility to fit two close sources simultaneously,
when their position is known, has been also implemented. This is very useful in
analysing EGRET data where source shapes are not well resolved, while for GLAST
data analysis it does not improve the final result.
Information about the spectral index can be retrieved only performing a multi-
energy analysis of the source. For this purpose, we produced 10 intensity images of
a source at different energy ranges (> 100 MeV). Because of the lack of statistic at
all energy bands, it was possible to analyse only few bright sources. We selected the
most significant ones in γ-astronomy: Vela, Crab, Geminga, 3C 273 and 3C 279.
The source is then fitted in each image and the ”intensity”, at the explored energy
band, is given from the subtraction of the fitting function (as derived in the ”rough”
procedure). As expected the emission of a point source follows a power law. The
resulting values are plotted as a function of the energy (central value of the interval),
after being divided by the width of the energy bin and by the averaged exposure. The
estimated exposure map is computed using the GLAST fast simulator (described
in Chapter 7), and it is averaged over the defined energy range assuming an E−2
spectrum. As we plot the logarithmic values of the above-mentioned quantities, the
spectral index is then retrieved, by a linear fit, from the angular coefficient of the
straight line underlying data. The error is given by the linear regression. Results




5.1.1 Production of 6-day simulated GLAST data
The simulation of a 6-day full sky observation of the GLAST mission was the goal
of the Data Challenge 1 (DC1 [88]). The simulation was performed using an object-
oriented C++ framework, called Gleam (GLAST LAT Event Analysis Machine),
developed by the GLAST LAT collaboration [89]. Gleam manages the instrument
geometry, the construction of the response function and the prediction of the ob-
served signal during orbit. The simulation package is integrated into a general
framework Gaudi [90], used to process the events. A scheme of the simulation is
shown in Figure 5.1 and briefly described below.
The generation of sources
The Source Generation Package generates particles according to the temporal and
spectral behaviour of each source, as well as to the orbital characteristics of GLAST
(see chapter 7 for the description of the orbit simulation).
All classes of sources included in the DC1 simulation are listed below:
• the diffuse extragalactic emission modelled according to EGRET observations
[15] plus an additional isotropic component from Stecker et al. predictions
[19];
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Figure 5.1: A schematic view of the simulation and reconstruction within the Gleam
framework.
• the diffuse galactic emission whose intensity map is available from EGRET
model [17];
• 40 GRBs, of which 20 simulated to appear during the first day (the physics
adopted for the simulation of transient sources is based on the fireball model);
• 865 point-like sources. The emission of the sources is parameterized as a
standard (single or double) power law I = I0 (
E
E0
)−α ph cm−2s−1GeV −1,
where I is the flux intensity , E is the photon energy, I0 is a constant and α
is the spectral index. Among the 865 sources, 265 are listed in the 3EG, 514
are faint blazars, 68 are unidentified sources in the galactic halo (unid-halo)
and 18 are low latitude unidentified sources (low-lat). The words in brackets
indicate the name by which they are flagged in Tables B.1, B.2 and B.3 in
Appendix B, in which all source parameters and positions are listed. The 865
point sources together with the 40 GRBs will be flagged as ”truth” sources
from here on.
Photons in DC1 simulation were generated in the energy range between 10 MeV
and 1000 GeV. In the DC1 simulation the background from cosmic ray particles has
not been included.
The simulation and the tracks reconstruction
The interactions of each generated particle (only photons in DC1) with the detector
are reproduced with the Geant4 MonteCarlo toolkit (G4) [92], which is an Object
Oriented simulator describing the passage of particles through matter, largely used
in high energy particle physics. G4 provides a complete simulation of the detector
geometry, tracking, detector responses, events and tracks management. A detailed
digitization of the Tracker system is implemented in the Digitization Package, which
operates taking into account all the main physical processes in a silicon strip detec-
tor. Starting from the generated digits, the Reconstruction Package [93] reconstructs
the tracks from the hit strips in the LAT tracker, using a pattern recognition algo-
rithm and a Kalman Filter.
All information about the generated and reconstructed variables are stored in
ROOT [94] files. ROOT is the standard format used for data analysis.
Production of images
Binned counting images in a format of FITS [95] file were produced, by FITSIO
[96] libraries, from the available Photon List, using the information on the photon
reconstructed position in galactic coordinates.
A C++ program producing 2 dimensional FITS images from a list of photon
parameters, was written. The bin size, the dimension of the region, the projection
and an eventual cut on the photon energy can be defined by the user. The full sky
image, in aitoff projection, produced from DC1 data is shown in Figure 5.2. In the
same figure the Cygnus region is shown together with the histogram of the counts,
in order to have an idea of the low count regime in the analysed data sample. In
Table 5.1 some information on the photon density in two different regions (near
a bright source along the galactic plane and at higher latitude far away from the
source location) is also given.
Figure 5.2: Top: Full sky image from DC1 data. Bottom: the Cygnus region map
(160 × 100 pixels, 1 pixel = 0.25◦), with a contour plot, and the histogram of the
photon counts in the image.
For the 6-day output maps a bin size of 0.25 degrees was chosen, in this way a
binning finer than the EGRET one (0.5 degrees) and populated enough, in order to
have a quite uniform count density over the sky, is used. The analysed maps are
region total counts photon density
(ph per pixel)
full image 41268 2.6
5◦ × 5◦ 3991 9
around (l,b)=(78◦, 2◦)
(5◦ × 5◦) 586 1.3
around (l,b)=(63◦, 8◦)
Table 5.1: Information about the photon density in two different regions (of dimen-
sion 21 × 21 pixels equal to 5◦ × 5◦) of the map in the bottom panel of the Figure
5.2.
produced using tangent projection, except for the regions around the poles, where
a sin projection was adopted. Fourteen regions, overlapping each other in order
to correctly analyse the entire sky avoiding typical problems at the edges, were
created in order to reduce the computational time and to have the best control on
the results: North Pole - poloN, South Pole - poloS, 4 regions in the galactic plane
(Anti Center - AC, Galactic Center -GC and two connecting regions - l270b0∗ and
l90b0), 4 regions at high latitude towards the North Pole (l0b40, l180b40, l270b50,
l90b50) and 4 towards the South Pole (l0bm40, l180bm40, l270bm50, l90bm50).
5.1.2 Production of simulated images by the Perugia Fast
Simulator
For the analysis of the DC1 data, the exposure maps, averaged over the simulated
energy band, were produced using the Fast Simulator (ligh sim) developed by the
GLAST-Perugia group. This program has been also used to generate images of the
sky as observed by the GLAST telescope during periods longer than 6 days using
two different IRF parameterisations (DC1 and Glast25) and including all sources
accounted in the full Geant4 simulation. The program generates a list of photons
∗in the nomenclature of regions, lxby means a region centered in (longitude, latitude) ≡
(x, y)deg. In the name ”my”, if present, means -y deg.
and images of the galactic and extragalactic background and of sources, in a selected
energy range and in a given region of the sky. Since the developed light sim program
uses a parameterization of the IRFs, it is faster than the full G4 simulator described
above and allows us to generate a map of a long observation period in a reduced
time. The simulation program is organized as follows: the galactic background
map is generated using either the GALPROP program [97] or the model obtained
from EGRET observations. The extragalactic contribution is given by a constant
value in a fixed energy range. The gamma emission of sources is parameterized
using a standard power law; all the sources from the Third Egret Catalog and faint
sources generated following the Stecker and Salomon model [19] are considered. All
contributions (background and sources) are integrated in a given energy range (set
by the user), in a fixed region of the sky and convoluted with the parameterized
IRFs. Finally the total intensity is multiplied by the exposure time, obtained by a
realistic simulation of the telescope orbit, to yield the final count map. A detailed
description of the developed fast simulator and its outputs can be found in the
second part of this thesis (see Chapter 7). The images to be given as input to the
detection algorithm, have been produced using the same procedure described for 6
days DC1 official data, maintaining all previously mentioned parameters: 14 images
with same dimension as before, bin size of 0.25◦, etc.
5.1.3 EGRET data
Standard EGRET data in FITS-files are available on the web [98]. For our analysis
we used the count, intensity and exposure maps for the 4 combined periods (1,2,3,4)
of EGRETmission, in the energy range 30 MeV - 100 GeV. The bin size of 0.5 degrees
has been kept and the images have been reproduced with tangent projection. For a
preliminary test of the method, only few typical regions pointed by EGRET during
a two year mission have been analysed: Cygnus, Vela, Anti-Center, 3c279. A full
description of the EGRET data can be found in [99]. In order to have an idea of
the photon count density along the EGRET maps, with respect to the previously
showed GLAST 6-day simulated images, a map of the Cygnus region is shown in
Figure 5.3 with the contour plot and its histogram. Further information is given in
Table 5.2.












Figure 5.3: The map of the Cygnus region obtained from the combined EGRET
data (100×100 pixels, 1 pixel = 0.5◦), with a contour plot and the histogram of the
photon counts.
region total counts photon density
(ph per pixel)
full image 98574 9.8
5◦ × 5◦ 5864 48.5
around (78◦, 2◦)
(5◦ × 5◦) 469 4
around (63◦, 8◦)
Table 5.2: Information about the photon density in two different regions (of dimen-
sion 21× 21 pixels corresponding to 5◦ × 5◦) of the map in the left panel of Figure
5.3.
Few observations
Before presenting the final results of the application to simulated GLAST data and
real EGRET data, we have to remark that the method was tuned on 6-day simulated
GLAST data. This means handling low statistic, large background contamination,
but also well resolved sources (with respect to EGRET data). Only after the method
capabilities were verified on GLAST DC1 data, was it tested on EGRET images, by
modifying the input parameters according to the EGRET performance.
During tests on GLAST data, we implemented all previously described ”tricks”
to limit the number of spurious detections, arising from point-like background struc-
tures. Pratically this means adopting a threshold which is not too low, pass a further
acceptance test based on S/N ratio, require the convergence of the fit (to be sure
that the investigated signal has the expected source shape) and repeat the algorithm
up to scales comparable with the averaged maximum source size (to avoid contam-
ination from extended background structures). This allowed us to have a small
number of spurious detections, assuring the ”reliability” of the method. It is also
clear that, by adopting larger tolerance limits for all previously listed requirements,
the number of good sources found will increase but at the cost of an unavoidable
quick increase of spurious detections.
5.2 Application to 6-day simulated GLAST DC1
data
For the analysis of 6-day DC1 data, we applied the described algorithm with the
following choices (set in an input file):
• 4σ threshold significance (k = 4);
• the analysis is performed from scale 2 to scale 8 (in unit of pixels, 1 pixels =
0.25◦);
• the number of iterations is set at 2;
• the background is evaluated by a median filter.
5.2.1 Choice of scale range
As the scale a has to range from the minimum expected PSF value to the maximum
observed size of a source, we choose to vary a from 2 to 8 pixels, corresponding
respectively to 0.5 deg and 2 deg. In fact we observe that sources are well resolved
in the maps and over 8 pixels it can happen that either larger background structures
are interpreted as source candidate, or that point sources merge together being
recognized as a new larger source peaked in an intermediate position. All point
sources emerge anyway at smaller scale and several of them show a very bright
high-resolved peak contained in a few pixels (e.g. simulated GRB). The minimum
scale is chosen to be 2 (equal to 0.5◦) also according to the expected GLAST PSF
values. As reported in Table 2.1, we expect an angular resolution (expressed as
the 68% containment radius of a gaussian) less than 0.15◦ at E > 10 GeV, and
better than 3.5◦ at E > 100 MeV. These values are confirmed also by the full G4
simulation of the first 6 days of observation. We have analysed the DC1 data to
derive the IRFs of the LAT and the expected good resolution of the instrument was
confirmed; a detailed description of this work can be found in Chapter 8.
5.2.2 Choice of maximum number of iterations
As said in previous sections, the algorithm is repeated until no more sources are
detected in the map. The maximum number of iteration depends also on the S/N
ratio required at a single stage. We tested, on a few typical regions, different com-
binations of this ratio value for more than one iteration, and we found that the best
one (for only 6-day data), is 2 iterations, with a minimum S/N ratio of 2.8 at the
first one and no S/N constraint (any ratio is accepted) for the second loop.
The minimum S/N required value (S/N = 2.8), was derived from a preliminary
test on a few sampled regions, after a collection of typical values for good and
spurious detections. This solution yields almost the same number of detections as
well as the solution with more than two iterations with gradually decreasing ratio
values, therefore it assures a quicker analysis with comparable good performance.
5.2.3 Evaluation of the background
We choose to apply the median filter (plus the normalization by the EGRET model)
because, even if the σ-clipping method in principle should assure a best filtering of
the map, it does not give good results at high latitude where the background density
is less than 2 counts per pixel (for 6 days).
To analyse longer simulated period, σ-clipping could be used in the algorithm,
since it is already implemented in the code. We have noted that, also along the
galactic plane, the two methods, applied to available data, give comparable results
(as shown in Figure 4.6) and besides, at high latitude, median filter works better.
Dealing with high-sized images, the median filter was applied on large boxes of size
l given from equation 4.1. At the first iteration the σPSF value was chosen to be
14 pixels (equal to 3.5 deg, maximum expected PSF at 100 MeV) and the scale a
was set to be the higher one (8 pixels). This means that at scale a = 8, assuming
a σPSF = 14, the size l of the filter box is about 64 pixels, while the averaged
image dimension is 300 × 300. The median filter is applied only once, instead of
at each scale, to accelerate computation and also because it is not reasonable to
filter on smaller regions, where the point-source contamination is higher. At this
stage the gaussian filter was also applied at largest scale (8 pixels) in order to make
the map more uniform without contamination from high-resolved strong sources. In
the second iteration, after strong sources were removed from the input image, both
gaussian filter and median filter were applied on the smallest scale, and the σPSF
was chosen to be 5 pixels (1.25 deg, averaged value of expected GLAST PSF).
The size of the filter box was then reduced so as to not filter ”too much” the im-
age, where background structures are dominant and have to be taken into account.
In fact by filtering on largest scale (as the previous one), we observed that spuri-
ous detection, in correspondence of dense background regions emerges, because the
median value of background is underestimated and, even normalizing it according
to the EGRET model, the threshold is too low around critical regions. It is clear
that, in this way, the threshold increases also in non critical regions and several faint
sources are not enhanced, but this allows to control the number of spurious detection
that otherwise have high probability to appear. Moreover, increasing the observa-
tion period, being point sources more intense than diffuse emission, the difference
between those contributions will increase and it will be possible to set a threshold
that does not cut good detections too much.
5.2.4 Final results
All the algorithm parameters have been chosen by testing the method on a few
sampling regions in the galactic plane and at high latitudes. Working on sampled
results, we looked for a compromise between the best conditions in the different
regions that guarantee a good performance of the method along the entire sky-map,
independently from the typicalness of each one. In this way the performed method
becomes much more non-parametric.
The all-sky analysis was split in 14 regions to make the application faster, it has
produced 172 detections, of which only 12 are spurious.
The cross identification is based on the angular distance on the celestial sphere
(d) between detected and ”true” positions, this parameter d is given in the full
list, together with all source parameters found, in Table B.4 in Appendix B (data
section). Among 160 good detections, 139 of them match within 0.5 deg with the
”truth” sources, 19 within < 1 deg and 2 within < 1.5 deg. Among them, 24
matched with the faint blazars, 7 with unid-halo, 6 with GRB and the rest with the
3EG sources. We have to remark that most of unid-halo, low-lat and faint blazars
are too weak to be detectable and only 17 simulated GRB are visible.
As far as the spurious detections (12) are concerned, among them 4 are emerged
in the second iteration because of a unsuitable subtraction of the fitting function, 1
is a duplicate and the rest are real spurious detections. In Figures 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and
5.7, the images of the detected sources, compared with the truth sources included in
the simulation, are shown for different sky regions; for each image a particular detail
is given to show the potentiality of the method in distinguishing between different
contributions, even in crowded fields.
Figure 5.4: The Galactic Center region (600 × 400 pixels) and the zoom on the
galactic plane; the blue boxes indicate detection at the first iteration, while the
magenta boxes indicate detection at the second iteration, the green boxes are the
”truth” sources.
Figure 5.5: The region centered in (l,b)=(270,0) (500 × 500 pixels) and the zoom
on a crowded field; the blue boxes indicate detection at the first iteration, while the
magenta boxes indicate detection at the second iteration, the green boxes are the
”truth” sources.
Figure 5.6: The Anti Center region (600×400 pixels) and the zoom on a few detected
GRB (yellow circles); the blue boxes indicate detection at the first iteration, while
the magenta boxes indicate detection at the second iteration, the green boxes are
the ”truth” sources.
.
Figure 5.7: The region centered in (l,b)=(90,0) (500× 500 pixels) and the zoom on
a crowded field; the blue boxes indicate detection at the first iteration, while the
magenta boxes indicate detection at the second iteration, the green boxes are the
”truth” sources.
.
5.2.5 Finer analysis of source parameters
A more detailed analysis to derive source parameters, was applied to the 4 most
significant sources: Geminga, Crab, Vela, 3C 273 (because 3C 279 was simulated
with a flux smaller than a factor of 10 with respect to the real value). For the 6-day
simulated GLAST data, 10 count maps, at different energy ranges, were produced
from the available DC1 Photon List, using the information on the measured photon
energy.
The results of the analysis are shown in Table 5.3 for all sources, while an example
of a fitted spectral index is shown, for Geminga, in Figure 5.8.
Figure 5.8: Example of the fitted spectral index for Geminga pulsar .
5.2.6 Comments
As emphasized at the beginning, we were looking for a method both reliable and fast
in signal detection. The first condition is honorably satisfied; in fact the number
of spurious detections is very low and controllable, being often produced by an
unsuitable subtraction. As far as the second requirement (the fastness) is concerned,
we can observe that on a 100 × 100 pixels image it takes about 10 minutes for a
NAME l b counts (C) α1 α2
3C 273 290.878 ± 1.6 64. 76 ± 1.9 240 ± 15 -2.2 ± 0.2
(289.834) (64.47) (-2.58)
Vela 263.719 ± 0.14 -2.69 ± 0.14 (45.6 ± 7)× 10 -1.76 ± 0.04 -3.71 ± 0.11
(263.527) (-2.86) (-1.69) (-3.69)
Crab 184.7 ± 0.5 -5.70 ± 0.5 (51 ± 2)× 10 -2.22 ± 0.11
(184.53) (-5.84) (-2.19)
Geminga 195.17 ± 0.2 4.45 ± 0.2 (156 ± 4)× 10 - 1.70 ± 0.08 - 3.2 ± 0.2
(195.06) (4.32) (-1.66) (-3.1)
Table 5.3: Results of finer analysis of GLAST data for 4 typical γ-ray sources,
compared with truth values (in brackets).
completely blind analysis in 4 iterations and 6 scales; that is a good time compared
to a blind analysis with Likelihood (based on TS ratio). This result is, of course,
comparable to or greater than the computing time used by a classical parametric
Likelihood working on a known population of sources to be analysed, but has the
advantage of a completely ”blind” detection which does not require any assumption
on the emission model, source location and expected background contribution. The
estimation of the source parameters can be indeed defined as ”rough”, if compared
with a more precise determination using parametric methods; but it is satisfactory
to work in the spirit of a fast ”survey” that selects and approximatively characterizes
significant contributions in the map.
Therefore the aim of the presented application is to give a non parametric method
for a blind quick look of bright sources and transients in the map - applicable since
the first days of the mission - for possible new discoveries. Our code allows to ob-
tain a preliminary list of candidate sources, quickly recognized, with an indicative
estimation of their flux and position; all this information could represent the input
for a more precise analysis. As an example, a Likelihood analysis of the selected
contributions could be made, using the rough parameter estimation to model the
investigated sources. In this way the first step of a typical analysis algorithm (the
detection) is performed through a fast, reliable and completely model-independent
method, while the second part (the source characterization), even if already ”tack-
led” in the proposed tool, could be refined by a classical method (i.e. Likelihood),
more suitable for the scope.
It is right and proper to remark that the algorithm, working as well as required
on 6-day maps, will reach an improved performance on longer period data set; in
fact even the fitting/subtraction procedure will benefit from well shaped and more
intense sources. A more thorough statistic could also allow a spectral analysis of the
images in different energy bands, to retrieve more precise information on the flux
and spectral index. We can also recall that the wavelet transforms represent a valid
tool for a spectral and temporal analysis of sources.
5.2.7 Comparison with other non parametric methods
Inside the GLAST collaboration a group ”devoted” to the analysis of the different
detection algorithms has been created. All the methods proposed from the different
members were tested on the same data set. Few sampling regions have been proposed
to test the methods: the inner galaxy and the Cygnus region. Among the proposed
methods, two of the most ”popular” were tested in Saclay:
• A wavelet-based Multi Resolution Filter (MR-filter), followed by SExtractor
[100];
• A convolution by an optimal filter [77], that uses an old GLAST PSF repre-
sentation.
They used two energy bands from 0.1 to 1 GeV and from 1 to 10 GeV and applied
the method on the same 6-day simulated data set. The entire sky was divided
in 3 regions, and the images were constructed starting from the DC1 Photon List
through a Cartesian projection for the Galaxy (| b |< 30◦) and polar projections,
centered on the North and South poles, for | b |> 30◦. The exposure map (used for
the background model) is averaged over the energy (in each band) assuming an E−2
spectrum. The obtained results are shown in Table 5.4.
0.1 < E(GeV ) < 1 1 < E(GeV ) < 10
method good spurious total good spurious total
MR-filter 104 41 145 126 84 210
optimal filter 99 10 109 93 34 127
Table 5.4: Results from two methods, performed by the GLAST-Saclay group, ap-
plied to 6-day simulated GLAST data (full-sky).
In order to compare our method with those performed in Saclay, we analyse the
two proposed regions (Cygnus and Inner Galaxy) at E < 1 GeV, the results are
shown in Table 5.5.
Cygnus Inner Galaxy
72 < l < 85 and |b| < 5 (|l| < 40 and |b| < 5
method good spurious total good spurious total
Our method 4 0 4 10 3 13
MR-filter 4 0 4 7 6 13
optimal filter 3 0 3 5 0 5
Table 5.5: Comparison between our method and those performed at Saclay in
Cygnus region and Inner Galaxy at E < 1 GeV.
We can remark that, even if an analysis in two different energy bands is not
available, our method yields a small number of spurious detection, under the same
total number of detections. Moreover, the mentioned methods are strongly depen-
dent on PSF representation, background model and exposure (that is averaged in a
large energy band).
5.3 Application of the PGWAVE algorithm to sim-
ulated GLAST data generated by the light sim
program
Using the developed fast simulator light sim, photon lists for observation periods
longer than 6 days have been generated, in order to verify how the potentiality of
our detection algorithm and the observation capability of GLAST improve increasing
the observation time. Two different IRF parameterisations (DC1 and Glast25) have
been used to generate the collected photon statistics. Both representations of the
instrument response function are described in Chapters 7 and 8.
5.3.1 Analysis of data simulated using the DC1 IRF param-
eterisation
After checking the effectiveness of the simulation (see Chapter 7) comparing the 6
days images obtained by light sim with those produced by the full G4 simulation
(using the DC1 IRF parameterisation that we derived as explained in Chapter 8), we
have simulated 1 month (about 450 orbits) and 1 precession period (about 55 days)
observation of three populated typical region: Anti Center (AC), Galactic Center
(GC) and a mid latitude region centered in (l,b) = (270◦, 50◦). The detection algo-
rithm PGWAVE was applied to the produced images following the same procedure
as described for 6 days DC1 data, and all setting parameters were maintained, after
have verified that the assumed minimal ratio (S/N = 2.8) was still correct. Since
the number of observed photons has increased, we set the number of iterations at
3. The analysis was carried out for 6 days, 1 month and 1 precession period on the
3 selected regions. Final results are given in Table 5.6, while the complete lists of
detected sources whit their parameters are given in Appendix B (Tables B.5, B.6
and B.7).
region 6 days 1 month 55 days
G S S fit G S S fit G S S fit
AC 18 0 1 34 6 5 48 2 5
GC 19 2 0 45 2 2 86 6 1
l270b0 3 0 0 8 0 0 17 0 0
Table 5.6: Final results of the application of the PGWAVE algorithm to 6 days, 1
month and 1 precession period (55 days) data generated by the light sim simulator
using the DC1 IRF parameterisation. The simulation was performed for three typical
regions: Anti Center (AC), Galactic Center (GC) and a mid latitude region (l270b0 )
centered in (l,b) = (270◦, 50◦); the image dimensions are respectively 600 × 400,
600× 400 and 400× 160 pixels, 1 pixel = 0.25◦. G indicates the number of sources
that matches with the expected ones included in the simulation, while S indicates
the spurious detections and S fit indicates the spurious detection arising because a
bad subtraction of the fitted source occurred.
5.3.2 Analysis of data simulated using the Glast25 IRF
parameterisation
A second step was to use a different IRF parameterisation to test the developed
detection algorithm. We implemented in the fast simulator the so-called Glast25
IRF parameterisation (described in Chapter 7) obtained from the analysis of the
data generated by the older GISMO package [75]. The expected photon lists from 6
days, 1 month and 1 precession period (for a full sky observation) were generated.
The parameter values chosen in the previous analysis were maintained in the code,
except for the σPSF value that changed from 14 to 10 (equal to 2.5
◦), because
the Glast25 PSF is slightly narrower than the one derived from DC1 data. Final
results are summarised in Table 5.7, while the complete lists of detected sources and
their estimated parameters are given in Appendix B (Tables B.8, B.9 and B.10).
The number of detected source increases since 6 days observation because the used
Glast25 PSF parameterisation is slightly better than the one previously used.
6 days 1 month 55 days
total 297 647 763
G 289 616 703
(288 within 0.5◦) (613 within 0.5◦) (702 within 0.5◦)
S 6 10 34
S fit 2 21 26
Table 5.7: Final results of the application of the PGWAVE algorithm to 6 days, 1
month and 1 precession period (55 days) data generated by the light sim simula-
tor using the Glast25 IRF parameterisation (full sky simulation). G indicates the
number of sources that matches with the expected ones included in the simulation,
while S indicates the spurious detections and S fit indicates the spurious detection
arising because a bad subtraction of the fitted source occurred.
Comments
As can be observed looking at the results, the number of spurious detections is
kept well under control (< 8% of total number of detections) even when increasing
the collected photon statistics. It can be also noticed that, since most part of
spurious detection arising from a bad subtraction of the fitted source contribution
at a previous iteration, their number could be reduced (up to 4% of total detections)
improving the fitting/subtraction procedure or adding further controls on the results.
In Figures 5.9 , 5.10 and 5.11 results from PGWAVE application on AC region
(simulated using both DC1 and Glast25 IRF parameterisation) are compared.





































































































Figure 5.9: Application of PGWAVE on AC region (600 × 400 pixels), 6 days ob-
servation, simulated using the DC1 (top) and the Glast25 (bottom) IRF parameter-
isation; the blue boxes indicate the detected sources while the green boxes are the
truth sources.
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Figure 5.10: Application of PGWAVE on AC region (600 × 400 pixels), 1 month
observation, simulated using the DC1 (top) and the Glast25 (bottom) IRF param-
eterisation; the blue boxes indicate the detected sources while the green boxes are
the truth sources.
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Figure 5.11: Application of PGWAVE on AC region (600× 400 pixels), 1 precession
period observation, simulated using the DC1 (top) and the Glast25 (bottom) IRF
parameterisation; the blue boxes indicate the detected sources while the green boxes
are the truth sources.
5.4 Application to combined EGRET images
In the past years the wavelets have been applied to EGRET data mainly to analyse
dark matter halos (see Dixon et al. [101]). The first and unique application of the
wavelet as a tool to detect extended and point sources, can be found in the work of
Terrier et al. [77].
As our algorithm works well on the simulated GLAST data, we tried to test its
capability on the real gamma-ray data available from the EGRET mission. The test
was done using standard count-images of the first 4 combined observation periods.
As EGRET was operating in pointing mode, we selected 4 typical pointed regions
for our analysis (Vela, Cygnus, 3C 279 and Anti Center), in order to have high
exposure and good photon statistic. We applied the same algorithm used for GLAST
data analysis, setting the input parameters according to the EGRET instrumental
response and slightly modifying the fitting and subtraction procedure, in order to
make it more adeguate to the different analysed samples. Unfortunately, standard
EGRET maps have a bin size of 0.5 deg and this makes the fitting and subtraction
procedures more diffcult. In fact the shape of a source is strongly asymmetric and
not well defined in the field of view, therefore the fit is unappropriate. Moreover,
the poor resolution of the tool limits the detection potentiality of the algorithm,
because it is more likely probable that sources, in crowded fields, merge together
even at small scales and the images are largely contaminated by the background.
Under these conditions, we cannot expect our algorithm (that works successfully on
GLAST data) to manage and control all these effects without loss of precision. The
following choices for the analysis were applied:
• 4σ threshold significance (k = 4);
• the analysis is performed from scale 2 to scale 8 (in unit of pixels, which means
from 1 deg to 4 deg), with a step of 1 pixel (1 pixel = 0.5◦);
• 4 iterations;
• the background is evaluated with a median filter.
5.4.1 Choice of scale range
Even if the averaged EGRET PSF was greater than the chosen minimum scale, as
shown in Figure 5.12 (adapted from Thompson et al. [102]) and summarised in
Table 2.1, we decided to analyse images starting from 1 deg of resolution (2 pixels).
In fact, since the maps were strongly contaminated by the background, we have
to set higher threshold to limit spurious detections; it means that the tails of the
sources (confused in the diffuse emission) are cut off from the high threshold and
we have to look for the peak of the emission (contained in few pixels) in order
to distinguish well between signal and noise. Moreover, being that several sources
partially overlapped, the usage of a small scale allows us to distinguish between their
contribution if they have different size and intensity. We also observe that at a scale
larger than 8 pixels (corresponding to 4◦) sources are not resolved in the wavelet
space, while background structures are enhanced. Then it is not useful to perform
the analysis on scales greater than 4◦, even if we are still within the PSF limits.
Figure 5.12: The EGRET angular dispersion (Probability/0.2◦) at 200 MeV,
adapted from Thompson et al. [102].
5.4.2 Choice of maximum number of iterations
In order to gradually clean images from source contributions and improve the back-
ground estimation at each step, that is the dominant cause of imprecision, we applied
the algorithm for 4 times recursively. The minimum S/N ratio required in the ”ac-
ceptance test” decreases with the iteration number: it is set at 3.5 for the first
iteration, it is halved at the second loop and it is unconstrained in the last two
iterations. The mentioned values are derived from a statistic of typical S/N ratio,
for good and spurious detection, during preliminary tests.
5.4.3 Evaluation of background
As in GLAST simulated data analysis, at first iteration the gaussian and median
filter were applied on the largest scale, while, after having subtracted the strong
contributions, they were applied on smaller scale. The median filter was applied
on a box the size of which is derived from equation 4.1 with a σPSF = 10 pixels
(corresponding to 5◦, the estimated PSF on field of view). The adopted averaged
value for the EGRET PSF was slightly increased (with respect to the expected
one) in order to filter on the largest scale and to get rid of the contamination
from ”broad” sources. Differently from what was done for the application of the
algorithm to simulated GLAST data, the σPSF value was kept constant during the
entire procedure, which means using the same size l for the filter box, because if l
decreases too much, spurious detections can result.
5.4.4 Final results and comments
We show images of 4 analysed regions (see Figures 5.14, 5.16, 5.18 and 5.20), com-
paring our detections with the sources from the 3EG (detected by 4σ Likelihood
analysis) and with an unofficial list of sources detected by a 3σ Likelihood analy-
sis (S.Digel private communication). Detections obtained using our algorithm are
shown as white boxes centered at source position, while red, green circles and green
boxes indicate identified 3EG-sources, unidentified 3EG sources and sources form
the unofficial list respectively. In Appendix B (see Table B.11) all the parameters
of the detected sources are listed. The source position is derived from the fitting
algorithm (with a single or double gaussian). Theoretically the EGRET PSF can be
represented as a superposition of 5 gaussians, that is why the fitting procedure gives
as output high errors and all source candidates are not well subtracted from the
image. We can also observe that detected sources which matched 3EG detections
are shifted with respect to the 3EG position. This occurs because, in the fitting al-
gorithm, the parameter is constrained to vary in a relatively large range, in order to
adjust them around the best value. As the fitting function is not proper and sources
are not well ”shaped” in the field of view (because of the binning, the background,
the poor resolution of the instrument and the low statistic), when other sources or
dense background regions are present near the candidate, the algorithm can likely
adjust the peak in an intermediate position (to account also for its contribution)
and the final position is shifted with respect to the ”suggested” guess value. It also
happens that the guess value, given by the local maximum in the ”over threshold”
map (OTM), is shifted because, already at small scales, sources are merged in the
wavelet space. The optimal would be to perform a multi-source fitting with the
correct expected function (representation of the EGRET PSF), that has not been
implemented before, because it is not necessary in GLAST data analysis. As the
fitting procedure is not optimal, also the subtraction undergoes the mentioned im-
precisions, and it is quite difficult to detect a faint emission near bright sources.
Moreover we have to recall that the performed method may allow in some cases to
resolve close sources not resolvable with other methods. Sometimes it appears to be
impossible to distinguish different signals which are too weak or too close together
because of the feature of the instrument. In this case even an improved algorithm
could not solve the problem.
5.4.5 Finer analysis of source parameters
In each region a ”finer” analysis of few bright sources has been performed. The
selected sources are Vela, Crab, 3C279 and Geminga. We used the 10 standard
intensity maps available on EGRET public data link [98]; energy bins (expressed
in MeV) are 30-50, 50-70, 70-100, 100-150, 150-300, 300-500, 500-1000, 1000-2000,
2000-4000 and 4000-1000. As the intensity maps were available, no exposure maps
were needed. We derived position, counts and spectral index; the values found are in
good agreement with those in the 3EG Catalog as shown in Table 5.8. An example
of the suitability of the linear fit to retrieve the spectral index, is shown in Figure
5.13.
NAME l b counts (C) α1
3C 279 305.7 ± 0.5 57.5 ± 0.5 (14.5 ± 4)× 10 -1.90 ± 0.06
(304.982) (57.03) (1487) (-1.96 ± 0.04)
Vela 263.9 ± 0.3 -2.5 ± 0.3 (10.4 ± 1)×102 -1.71 ± 0.03
(263.527) (-2.86) (10320) (-1.69 ± 0.01)
Crab 184.9 ± 0.4 -5.5 ± 0.4 (55.1 ± 7)× 10 -2.17 ± 0.02
(184.53) (-5.84) (5314) (-2.19 ± 0.02)
Geminga 195.5 ± 0.3 4.7 ± 0.3 (65.3 ± 8)× 10 - 1.70 ± 0.10
(195.06) (4.32) (6329) (-1.66 ± 0.01)
Table 5.8: Results of finer analysis of EGRET data for 4 typical γ-ray sources,
compared with 3EG values (in brackets).
Figure 5.13: Example of the fitted spectral index for Crab (top panel ) and 3C 279
(bottom panel ).
Figure 5.14: Sources detected on EGRET data in the Anti Center region.
Figure 5.15: Map of k value for sources detected in the AC region: zoom on the
central part of the map (left) and on the right side along the galactic plane (right).
Figure 5.16: Sources detected on EGRET data in the Vela region.
Figure 5.17: Map of k value for sources detected in the Vela region: zoom on the
central part of the map.
Figure 5.18: Sources detected on EGRET data in the 3C 279 region.
Figure 5.19: Map of k value for sources detected in the 3C 279 region: zoom on the
central part of the map.
Figure 5.20: Sources detected on EGRET data in the Cygnus region.
Figure 5.21: Map of k value for sources detected in the Cygnus region: zoom on the
central part of the map.
5.4.6 Cross-Identification of the detected sources
Cross-identification with the 3EG Catalog sources is carried out using only the
spatial information (l,b) and requiring an angular distance (d), on the celestial
sphere, less than the error on source location. Almost half of detected sources match
with the identified and unidentified sources in the 3EG Catalog, while the rest are far
from EGRET sources. We have to remark that all the 3EG identified sources, falling
in the analysed field, have been detected, except for a faint blazar near 3C 279, that
could become detectable only after a better removal of the bright close source. In
fact, the high residuum of 3C279 biases the estimation of background and the faint
sources nearby distributed cannot exceed the threshold. All undetected 3EG sources,
within the 4 selected regions, are unidentified sources: they often have small fluxes,
large errors and no known counterpart at other wavelengths. Actually sometimes, no
count excess is visible by eye in correspondence with those unidentified candidates.
As far as the so-called spurious detection are concerned we observe that they
peak around local maxima in the count map. We tried an identification with pos-
sible radio/X counterparts, searching in the astronomical catalogues (via the NED
database). The search was performed around the detected position, within a radius
of 30 arcmin (equal to 0.5 deg, EGRET bin size) without no constraints on source
types. As emphasized by R. Mukherjee, in a recent review of multifrequency strate-
gies for the identification of gamma ray sources [103], only the strongest sources can
be identified on the basis of position alone. Generally, a challenge in the identifica-
tion process is to find a tight correlation between the γ-ray flux and other properties,
like X-ray flux, core radio flux, etc. Most of the candidates found within the error
box around our detections, are radio source, Galaxy clusters, QSO, X-ray or Infra
Red sources. All the sources found are possible candidates to be the counterpart of
γ-ray sources, at the moment we have no tool to confirm the hypothesis; GLAST
will verify the effectiveness of our hypotheses as well as others not yet confirmed
identification of many 3EG sources. This is a first step towards identification, the
selection can be made also using the information on flux or red-shift distance, but
the spectral analysis is the most powerful instrument to obtain a complete identifi-
cation. In column ID3EG of Table B.11, when no 3EG source name is present, a file
obtained by NED search, containing a list of all found candidates with their main
properties, is linked.
5.4.7 A preliminary analysis of extended sources
The only extragalactic sources detected by EGRET, other than blazars, are the
radio Galaxy Centaurus A (CenA) [104] and the normal galaxy Large Magellanic
Clouds (LMC) [105]. In a region of 50 deg radius around each of the two galaxies,
we test the algorithm ranging from scale 2 to scale 16 (in unit of pixels, that means
from 1◦ up to 8◦) in steps of 1 pixel. The algorithm was simplified by leaving only
the part of the background estimation, the threshold computation and the wavelet
transform of the input image. A further section is included for the reconstruction
of the denoised image from the inverse wavelet transform. The aim is to detect and
to reconstruct the indicative shape of extended sources removing the background
contribution. To do that we work in the wavelet space in the following way:
- The transformed wavelet image of the input map is computed at each scale (a),
integrating over the pixel position (dx dy) in the map;
- At each scale only coefficients which are over the threshold value are retained;
- For each thresholded pixel (x,y), the inverse wavelet transform is computed. It
consists of integrating over the scale interval (da) the product between the computed
wavelet coefficient (we take its difference with respect to the threshold value) and
the inverse mother wavelet (that has the same expression of ψ(r/a));
- The output image represents the reconstruction of the denoised source in counts
space. It is indicative of its dimension, shape and orientation in the space.
In Figures 5.22 and 5.23, results of the application on CenA and LMC regions are
shown; maps of WT, threshold and over-threshold pixels are referred to scale a = 8.
Figure 5.22: Application to CenA regions. From top-left to bottom: input images, 3-
D representation of the input image, EGRET background (EGBG), estimated back-
ground (BGN), threshold map (TM), WM map, over-threshold pixels map (OTM)
and reconstructed map.
Figure 5.23: Application to LMC regions. From top-left to bottom: input images, 3-
D representation of the input image, EGRET background (EGBG), estimated back-




Application of the Independent
Component Analysis method to
EGRET and simulated GLAST
data
The ICA method, fully described in chapter 3, since its appearance, has been ex-
tensively applied in the biomedical, financial, telecommunications and engineering
fields. Only in recent years a new field of application has been proposed and tested,
being the treated problematic similar: the blind source separation in astronomical
images. The first reported application of ICA on astrophysical data is by Funaro
et al. [106]. They applied the method to remove the artefacts (i.e. camera noise,
atmospheric fluctuations and disturbances and stars in our own galaxy) from a series
of consequent telescope images, studying the far-out galaxies. A further application
of ICA to astronomical images can be found in Maino et al. [107], they tested the
FastICA algorithm on simulated Plank maps, reproducing the observations of the
microwave sky at the mean nominal levels for the Planck satellite. They aimed to
recover both the spatial pattern and the frequency scalings of the emissions from
statistically independent astrophysical processes (i.e. the cosmic microwave back-
ground, the Galactic synchrotron, the dust and free emissions). In both works, the
authors verified that the linear ICA model performed very accurately, because the
137
independence of the analyzed signals was guaranteed. A very short computing time,
working also on high dimensioned images, was documented. In this chapter we
present an application of the linear ICA method to real (EGRET data) and simu-
lated (GLAST data) astronomical images for a blind separation of the independent
underlying components.
6.1 The problem
The problem that we would like to solve is to find a method that allows a fast
and blind separation of several emitting contributions in the observed gamma-ray
sky (i.e. diffuse emission from galactic and extragalactic background, point and
extended sources). In order to optimize the computation time and to minimize the
data modelling assumption, the alternative ICA technique was tested.
We supposed, as first assumption, that the analyzed images were a linear su-
perposition of the different emitting contributions through a convolution with the
spectral and spatial response of the detector (described by the IRF functions). Being
the signal independence theoretically guaranteed and having photons a poissonian
distribution, the basic conditions for the applicability of the ICA method are thus
satisfied. The ICA method works as a neural network trained on a large number of
images of the region of interest. The sampled images could be either astronomical
images from different telescopes (as in Funaro et al. work), or spectral series (e.g.
images at different energy ranges, representing the different channels of the detector,
as in Maino et al. paper), or time series. We chose to analyze maps at different en-
ergy ranges, because they are already available from EGRET data and it is possible
for us to simulate them for GLAST observations using our fast simulator (see next
Chapter). Thanks to this choice, we applied the ICA method to retrieve only the
spatial information about the independent components in the analyzed maps. In
equation 3.26, which yields the analytical form of the ICA problem, the matrix A is
assumed to represent the mixing matrix (m×n) or, in our case, the convolution with
the instrument response functions, the vector s is the vector of the n independent
components that are assumed to contribute to the total observed emission, while the
matrix x is the matrix (m× t) of the collected images (in m different energy bands),
in which all contributions are superposed through the mixing matrix. Therefore
in the data matrix x, the rows are the individual images, stacked row by row into
vectors of dimension t (equal to the total number of pixels), and the columns are
the single pixel intensity at different energy series.
The number of the independent components that can be reconstructed from data
is at most m, it is thus important to give in input a large sample of observations to
retrieve information about all n expected signals.
6.2 The method
We use version 2.1 of the FastICA algorithm (available on the web [108]), working
in Matlab. FastICA allows the user few choices to adjust the convergence of the
method, among them there is the form of the non linearity function g to define the
negentropy (see equation 3.34), few parameters for the function g, the maximum
number of steps for the convergence and the ² value that establishes the convergence.
In the code the default values of the listed variables are set to be the most reasonable
for every application, being the method not strongly dependent on them, as tested
by the authors.
The non linearity function g(u) can be assumed to be gaussian (gauss), a power
law (u3), the hyperbolic tangent (tanh) or the skew function. The other numeric
variables have no limits and can vary in a wide range. As far as the output concerns,
the number of the retrieved independent components can be at the most equal to
the number of the input images and can be fixed by the user.
We test the potentiality of the algorithm on image series simulated under different
conditions of signal (sources) and noise (diffuse background) and we also try a
preliminary application to real EGRET data. In each case we adjust the FastICA
variables looking for their best combination. We observe that the capability of the
method does not vary strongly with the adopted solution for these parameters.
The aim of the application is to retrieve information about the distribution of
the independent signals in the map. Being a temporal analysis not possible, the
spatial information is the only that we can reconstruct from the data. The FastICA
algorithm, could help us locate the sources, within the precision of the pixel size,
but it does not give information about the signal strength, being the content of the
pixels in the output images in arbitrary units (a.u.). Even if in some cases, as shown
later, the FastICA algorithm works well and gives output denoised images of the
analyzed field, the pixel intensity in the output maps is not realistic and there is no
known relationship between the real intensity of the source and the relative strength
resulting from the algorithm.
6.3 The analyzed images
In order to test the performance of the ICA method in identifying the dominant
contributions in astrophysical maps at the gamma-ray energies, images of a chosen
region of the sky, as observed by the GLAST telescope, were simulated. The simu-
lation was performed using the Perugia fast simulator. As described in the second
part of the thesis, our light sim program allows a fast and complete simulation of
the sky seen in the GLAST experiment, using a parametric representation of the
IRFs of the instrument. The output of our simulator is a count map that does not
include the realistic effects or artifacts, that could appear in real observation, but
it takes into account all dominant contributions to the emission. The independent
simulated components included in the maps are: the diffuse background (galactic
and extragalactic), the emission from faint blazars isotropically distributed along
the sky (according to the Stecker and Salomon model [19]) and the point sources
from the Third Egret Catalog.
Images of dimension 21× 21 or 41× 41 pixels (1 pixel = 0.5◦), corresponding to
a dimension t = 441 or t = 1681, in 7 different energy ranges between 10 MeV and
1.5 GeV, have been generated. The simulated energy ranges are (in MeV units):
10-25, 25-50, 50-100, 100-200, 200-400, 400-800, 800-1500.
We produced images of different typical regions, among them we choose the 3C
279 region, the galactic center and the Crab region. The 3C 279 region is far from
the galactic center and we can study the capability of FastICA algorithm in low noisy
images. The last two regions are instead typical regions strongly contaminated by
the background emission. With the light sim program we generate also maps of the
3C 279 region where the point source emission is reduced by a factor 150 or regions
where fake sources are superposed, in order to test the capability of the algorithm in
distinguish overlapped signals. First images were simulated for 1 precession period
of observation (∼ 827 orbits) and subsequently for a duration of 10 days.
A second test has been done on real data, analyzing EGRET maps in 10 different
energy ranges (the standard maps available in the EGRET web site [98]). The
EGRET used maps are combined over the first four observation periods (each period
is about 15 days) or from a single viewing period, for instance the period vp4260
during which the Crab pulsars was observed for about 14 days. We reproduce also
GLAST observation for the same region during about 20 days (∼ 300 orbits) and
we compare results of the FastICA application, separating the low and high energy
images, being the GLAST IRFs strongly dependent on energy.
6.4 Results
6.4.1 3C 279 region (827 orbits of exposure)
Using the light sim program we produced 7 images (41 × 41 pixels) of the 3C 279
region for a total exposure time equivalent to 827 orbits, in the energy ranges pre-
viously listed. We tested the different solutions for the g function, but the FastICA
algorithm gives quite similar results. The better choice for the non linearity g can be
assumed to be the power law (g(u) = u3). The maximum number of steps allowed
before convergence was increased by a factor of 10. For the other parameters we
left the default guess values. The 7 input images have very different characteristics:
at low energy and at very high energy sources are well resolved, while in the in-
termediate ranges they are confused and the background contribution is enhanced.
Two of the better resolved input images are shown in Figure 6.1, it can be observed
that the peaks of point sources (3EG sources) are well defined. The FastICA algo-
rithm working on this sample of images does not recognize the single sources and
background as independent components, but produces output images where more
Figure 6.1: A 3-D image of two of the 7 input maps (41× 41 pixels) of the 3C 279
region. The showed images are those with the lower background contamination.
than one source are reconstructed together in a single independent component, plus
a separate component quite similar to the diffuse background spatial distribution.
The output images are very similar to the input ones (simulated in an energy range
where sources are better resolved), but their relative strength is enhanced with re-
spect to the input image and the signal to noise ratio is improved. The FastICA
algorithm does not reconstruct precisely the sources as point-like structures, but the
influence of the mixing matrix is still present in the output; the only difference is
that the output images are much more cleaned from the diffuse background emis-
sion that seems to be recognized as a separate component. The results are shown
in Figures 6.2 and 6.3, where the 4 best independent components (one recognized
as the background contribution and three related to point sources) are represented
as 3-D images and as row vectors. In Figure 6.4, the input row vectors (represented
together at the same scale with different colors) are compared to the independent
component row vectors; it can be observed that, if we look at the relative strength,
the faint signals in input are enhanced in output. If the dimension of the ana-
Figure 6.2: The 3 best independent component from the analysis of 3C 279 region
(827 orbits) in a form of row vectors.
lyzed region is then reduced (21× 21 pixels). Zooming around a detected ”strong”
source, the enhancement of the source contributions is improved because the num-
ber of independent components in the region is decreased and the solution is less
confused. In Figure 6.5, signal strength in the input images (stored in row vectors
of 21× 21 = 441 pixels) is compared to the one of the found independent signals in
the output vectors. It can be observed that faint sources, previously not resolved,
are enhanced in the output image.
Figure 6.3: A 3-D representation of the 4 best independent components from the
analysis of 3C 279 region (827 orbits).
Figure 6.4: 3C 279 region (41 × 41 pixels): comparison between the row vectors
for the input data (left) and the output independent components, represented all
together in different colors. The numbers identify single source contributions.
Figure 6.5: Zoom on 3C 279 region (21× 21 pixels): comparison between the signal
strength in the input (left) and output (right) images (stored into vectors of 441
elements) and represented in the image at the same scale with different colors).
Faint signals in the input vectors are enhanced in output. The numbers identify
single source contributions.
6.4.2 3C 279 region with reduced number of photons from
point sources
In order to test the capability of the method even when in the input images the
background contamination is larger, we simulate the same region as before, during
827 orbit of exposure but we reduce by a factor 150 the number of photons coming
from the 3EG point sources. The analysis of the relative images is performed with
the same combination of FastICA parameters. In Figure 6.6 two input images are
shown (those where the background contamination is lower), while in Figure 6.7 the
two best independent components are presented. It can be seen that FastICA is able
to separate only the strong contributions and, in the resulting output images, the
signal is perfectly denoised. The FastICA algorithm always tends to give an output
map similar to the best input images, but, even if in the output we represent the
signal strength in arbitrary units, it can be observed that the signal contribution
is enhanced with respect to the background fluctuating emission, more evident in
input.
Figure 6.6: Two 3-D images (41×41 pixels) of the 3C 279 region, where the emission
from point sources is reduced. Shown images are those where the signal is better
distinguished from the background.
Figure 6.7: The two best independent components given as output, from the analysis
of 3C 279 region with a reduced point source emission. In the top a row-vector
representation is shown, while in the bottom the 3-D images of the independent
components are shown.
6.4.3 Galactic center region (10 days exposure)
In a second stage the observation window (21×21 pixels) has been moved toward the
Galactic Center, and an exposure of about 10 days and the 7 different energy ranges
have been simulated. In this region the contribution from the diffuse background
is considerably larger, as can be seen in Figure 6.8, nevertheless the method is able
to extract the dominant contributions in the maps. The better choice for the non
Figure 6.8: Galactic Center region (10 days exposure): representation of the 7 input
images stored into vectors (dimension 441 pixels), shown separately and all together
with different colors, to give an idea of the signal strength, (top), and the 3-D images
of the two of them where the background contamination is less evident (bottom).
The numbers are referred to the single point sources.
linearity g can be assumed to be the hyperbolic tangent (g(u) = tanh(u)). Figure
6.9 shows the retrieved independent components: it can be noticed that the signal
is not well denoised but the contribution from a single source is amplified in the
Figure 6.9: Galactic Center region (100 orbits exposure): representation of the three
best output independent components stored into vectors (dimension 441 pixels) (top)
and their 3-D image (bottom). The numbers indicate the single point sources labelled
as in Figure 6.8.
map. In the output maps a small contamination from the convolution with the
instrumental PSF is still present, as the sources are not perfectly reconstructed as
point-like.
6.4.4 Test on overlapping sources
We simulated 4 fake sources in the Galactic Center with the following coordinates
(in unit of pixels) in the map: (10,11), (9,13), (12,11), (20,19). Input images have
dimension of 21×21 pixels, and are produced in the same 7 energy ranges as before.
We wanted to test the capability of FastICA algorithm in separating overlapped
signals. In Figure 6.10 one of the input images and the three best produced output
are shown. It can be noticed that only strong sources are correctly separated and
recognized as a single independent component, while the fainter source (identified
with the number 3) is coupled to the nearest bright one in an unique independent
component. The performance of the method is however satisfactory under this
condition.
6.4.5 Application to EGRET data
At this stage we tested the capability of the method in separating the independent
component using real data, where other unknown factors, not included in previous
simulation, could happen. The only recent γ-ray data available are from the EGRET
mission; of course also the lower resolution of the instrument, compared with the
simulated GLAST one, makes the sampled data set largely different from the one
previously analyzed, therefore we do not expect the same performance as before for
the FastICA method.
Being EGRET operating in a pointing mode, we chose a typical region long
observed by the mission in the first 4 periods: the Crab pulsar. We use the public
EGRET data in 10 different energy ranges (from 30 MeV to 20 GeV), resizing images
in cartesian projection of dimension 21× 21 or 41× 41 pixels (1 pixel = 0.5◦ in the
standard EGRET data), around the Crab. The image dimensions have been chosen
taking into account the maximum EGRET exposure which was within 30◦ radius
around the pointed source. The first analyzed data set (ACvp4260) contains the
data from the 4th viewing period (vp4260), during which the satellite was pointed
towards (l, b) = (199.3, 5.4) for about 14 days, while the second set of the explored
data is obtained combining of the first 4 periods.
Figure 6.10: Fake superposed sources in the Galactic Center region: a 3-D represen-
tation of one of the 7 input images (top) and the three best independent components
from FastICA analysis (bottom). The 4 fake sources are flagged with a number.
We apply the FastICA method to the EGRET images, trying all the possible
combinations of tuning algorithm parameters, but we observe that, in both cases,
FastICA recognizes as independent components all the input images in which the
signal is well separated from the diffuse background (also visible by eye inspection).
In output we have exactly reproduced the input data vectors (the signals have
different intensity in output, being their strength in arbitrary units, but their relative
weight is maintained almost equal to the input one). The sources are not separated
from the background and, only in few cases, the S/N is slightly improved. In Figures
6.12 and 6.11 the input and output data, stored in row vectors, are compared; it
can be noticed that there is no evident difference between them.
Figure 6.11: Analysis of vp4260 EGRET data in the Crab region: comparison
between the best input data series (top) and the best output retrieved independent
components (bottom).
Figure 6.12: Analysis of combined EGRET data in the Crab region: comparison
between the best input data series (top) and the best output retrieved independent
components (bottom).
6.4.6 Analysis of low energy
EGRET data
We attempted also a separated analysis on the low and high energy images, in
order to test the capability of the method in different conditions of S/N, as the
contamination from the background emission is greater in the low-energy data. In
fact we verified that, if the images where the source contribution is better defined
are removed from the input data set (analysis of low energy data), the FastICA
algorithm gives worse results and no point source are resolved, as shown in Figure
6.13. As far as the analysis of high energy data concerns, we observe that in the
Figure 6.13: Analysis of the low energy images from combined EGRET data in the
Crab region: comparison between the input data series (top) and the best 4 output
retrieved independent components (bottom).
output we obtain the better resolved input images (as in the analysis of the low
energy data), but in the ”high energy” case the S/N in the output images is improved
and the signal is slightly cleaned from the background, as shown in Figure 6.14.
The failure of FastICA applied to the low energy data could be due to the reduced
number of the sampled images (we use only 6 low energy data series), we thus
Figure 6.14: Analysis of the high energy images from combined EGRET data in
the Crab region: comparison between the input data series (top) and the output
retrieved independent components (bottom).
produced more images in energy ranges where the sources are not well defined using
our fast simulator.
GLAST simulated data
After having verified on the EGRET data that the low energy image analysis is more
difficult, we generated images simulated in 12 different energy bands from 40 Mev to
160 MeV, with an energy bin size of 10 MeV. The images have size of 81× 81 pixels
(40◦× 40◦), and are centered in the Crab pulsar. The test confirms that working on
low energy images, where the signal is more confused, the capability of the algorithm
in distinguishing the independent components is reduced, and the output is more
similar to the best input image. In this case the only advantage of the application
of the FastICA algorithm is that in output, even if the sources are not separated
in different independent components, a denoised input image is given. The same
Figure 6.15: Simulation of the Crab region at low energy ranges: representation of
the 5 input data series. The strong contamination from the diffuse background is
shown.
results can be obtained also applying the method to the first 5 input series (the
more contaminated from the background, shown in Figure 6.15). Results are given
in Figure 6.16, where the best output independent component is compared to the
best input data series and the improved S/N, obtained by FastICA application, is
shown. Also for these tests we use a non linearity function g(u) = u3, but a different
choice does not change too much the result.
Figure 6.16: Simulation of the Crab region at low energy ranges: comparison be-
tween the best input image (top-left) and the best output independent component
(top-right). On the bottom panel the same images are represented as row vectors
in order to show the improved S/N gained by FastICA application.
6.5 Applicability of FastICA method
From the obtained results we can conclude that the FastICA algorithm is useful
to fast denoise the input images but, in some cases, does not work properly as
it is expected from the theory. In fact it is not able to recognize all sources as
independent signals, but it gathers few of them in a single component; therefore
when it happens that a source is correctly separated from the rest, the effect of
IRFs convolution is still present and the source is not recognized as a point-like
signal. The only justification could be that the conditions required for a correct
applicability of the method are not satisfied. It could be that, either the sources
have a gaussian distribution or the problem is not linear. We performed few tests
to verify this hypothesis.
First of all we tried to verify if the nearly gaussian spatial distribution of the
sources could reduce the potentiality of the method, even if it is not a source property
(they are point-like and the photons have a poissonian distribution) but it is the
result of the convolution with the mixing matrix (PSF). We have thus simulated 4
fake ”extended” sources, that have exactly the shape obtained by the convolution
with the IRFs at a fixed energy band (150-300 MeV, for 300 orbit of exposure)
plus the diffuse background, and we have mixed them by a matrix (5 × 5) whose
coefficients were chosen randomly. The constructed case is perfectly linear and
could represent our condition in a case when the convolution with the IRFs cannot
be assumed to be a ”linear mixing” and the sources (as from the convolution) are
mixed together by a simple superposition. In this case the sources should be at
least recognized as convoluted with the IRFs, as it happened sometimes in the
previous tests on simulated data. The 5 mixed signals given in input to the FastICA
algorithm are shown in Figure 6.18, it can be noticed that the signal is confused
and the peaks are not distinguishable in the images. The 4 real sources, as should
have been reconstructed, are shown in Figure 6.17. Applying FastICA with default
parameters, we observe that the sources are correctly separated in output (Figure
6.19). Although the mixed signals are almost gaussian and are much more confused
than in previously analyzed cases, FastICA works efficiently on them. This means
Figure 6.17: Row vectors of 4 simulated gaussian sources before the mixing.
that the cause of the not optimal success of our method could be the ”mixing” of
the sources that cannot be assumed perfectly ”linear”.
Figure 6.18: Row vectors as obtained from a random mixing of 4 simulated gaussian
sources.
Further tests have been done on the linearity of the source mixing. At the first
stage the same fake 4 sources were simulated in 8 different energy bands (in images
of size 160 × 160 = 25600 pixels), the final data matrix is S(4 × 25600 × 8). Then
the matrix O(8× 25600) of the observed mixed signals (shown in Figure 6.20) was
Figure 6.19: Vector representation of the output independent components from
FastICA application to the random mixing of 4 gaussian sources.
obtained as follow:




oi,j = tl0,j (6.1)
(6.2)
where l0 is a random value between 1 and 4, T (4 × 25600) is a temporary matrix
and Rj (25600 × 25600) is a random matrix (the small letters indicate the matrix
elements). In this way we have a random mixing of the convoluted sources sampled
among different energy ranges. The performance of the method becomes worse, in
fact only strong components (evident also in the mixed input signals) are resolved
separately (see Figure 6.20); it is an intermediate situation between the first test
and previously analyzed simulations.
At a second stage we tried to study the effect of the IRFs convolution with simple
tests. Five double-gaussian sources are simulated in ten images (that represent the
different energy ranges); the number of total counts, for a single source, varies with
the energy, while the σ of the two gaussians are constants. The full simulation of
light sim was replaced by this simple spread of the total number of photon by a
Figure 6.20: Vector representation of the input data obtained from a random mix-
ing of 4 signals, sampled at different energies (top). The independent components
obtained from the application of FastICA method are shown in the bottom panel.
double gaussian distribution along the map. The reproduced situation represents
a almost linear mixture through a mixing matrix (∼ PSF ) that depends only on
the source position and not on the energy (the σ values are different for each source
but do not depend on energy). The dependence on the energy is only a property
of the sources, being the total emission a function of the energy. The FastICA
algorithm gives in output the separated signals peaked at the expected real position
as it can be seen in Figure 6.21, where input and output data series are shown. The
Figure 6.21: Vector representation of the input data distributed according to a
double gaussian whose σ’s are not dependent on energy (top). The independent
components obtained from the application of the FastICA method are shown in the
bottom panel.
sources are not represented as δ-functions, as expected for point-like structures, but
the effect of the ”PSF-convolution” is present. In fact the mixing is not a perfect
linear mixture, because there is also the effect of the spread along a double-gaussian
function, even if the function parameters do not depend on the energy as required
in a linear mixture.
If a poissonian fluctuation of the expected counts is added in our simulation,
the sources are not separated from the FastICA algorithm, as shown in Figure 6.22.
In the second trial we allowed both the total counts from a single source and the
Figure 6.22: Vector representation of the input data distributed according to a
double gaussian whose σ’s do not depend on energy, plus a poissonian fluctuation
of the expected number of photons (top). The independent components obtained
from the application of the FastICA method are shown in the bottom panel.
σ of the two gaussians varying with the energy. In this way we have simulated a
mixing matrix (∼ PSF ) that varies with the energy and with the position (the σ
values are different for each source and depend on the energy). It is a non optimal
situation being not perfectly linear, in fact as expected, FastICA does not work well
on simulated data: the sources are slightly enhanced and not always recognized as
independent components (see Figure 6.23). The situation degenerates if a poissonian
fluctuation is introduced (see Figure 6.24), as previously discussed.
Figure 6.23: Vector representation of the input data distributed according to a
double gaussian whose σ’s are energy dependent(top). The independent components
obtained from the application of the FastICA method are shown in the bottom panel.
Figure 6.24: The independent components obtained from the application of the
FastICA method to data distributed according to a double gaussian whose σ are
energy dependent, plus a poissonian fluctuation.
6.6 Observations
Through the described simple tests we verified that even with a small deviation
from linearity, FastICA looses its capability, first of all in separating sources into
independent components, and second in reconstructing their real distribution. In
our simulator, and with better reason in real data, several non linearity factors have
been introduced, among them the most dominant is the dependence of the PSF and
SA on the photon energy and on the incidence angle. In fact also in the Maino et al.
work [107], they generate a toy model of the CMB assuming a PSF not depending
on the frequency channel of the detector, but only on the spatial information.
Even if on the real EGRET data FastICA worked not successfully, it could be
possible that being GLAST much more performing, and being their IRFs varying in
a smaller range of values with respect the past missions, FastICA could be employed
for a fast and completely blind denoising of the collected GLAST images, that could
successively be re-analyzed with the alternative detection tools (i.e. wavelet). This
could make the work easier, being the background contamination the big ”enemy”
in source detection.
We have to emphasize that a vast literature on the non-linear ICA problem exists
[109]; the solution is guaranteed only under restrictive hypotheses and as of today






A Fast Simulator of the GLAST
sky map
In the design phase of all big experiments, it is necessary to have a simulator that
reproduces faithfully the physics of the instrument (what is usually known as a full
simulation), but also a faster one that gives an approximated but reasonable simula-
tion of the observations. We concentrate on the second one because it is important
in tuning the analysis tools, in studying the expected sensitivity of the detector
under different operative conditions, and in planning the future observations.
Following this idea we have implemented a program (light sim) for the fast sim-
ulation of the sky map, in the gamma rays energy range, observed by the GLAST
mission. The code generates a list of photons and Spacecraft (SC) parameters, and
images of the diffuse background and sources, in a selected energy range and in a
given region of the sky. These maps are produced in FITS format (Flexible Image
Transport System) files. In the basic version we considered all sources from the
Third Egret Catalogue, but the program is able to work with any list of input point
sources. The parameterization of the instrument response functions (IRF), resulting
from the full Geant4 simulation of the GLAST instruments, has been used to obtain
a precise and fast simulation of the expected mission capabilities.
The code is written in C++, in conformity with the GLAST software require-
ments [83]. It is stored in the GLAST SLAC CVS repository, as it is one of the
simulation packages provided for the community, but it could also work as a stand
169
alone program.
7.1 Structure of the algorithm
The purpose of our program is to produce as output the count map of the simulated
observed region and the list of the collected photons with their measured parame-
ters. The final countmap contains the measurement convoluted with the instrument












where Et and rt are the true energy and direction of a photon, rSC is the SC pointing
direction, T is total exposure time, Em and xm are the measured energy and direction
of a photon, and R is the general instrument response function given as
R(Et, Em, rt, rm, t, rSC) = SA(Et, rt, rSC)PSF (Et, rt, rm, rSC)ED(Et, Em, rt, rSC).
(7.2)
The term I(Et, xt), appearing in 7.1, is the total intensity emission that is the sum
of three contributions: the galactic background BG, the extragalactic background
EBG and the point source emission S:
I(Et, xt) = BG(Et, xt) + EBG(Et, xt) + S(Et, xt) (7.3)
To produce the desired output, the program is organized as schematized in Figure
7.1. The galactic background map is generated using the GALPROP program [97],
or is taken from the EGRET model [17]; the extragalactic contribution is given by
a constant value in a fixed energy range. The gamma emission of the sources is
parameterized by a standard power law:





ph cm−2 s−1 GeV −1 (7.4)
where I is the flux intensity , E is the photon energy, I0 is a constant, E0 is the
reference energy and α is the spectral index. As far as the simulation of the point
sources is concerned, all the 3EG catalog sources and fake faint blazars are included,
whose emission is simulated according to the prediction of Stecker and Salomon [19].
Figure 7.1: The schematic diagram of the fast simulator.
All the contributions (background and sources) are integrated in the chosen
energy range [Emin, Emax], in a fixed region of latitude and longitude (b,l) and
convoluted with the instrumental Point Spread Function (PSF), Effective Area (SA)
and Energy Resolution (ED). The output contains the map of the final expected
counts in a FITS format file and two lists, one containing all the Spacecraft and orbit
information and an other one containing the true and measured photon parameters.
The program requires in input a list of parameters to be chosen by the user:
• simulated region A = ∆l ×∆b;
• pixel size (deg);
• energy range [Emin, Emax];
• total time of exposure Ttot;
• dimension T of the time interval in which Ttot has to be divided (as required by
the structure of our program the simulation is divided in Nt = Ttot/T steps);
• source parameter file, S file;
• a table with the orbit parameters during one precession period (Table SCinfo);
• a flag indicating if in the S file the source flux value is integrated over 100
MeV or it is given at the reference energy.
7.2 The gamma ray galactic background
Two choices are possible to generate the intensity map of the diffuse galactic back-
ground: the GALPROP simulation or the EGRET model. The GALPROP program
simulates the gamma ray background taking into account the contributions from the
most important emission mechanisms:
• neutral pion decay;
• bremsstrahlung;
• inverse Compton scattering;
• synchrotron emission.
The program produces a FITS file containing 24 images, in the energy range from
0.001 to 104 GeV. Each image represents the contribution of the diffuse emission
calculated by integrating in the energy range (Ei, Ei+1), where d logE = log 2. As
the output is in unit of MeV 2 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 MeV −1, to obtain the intensity map
in the chosen energy range, maps between Emin and Emax (closest values) are added
and weighted by a factor E−2.
The EGRET map (gas.gal file) for the gamma ray galactic background is avail-
able in the EGRET data archive [98] in the energy range between 0.1 to 30 GeV.
7.3 The diffuse extragalactic background
The differential flux of the photons from the diffuse extra galactic background can
be described [104] as:
dN
dE
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The total contribution from the extragalactic background is obtained by integrating
between Emin and Emax and multiplying it by the solid angle (dl · db · cos b, dl and
db being the longitude and latitude bin sizes respectively).
7.4 Parameterisation of the IRF
The Effective Area (SA), Point Spread Function (PSF) and Energy Resolution (ED)
of the detector depends on the energy (E) and on the inclination angle (θ). The
approximation used in our simulation is the pre-DC1 representation (Glast25 pa-
rameterisation) obtained analyzing data simulated by the GISMO package. All
instrument response functions are given as a function of the incidence angle and
conversion point in the detector. Glast25 data are available for the ”front” section
of the tracker (2.5%X0 first 12 layers), for the ”back” section (25%X0 last 4 layers)
and also in a form of ”combined” data (averaged over the two sections).
7.4.1 Effective Area
The Effective Area parameterization was derived from the Glast25 combined data.
It has been factorized as:
SA(E, θ) = SA1(E) · SA2(θ) (7.6)
The expression for SA1 was obtained plotting the dependence of SA on the energy,
for different values of the θ-angle, ranging from 0 to 60 deg (Figure 7.2). The result
is:
SA(E, θ) = A(θ) lnE +B(θ)
SA(E, θ)
A(θ)
= SA1(E) = lnE + 4. (7.7)
(7.8)
The expression for SA(θ) is given by the distribution of the coefficients A(θ) as a
Figure 7.2: The distribution of SA as a function of the energy for different values of
theta (top) and its fit with a logarithmic function (bottom).
function of the angle θ. It is well described by a polynomial (as shown in Figure
7.3):
SA2(θ) = A(θ) = −0.0063θ3 + 0.344θ2 − 27.501θ + 2357.4. (7.9)
7.4.2 Energy resolution









Figure 7.3: Fit of SA(θ) function by a polynomial (bottom).
where x = E−E0
σed
. The value of σed, resulting from the fit of Glast25 data for a fixed
energy E0, is:
σed = 0.0038 log
4E0−0.015 log3E0+0.0224 log2E0+0.0025 logE0+0.0652. (7.11)
7.4.3 Point Spread Function












where ρ is the angular distance between the true and the measured photon positions.
Values of σ1, σ2 and w depend on energy and θ and are obtained by a bilinear
interpolation of the data in the Tables 7.2 and 7.3.
7.5 Simulation of the orbit
The exposure time can be either fixed, or calculated using the simulation of the
orbit. The orbit is characterized by the following parameters:
• eccentricity (set to zero, because we assume a circular orbit);
• semi-major axis of the ellipse (distance of the orbit from the Earth, 550 Km);
• epoch;
• period (T = 5739 s);
• anomaly (the angle between the perigee and the point from where we start
calculating the orbit);
• inclination of the orbit with respect to the terrestrial equator (i = 28.5◦);
• the orientation of the semi-major axis of the ellipse;
• rocking (R = ±35◦);
• Precession period ∼ 55 days (∼ 827 orbits).
The orbit is simulated with a geometrical approach by steps of 30s (∼ 2◦) and
assuming that within each step the parameters are constants. The output is the
total exposure calculated as the sum over all the steps. The algorithm we developed
to describe the motion of the Spacecraft (SC) along its orbit, has been also included
in the full G4 simulation.
7.6 The simulation process
7.6.1 Computation of the exposure
The total simulation process is divided in time steps of a duration (T ), set from
the user in the input parameter file, as needed from the algorithm that assigns the
arrival time to each photon. During each interval, the total exposure is computed
in order to evaluate the number of expected counts from the background and from
the point source contribution. For each point of the sky (r0) in the given region
A, the exposure ξ(r0) is computed simulating the orbit of the Spacecraft (SC). The
motion of the SC along the orbit is simulated in steps of 30s (corresponding to 2◦
in the sky). After fixing the pointing direction rSC of the SC, the exposure ξ0 of a
subregion R ∈ A (2◦ × 2◦) is zero, if the SC is pointing towards the South Atlantic
Anomaly (SAA) or if the angle between the SC zenith direction and r0 is greater
than 105◦ (to limit the albedo), otherwise ξ0 is computed as the product of the
exposure time (t0 = 30s) and the effective area SA2(θ):
ξ0(rSC , r0) = t0 · SA2(θ), (7.13)
where θ is the incidence angle of a photon from R with respect to rSC . For each bin
(2◦× 2◦) inside A, the total exposure ξ is calculated summing over all the directions
rSC along the SC trajectory (during the time interval T ) and weighting by the




ξ0(rSC , r0) · ² (7.14)
7.6.2 Computation of expected counts
For each pixel r0, the differential flux F (r0) (photons per unit of area, time and solid
angle), is given by the sum of all contributions: a possible point source, the constant
extra-galactic background and the galactic one, as described in 7.3. The galactic
emission is obtained adding all the GALPROP FITS images in the chosen energy
range [Emin, Emax] and in the selected region of the sky (db × dl) or directly from
the intensity background EGRET map. The output is a map of the sky binned in
small regions of db × dl (whose size is chosen in the input parameters file), that at
this stage does not yet take into account the effect of the detector. To include this,
our result has to be convoluted with the SA, PSF and ED. After having rebinned
the exposure map from (2◦× 2◦) to (db× dl) and assuming as a first approximation
that the exposure is constant in each sub-region of (db × dl), for each point of the
map we define a distribution of the photons as a function of the energy given by:
D(E, r0) = ξ(r0) · SA1(E) · I(E) (7.15)
The flux I(E), from 7.4, is calculated in three different ways:
• Background- the spectral index α is assumed to be equal to 2.1 (it is correct
on average) and I0 is derived from the differential flux multiplying F (r0) by
the solid angle;
• Point Source- all the information about the location r0 of the sources and
their parameters (α and I0) are taken from the Third Egret Catalog (or can
be chosen by the user) and are defined in the source parameter definition file
(see Table 7.1). The parameter I0 can be replaced by the integrated flux I
(over 100 MeV).
• Faint Source- the code allows to simulate unresolved faint blazars, that could
be detected by GLAST thanks to its high sensitivity. The expected number of
these sources is computed integrating the logN/logS distribution (at E > 100
MeV), from the Stecker and Salomon estimation [19], between 10−10 (GLAST
lower limit) and 10−7 ph cm−2s−1 (EGRET lower limit). For each source
the position is generated randomly assuming a uniform distribution (these
sources are expected to be isotropically distributed), while the spectral index
is generated according to a gaussian centered in 2.1 with a RMS equal to
0.2 (obtained from the blazars spectral indexes observed by EGRET). The
expected source flux is generated from the logN/logS distribution.
ra dec l b α E0 I0
2.560E+00 7.317E+01 1.199E+02 1.054E+01 1.846E+00 4.852E+02 1.650E-10
9.740E+00 -9.820E+00 1.127E+02 -7.244E+01 2.704E+00 1.563E+02 5.344E-10
1.960E+01 2.810E+00 1.362E+02 -5.936E+01 2.634E+00 1.715E+02 2.381E-10
2.270E+01 -1.797E+01 1.697E+02 -7.711E+01 2.505E+00 1.917E+02 3.278E-10
2.984E+01 -3.606E+01 2.489E+02 -7.304E+01 2.892E+00 1.267E+02 8.061E-10
3.111E+01 1.497E+01 1.480E+02 -4.432E+01 2.232E+00 2.649E+02 1.381E-10
3.258E+01 -5.093E+01 2.761E+02 -6.189E+01 1.990E+00 2.840E+02 8.844E-10
3.400E+01 1.138E+01 1.538E+02 -4.637E+01 2.028E+00 6.100E+02 8.854E-12
Table 7.1: An example of the structure of the source definition file
The total number N of photons in each pixel r0 is obtained integrating the
function D(E) between Emin and Emax. The accepted photons (N) are randomly
generated, according to a poissonian distribution with mean N .
7.6.3 Definition of the photon parameters
For each of the N photons it is also important to know the incoming direction angle,
the true energy and the arrival time. The arrival time is generated, according to an
exponential distribution (the first term of the Taylor series of the Γ function that
describes the real behaviour), as follows:
- The full simulation (of duration ∆Ttot) is divided in Nt intervals [ti, ti+1] (i =
0, ..., Nt) of duration ∆T = ti+1 − ti;
- A time interval ∆t is randomly generated according to an exponential distribution
of mean ∆t, the inverse of the photon rate (∆t = ∆T/N);
- In each interval [ti, ti+1], the time assigned to a photon is t
′ = t0+∆t. For the first
photon t0 = ti, then (for the subsequent photon) it is replaced by t0 + ∆T . This
means that the n-th photon has a starting time t0 = ti + n∆T ;
- If the starting time t0 is greater than ti+1, it is set to the first value ti.
The generated time t is accepted only if at that time the photon was in the field of
view of the Spacecraft, meaning that the angle θ between the pointing direction and
the true photon direction is required to be < 70◦ (for θ > 70◦ SA is too small). A
∆t value is generated until t satisfies the required condition, therefore t is assigned
as the arrival time and θ is assumed to be the arrival direction with respect to the
pointing axes of the SC. All the needed information about the SC parameters (zenith
direction, pointing direction, position etc.), to compute the angle θ(t), are read in
an input Table (with the same structure of the Table Table SCinfo of orbit and SC
parameters that will be described later).
The true energy E is randomly generated according to the distribution DE(r0),
described by 7.15.
7.6.4 Convolution with the IRF and estimation of the mea-
sured values
As shown before, all the IRFs depend on the true photon energy (E) and on the
incident direction (θ). The measured energy (E ′) is then derived from the assumed
representation of the energy resolution (see equation 7.10). The value of E ′ is
randomly generated according to the ED(E) distribution, where σed is computed
from the equation 7.11 for a given value of energy E.
The observed photon position is obtained by the convolution with the instrument
PSF. We use the PSF data for the ”front” and ”back” sections. First of all the
conversion point is randomly generated, assuming uniform probability depending on
the conversion length X0 of the two tracker sections (27.8% probability for ”front”
section and 73.2% for the ”back” one). Then, for a given θ and E, the values of σ1,
σ2 and w, which appear in equation 8.21, are derived by a bilinear interpolation of
the PSF data. The angular distance ρ between the true and the measured position is
randomly generated according to the PSF function (equation 8.21), while the angle
φ (the photon direction is given in spherical coordinates θ, φ) is generated uniformly
within [0, 2pi]. Being known the true position (l,b) of the photon, the measured
coordinates (l’,b’) are then computed from ρ and φ, by projecting on the celestial
sphere .
7.6.5 Output production
The described process is repeated for all the intervals (of duration T ) in which the
simulated period has been divided. After the generation of the true and the measured
parameters, all the photon information are stored in a FITS-table (Table PhotonList,
see Figure 7.4). The table contains the following variables (the name in brackets
indicates the column name in the FITS table):
- measured energy (ENERGY);
- position (RA,DEC);
- incidence angle (THETA);
- azimuth angle (PHI);
- angle with respect to the SC zenith (ZENITH ANGLE);
- azimuth angle (EARTH AZIMUTH ANGLE);
- arrival time (TIME).
During the orbit simulation a second FITS-table (see Figure 7.5) is filled with all
the information about the SC and the orbit (Table SCinfo); the included variables
Figure 7.4: An example of the output Tab PhotonList FITS-table.
are:
- start simulation time (START);
- end simulation time (STOP) (we use intervals of 30s duration);
- SC cartesian coordinates (SC POSITION);
- geomagnetic galactic coordinates (LAT GEO, LONG GEO);
- McIlwain Coordinate (B MCILWAIN,L MCILWAIN);
- z axes celestial coordinates (RA Z, DEC Z);
- x axes celestial coordinates (RA X, DEC X);
- effective SC livetime (LIVETIME).
The geomagnetic and McIlwain’s coordinates [110] are calculated including in the
Figure 7.5: An example of the output Tab SCinfo FITS-table.
program few subroutines of the GEOPACK library [111], used in magnetospheric
modelling studies. Other variables have been computed (direction of the sun and
of the moon (ra,dec)), but they are not included in the Table because they are not
used.
The output contains a count map for each contribution (background emission
BG+EBG, point sources, faint blazars), and a map of the total observed emission
(that is the sum of the single maps listed above). In each map a pixel is filled (1
count) if the photon measured position falls within the pixel box.
7.7 Exposure map production
An independent package (Exposure), also included in the SLAC-CVS repository,
has been developed to compute the exposure maps (FITS files) at a fixed energy or
weighted over a chosen energy band. The program uses the available C++ routines,
from the light sim package, for the simulation of the motion of the SC along its orbit.
If the exposure map at a fixed energy E0 is required, in each pixel the exposure ξ is
computed from the equations 7.14 and 7.13, multiplying ξ by SA1(E). The average





ξ · SA1(E) · E−2 dE∫ E2
E1
SA1(E) · E−2 dE
, (7.16)
where ξ is defined by the equation 7.14. An example of the full-sky exposure maps
for different observation periods are given in Figure 7.6.
Figure 7.6: The full-sky exposure maps, averaged over 100 MeV - 100 GeV, simulated
by the Exposure package for 6 days (top), 1 month (center) and 1 precession period
observation (bottom). The AITOFF projection [7] has been used to produce the
maps.
σ1 PSF FRONT
E(MeV ) \ θ(◦) 0 22.5 32.5 42.5 53.1 57.5 62.5
30. 5.837 6.268 5.366 6.202 6.804 6.337 9.193
100 1.354 1.188 1.248 1.881 1.875 2.033 2.667
300 0.452 0.564 0.548 0.583 0.692 0.656 0.699
1000 0.210 0.176 0.196 0.219 0.259 0.290 0.257
3000 0.113 0.115 0.115 0.108 0.108 0.114 0.094
10000 0.039 0.037 0.037 0.040 0.046 0.049 0.042
30000 0.025 0.026 0.028 0.028 0.026 0.030 0.036
σ2 PSF FRONT
E(MeV ) \ θ(◦) 0 22.5 32.5 42.5 53.1 57.5 62.5
30 22.180 28.509 13.376 16.882 16.545 15.519 26.830
100 3.120 3.036 3.225 4.490 4.356 4.747 5.416
300 1.123 1.412 1.287 1.523 1.744 1.568 1.941
1000 0.534 0.446 0.493 0.534 0.719 0.850 0.63
3000 0.265 0.289 0.291 0.239 0.297 0.316 0.260
10000 0.120 0.113 0.106 0.124 0.127 0.138 0.133
30000 0.089 0.096 0.102 0.094 0.074 0.102 0.123
w PSF FRONT
E(MeV ) \ θ(◦) 0 22.5 32.5 42.5 53.1 57.5 62.5
30 0.817 0.812 0.718 0.814 0.762 0.636 0.740
100 0.557 0.384 0.377 0.640 0.627 0.573 0.577
300 0.491 0.614 0.535 0.502 0.590 0.502 0.488
1000 0.770 0.570 0.605 0.596 0.747 0.790 0.521
3000 0.805 0.847 0.810 0.672 0.745 0.769 0.572
10000 0.605 0.568 0.527 0.596 0.615 0.647 0.584
30000 0.715 0.724 0.706 0.668 0.587 0.655 0.622
Table 7.2: Glast25 PSF parameters for the FRONT section
σ1 PSF BACK
E(MeV ) \ θ(◦) 0 22.5 32.5 42.5 53.1 57.5 62.5
30 5.486 9.311 9.929 10.081 13.886 14.489 17.503
100 3.400 3.072 3.177 3.864 4.082 4.878 3.195
300 0.925 1.099 1.169 1.248 1.550 1.534 1.722
1000 0.440 0.398 0.448 0.445 0.454 0.622 0.571
3000 0.177 0.192 0.146 0.178 0.196 0.210 0.231
10000 0.086 0.080 0.088 0.090 0.108 0.101 0.089
30000 0.057 0.054 0.053 0.057 0.047 0.061 0.070
σ2 PSF BACK
E(MeV ) \ θ(◦) 0 22.5 32.5 42.5 53.1 57.5 62.5
30 18.509 26.449 37.374 36.447 46.915 41.219 51.846
100 10.081 8.118 8.598 9.735 12.310 14.854 10.552
300 2.138 2.860 2.760 3.129 4.068 4.215 4.451
1000 1.170 1.002 1.240 1.233 1.196 1.637 1.434
3000 0.510 0.570 0.442 0.553 0.600 0.590 0.682
10000 0.254 0.225 0.264 0.318 0.334 0.334 0.343
30000 0.178 0.168 0.177 0.228 0.208 0.259 0.331
w PSF BACK
E(MeV ) \ θ(◦) 0 22.5 32.5 42.5 53.1 57.5 62.5
30 0.392 0.661 0.767 0.712 0.736 0.678 0.620
100 0.680 0.550 0.517 0.594 0.673 0.718 0.333
300 0.418 0.519 0.492 0.507 0.638 0.602 0.625
1000 0.727 0.580 0.644 0.563 0.518 0.700 0.483
3000 0.686 0.681 0.503 0.585 0.576 0.532 0.545
10000 0.688 0.611 0.648 0.641 0.671 0.540 0.471
30000 0.709 0.707 0.653 0.663 0.544 0.621 0.502
Table 7.3: Glast25 PSF parameters for the BACK section
7.8 Results
In order to verify the reliability of the simulation process, 6 days observation maps
in a typical region (the Anti Center) have been produced (at energies below 100
MeV) and compared with the result from the official Geant4 simulation (DC1 maps,
see chapter 5). All sources included in DC1 simulation (see Tables B.1, B.2 and B.3
in Appendix B) have been included in the source parameter file (s file).
The comparison of the results has been made on the basis of the expected total
number of counts from diffuse background and point sources contribution, imple-
menting in the code the DC1 IRF representation derived from the analysis of 6
days simulated data, as described in Chapter 8, where both SA and PSF have to be
interpolated in a grid of values. Comparing the results in the Anti Center region,
we verify that the order of magnitude of the expected number of photons from a
single source (obtained integrating the pixels in the source containment region) and
the source shape are comparable. This means that the simulator works correctly
and both SA and PSF have been well parameterised. In Figure 7.7 the simulated
map of the Anti Center region by Geant4 simulation and light sim are shown with
the respective color-bars for a comparison. Using the DC1 IRF parameterisation a
Figure 7.7: Comparison of the results from simulations of the Anti Center region by
light sim (left) and DC1 (right).
simulation of the observed maps for 1 month (∼ 450 orbits) and 1 precession period
(∼ 828 orbits) exposure has been obtained. Final maps are shown for the AC re-
gion in Figure 7.8. The second step was to implement in the simulator the Glast25
Figure 7.8: Simulation of AC region by light sim 1 month (top) and 1 precession
period (bottom) exposure with the relative histogram of the counts along the entire
map. The DC1 IRF parameterisation has been used. Each map is 200× 200 pixels
and 1 pixel = 0.25◦.
IRF parameterisation, and simulate the observed maps including all contributions
to the total emission (sources plus background) previously accounted for in DC1
simulation. Images for observation periods of 6 days (∼ 90 orbits), 1 month and 1
precession period, have been produced using both the DC1 and Glast25 IRF param-
eterization. From the produced images it can be observed that the sources are well
resolved in the light sim maps, because the Glast25 PSF, used in our simulation, is
in average smaller than the DC1 value at energies greater than 100 MeV (as it can
be observed comparing the σ values in Table 7.3 and Table 8.2).
The results were useful to test the capability of the PGWAVE detection algo-
rithm, previously described in Chapter 4. An example of how the collected number
of counts increases with the exposure making easier the detection process, is given
for the Anti Center (AC) and Galactic Center (GC) regions. In Figure 7.9 the AC
map, simulated for 6 days, 1 month and 1 precession period of observation (using
the Glast25 IRF parameterization), are given together with the histogram of the
counts distribution along the entire map. The increased potentiality of GLAST can
be observed comparing the results with the map of the same region from EGRET
observations (combined over the first 4 periods, about 15 days each one) given in
Figure 7.10. In Figure 7.11 the 3-D image of the GC region is shown for the sim-
ulation of 6 days and 1 month observation periods all together with the relative
histogram of counts.
It was also verified that the developed simulator is fast as required, in fact it takes
only 5 hour, on a pentium 4 machine, for a 6 days full sky simulation including all
the DC1 sources (862 sources), the galactic and the extragalactic background. It
is a very short time with respect to the full G4 simulation, that toke about 15
days, working on 10 pentium 4 processors, to simulate 6 days observation. It is a
very short time with respect to the full G4 simulation, that took about two days,
working on 60 CPU pentium 4 processors, to simulate 6 days observation in the
same simulation conditions.
Figure 7.9: Simulation of AC region by light sim for 6 days (top), 1 month (center)
and 1 precession period (bottom) of observation, together with the relative histogram
of the counts along the entire map. The Glast25 IRF parameterisation has been
used. Each map is 200× 200 pixels and 1 pixel = 0.25◦.
Figure 7.10: EGRET count map and relative histogram for the AC region (100×100
pixels, 1 pixel = 0.5◦) combined over the first 4 observation periods.
Figure 7.11: 3-D images of the GC region, simulated by light sim for 6 days (top)
and 1 month (bottom) of observation, together with the histogram of the counts
along the map. The Glast25 IRF parameterisation has been used. Each map is
200× 200 pixels and 1 pixel = 0.25◦.
Chapter 8
Instrument response functions
The study of the instrument response functions (Effective Area, Point Spread Func-
tion and Energy Dispersion) is important to calibrate the instrument, to evaluate its
expected performance and to tune the analysis tools. During the DC1 [88], 6-days
simulated GLAST data (see Chapter 5 for the description of data production by the
full G4 simulation) were used to derive the expected parameterization of the instru-
ment response functions, in order to have a first estimation of their behaviour and
implement the obtained parameterisation in the others tools of analysis. The Italian
GLAST collaboration was charged to accomplish this task. In this chapter we will
concentrate on the PSF study, while the results on SA and ED parameterization
will be reported at the end.
8.1 The Instrument Response Functions
The convolution process with the IRFs can be described by the formula in equation
7.1. The physics of the photon detection process suggests that the total instrumental
function R can be approximated by the product of three independent functions (SA,
PSF , ED) in the following way:
R(Et, Em, rt, rm, t, rSC) = T · A(Et, rt, rSC) · ² ·G(Et, Em, rt, rm, rSC) , (8.1)
where the function G describes a general dispersion function, A is the geometrical
cross section of the instrument and ² is the instrumental efficiency averaged over
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SA. Generally the effective area (SA) is defined as the product A · ², while the
product SA · T is called ”exposure factor”. The function G gives the description of
the dispersion process, or how a photon of true energy Et and position rt is dispersed
in measurement space at a given orientation rSC of the Spacecraft. The function
G can be factorized as the product of the PSF and ED, depending on true and
measured values as follows:








The physical meaning of the defined functions can be summarized as follows:
• PSF : describes the shape of the image produced by a delta function (point-
like) source on the detector. It gives the probability density that a photon,
of a given energy and incidence angle, will be seen at a point different from
where it would have been detected by an ideal detector;
• SA: describes the size of the detector. It can be defined as the size of a virtual,
equivalently efficient 2-dimensional detector, which detects all particles passing
through it and none passing outside. Defining a ”generation plane” of area
Agen and counting the ”generation rate” Rgen of particles passing through it,





where Rdet is the detected count rate;
• ED: is the quantity given by the variance on the energy measurement of the
incident radiation. It represents the probability density distribution that a
photon of true energy Et is detected as having energy Em different from Et.
The goal of the calibration in the DC1 phase, is to measure the instrumental
response using simulated photons whose true parameters are known.
8.2 Description of the DC1 data
The DC1 data, used for the IRF study, are stored in a ROOT file (namedMerituple).
Before describing the event selection applied in the analysis process, it is useful to
describe the root variables that have been used. The names by which they are flagged
are the ones appearing in the root files, and they will be used in next sections.
• McDirErr: the angle between found direction and Montecarlo direction (radi-
ans);
• McXDirErr: x direction cosine of the primary particle;
• McYDirErr: y direction cosine of the primary particle;
• McEnergy: the kinetic energy of the generated primary particle;
• McLogEnergy: log(McEnergy);
• EvtEnergySumOpt: event energy obtained adding the corrected tracker energy
to the layer-by-layer corrected calorimeter energy;
• EvtMcEnergySigma: difference between EvtEnergySumOpt and McEnergy,
as a fraction of McEnergy;
• Tkr1FirstLayer: first layer in the first reconstructed track;
• CalTotRLn: the total radiation lengths integrated along trajectory of the first
track;
• CalEnergySum: sum of the raw energies in all the calorimeter crystals;
• IMcoreProb: classification tree probability that the event is in the core of the
PSF;
• IMpsfErrPred: classification tree prediction of the PSF for the event, normal-
ized to the 68% point predicted from an analytic model. ”1” means that the
event is likely to have the nominal PSF; a lower number means that the PSF
is likely to be better than nominal;
• IMgoodCalProb: classification tree probability that the energy in the calorime-
ter is well measured;
• IMvertexProb: classification tree probability that the vertex gives a better
measure of the direction than the best track alone;
• EvtTkrEComptonRatio: ratio of total hits in the tracker to twice the number
of layers from the head of the best track to the bottom of the tracker;
• CalMIPDiff: difference between the measured energy and that expected by a
minimum-ionizing particle;
• AcdTileCount: number of anticounter tiles fired;
• CalLongRms: RMS of the longitudinal position measurements in the calorime-
ter;
• CalLRmsRatio: CalLongRms divided by the raw calorimeter energy;
• Tkr1ConEne (Tkr2ConEne): reconstructed energy of the first (second) track;
• TkrSumConEne: sum of the energies for the two best tracks;
• Tkr1Chisq (Tkr2Chisq): χ2 for first (second) track;
• VtxZ0: z coordinate of vertex.
A full description of the variables appearing in the output root files can be found in
[113].
8.3 Definition of the standard selection cuts
During the DC1 phase, few cuts have been proposed as standard data selection to
derive the best IRF representation. The study of the best selection criteria, for the
optimization of the data quality, has been carried out through a neural network
based procedure, called Classification Tree (CT). The selection algorithm has been
tuned on the following data sample:
• photons (5 × 106 events): 18MeV < E < 180 GeV (with a 1/E spectrum),
−1 < cos(θ) < 0 (2pi str), generated on an effective area of 6m2;
• 45 × 107 background events, including albedo proton, albedo γs, cosmic e−,
albedo e+ and e−.
Tree final cuts (goodPSF, goodEnergy and goodBgReject) have been defined working
on the energy information, on the PSF distribution and on the background sample.
8.3.1 Energy filtering
The strategy adopted consists in the identification and in the elimination of poorly
measured events. In order to accomplish this, all events are split in 3 different classes
and the CT is applied to determine well measured events. The defined class are:
• CAL-Hi (41% of events): CalEnergySum > 100 MeV and CalTotRLn > 2;
• CAL-low (14% of events): CalEnergySum < 100 MeV, CalEnergySum > 5
MeV and CalTotRLn > 2;
• No-CAL (45% of events): CalEnergySum < 5 MeV or CalTotRLn < 2.
During DC1 No-CAL events were not analysed (goodCAL cut were applied to select
CAL-low and CAL-Hi events).
Good events are selected requiring a small energy spread; this is assured selecting
on the variable IMgoodCalProb, that gives the CT probability that the energy in
the calorimeter is well measured:
IMgoodCalProb > 0.2 (goodEnergy cut) (8.5)
An example of the events selected by goodEnergy cut is given in Figure 8.1. The
final cut for the energy selection is given by the combination of goodEnergy and
goodCAL cuts.
Figure 8.1: Remaining events after the goodEnergy cut. On the top the EvtMcEner-
gySigma variable versus the logarithmic value of the true photon energy (McEnergy)
is shown, while on the bottom panel the measured energy versus the true energy
(logarithmic values) has been represented.
.
8.3.2 PSF filtering
In the analysis the information on the vertex direction or on the first track is retained,
depending on the IMvertexProb value (variable from the CT), and it is stored in
the variable ”ReconZDir”. The first cut on the Z-direction cosine is:
ReconZdir < 0.2 (Zdir cut). (8.6)
A second requirement is imposed by looking at two important variables (IMcoreProb
and IMpsfErrPred) that represent the CT predictions about the PSF . In Figure
8.2 the distribution of IMcoreProb and IMpsfErrPred variable are shown together
with 4 different cut thresholds. In Figure 8.3 the effects of 4 different combination of
Figure 8.2: Distribution of the IMcoreProb (left) and IMpsfErrPred (right) vari-
ables, with 4 different cut thresholds.
.
cuts (after fixing the cut on the IMcoreProb variable to be ”2”) are shown. Starting
from these results the final cut applied in the PSF filtering is:
IMcoreProb > 0.2 AND IMpsfErrPred < 3.0 (goodPSF cut), (8.7)
that assures the lower value for the ratio 98/68, that represents the ratio between
the 98% and 68% containment radii; a lower value means that the tails of the PSF
distribution are no too much populated.
8.3.3 Background rejection
Looking at the collected distributions it was noticed that events with a found vertex
have much less background and a large energy dependence. In order to find the
Figure 8.3: Effect on the PSF distribution of 4 different combination of cuts on the
variables IMcoreProb (red) and IMpsfErrPred (green).
.
optimal cuts for different background particles, it was suggested to split all events
in 4 categories (VtxHi, VtxLow, NOVtxHi, NOVtxLow) as described in Figure 8.4,
where the first selection is done through the goodPSF cut, while the second cut is
applied on the IMvertexProb variable and the last one is on the energy value. In
Figure 8.5, a pre-selection of the events and the final cuts chosen for the background
rejection are shown.
8.4 Point Spread Function
8.4.1 Preliminary analysis
Before the definition of the so called standard cuts, listed above, we have tried a
first analysis of the point spread function using a different basic selection, requiring
Figure 8.4: A schematic representation of the 4 selected classes of events. The green
values represent the cut efficiency on photon events, while the red ones represent
the background rate values.
.
a good reconstruction of the two tracks (with a cut on the χ2 and on the energy
deposited in the tracker) and a good PSF :
goodPSF = IMcoreProb > 0.3 AND IMpsfErrPred < 3.0
goodTkr = Tkr1ConEne > 0.0 AND Tkr2ConEne > 0.0
AND TkrSumConEne > 0.0 AND AcdTileCount < 0.5
AND VtxZ0 <= 640.0
goodChisq = Tkr1Chisq < 7 AND Tkr2Chisq < 7 (8.8)
where the cut values have been choosen looking at the distribution of the selected
variables.
The core and the tails of the PSF distribution are often given as the 68% and
the 95% containment radius ( σ68 and σ95). Our first approach consisted in studying
the 2-dimensional scatter plot of the variables McYDirErr versus McXDirErr, that
gives respectively the difference between the true and measured value of the x and y
direction, as required from the PSF definition. We estimated the size of the ellipse
axes that better fit the data and then, assuming all the contained events to be the
total data sample, we computed the level of the 68% and 95% quantiles. With good
approximation the axes of the ellipse can be estimated from the center of gravity of
Figure 8.5: A schematic representation of the pre-selection (top) and final (bottom)
cuts on the 4 classes of events. The green values represent the cut efficiency on
photon events, the red ones represent the background rate values and the blue
percentages represent the relative efficiency to the event sample in the branch.
.
the x and y coordinates and of their square value (x2, y2) and product xy. Calling
”McXYDirrErr” the 2-dimensional distribution (McYDirErr vs McXDirErr), and
































X2 = bx2− bx2 (8.14)
Y 2 = by2− by2 (8.15)
XY = bxy − (bx · by). (8.16)








the value of the axes a and b, for the ellipse that best fit the data, can be derived
from the following equations:
A =

















The so called σ68 and σ95 are then derived from the axes of the concentric ellipses
containing respectively the 68% and the 95% of the total number of events in the
ellipse defined by the equations 8.18 and 8.19. In Figures 8.6 and 8.7, an example of
the examined distribution is given through a contour plot. The final results of this
first analysis are given in Table 8.1. An alternative way of studying the PSF , is
FRONT section
Energy θ (deg) 68% (deg) 95% (deg)
1 GeV 0◦ Y=X=1.25663 Y=X=1.87862
1 GeV 30◦ Y=X=1.44952 Y=X= 2.2587
0.3 GeV 0◦ Y=X=3.1498 Y=X=4.6177
0.3 GeV 30◦ X=3.1168 Y=0.8047 X= 3.7074 Y=0.9573
0.04 GeV 0◦ X=11.1735 Y= 7.9009 X=13.7937 Y=9.7536
0.04 GeV 30◦ X=10.891 Y=3.4441 X=12.762Y= 4.0357
BACK section
Energy θ (deg) 68% (deg) 95% (deg)
1 GeV 0◦ Y=X= 1.95232 Y=X= 2.7389
1 GeV 30◦ Y=X= 2.15761 Y=X= 3.18504
0.3 GeV 0◦ Y=X=4.3697 Y=X=5.8662
0.3 GeV 30◦ X= Y= 2.40649 X= Y= 2.94511
0.04 GeV 0◦ X=16.4897 Y=9.5203 X=19.771 Y=11.415
0.04 GeV 30◦ X=15.2745 Y= 2.30271 X= 17.715 Y=2.6706
Table 8.1: PSF parameters as estimated from the fit to the distribution (McYDirErr
vs McXDirErr) using an elliptical function.
to look at the 1-dimensional distribution of the variable McDirrErr, that gives the
angle between the true and measured directions of an incoming photon. The PSF
parameters can be derived or from a fit of the core and tails of the distribution or
from the 68% and 95% quantiles of the McDirrErr histogram. We chose to fit the
core of the PSF (McDirErr distribution) by a gaussian and we tried also to fit the
tails trough a Landau function, the results (for 1 GeV photons with θ = 0◦) are
shown in Figures 8.6 and 8.7.
Figure 8.6: Analysis of 1 GeV photons with θ = 0◦ (front section): in the top panels
a 2-dimensional contour plot and its 3-dimensional representation of the McYDirErr
vs McYDirErr distribution are shown, while in the bottom panels the 1-dimensional




Once defined as the DC1-standard procedure to derive the IRFs parameters the
analysis of the McDirErr distribution, we neglected the ellipse study and we con-
centrated on the former. The standard cuts proposed for the analysis are those
previously discussed. The PSF distribution is represented by a new variable (Best-
DirErr); BestDirErr contains the McDirErr information, if the vertex gives a better
measurement for the direction than the best track alone (ImVertexProb > 0.5),
otherwise it is filled with the McTkr1DirErr variable.
Figure 8.7: Analysis of 1 GeV photons with θ = 0◦ (back section): in the top panels
a 2-dimensional contour plot and its 3-dimensional representation of the McYDirErr
vs McYDirErr distribution are shown, while in the bottom panels the 1-dimensional
fit of the core (gaussian fit) and of the tails (Landau fit) of the McDirErr distribution
are shown.
.
The aim of the analysis was to find a function that better describes the PSF
behaviour and to give the value of its parameters at different energies and incidence
angles θ. The chosen energy bins are centered at 46, 100, 215, 464, 1000, 2154,
4642, and 10000 MeV (their width corresponds to a factor of 2.15, or three bins per
decade), while the angle bin edges are 0, 37, 53, 66 and 78 degrees (a width equal
to 0.2 in cos θ). We have analysed separately the BestDirErr distribution for the
front and back tracker sections. First we have observed that the PSF distribution
depends on the energy as a power law. We thus decided to scale the PSF by an
empirical function describing this dependence, in order to have all PSF distributions
Figure 8.8: Representation of the PSF (BestDirErr) distribution as a function of
the energy. A power law fit, for front (left) and back (right) tracker sections, is
superimposed.
.
with similar shapes over all energy bins and to make the fitting procedure simpler.
As stated before, the function S(E) used to scale the PSF distribution, has a form
of a power law, and it can be described as:






The function parameters, derived from the fit as shown in Figure 8.8, are
A1 = 0.8 (front and back)
A0 = 0.08 (front)
= 0.14 (back).
We found that the function better fitting the BestDirErr scaled distribution (called
Scaled Deviation in the histograms shown below) is a sum of a gaussian (to fit the
peak) and an exponential to a variable power (to describe tails); the function can
be written as:
x · (p0 · e
− x2
2p21 + p2 · e−(x·p3)p4 ). (8.21)
We have implemented a C++ procedure that fills the ROOT-histograms of the
Scaled Deviation, selecting the photons in the chosen energy and incidence angle bins,
and performs automatically the fit of the generated histograms with the function in
8.21. The fitting procedure is realized using the MINUIT libraries [87]; the initial
parameters of the fit are estimated by a separate preliminary fit to the peak and
tails of the PSF , and they are then adjusted in the algorithm constraining them to
vary in a reasonable range of values.
We have obtained a final table of all the 4 parameters needed to estimate the PSF
distribution at a given energy E and angle θ, but we observe that the parameters
behaviour cannot be factorized into two different separated functions of E and θ.
Since all the parameters are varying without following a well defined function, the
only way to estimate the PSF(E, θ) is to perform a bilinear interpolation on the grid
values. An example of the PSF scaled distributions for 8 different energy ranges at
angles 0◦ < θ < 37◦ is given in Figure 8.9. A complete list of the parameters found
is given in Tables 8.2 and 8.3.
Energy (MeV) Angle range (deg) p0 p1 p2 p3 p4
46 0-37 7.59E-03 1.39E+00 4.04E-01 2.59E+00 1.50E+00
46 37-55 1.87E-01 3.70E-01 4.94E-02 1.62E+00 6.69E-01
46 55-66 4.80E-02 4.03E-01 4.87E+00 3.54E+03 1.89E-01
46 66-78 3.18E-01 3.36E-01 1.95E+00 3.17E+00 4.98E-01
100 0-37 1.60E-01 3.55E-01 1.14E-01 1.93E+00 1.07E+00
100 37-55 1.00E-03 3.61E+00 3.84E-01 3.11E+00 9.54E-01
100 55-66 9.27E-03 -2.09E+00 1.69E-01 2.09E+00 1.50E+00
100 66-78 1.30E-01 3.31E-01 1.62E+01 4.16E+03 1.87E-01
215 0-37 6.05E-02 4.40E-01 6.39E-01 6.68E+00 6.93E-01
215 37-55 1.25E-03 2.02E+00 4.04E-01 3.07E+00 9.83E-01
215 55-66 9.49E-02 5.69E-01 2.41E+01 4.45E+05 1.63E-01
215 66-78 1.45E-01 2.44E-01 3.16E-01 5.12E+00 4.32E-01
464 0-37 6.45E-02 3.94E-01 6.45E-01 6.04E+00 7.29E-01
464 37-55 1.86E-02 5.91E-01 5.04E-01 4.60E+00 7.87E-01
464 55-66 5.27E-02 6.04E-01 3.91E-01 7.18E+00 6.30E-01
464 66-78 5.30E-03 2.55E+00 1.07E-01 1.56E+00 1.50E+00
1000 0-37 1.20E-01 3.21E-01 4.62E-01 4.75E+00 7.79E-01
1000 37-55 9.04E-02 3.56E-01 2.48E-01 2.91E+00 8.96E-01
1000 55-66 7.15E-02 5.45E-01 1.26E-01 2.92E+00 7.73E-01
1000 66-78 3.73E-03 1.79E+00 1.75E-01 2.27E+00 1.02E+00
2154 0-37 1.50E-01 3.16E-01 2.55E-01 3.20E+00 8.67E-01
2154 37-55 9.09E-02 3.24E-01 2.40E-01 2.96E+00 8.48E-01
2154 55-66 2.75E-02 5.78E-01 4.02E-01 5.29E+00 6.85E-01
2154 66-78 4.44E-02 6.87E-01 6.09E-01 6.62E+01 3.49E-01
4642 0-37 1.21E-01 3.71E-01 1.96E-01 2.94E+00 8.52E-01
4642 37-55 1.19E-01 3.29E-01 1.42E-01 2.24E+00 9.02E-01
4642 55-66 7.14E-02 4.11E-01 1.29E-01 2.19E+00 8.72E-01
4642 66-78 1.00E-03 2.16E+00 1.43E-01 2.56E+00 7.75E-01
10000 0-37 1.35E-01 4.06E-01 6.09E-02 1.54E+00 9.84E-01
10000 37-55 8.82E-02 4.22E-01 1.04E-01 2.15E+00 8.50E-01
10000 55-66 4.95E-03 1.81E+00 1.49E-01 1.90E+00 1.18E+00
10000 66-78 4.48E-02 6.27E-01 1.93E+00 5.94E+03 1.98E-01
Table 8.2: BACK section: PSF parameters for different energy and angle from the
fit by the function in 8.21.
Energy (MeV) Angle range (deg) p0 p1 p2 p3 p4
46 0-37 8.57E-01 7.71E-02 1.36E+00 5.74E+01 3.57E-01
46 37-55 1.18E-02 -1.04E+04 2.66E+03 1.97E+06 1.67E-01
46 55-66 9.54E-10 2.56E+00 0.00E+00 4.00E+01 7.00E-01
46 66-78 9.54E-10 2.56E+00 0.00E+00 4.00E+01 7.00E-01
100 0-37 1.00E-03 2.36E+00 4.04E-01 3.03E+00 9.87E-01
100 37-55 2.26E-02 1.04E+00 2.10E-01 2.37E+00 1.50E+00
100 55-66 7.69E-01 1.05E-01 2.23E+00 1.57E+02 2.67E-01
100 66-78 9.54E-10 2.26E+00 0.00E+00 4.00E+01 7.00E-01
215 0-37 1.03E-01 4.27E-01 3.32E-01 5.09E+00 7.15E-01
215 37-55 6.87E-02 3.44E-01 1.44E-01 1.74E+00 1.11E+00
215 55-66 9.01E-02 4.85E-01 2.89E-02 1.33E+00 7.83E-01
464 0-37 1.33E-01 3.54E-01 2.53E-01 3.26E+00 8.70E-01
464 37-55 5.62E-02 4.32E-01 3.30E-01 4.10E+00 7.59E-01
464 55-66 9.51E-02 5.34E-01 4.54E-01 2.92E+01 4.20E-01
464 66-78 7.50E-01 1.00E-01 1.28E-01 1.29E+00 8.06E-01
1000 0-37 1.63E-01 3.29E-01 2.31E-01 3.09E+00 8.81E-01
1000 37-55 7.31E-02 3.74E-01 3.36E-01 3.83E+00 7.97E-01
1000 55-66 5.89E-02 2.66E-01 2.25E-01 2.42E+00 9.47E-01
1000 66-78 1.49E-02 1.97E-01 3.09E-01 9.56E+00 4.67E-01
2154 0-37 1.56E-01 3.67E-01 2.08E-01 3.43E+00 8.14E-01
2154 37-55 1.57E-01 3.70E-01 1.12E-01 2.19E+00 9.18E-01
2154 55-66 1.03E-01 4.06E-01 1.85E-01 3.48E+00 7.46E-01
2154 66-78 6.88E-02 4.57E-01 1.70E-01 7.99E+00 4.78E-01
4642 0-37 1.26E-01 3.87E-01 1.38E-01 2.40E+00 8.97E-01
4642 37-55 1.23E-01 3.85E-01 1.46E-01 2.46E+00 8.91E-01
4642 55-66 1.01E-01 4.15E-01 1.48E-01 2.94E+00 7.77E-01
4642 66-78 8.39E-02 3.96E-01 2.07E-01 9.10E+00 4.81E-01
10000 0-37 9.36E-02 4.30E-01 1.21E-01 2.45E+00 8.14E-01
10000 37-55 8.64E-02 4.25E-01 9.50E-02 1.74E+00 9.73E-01
10000 55-66 8.34E-02 4.80E-01 7.51E-02 1.88E+00 8.71E-01
10000 66-78 1.32E-01 4.29E-01 7.61E-03 4.60E-01 1.39E+00
Table 8.3: FRONT section: PSF parameters for different energy and angle from the
fit by the function in 8.21.
Figure 8.9: Distribution of the PSF function in the back section, scaled by the
power law in equation 8.20, in 8 different energy ranges. In each histogram all the
photons are selected in the bin 0◦ < θ < 37◦.
.
8.5 Effective Area
The events were selected applying the same cuts as for the PSF analysis; front and
back tracker sections were analysed separately. Referring to the formula in equation
8.4, the events were generated in an area Agen = 6000 cm
2. The observed behaviour
of the SA, as a function of the energy at fixed angles, is shown in Figure 8.10, for
the two different sections of the tracker (front and back), and in the total detector
(combined).
The SA obtained distribution was fitted with the following function:











This analytic expression fits well the SA distribution at all proposed angle bins, in
the front section as well in the back one. Also the combined SA distribution is well
described by the given function, as it can be seen in Figure 8.11. Fitting over all
energies and angles (in the same bins chosen for the PSF ), a final grid of the 7
function parameters has been obtained, useful to derive the SA at a given E and θ
by interpolation.
8.6 Energy Dispersion
The Energy Dispersion behaviour was studied looking at the the distribution of
the ratio between the measured and true value of the photon energy, selecting the
photons by the previously discussed standard cuts. The first solution for the ED
parameterization was to fit the distribution by a single gaussian function and to
take the σ value of this gaussian as the relative error of the energy resolution.
The behaviour of the σ as a function of the energy is shown in Figure 8.12. The
results were sufficiently good for the DC1 purposes, but it was observed that a
single gaussian could not describe well the tails of the distribution (see Figure 8.13).
At a second stage a double gaussian fit was implemented in order to account for
the tails of the ED distribution, but it was not accounted for in the DC1 IRF
parameterizations (Figure 8.14).
Figure 8.10: SA as a function of the energy in different angle bins, for front (top-left)
and back (top-right) sections. In the bottom the Effective Area estimated on the
total detector (combined) is represented.
.
Figure 8.11: Fit of the combined SA, in the 4 different angle bins, by the function
defined in equation 8.22.
.
Figure 8.12: Distribution of the ED σ as a function of the energy, obtained from the
single gaussian fit.
.
Figure 8.13: Fit of the Energy Dispersion distribution by a single gaussian function
in logarithmic scale. It can be observed as the chosen function is well fitting the
peak, but is poor in fitting the tails of the distribution.
.
Figure 8.14: Fit of the Energy Dispersion distribution by a double gaussian function
in linear scale. It can be observed as the chosen function fit better the tails than
a single gaussian. The fit is shown for two different energies (100 MeV in the top
panel and 1 GeV in the bottom one), each one in two angle bins (0-37 deg on the




Large area surveys produce maps containing signals from several astrophysical sources
convoluted with the spatial and spectral instrument response. In most astronomical
gamma-ray images a large fraction of sources is near to detection limit. A careful
statistical treatment is needed to determine their existence and properties.
In this work two non parametric algorithms for a fast and blind source detection
at gamma ray energies, have been explored and applied to simulated GLAST data
and EGRET data: Wavelet and Independent Component Analysis (ICA). While
ICA seems to be not suitable for the analysis of gamma ray data when the contam-
ination from diffuse background emission is present, a wavelet based method has
turned out to be a valid alternative to the classical model-dependent analysis tools,
as the Likelihood.
The main part of the work consisted in developing a fast and reliable detection
algorithm (PGWAVE) and a considerable effort has been spent in developing a fast
simulator (light sim), for a fast generation of data sets on which to test the detection
algorithm, and in studying the instrument response function parameterisation to be
included in the simulation tool.
PGWAVE is a relatively new algorithm based on wavelet analysis and working on
sky images. Sources are detected comparing the wavelet transform of the input image
with a threshold value derived analytically from the Damiani et al. method and
looking for a local excess. The originality of the method consists in setting a series
of further controls able to reduce the number of spurious detection arising mainly
from the complex structures of the background emission. Furthermore, the number
of detections can be increased removing iteratively from the maps the detected
contributions, revealing faint or overlapping sources in the residual image. This
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result is reached using several already known detection methods mixed together in
order to exploit their different capabilities.
The resulting algorithm has been tuned on 6 days simulated GLAST data (DC1
data), generated by the full official Geant4 simulation code (Gleam), in order to
compare the obtained results with those from other detection algorithms developed
inside the GLAST collaboration. The present method allows to obtain a preliminary
list of candidate sources, fast recognized, with an indicative estimation of their flux
and position. The method is reliable because it produces only a small number of
spurious detections that can be reduced refining the fitting/subtraction procedure
implemented in the algorithm. In fact using 6-day DC1 data, 172 sources have
been found, of which only 12 are spurious detections. We have to remark that
in the simulated sample only about 265 sources (those listed in the Third Egret
Catalog) were detectable in 6 days observation and many of them were under the
detection limit. The potentiality of the PGWAVE algorithm has been also confirmed
comparing the results with those from other non parametric methods developed
inside the GLAST collaboration.
Moreover longer observation periods (1 month and 1 precession period, about 55
days) have been simulated using the light sim program with two different IRF rep-
resentations in order to test the capability of the developed algorithm. We observe
that for 1 precession period observation, the 80% of simulated sources is detected
and the number of spurious detection is only the 8%, that could become 4% with
an improved fitting/subtraction procedure.
The PGWAVE algorithm has been also applied to EGRET data. In this case
the lower resolution of data is the main reason of the reduced potentiality of the
method; nevertheless about half of detected sources matches with those ones in the
Third Egret Catalog and for the remaining ones a first correlation with possible
counterparts at radio energies has been attempted, basing on the position informa-
tion alone and using public astronomical catalogues (NED). The capability of the
algorithm in finding extended sources, as Large Magellanic Clouds and Centaurus
A regions, has been successfully explored using EGRET data.
The results obtained show that the method allows a completely ”blind” detection
which does not require any assumption on the emission model, source location or
expected background contribution. Even if the estimation of the source parameters
can be defined ”rough”, if compared with the Likelihood results, it is enough precise
in the aim of a fast ”survey” for the selection and an approximative characterization
of significant contributions in the map. A preliminary list of candidate sources, fast
recognized, with an indicative estimation of their flux and position can be obtained.
All these information could be used as input for a finer analysis, that will in this
case replace its initial long detection part with the present fast and completely
model-independent algorithm.
It can be also recalled that the wavelet transform represents a valid tool for a
spectral and temporal analysis of sources. In the next simulated data production
(the so called DC2 phase), the simulation of 1 month observation has been planned
including in the Gleam framework a non phenomenological Blazar emission model
to reproduce Blazar variability.
The work presented in this thesis could be completed implementing the tem-
poral variability in our fast simulator in order to generate a data sample suitable
for temporal analysis. The available increased data set obtained using the Geant4
simulation will be also useful to refine the IRF parameterisation study; with two
advantages: a better source shape definition to improve the fitting subtraction pro-
cedure in PGWAVE, that means a major control on spurious detection, and the
implementation of the correct IRF representation in the light sim program, in order
to have a more suitable fast simulator. Even the Independent Component Analysis
method could be suitable for the study of the temporal behaviour of sources, being
it already successfully applied in the present analysis, while the non-linear method
could be also explored.
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A.1 The gamma ray emission processes
Dealing with the electromagnetic radiation we can distinguish in thermal or non
thermal emission. The former occurs in presence of a population of electromag-
netically interacting particles in thermal equilibrium and their spectrum can be
described by a blackbody distribution. The gamma ray emission is mainly due to
non thermal emission, by interaction of high energy particles in an environment not
necessary thermalized. The three basic processes are:
• Bremsstrahlung and Synchrotron radiation: when a charged particle is accel-
erated in a strong electric or magnetic field
• Inverse Compton Scattering: an energetic electron transfers part of its energy
to a photon
• Decay and Annihilation of elementary particles in space
A.1.1 Bremsstrahlung emission
This process is very important for the electronic component of cosmic rays: on the
Earth surface only 2% of the cosmic ray flux is made up by electrons, because of
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their interactions. The Bremsstrahlung emission is the result of the acceleration of
a charge particle (mainly electrons given their low mass) through an electrostatic
field of ions and atom nuclei. When an electron passes close to a nucleus, it feels
the effect of its field: the particle accelerates and its trajectory changes.
In the relativistic case, the total intensity of the Bremsstrahlung radiation per
unit frequency emitted by an electron of energy Ee and mass me, moving at velocity








where c is the light speed, Z the atomic number and ²0 the dielectric constant in
the vacuum.
The spectrum is flat up to the kinetic energy of the electron and above this value
it decreases because all the electron energy is transferred to the generated photon.
The process can or cannot be thermal depending either on the energy distribution of
electrons and ions or on the particle’s velocity distribution (a Maxwellian one after
a collision or a power law if the electrons have been accelerated through the Fermi’s
mechanism). In order to produce high energy photons the field has to be strong
enough to change significatively the status of the motion of the electron, that, in
turn, has to be highly energetic (Ee >> MeV ).
A.1.2 Synchrotron radiation
The Synchrotron radiation, called also magnetic Bremsstrahlung, is originated from
the free-free interaction between a charged particle and a magnetic field, resulting
in a continuum spectrum. The more representative parameter in the process is the
”pitch angle” θ between the particle direction and the magnetic field. Under the
effect of the Lorentz force the particle spiralises and starts a gyration around the field




⊗−→v , where −→v is the velocity of the particle, curves the original





γ2ν sin θ (A.2)
where γ is the relativistic Lorentz factor. Energetic electrons (E ' 1 GeV ) moving
in the interstellar magnetic field (typically of few µG), can radiate synchrotron
photons observed in the radio energy band. From A.2 it can be deduced that both
intense magnetic fields and more energetic particles shift the radiation up in energy,
for instance cosmic rays electrons radiate into γ-ray regime interacting with very
high magnetic fields produced near the surface of neutron stars.
A.1.3 Inverse Compton Scattering
High energy gamma-ray photons are mainly produced via Inverse Compton Scat-
tering (IC). Through this interaction the high energy electrons (Ee ∼ GeV ) from
cosmic rays can interact with stellar radiation or cosmic microwave background ra-
diation (CMB) and originate photons having energies in the gamma region: as said
before, IC is the most important process for high energy astrophysics. In this con-
text it is more appropriate to use the particle description instead of the wave one,
and the process can be seen as a simple collision between a photon and an electron
or positron. It is called inverse because the electron loses its energy rather than the
photon as in the standard Compton scattering. IC becomes important in regions
of high photon densities. Assuming that the process occurs in a region of photon
density N0, involving a relativistic electron of Lorentz factor γ and a monochromatic
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where σT is the Thomson scattering cross-subsection and ν is the final frequency of
the photon. This approximation is valid when the photon energy in the center of
mass frame is much less than mec
2. At higher energies the Thomson cross-section
is replaced by the Klein-Nishina formula (both expressions for the cross-section will
be explained in the next section). At low energy the term in the square brackets
becomes constant and the scattered radiation has a spectrum I(ν) ∝ ν. In head-on
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It can be noticed that the scattered photon frequency increases by about a factor γ2,
for example the energy of an optical photon interacting with a relativistic electron
with a γ ' 103 grows up to the γ-ray range.
A.1.4 Nuclear transitions, decays and annihilation
As for electrons, the nucleus, being a quantum system, can be described by a shell
model. Typically the nuclear states have quantized energies in the MeV region,
then each transition results in an absorption or emission of a low energy γ-ray. The
process can be schematized as follows:
nX →n−1 Y ∗ + e+ →n−1 Y + γ (A.6)
where X and Y are two different nuclei. Generally γ-ray lines give information about
nuclear transitions in a region of either nucleosynthesis or cosmic-ray interaction.
Another important source of gamma rays is neutral pion (pi0) decay. This meson
is created during cosmic ray proton collisions in the interstellar medium. The pi0
has high probability to decay into a pair of photons, with an energy distribution
peaking around ∼ 70MeV (half of the rest mass of the pion).
γ-rays are also produced during particle-antiparticle collisions. This process
is called pair annihilation and the mass of both particles is radiated as energy.
The most common process is the electron-positron annihilation, that, in respect of
conservation laws, can generate two or more photons. In the electron rest frame,
in the case of two photon production, the rest mass energy of each photon is 511
KeV (the electron mass). The cross-section for electron-positron annihilation in the
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Similarly, hadronic antiparticle annihilation may produce more energetic γ-rays.
A.2 Photon-matter interactions
Interaction cross-sections are maximized when the wavelength radiation and the
size of the scattering center are comparable. This is because a gamma-ray sees the
atom components at a very long distance and has low probability to interact with
them. Nevertheless there is a wide class of processes involving photons and electrons,
nuclei and atoms within materials. Also in this case we can profit of the particle-wave
dualism to better illustrate the processes, approaching them with a more appropriate
particle interaction model. Three are the main processes: photoelectric absorption,
Compton scattering and pair production. They are involved at different energies
and are important to understand the techniques for photons detection.
A.2.1 Photoelectric absorption
This process dominates at low photon energies (hν << mec
2). It is active typically
in most of the X-ray sources and it is also one of the main causes of opacity in stellar
interiors and stellar atmospheres.
If the energy of the injected photon (hν) is greater than the binding energy (E1)
of the electron, the latter can be extracted from the atom and gain a kinetic energy
(hν−E1). If the photon energy is greater than the rest mass energy of the electron,
the cross-section of the process decreases as ν−3 and becomes negligible.
A.2.2 Compton scattering
This process can be treated as a simple collision between a photon and an electron.
The incoming high energy photon transfers part of its 4-momentum to the electron.
In the Thomson regime (hν << mec
2) the photon does not change its frequency
and the collision results only in a variation of the momentum direction, the photon











= 6.653× 10−29 (A.9)
For a more energetic incoming photons the total cross-section is expressed by the















In the classical Compton scattering the effect is described in term of the decrease
of the photon energy. The 4-momentum conservation laws for a standard scattering





[1− (ν/c)cosθ′ + (hν/γmec2)(1− cosα) (A.11)
where α is the angles between the incoming and outgoing photon directions, θ and
θ′ are the angle between the photon and electron directions respectively before and
after the collision.
A.2.3 Electron-positron pair production
At photon energies greater then 2mec
2 the electron-positron pair production is dom-
inant. The process cannot happen in the free space, because both energy and mo-
mentum conservation laws require the presence of a third body that shares the
photon energy. In the final state the photon disappears and most of the energy and
momentum are transferred to a pair (electron-positron) while one part is absorbed
by the nucleus. Both the generated electron and positron can in turn produce, via
Bremsstrahlung, a γ-ray which generates an electron-positron pair and so on, in
this way an electromagnetic shower is generated in the material. The high-energy
limit for the total e+e− pair-production cross-section is σ = 7 A
9 X0NA
, where NA is the
Avogadro’s number and A the atomic mass of absorber.
Appendix B
Data Section: input and output
B.1 List of sources included in the full Geant4
6-day simulation.
name ra dec flux@20MeV flux@100MeV α1 E(MeV)@break α2 comments
(×10−8 γ ·MeV −1 · s−1 · cm−2)
3EGJ0010p7309 2.56 73.17 0.016612 42.30 1.85 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0038m0949 9.74 -9.82 0.018511 12.00 2.7 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0118p0248 19.60 2.81 0.00702896 5.10 2.63 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0130m1758 22.70 -17.97 0.0129692 11.60 2.5 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0159m3603 29.84 -36.06 0.0205248 9.80 2.89 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0204p1458 31.11 14.97 0.00629871 8.70 2.23 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0210m5055 32.58 -50.93 0.0420665 85.50 1.99 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0215p1123 34.00 11.38 0.00487995 9.30 2.03 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0222p4253 35.70 42.90 0.00950153 18.70 2.01 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0229p6151 37.32 61.86 0.0302211 37.90 2.29 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0237p1635 39.36 16.59 0.0101714 25.90 1.85 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0239p2815 39.99 28.26 0.0161921 13.80 2.53 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0241p6103 40.41 61.07 0.0485832 69.30 2.21 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0245p1758 41.36 17.97 0.0117442 8.80 2.61 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0253m0345 43.49 -3.76 0.00364129 6.20 2.1 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0323p5122 50.90 51.37 0.00894026 9.70 2.38 1.00E+06 0
229
3EGJ0329p2149 52.41 21.82 0.00987583 7.40 2.61 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0340m0201 55.04 -2.02 0.00583529 15.10 1.84 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0348m5708 57.12 -57.14 0.00223176 3.80 2.1 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0348p3510 57.03 35.18 0.00743878 11.50 2.16 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0404p0700 61.15 7.00 0.0157988 11.10 2.65 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0407p1710 61.82 17.18 0.0163055 7.30 2.93 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0412m1853 63.14 -18.88 0.0340192 9.10 3.25 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0416p3650 64.04 36.84 0.0165414 12.80 2.59 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0422m0102 65.65 -1.04 0.0165464 16.30 2.44 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0423p1707 65.92 17.13 0.0157828 15.80 2.43 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0426p1333 66.67 13.56 0.00920283 14.00 2.17 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0429p0337 67.42 3.63 0.0309814 12.00 3.02 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0433p2908 68.40 29.14 0.00936419 22.00 1.9 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0435p6137 68.92 61.62 0.0166684 15.90 2.46 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0439p1105 69.81 11.09 0.00954211 9.40 2.44 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0439p1555 69.81 15.93 0.00370623 4.80 2.27 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0442m0033 70.55 -0.55 0.011337 12.50 2.37 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0450p1105 72.61 11.09 0.0115048 14.90 2.27 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0456m2338 74.24 -23.64 0.0253677 8.10 3.14 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0458m4635 74.57 -46.60 0.0128733 7.70 2.75 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0459p0544 74.93 5.75 0.00544413 6.10 2.36 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0459p3352 74.78 33.87 0.0160971 13.50 2.54 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0500m0159 75.10 -1.99 0.0115538 11.20 2.45 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0500p2529 75.07 25.49 0.00577304 5.00 2.52 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0510p5545 77.63 55.77 0.0144595 21.30 2.19 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0512m6150 78.15 -61.84 0.00685315 7.20 2.4 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0520p2556 80.14 25.75 0.0298548 15.70 2.83 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0530m3626 82.54 -36.44 0.021776 15.80 2.63 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0530p1323 82.74 13.38 0.0980184 93.50 2.46 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0531m2940 82.91 -29.68 0.00735081 6.90 2.47 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0533m6916 83.42 -69.27 0.00979606 14.20 2.2 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0533p4751 83.32 47.85 0.0169641 14.00 2.55 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0534p2200 83.57 22.01 0.154 226.85 2.19 1500 4.89 crab pulsar
3EGJ0540m4402 85.02 -44.05 0.0244719 25.30 2.41 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0542m0655 85.57 -6.93 0.00587305 10.00 2.1 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0542p2610 85.69 26.17 0.0216071 14.70 2.67 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0546p3948 86.55 39.81 0.0269039 13.70 2.85 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0556p0409 89.06 4.15 0.0174338 16.90 2.45 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0613p4201 93.49 42.02 0.00395616 9.00 1.92 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0616m0720 94.16 -7.35 0.0121867 12.20 2.43 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0616m3310 94.15 -33.17 0.00752012 12.60 2.11 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0617p2238 94.30 22.63 0.0261165 51.40 2.01 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0622m1139 95.58 -11.66 0.0160216 10.90 2.67 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0628p1847 97.18 18.79 0.0193668 23.90 2.3 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0631p0642 97.92 6.72 0.0078748 14.30 2.06 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0633p1751 98.49 17.86 0.102 352.60 1.66 2000 3.1 geminga pulsar
3EGJ0634p0521 98.51 5.36 0.00787089 15.00 2.03 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0702m6212 105.58 -62.21 0.00571096 6.00 2.4 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0706m3837 106.72 -38.63 0.00453783 5.60 2.3 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0721p7120 110.43 71.35 0.0120835 17.80 2.19 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0724m4713 111.09 -47.23 0.0118194 9.00 2.6 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0725m5140 111.38 -51.68 0.0107936 9.50 2.51 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0737p1721 114.47 17.35 0.0215375 16.40 2.6 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0743p5447 115.83 54.80 0.00582446 11.10 2.03 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0747m3412 116.88 -34.22 0.0116126 16.30 2.22 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0808m5344 122.11 -53.75 0.0090156 8.60 2.46 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0808p4844 122.18 48.75 0.00681079 10.70 2.15 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0808p5114 122.15 51.24 0.0147811 8.70 2.76 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0812m0646 123.14 -6.78 0.0219509 25.40 2.34 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0821m5814 125.32 -58.24 0.0324157 9.10 3.22 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0828p0508 127.04 5.14 0.0167257 15.70 2.47 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0829p2413 127.49 24.22 0.0244758 24.90 2.42 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0834m4511 128.73 -45.20 0.253 833.36 1.69 1900 3.69 vela pulsar
3EGJ0845p7049 131.46 70.83 0.0138335 10.20 2.62 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0852m1216 133.16 -12.27 0.00563557 22.16 1.58 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0853p1941 133.42 19.68 0.0055621 10.60 2.03 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0903m3531 135.79 -35.53 0.0234318 16.20 2.66 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0910p6556 137.64 65.93 0.00407019 5.90 2.2 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0917p4427 139.33 44.45 0.00936812 13.80 2.19 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0952p5501 148.01 55.02 0.00551932 9.10 2.12 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ0958p6533 149.62 65.56 0.00341221 6.00 2.08 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1009p4855 152.29 48.93 0.0020431 4.80 1.9 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1013m5915 153.34 -59.25 0.0279503 33.40 2.32 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1014m5705 153.54 -57.10 0.0246156 34.00 2.23 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1027m5817 156.90 -58.27 0.0299158 65.90 1.94 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1045m7630 161.34 -76.51 0.0155872 13.50 2.52 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1048m5840 162.14 -58.68 0.0294427 61.80 1.97 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1052p5718 163.21 57.31 0.00568087 5.00 2.51 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1058m5234 164.68 -52.57 0.0151168 33.30 1.94 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1102m6103 165.60 -61.05 0.0346234 32.50 2.47 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1104p3809 166.10 38.15 0.00347149 13.87 1.57 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1133p0033 173.35 0.55 0.0059899 3.70 2.73 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1134m1530 173.66 -15.50 0.0152716 9.90 2.7 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1200p2847 180.12 28.80 0.00363112 7.50 1.98 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1212p2304 183.15 23.08 0.00560662 3.30 2.76 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1219m1520 184.82 -15.34 0.00473389 4.10 2.52 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1222p2315 185.61 23.26 0.00334764 5.70 2.1 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1222p2841 185.75 28.70 0.00372207 11.50 1.73 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1224p2118 186.11 21.31 0.0109068 13.90 2.28 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1227p4302 186.76 43.04 0.00270161 4.60 2.1 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1229p0210 187.25 2.17 0.0600836 47.25 2.58 1.00E+06 0 3C273 - at 3X flux
3EGJ1230m0247 187.65 -2.79 0.0135501 6.90 2.85 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1234m1318 188.51 -13.31 0.00421888 7.30 2.09 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1235p0233 188.81 2.56 0.00636909 6.80 2.39 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1236p0457 188.91 4.97 0.00703702 6.50 2.48 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1246m0651 191.75 -6.86 0.0158651 9.80 2.73 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1249m8330 192.26 -83.50 0.00676469 10.80 2.14 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1255m0549 193.98 -5.82 0.00347858 7.42 1.96 1.00E+06 0 3C279 - flux 1/10
3EGJ1300m4406 195.06 -44.10 0.0187475 6.70 3.07 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1308m6112 197.18 -61.22 0.0688999 22.00 3.14 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1308p8744 197.09 87.74 0.0249792 7.60 3.17 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1310m0517 197.60 -5.30 0.00682726 7.90 2.34 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1314m3431 198.51 -34.52 0.011456 14.60 2.28 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1316m5244 199.24 -52.75 0.019078 16.00 2.54 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1323p2200 200.80 22.01 0.00207529 5.20 1.86 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1324m4314 201.15 -43.25 0.0172946 13.60 2.58 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1329m4602 202.41 -46.04 0.0133758 9.10 2.67 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1329p1708 202.39 17.14 0.00425599 4.40 2.41 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1337p5029 204.38 50.48 0.00349847 9.20 1.83 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1339m1419 204.84 -14.32 0.00745923 5.50 2.62 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1347p2932 206.80 29.54 0.0109073 9.60 2.51 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1409m0745 212.42 -7.75 0.0218485 27.40 2.29 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1410m6147 212.73 -61.73 0.0389385 64.20 2.12 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1420m6038 215.11 -60.64 0.0230808 44.70 2.02 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1424p3734 216.22 37.58 0.0304677 8.15 3.25 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1429m4217 217.39 -42.30 0.00733468 11.90 2.13 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1447m3936 221.95 -39.61 0.0113475 11.00 2.45 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1457m1903 224.42 -19.06 0.011906 8.10 2.67 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1500m3509 225.43 -35.25 0.0268149 10.90 2.99 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1504m1537 226.20 -15.63 0.00516829 8.80 2.1 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1512m0849 228.17 -8.83 0.019176 18.00 2.47 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1517m2538 229.34 -25.65 0.0121498 8.40 2.66 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1527m2358 231.91 -23.97 0.00984815 6.70 2.67 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1600m0351 240.22 -3.86 0.0140908 9.90 2.65 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1605p1553 241.30 15.89 0.00704877 12.80 2.06 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1607m1101 241.89 -11.02 0.00311272 5.30 2.1 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1608p1055 242.12 10.93 0.0344557 25.00 2.63 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1612m2618 243.18 -26.31 0.0120706 7.70 2.71 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1614p3424 243.54 34.40 0.0260485 26.50 2.42 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1616m2221 244.03 -22.37 0.0129751 13.20 2.42 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1621p8203 245.32 82.06 0.00590069 7.40 2.29 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1625m2955 246.36 -29.92 0.026526 47.40 2.07 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1626m2519 246.50 -25.32 0.0149325 21.30 2.21 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1627m2419 246.98 -24.33 0.0110767 15.80 2.21 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1631m1018 247.78 -10.30 0.00876126 12.70 2.2 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1631m4033 247.85 -40.56 0.0117385 15.70 2.25 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1633m3216 248.43 -32.28 0.0141155 11.10 2.58 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1634m1434 248.53 -14.57 0.00732001 11.50 2.15 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1635m1751 248.79 -17.86 0.00311272 5.30 2.1 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1635p3813 248.92 38.22 0.0371729 58.40 2.15 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1638m2749 249.67 -27.83 0.0185368 17.40 2.47 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1638m5155 249.64 -51.92 0.0368184 29.90 2.56 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1639m4702 249.78 -47.04 0.0594794 53.20 2.5 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1646m0704 251.62 -7.08 0.0110522 11.80 2.39 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1649m1611 252.42 -16.20 0.00996405 12.10 2.31 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1652m0223 253.02 -2.40 0.0194775 16.60 2.53 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1653m2133 253.46 -21.56 0.0101248 7.00 2.66 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1655m4554 253.95 -45.90 0.0261357 38.50 2.19 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1659m6251 254.97 -62.86 0.0166933 14.00 2.54 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1704m4732 256.12 -47.54 0.00818142 20.50 1.86 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1709m0828 257.26 -8.47 0.0315 12.60 3 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1710m4439 257.55 -44.67 0.0447783 112.19 1.86 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1714m3857 258.52 -38.96 0.0353303 43.60 2.3 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1717m2737 259.30 -27.63 0.012887 17.80 2.23 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1718m3313 259.56 -33.22 0.024166 18.70 2.59 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1719m0430 259.79 -4.51 0.0111758 16.20 2.2 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1720m7820 260.22 -78.34 0.0138193 8.40 2.74 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1726m0807 261.61 -8.12 0.0143459 16.60 2.34 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1727p0429 261.97 4.50 0.0263107 17.90 2.67 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1733m1313 263.46 -13.23 0.026136 36.10 2.23 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1733p6017 263.29 60.28 0.02175 8.70 3 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1734m3232 263.56 -32.55 0.0236684 40.30 2.1 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1735m1500 263.97 -15.00 0.036419 9.90 3.24 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1736m2908 264.16 -29.14 0.0220444 33.00 2.18 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1738p5203 264.64 52.05 0.0178899 18.20 2.42 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1741m2050 265.41 -20.84 0.0180189 24.10 2.25 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1741m2312 265.42 -23.21 0.0249742 22.70 2.49 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1744m0310 266.02 -3.18 0.0115007 11.70 2.42 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1744m3011 266.23 -30.19 0.0420044 63.90 2.17 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1744m3934 266.20 -39.57 0.0168087 17.10 2.42 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1746m1001 266.50 -10.03 0.023871 19.70 2.55 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1746m2851 266.51 -28.86 0.0369722 119.84 1.7 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1757m0711 269.48 -7.20 0.0230643 20.30 2.51 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1800m0146 270.22 -1.78 0.0279934 15.70 2.79 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1800m2338 270.12 -23.65 0.0360018 61.30 2.1 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1800m3955 270.22 -39.93 0.0287782 9.80 3.1 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1806m5005 271.54 -50.10 0.0131784 5.90 2.93 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1809m2328 272.49 -23.47 0.0229636 41.70 2.06 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1810m1032 272.52 -10.54 0.0174628 21.90 2.29 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1812m1316 273.14 -13.27 0.0362015 45.40 2.29 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1813m6419 273.34 -64.33 0.0278858 14.20 2.85 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1822p1641 275.57 16.70 0.0195495 7.10 3.06 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1823m1314 275.77 -13.24 0.0637542 42.00 2.69 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1824m1514 276.20 -15.24 0.0238955 35.20 2.19 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1824p3441 276.21 34.69 0.00425028 8.10 2.03 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1825m7926 276.26 -79.44 0.0196021 18.40 2.47 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1825p2854 276.29 28.91 0.173117 6.50 4.47 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1826m1302 276.55 -13.04 0.0231495 46.30 2 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1828p0142 277.25 1.72 0.028203 16.60 2.76 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1832m2110 278.10 -21.18 0.0343751 26.60 2.59 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1834m2803 278.59 -28.06 0.0219708 16.20 2.62 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1835p5918 278.87 59.32 0.0183871 60.57 1.69 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1836m4933 279.52 -49.56 0.00613833 9.80 2.14 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1837m0423 279.41 -4.40 0.0299414 19.10 2.71 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1837m0606 279.26 -6.10 0.0185599 49.59 1.82 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1847m3219 281.90 -32.32 0.0104361 7.10 2.67 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1850m2652 282.67 -26.88 0.00518304 6.50 2.29 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1850p5903 282.54 59.05 0.016023 12.60 2.58 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1856p0114 284.10 1.24 0.0301528 67.50 1.93 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1858m2137 284.61 -21.62 0.057769 11.20 3.45 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1903p0550 285.91 5.84 0.0572361 62.10 2.38 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1904m1124 286.21 -11.41 0.0219315 16.70 2.6 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1911m2000 287.93 -20.00 0.016391 17.50 2.39 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1921m2015 290.50 -20.26 0.00270161 4.60 2.1 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1928p1733 292.10 17.56 0.0151314 20.90 2.23 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1935m4022 293.98 -40.38 0.016963 8.50 2.86 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1937m1529 294.47 -15.49 0.0381688 7.40 3.45 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1940m0121 295.23 -1.36 0.0276888 8.70 3.15 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1949m3456 297.29 -34.94 0.00293653 5.00 2.1 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1955m1414 298.94 -14.25 0.0125547 10.70 2.53 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1958m4443 299.50 -44.72 0.00375876 6.40 2.1 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1958p2909 299.69 29.16 0.0105641 26.90 1.85 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ1959p6342 299.78 63.71 0.0137201 13.30 2.45 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2006m2321 301.54 -23.35 0.00620801 7.30 2.33 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2016p3657 304.05 36.94 0.0200541 34.70 2.09 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2020m1545 305.10 -15.75 0.043784 9.20 3.4 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2020p4017 305.25 40.30 0.0703483 123.70 2.08 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2021p3716 305.30 37.27 0.0235864 59.09 1.86 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2022p4317 305.52 43.29 0.0203398 24.70 2.31 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2025m0744 306.36 -7.75 0.0195395 21.20 2.38 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2027p3429 306.95 34.50 0.0203227 25.90 2.28 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2033p4118 308.41 41.32 0.0342232 73.00 1.96 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2034m3110 308.73 -31.18 0.0259717 5.20 3.43 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2035p4441 308.85 44.69 0.0166061 29.20 2.08 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2036p1132 309.18 11.54 0.025291 13.30 2.83 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2046p0933 311.58 9.57 0.00548572 7.70 2.22 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2055m4716 313.80 -47.28 0.00511911 9.60 2.04 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2100p6012 315.18 60.21 0.0138809 19.80 2.21 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2158m3023 329.68 -30.40 0.0115927 13.20 2.35 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2202p4217 330.60 42.29 0.0145772 11.10 2.6 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2206p6602 331.60 66.05 0.0194563 24.40 2.29 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2209p2401 332.41 24.03 0.00747007 6.90 2.48 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2219m7941 335.00 -79.69 0.0150935 13.50 2.5 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2227p6122 336.81 61.37 0.0303859 41.30 2.24 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2232p1147 338.11 11.80 0.0198065 19.20 2.45 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2241m6736 340.26 -67.60 0.00613493 6.55 2.39 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2243p1509 340.78 15.17 0.00581432 9.90 2.1 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2248p1745 342.24 17.77 0.00769917 12.90 2.11 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2251m1341 342.80 -13.69 0.00649292 6.50 2.43 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2254p1601 343.51 16.02 0.0376467 53.70 2.21 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2255m5012 343.99 -50.21 0.0164038 9.20 2.79 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2255p1943 343.99 19.73 0.00517639 5.80 2.36 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2314p4426 348.70 44.44 0.0120125 13.90 2.34 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2321m0328 350.41 -3.48 0.00352383 6.00 2.1 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2352p3752 358.10 37.88 0.00649854 6.10 2.47 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2358p4604 359.57 46.07 0.01318 14.30 2.38 1.00E+06 0
3EGJ2359p2041 359.99 20.70 0.00479681 8.30 2.09 1.00E+06 0
Table B.1: DC1 simulated point sources, from 3EG catalog
name ra dec flux@20MeV flux@100MeV α1 E(MeV)@break α2 notes
(×10−8 γ ·MeV −1 · s−1 · cm−2)
faintblazar001 231.99 6.95 0.000509758 2.16 1.71319 100000 0
faintblazar002 233.80 -32.70 0.00190774 2.92 2.55894 100000 0
faintblazar003 95.73 -77.89 0.00120212 2.30 2.37358 100000 0
faintblazar004 214.78 47.15 0.00152803 2.00 2.68892 100000 0
faintblazar005 349.67 12.53 0.00112104 2.61 2.21057 100000 0
faintblazar006 37.07 -16.87 0.0022315 4.01 2.42567 100000 0
faintblazar007 263.32 -7.75 0.000363952 2.15 1.4372 100000 0
faintblazar008 249.07 1.55 0.00263827 3.77 2.61601 100000 0
faintblazar009 319.02 -8.85 0.00142189 2.22 2.54244 100000 0
faintblazar010 232.96 -5.08 0.00081574 2.30 2.05153 100000 0
faintblazar011 300.86 -14.62 0.00111244 2.24 2.33115 100000 0
faintblazar012 164.93 20.99 0.00248112 4.87 2.35236 100000 0
faintblazar013 73.98 -72.42 0.00242942 3.44 2.6236 100000 0
faintblazar014 191.55 -32.55 0.00258198 2.22 3.03795 100000 0
faintblazar015 169.10 -19.45 0.000703836 2.25 1.94723 100000 0
faintblazar016 90.34 -60.79 0.00177318 3.49 2.35008 100000 0
faintblazar017 177.25 -58.61 0.00179661 2.18 2.75184 100000 0
faintblazar018 210.90 -26.02 0.00151747 4.55 2.00044 100000 0
faintblazar019 61.57 -9.19 0.00186536 2.75 2.5901 100000 0
faintblazar020 304.91 -30.23 0.0026997 4.80 2.43451 100000 0
faintblazar021 87.92 -7.04 0.00304577 3.46 2.80658 100000 0
faintblazar022 286.29 -33.22 0.00234025 3.11 2.6763 100000 0
faintblazar023 63.80 -51.89 0.000521083 2.18 1.72378 100000 0
faintblazar024 219.95 -24.10 0.00147357 2.20 2.57962 100000 0
faintblazar025 264.33 -9.19 0.000925671 2.08 2.24005 100000 0
faintblazar026 198.97 -49.77 0.00123997 3.24 2.11473 100000 0
faintblazar027 47.19 -6.15 0.00287848 3.92 2.65598 100000 0
faintblazar028 118.84 -43.91 0.00102398 2.12 2.30806 100000 0
faintblazar029 11.32 -5.53 0.000588978 2.10 1.85656 100000 0
faintblazar030 139.79 17.91 0.00076686 2.02 2.10803 100000 0
faintblazar031 85.49 41.23 0.00134704 2.45 2.41565 100000 0
faintblazar032 115.58 -17.96 0.00170024 2.46 2.60568 100000 0
faintblazar033 131.48 51.82 0.00173848 3.39 2.35781 100000 0
faintblazar034 143.10 6.25 0.00191506 3.02 2.53415 100000 0
faintblazar035 144.41 2.35 0.00326713 4.18 2.70783 100000 0
faintblazar036 225.72 56.39 0.00115459 3.15 2.07887 100000 0
faintblazar037 258.06 4.58 0.000684643 3.82 1.48463 100000 0
faintblazar038 147.19 26.70 0.000357489 2.10 1.44187 100000 0
faintblazar039 113.74 21.28 0.00258239 4.38 2.47366 100000 0
faintblazar040 324.00 -3.65 0.00147306 3.03 2.31345 100000 0
faintblazar041 79.66 36.34 0.0017076 2.38 2.63672 100000 0
faintblazar042 65.03 0.50 0.00447509 3.81 3.04613 100000 0
faintblazar043 255.00 -34.89 0.00106142 2.65 2.15254 100000 0
faintblazar044 303.74 43.19 0.00154202 4.51 2.02111 100000 0
faintblazar045 133.30 2.38 0.000925574 2.01 2.26839 100000 0
faintblazar046 288.62 -57.49 0.00104687 2.02 2.36655 100000 0
faintblazar047 336.52 63.94 0.00171608 2.48 2.60666 100000 0
faintblazar048 281.52 -44.88 0.00150048 2.79 2.39732 100000 0
faintblazar049 1.47 -3.92 0.00232888 3.77 2.51241 100000 0
faintblazar050 54.46 65.06 0.00255286 3.45 2.66235 100000 0
faintblazar051 53.84 65.49 0.00393795 3.93 2.91417 100000 0
faintblazar052 75.83 37.73 0.000628483 2.32 1.82774 100000 0
faintblazar053 153.31 -17.70 0.00136694 2.34 2.46599 100000 0
faintblazar054 314.02 -65.89 0.00207423 3.24 2.54206 100000 0
faintblazar055 40.47 -42.87 0.00161375 4.50 2.06071 100000 0
faintblazar056 92.11 16.77 0.00206103 4.64 2.23847 100000 0
faintblazar057 134.68 27.16 0.000832321 2.09 2.14777 100000 0
faintblazar058 5.39 -62.66 0.00469249 4.92 2.87316 100000 0
faintblazar059 89.54 -38.22 0.00157008 3.33 2.28802 100000 0
faintblazar060 122.91 11.86 0.00103688 3.42 1.92125 100000 0
faintblazar061 302.43 47.19 0.000728573 2.99 1.73975 100000 0
faintblazar062 111.40 -48.52 0.00147722 2.77 2.39031 100000 0
faintblazar063 72.45 22.00 0.0020034 3.34 2.48796 100000 0
faintblazar064 114.33 9.78 0.00198127 4.52 2.22745 100000 0
faintblazar065 257.94 -42.54 0.00219923 4.69 2.28347 100000 0
faintblazar066 114.78 -53.58 0.00119816 2.30 2.37085 100000 0
faintblazar067 27.30 -45.36 0.00182391 2.65 2.6022 100000 0
faintblazar068 192.46 -11.67 0.00213303 3.49 2.50354 100000 0
faintblazar069 282.83 20.31 0.0038445 3.64 2.95789 100000 0
faintblazar070 234.64 10.58 0.00144439 2.09 2.60561 100000 0
faintblazar071 262.16 42.01 0.00166338 3.47 2.30176 100000 0
faintblazar072 189.52 -11.12 0.00280764 2.40 3.04279 100000 0
faintblazar073 358.31 2.64 0.00330426 3.83 2.78985 100000 0
faintblazar074 147.57 15.11 0.0014427 3.02 2.2989 100000 0
faintblazar075 219.85 -31.98 0.00135073 4.39 1.93349 100000 0
faintblazar076 324.71 -84.31 0.00312827 3.49 2.82161 100000 0
faintblazar077 26.47 9.07 0.00088427 2.45 2.06606 100000 0
faintblazar078 18.61 34.25 0.00246927 4.33 2.44599 100000 0
faintblazar079 84.43 -20.20 0.00165366 4.81 2.02567 100000 0
faintblazar080 243.28 -18.08 0.00117 2.67 2.2272 100000 0
faintblazar081 181.63 24.63 0.0028187 2.45 3.02893 100000 0
faintblazar082 133.38 11.90 0.00119463 3.44 2.03404 100000 0
faintblazar083 286.99 -21.44 0.00255533 2.33 2.98916 100000 0
faintblazar084 174.45 -55.31 0.00146624 3.99 2.081 100000 0
faintblazar085 36.80 -37.90 0.00285079 4.28 2.57498 100000 0
faintblazar086 149.03 -17.70 0.000709316 2.27 1.94633 100000 0
faintblazar087 257.96 55.78 0.00198689 2.94 2.58703 100000 0
faintblazar088 134.61 71.67 0.00367901 3.68 2.91226 100000 0
faintblazar089 300.03 33.70 0.00111862 3.54 1.95563 100000 0
faintblazar090 227.10 -8.64 0.00251444 2.54 2.90409 100000 0
faintblazar091 49.80 -21.84 0.00141569 2.43 2.46374 100000 0
faintblazar092 52.83 -29.36 0.000567585 2.48 1.68769 100000 0
faintblazar093 83.86 40.79 0.00301485 3.92 2.69443 100000 0
faintblazar094 278.67 23.28 0.00192393 2.31 2.7606 100000 0
faintblazar095 100.66 -17.46 0.00299636 4.55 2.56553 100000 0
faintblazar096 259.64 -11.04 0.0018136 3.75 2.30912 100000 0
faintblazar097 238.15 7.99 0.00165082 4.91 2.00715 100000 0
faintblazar098 202.37 -10.08 0.000726652 2.27 1.96638 100000 0
faintblazar099 98.81 -9.39 0.00166573 2.97 2.43217 100000 0
faintblazar100 185.83 23.29 0.00124713 2.30 2.40412 100000 0
faintblazar101 274.17 48.08 0.000708595 2.21 1.96773 100000 0
faintblazar102 89.15 50.70 0.00123503 3.15 2.13481 100000 0
faintblazar103 330.47 34.43 0.000660552 2.09 1.95579 100000 0
faintblazar104 298.56 -16.51 0.00067639 3.12 1.64268 100000 0
faintblazar105 136.79 -29.45 0.00597049 4.37 3.17169 100000 0
faintblazar106 147.56 8.95 0.00100899 2.33 2.21736 100000 0
faintblazar107 50.80 -23.72 0.00281023 2.82 2.90961 100000 0
faintblazar108 100.73 -34.21 0.00195947 4.00 2.31977 100000 0
faintblazar109 137.92 57.79 0.00223873 3.28 2.59526 100000 0
faintblazar110 201.73 -13.03 0.00146283 2.36 2.51523 100000 0
faintblazar111 141.30 2.98 0.00210702 2.80 2.67632 100000 0
faintblazar112 122.05 1.04 0.00123492 3.31 2.09358 100000 0
faintblazar113 299.50 29.29 0.00293178 4.17 2.61987 100000 0
faintblazar114 168.59 45.43 0.00104663 2.21 2.2917 100000 0
faintblazar115 143.82 -48.48 0.00169009 2.07 2.74407 100000 0
faintblazar116 290.52 15.87 0.00129218 3.17 2.16712 100000 0
faintblazar117 156.67 77.40 0.0027666 3.40 2.74126 100000 0
faintblazar118 327.57 66.45 0.0013885 2.03 2.59702 100000 0
faintblazar119 144.44 32.08 0.000795864 2.65 1.91339 100000 0
faintblazar120 95.79 -39.40 0.0014606 2.87 2.35146 100000 0
faintblazar121 214.02 38.14 0.000945655 2.42 2.13204 100000 0
faintblazar122 153.05 -31.03 0.000636141 2.95 1.63826 100000 0
faintblazar123 132.14 -11.11 0.00133856 2.05 2.55846 100000 0
faintblazar124 184.59 3.35 0.000599632 2.15 1.85191 100000 0
faintblazar125 135.70 46.43 0.0020567 3.19 2.54793 100000 0
faintblazar126 222.97 -32.10 0.00197664 3.38 2.4669 100000 0
faintblazar127 154.18 14.42 0.000602723 2.15 1.85618 100000 0
faintblazar128 344.93 54.70 0.00519383 4.29 3.07128 100000 0
faintblazar129 242.91 32.73 0.00340318 4.60 2.6622 100000 0
faintblazar130 11.30 -47.46 0.00318236 2.41 3.14339 100000 0
faintblazar131 330.02 -35.00 0.00176646 2.08 2.77678 100000 0
faintblazar132 222.22 -35.30 0.00102456 3.78 1.8282 100000 0
faintblazar133 46.61 -29.61 0.00207084 4.47 2.27341 100000 0
faintblazar134 337.96 -28.44 0.00210356 2.41 2.79953 100000 0
faintblazar135 265.94 -8.59 0.00159558 2.14 2.66866 100000 0
faintblazar136 84.82 8.21 0.00111712 2.22 2.34209 100000 0
faintblazar137 2.22 -14.68 0.00212035 3.07 2.60509 100000 0
faintblazar138 165.68 83.78 0.00192649 3.58 2.39781 100000 0
faintblazar139 224.43 14.96 0.00174966 2.69 2.55524 100000 0
faintblazar140 169.84 -42.23 0.00146545 2.09 2.61763 100000 0
faintblazar141 341.35 -4.05 0.00104223 2.32 2.24785 100000 0
faintblazar142 235.41 -55.01 0.00270516 4.06 2.57526 100000 0
faintblazar143 35.46 -42.96 0.00199764 3.28 2.50062 100000 0
faintblazar144 88.62 52.50 0.00158697 4.23 2.0982 100000 0
faintblazar145 265.59 2.81 0.000781309 3.20 1.74142 100000 0
faintblazar146 54.66 26.72 0.00131863 2.52 2.37455 100000 0
faintblazar147 227.08 -21.19 0.00158537 3.02 2.37723 100000 0
faintblazar148 7.97 -31.43 0.00319902 4.19 2.68835 100000 0
faintblazar149 238.15 -26.64 0.00099457 2.22 2.24557 100000 0
faintblazar150 72.38 4.85 0.000821514 2.32 2.0502 100000 0
faintblazar151 110.04 -45.08 0.00116608 2.54 2.26587 100000 0
faintblazar152 241.42 -15.29 0.00133913 3.54 2.10507 100000 0
faintblazar153 359.09 -59.94 0.00262593 2.27 3.03347 100000 0
faintblazar154 210.85 -46.18 0.00114015 2.57 2.23743 100000 0
faintblazar155 192.31 -24.12 0.00206401 4.00 2.36294 100000 0
faintblazar156 107.64 47.24 0.0028427 3.03 2.85949 100000 0
faintblazar157 204.66 -21.79 0.00255332 2.47 2.94005 100000 0
faintblazar158 267.88 57.45 0.00144155 2.48 2.46186 100000 0
faintblazar159 217.06 71.37 0.000539979 2.03 1.81258 100000 0
faintblazar160 106.03 44.29 0.00180814 3.57 2.34747 100000 0
faintblazar161 264.74 50.81 0.00207018 2.44 2.77597 100000 0
faintblazar162 124.60 -4.26 0.00166611 3.26 2.35497 100000 0
faintblazar163 39.70 -3.74 0.000902893 2.37 2.11094 100000 0
faintblazar164 325.90 -11.98 0.00123524 2.67 2.27226 100000 0
faintblazar165 165.41 -7.98 0.000987696 2.57 2.11821 100000 0
faintblazar166 349.90 33.52 0.00166355 2.25 2.66167 100000 0
faintblazar167 3.93 -17.60 0.000946127 2.54 2.09225 100000 0
faintblazar168 353.97 -41.82 0.00217196 4.22 2.36081 100000 0
faintblazar169 202.02 39.25 0.000871076 2.38 2.07765 100000 0
faintblazar170 143.20 -43.54 0.00130349 3.49 2.09448 100000 0
faintblazar171 35.13 5.14 0.00202123 2.52 2.7293 100000 0
faintblazar172 120.14 28.51 0.0033174 4.17 2.72251 100000 0
faintblazar173 107.26 34.37 0.000502844 2.27 1.66059 100000 0
faintblazar174 76.65 7.17 0.00100025 2.23 2.24657 100000 0
faintblazar175 162.24 -3.50 0.00121348 2.90 2.18887 100000 0
faintblazar176 90.39 -31.82 0.00175499 2.29 2.69148 100000 0
faintblazar177 297.57 -41.40 0.00196423 4.84 2.16346 100000 0
faintblazar178 173.94 -36.35 0.000753922 2.36 1.96469 100000 0
faintblazar179 323.56 -53.92 0.00169282 2.04 2.75754 100000 0
faintblazar180 211.15 -24.70 0.000789345 2.99 1.8063 100000 0
faintblazar181 247.97 6.33 0.00272343 2.39 3.02096 100000 0
faintblazar182 155.60 -46.86 0.0017493 2.19 2.72587 100000 0
faintblazar183 348.60 66.53 0.00141533 2.42 2.46696 100000 0
faintblazar184 237.20 33.58 0.000704731 2.67 1.80614 100000 0
faintblazar185 41.93 -13.48 0.00153396 2.00 2.69214 100000 0
faintblazar186 288.86 1.44 0.00257713 3.74 2.60317 100000 0
faintblazar187 115.93 -11.59 0.00259405 4.20 2.51226 100000 0
faintblazar188 197.41 -39.68 0.000799158 2.00 2.15056 100000 0
faintblazar189 140.62 -26.20 0.00074852 2.44 1.93103 100000 0
faintblazar190 352.38 -35.88 0.00110897 4.24 1.79857 100000 0
faintblazar191 170.84 56.26 0.00208227 3.00 2.6092 100000 0
faintblazar192 233.15 52.25 0.00152648 2.36 2.55061 100000 0
faintblazar193 228.72 19.50 0.00206331 2.05 2.91786 100000 0
faintblazar194 320.62 -4.23 0.00153475 4.72 1.97938 100000 0
faintblazar195 75.63 -13.84 0.00328353 2.60 3.10635 100000 0
faintblazar196 104.65 18.23 0.00138882 2.10 2.56906 100000 0
faintblazar197 343.37 -18.80 0.0010269 3.39 1.92053 100000 0
faintblazar198 27.31 -10.55 0.00141049 2.66 2.38557 100000 0
faintblazar199 292.68 22.47 0.00181932 2.08 2.80127 100000 0
faintblazar200 194.57 -4.14 0.00309155 4.74 2.55753 100000 0
faintblazar201 107.28 8.33 0.00181504 2.48 2.65322 100000 0
faintblazar202 102.10 25.46 0.000781078 2.12 2.08316 100000 0
faintblazar203 158.03 58.22 0.00304068 4.07 2.67032 100000 0
faintblazar204 260.66 -32.31 0.00264937 2.54 2.9475 100000 0
faintblazar205 240.05 -35.62 0.000981464 2.19 2.24585 100000 0
faintblazar206 171.83 78.08 0.00128765 2.60 2.32884 100000 0
faintblazar207 208.09 -22.43 0.00125457 2.47 2.34983 100000 0
faintblazar208 28.12 47.61 0.0035574 4.39 2.73782 100000 0
faintblazar209 1.24 -23.08 0.00389391 4.87 2.7267 100000 0
faintblazar210 352.79 47.45 0.00115473 2.80 2.17679 100000 0
faintblazar211 291.43 37.41 0.00134634 3.07 2.22785 100000 0
faintblazar212 179.58 -6.38 0.000958977 2.16 2.23806 100000 0
faintblazar213 286.77 -24.94 0.00478424 3.83 3.09726 100000 0
faintblazar214 6.60 -25.46 0.00108806 4.00 1.83116 100000 0
faintblazar215 257.42 5.79 0.00072865 2.11 2.02937 100000 0
faintblazar216 273.78 -12.41 0.000864783 3.26 1.8103 100000 0
faintblazar217 269.85 5.99 0.00433209 4.61 2.86084 100000 0
faintblazar218 169.04 21.39 0.000928881 2.18 2.20392 100000 0
faintblazar219 28.99 69.18 0.00110884 3.47 1.96493 100000 0
faintblazar220 122.13 48.47 0.00144535 2.74 2.38125 100000 0
faintblazar221 86.30 -66.11 0.00129571 4.93 1.80259 100000 0
faintblazar222 214.33 50.73 0.00232657 3.10 2.6741 100000 0
faintblazar223 341.27 69.94 0.000731295 2.75 1.81235 100000 0
faintblazar224 318.37 32.52 0.00106487 2.03 2.37661 100000 0
faintblazar225 352.28 -41.47 0.00278654 3.29 2.77454 100000 0
faintblazar226 262.73 -30.28 0.00185074 2.63 2.62062 100000 0
faintblazar227 70.58 18.25 0.00198127 4.75 2.18622 100000 0
faintblazar228 168.69 -64.77 0.00292657 3.99 2.65504 100000 0
faintblazar229 67.91 -24.26 0.000727337 2.80 1.79288 100000 0
faintblazar230 74.94 35.50 0.00115484 2.30 2.34026 100000 0
faintblazar231 255.39 -30.57 0.00964271 4.75 3.50059 100000 0
faintblazar232 342.08 33.56 0.00305921 4.12 2.66523 100000 0
faintblazar233 137.09 -19.38 0.00107539 3.16 2.01721 100000 0
faintblazar234 356.26 11.15 0.00217069 2.64 2.74992 100000 0
faintblazar235 28.87 -4.35 0.00424146 3.00 3.20012 100000 0
faintblazar236 142.35 -14.94 0.000987665 3.09 1.96514 100000 0
faintblazar237 96.50 -50.57 0.00116599 2.29 2.35186 100000 0
faintblazar238 123.77 -8.14 0.00146643 3.58 2.17117 100000 0
faintblazar239 27.49 -22.61 0.00181148 2.22 2.74358 100000 0
faintblazar240 221.95 27.71 0.00172904 3.75 2.26946 100000 0
faintblazar241 4.67 -56.65 0.000639963 2.48 1.78738 100000 0
faintblazar242 344.29 -10.36 0.00235334 2.44 2.88245 100000 0
faintblazar243 358.62 -35.26 0.000486872 2.06 1.71441 100000 0
faintblazar244 97.65 16.18 0.00105586 2.02 2.37365 100000 0
faintblazar245 340.12 -26.21 0.0012121 4.91 1.75057 100000 0
faintblazar246 359.40 32.25 0.000768256 2.13 2.0655 100000 0
faintblazar247 332.25 46.36 0.000969037 2.49 2.12864 100000 0
faintblazar248 134.51 24.86 0.00154091 2.07 2.66732 100000 0
faintblazar249 24.50 -11.76 0.00087102 2.44 2.05691 100000 0
faintblazar250 251.53 -69.52 0.0016278 2.86 2.44438 100000 0
faintblazar251 183.37 -0.43 0.00116007 3.16 2.08017 100000 0
faintblazar252 76.51 -50.53 0.00116511 3.27 2.05535 100000 0
faintblazar253 233.62 -25.77 0.00203413 3.86 2.38042 100000 0
faintblazar254 51.27 14.42 0.00154708 3.13 2.32721 100000 0
faintblazar255 123.70 40.25 0.000677965 2.25 1.91613 100000 0
faintblazar256 46.44 -17.02 0.000707116 2.08 2.01635 100000 0
faintblazar257 66.50 35.05 0.00100129 2.32 2.21457 100000 0
faintblazar258 180.38 -4.72 0.00439337 2.14 3.50992 100000 0
faintblazar259 356.27 -44.46 0.00138728 2.33 2.48181 100000 0
faintblazar260 236.42 -11.58 0.00286215 3.70 2.69923 100000 0
faintblazar261 239.60 38.67 0.00308443 3.22 2.87676 100000 0
faintblazar262 293.28 9.26 0.000591847 3.75 1.37901 100000 0
faintblazar263 26.46 -19.79 0.00106172 3.84 1.84471 100000 0
faintblazar264 35.51 -45.42 0.00116041 2.53 2.2651 100000 0
faintblazar265 137.91 73.54 0.00219126 2.20 2.90918 100000 0
faintblazar266 149.87 -56.12 0.00154851 4.45 2.03572 100000 0
faintblazar267 157.29 -54.76 0.00154686 3.02 2.3568 100000 0
faintblazar268 279.60 9.06 0.00101111 2.39 2.19799 100000 0
faintblazar269 217.32 18.37 0.0011859 2.71 2.22606 100000 0
faintblazar270 327.33 33.29 0.00091856 2.00 2.26622 100000 0
faintblazar271 261.43 -30.62 0.00178001 2.56 2.61067 100000 0
faintblazar272 80.35 37.76 0.00146981 2.96 2.33103 100000 0
faintblazar273 231.29 54.94 0.00073671 4.07 1.49285 100000 0
faintblazar274 181.07 -56.54 0.00346787 4.42 2.71099 100000 0
faintblazar275 75.44 33.19 0.00176574 3.85 2.26505 100000 0
faintblazar276 40.01 37.30 0.00106503 2.60 2.17119 100000 0
faintblazar277 284.67 -36.05 0.00217372 3.55 2.50508 100000 0
faintblazar278 37.23 -24.18 0.00140389 2.88 2.31568 100000 0
faintblazar279 12.53 13.89 0.000726902 2.13 2.01954 100000 0
faintblazar280 178.66 -21.17 0.002222 2.78 2.7264 100000 0
faintblazar281 3.22 20.15 0.00106271 3.07 2.03136 100000 0
faintblazar282 282.47 -17.36 0.00229652 4.83 2.29499 100000 0
faintblazar283 259.41 5.38 0.0029004 4.49 2.54952 100000 0
faintblazar284 44.61 -32.24 0.00162113 3.27 2.3297 100000 0
faintblazar285 309.25 -59.19 0.00278271 3.81 2.65152 100000 0
faintblazar286 202.82 53.40 0.0025085 2.34 2.97024 100000 0
faintblazar287 87.96 -56.55 0.00117407 2.02 2.4618 100000 0
faintblazar288 339.49 16.28 0.000884235 2.18 2.16301 100000 0
faintblazar289 298.03 30.29 0.00158805 2.18 2.64934 100000 0
faintblazar290 206.65 -50.87 0.00152763 3.64 2.19132 100000 0
faintblazar291 125.70 29.41 0.00154703 2.10 2.65866 100000 0
faintblazar292 188.01 -21.63 0.00100672 2.17 2.27458 100000 0
faintblazar293 92.41 -28.83 0.000411829 2.09 1.56336 100000 0
faintblazar294 165.58 13.85 0.000884501 3.14 1.86018 100000 0
faintblazar295 111.33 -42.85 0.00110475 3.92 1.86058 100000 0
faintblazar296 5.38 -56.91 0.00258063 4.84 2.39015 100000 0
faintblazar297 38.38 51.75 0.0013767 3.18 2.21713 100000 0
faintblazar298 174.76 -41.12 0.00319064 4.41 2.64367 100000 0
faintblazar299 107.05 54.51 0.000920521 2.83 1.97967 100000 0
faintblazar300 151.71 -36.22 0.00187364 2.07 2.82971 100000 0
faintblazar301 33.89 32.33 0.00163541 3.48 2.28528 100000 0
faintblazar302 153.69 17.79 0.00105221 2.81 2.09661 100000 0
faintblazar303 161.70 -33.72 0.00263691 2.74 2.88064 100000 0
faintblazar304 117.62 -7.36 0.0015089 3.16 2.29853 100000 0
faintblazar305 224.72 -51.58 0.00302298 4.01 2.67781 100000 0
faintblazar306 359.27 22.07 0.000972126 3.86 1.76717 100000 0
faintblazar307 30.13 -13.94 0.00119794 2.24 2.39265 100000 0
faintblazar308 110.72 19.63 0.000821844 3.14 1.79915 100000 0
faintblazar309 268.95 -29.73 0.00179346 3.31 2.40351 100000 0
faintblazar310 120.90 -2.94 0.0014376 3.35 2.20983 100000 0
faintblazar311 218.41 9.97 0.00286966 3.39 2.77408 100000 0
faintblazar312 80.93 -13.28 0.00135351 3.46 2.13293 100000 0
faintblazar313 14.63 41.15 0.00165688 4.39 2.10318 100000 0
faintblazar314 19.34 20.91 0.00218801 4.97 2.23106 100000 0
faintblazar315 340.91 -62.36 0.00176927 2.50 2.62533 100000 0
faintblazar316 319.36 25.29 0.00208507 3.96 2.37972 100000 0
faintblazar317 288.94 -51.45 0.00186167 3.40 2.41223 100000 0
faintblazar318 55.03 -38.96 0.00106471 2.69 2.14267 100000 0
faintblazar319 109.38 -8.62 0.00273005 4.36 2.52365 100000 0
faintblazar320 260.38 -43.08 0.00164866 2.00 2.75203 100000 0
faintblazar321 19.79 -75.45 0.00398952 2.97 3.1576 100000 0
faintblazar322 72.38 14.81 0.0033379 2.49 3.1559 100000 0
faintblazar323 167.08 -28.85 0.00111534 2.80 2.14797 100000 0
faintblazar324 208.57 21.93 0.00126472 2.27 2.42666 100000 0
faintblazar325 220.73 -41.58 0.00139818 4.55 1.93244 100000 0
faintblazar326 115.35 -45.91 0.00316434 4.03 2.71164 100000 0
faintblazar327 145.66 17.75 0.00228218 3.51 2.55494 100000 0
faintblazar328 51.15 -7.04 0.00128942 2.26 2.44639 100000 0
faintblazar329 204.73 8.28 0.00351331 2.38 3.23597 100000 0
faintblazar330 85.15 2.27 0.00275803 3.13 2.80741 100000 0
faintblazar331 26.68 64.12 0.00240756 2.58 2.85503 100000 0
faintblazar332 287.20 -70.19 0.00226451 3.46 2.5604 100000 0
faintblazar333 258.80 1.49 0.00183179 3.81 2.30422 100000 0
faintblazar334 216.57 29.12 0.00172498 3.98 2.21807 100000 0
faintblazar335 250.81 22.99 0.00121889 3.53 2.02928 100000 0
faintblazar336 184.06 47.25 0.00120951 2.77 2.22424 100000 0
faintblazar337 219.24 61.92 0.00269053 2.43 2.99708 100000 0
faintblazar338 84.23 31.44 0.000486307 2.74 1.47652 100000 0
faintblazar339 71.30 50.05 0.000722375 3.18 1.68149 100000 0
faintblazar340 34.08 4.91 0.00270176 4.61 2.46869 100000 0
faintblazar341 178.30 -47.11 0.000738858 2.32 1.96212 100000 0
faintblazar342 68.99 14.09 0.000628168 2.01 1.94645 100000 0
faintblazar343 340.33 -43.66 0.00385095 4.87 2.71749 100000 0
faintblazar344 27.81 -71.34 0.00110313 2.94 2.0983 100000 0
faintblazar345 115.62 50.10 0.00263467 3.82 2.60393 100000 0
faintblazar346 317.24 33.12 0.00156182 2.89 2.40134 100000 0
faintblazar347 244.66 1.59 0.00136412 2.09 2.55812 100000 0
faintblazar348 311.07 -58.61 0.00172386 3.72 2.27364 100000 0
faintblazar349 108.15 25.02 0.000958041 2.16 2.23725 100000 0
faintblazar350 258.30 -7.49 0.0012392 2.86 2.21783 100000 0
faintblazar351 259.51 -69.46 0.00126981 2.42 2.37684 100000 0
faintblazar352 88.09 25.68 0.000949779 2.68 2.05089 100000 0
faintblazar353 346.60 -47.54 0.00280236 4.04 2.60868 100000 0
faintblazar354 95.78 11.82 0.00154139 4.14 2.09186 100000 0
faintblazar355 349.23 1.83 0.0012923 2.01 2.54561 100000 0
faintblazar356 329.03 -23.61 0.00229777 4.25 2.4017 100000 0
faintblazar357 175.89 2.48 0.00179555 2.66 2.58606 100000 0
faintblazar358 45.00 -73.48 0.000570285 2.53 1.67505 100000 0
faintblazar359 46.77 -20.99 0.00249514 2.41 2.94133 100000 0
faintblazar360 174.80 16.40 0.00160229 2.91 2.41686 100000 0
faintblazar361 80.78 15.38 0.000491512 2.07 1.71826 100000 0
faintblazar362 49.80 -1.53 0.0012284 2.47 2.33232 100000 0
faintblazar363 156.10 -48.82 0.00164778 3.52 2.28205 100000 0
faintblazar364 147.64 -60.45 0.00165914 2.58 2.5458 100000 0
faintblazar365 7.64 -51.57 0.00261269 4.11 2.5362 100000 0
faintblazar366 73.62 -13.68 0.00117416 2.00 2.47013 100000 0
faintblazar367 282.83 34.90 0.00180869 3.11 2.4623 100000 0
faintblazar368 216.04 39.20 0.00317183 2.75 3.03102 100000 0
faintblazar369 180.36 -20.60 0.00161958 2.87 2.43727 100000 0
faintblazar370 322.85 7.47 0.0020326 2.81 2.64349 100000 0
faintblazar371 139.79 53.57 0.00102672 2.81 2.07625 100000 0
faintblazar372 45.74 -16.18 0.0025102 2.96 2.77559 100000 0
faintblazar373 180.00 -63.09 0.00147525 2.63 2.43228 100000 0
faintblazar374 58.77 -4.59 0.00375109 3.30 3.01891 100000 0
faintblazar375 148.58 2.66 0.00207815 4.18 2.33205 100000 0
faintblazar376 325.90 46.58 0.000840818 2.06 2.16821 100000 0
faintblazar377 82.85 45.63 0.0018958 3.80 2.33494 100000 0
faintblazar378 227.69 61.06 0.00536384 4.52 3.05466 100000 0
faintblazar379 52.95 45.46 0.000951715 4.46 1.62954 100000 0
faintblazar380 203.53 -66.35 0.00130019 3.29 2.14139 100000 0
faintblazar381 358.46 30.91 0.00121151 2.08 2.46356 100000 0
faintblazar382 148.90 -25.61 0.00150473 4.67 1.97182 100000 0
faintblazar383 186.68 28.23 0.00071559 2.42 1.90049 100000 0
faintblazar384 11.62 21.60 0.00152745 4.78 1.96492 100000 0
faintblazar385 179.24 38.79 0.00410896 4.88 2.76965 100000 0
faintblazar386 128.04 30.39 0.00132846 2.62 2.34839 100000 0
faintblazar387 137.43 -42.99 0.00438182 4.38 2.91283 100000 0
faintblazar388 174.48 19.86 0.00074409 2.25 1.99343 100000 0
faintblazar389 224.02 -18.31 0.00201532 3.30 2.50289 100000 0
faintblazar390 249.42 -0.33 0.0013751 2.77 2.33081 100000 0
faintblazar391 57.28 -6.70 0.00147653 3.50 2.19564 100000 0
faintblazar392 41.42 8.87 0.00253474 3.41 2.66612 100000 0
faintblazar393 268.21 -1.01 0.000543563 2.24 1.73631 100000 0
faintblazar394 68.02 -7.90 0.000694951 2.63 1.80707 100000 0
faintblazar395 228.22 39.28 0.00297099 3.58 2.75761 100000 0
faintblazar396 250.82 41.80 0.00206063 2.16 2.87337 100000 0
faintblazar397 179.06 -31.85 0.000795899 2.89 1.84142 100000 0
faintblazar398 4.91 -25.54 0.000623813 2.28 1.83599 100000 0
faintblazar399 52.93 -40.55 0.00270661 3.17 2.78123 100000 0
faintblazar400 337.06 -65.02 0.00109962 2.74 2.15417 100000 0
faintblazar401 226.18 -16.29 0.00143391 3.11 2.26943 100000 0
faintblazar402 154.77 13.29 0.00162172 3.57 2.25709 100000 0
faintblazar403 256.39 -20.42 0.00123134 2.15 2.44955 100000 0
faintblazar404 86.96 -23.20 0.000868067 2.34 2.08885 100000 0
faintblazar405 266.53 -49.27 0.0018818 2.00 2.86189 100000 0
faintblazar406 248.43 -22.30 0.00154373 3.15 2.32011 100000 0
faintblazar407 239.10 -11.83 0.00190893 4.39 2.22079 100000 0
faintblazar408 129.20 15.10 0.00247903 2.64 2.86024 100000 0
faintblazar409 267.64 -23.65 0.00181781 2.39 2.68519 100000 0
faintblazar410 206.57 48.96 0.000606557 2.04 1.90507 100000 0
faintblazar411 43.74 -9.92 0.0013281 4.40 1.91757 100000 0
faintblazar412 5.06 -73.22 0.00300805 2.67 3.01151 100000 0
faintblazar413 263.20 37.69 0.000555954 2.68 1.60608 100000 0
faintblazar414 194.75 -68.13 0.00233438 2.74 2.77942 100000 0
faintblazar415 65.25 -29.68 0.00423729 2.77 3.26555 100000 0
faintblazar416 284.70 21.85 0.00507495 4.06 3.09782 100000 0
faintblazar417 235.31 13.51 0.00241315 2.29 2.956 100000 0
faintblazar418 282.34 38.56 0.00140796 2.25 2.52312 100000 0
faintblazar419 209.37 -27.23 0.0018978 2.83 2.58061 100000 0
faintblazar420 196.30 25.76 0.00388055 3.52 2.99349 100000 0
faintblazar421 18.06 32.10 0.00248575 2.43 2.93133 100000 0
faintblazar422 268.07 54.38 0.00106492 3.35 1.96059 100000 0
faintblazar423 235.31 46.60 0.00340613 4.15 2.74842 100000 0
faintblazar424 4.97 -27.04 0.00135327 2.72 2.33265 100000 0
faintblazar425 331.68 -76.43 0.00254094 3.57 2.63007 100000 0
faintblazar426 68.03 25.51 0.00108707 2.89 2.10037 100000 0
faintblazar427 148.10 44.18 0.00176843 3.14 2.43562 100000 0
faintblazar428 126.46 -2.31 0.00109383 3.95 1.846 100000 0
faintblazar429 262.98 4.91 0.00257889 4.01 2.54584 100000 0
faintblazar430 317.57 -10.65 0.00243399 3.13 2.7036 100000 0
faintblazar431 181.14 39.48 0.00242077 2.99 2.73708 100000 0
faintblazar432 117.65 -31.28 0.00317821 4.75 2.57874 100000 0
faintblazar433 135.61 -22.95 0.00036935 2.41 1.35462 100000 0
faintblazar434 66.87 65.38 0.00153813 3.02 2.35211 100000 0
faintblazar435 251.36 1.35 0.000857635 2.58 1.99771 100000 0
faintblazar436 272.04 54.28 0.00575239 4.69 3.08208 100000 0
faintblazar437 19.21 -52.31 0.00129447 2.76 2.28363 100000 0
faintblazar438 200.77 46.27 0.00254975 2.37 2.97321 100000 0
faintblazar439 209.44 54.22 0.00133898 2.72 2.32384 100000 0
faintblazar440 205.56 -84.42 0.000765152 2.06 2.08989 100000 0
faintblazar441 102.31 72.41 0.00404179 5.00 2.73578 100000 0
faintblazar442 309.07 -50.33 0.000562172 2.37 1.71741 100000 0
faintblazar443 309.32 -23.36 0.00136073 2.38 2.44813 100000 0
faintblazar444 30.74 24.60 0.000950955 2.84 2.00375 100000 0
faintblazar445 163.47 -59.25 0.00128332 2.09 2.50741 100000 0
faintblazar446 122.72 6.92 0.000784825 2.17 2.06777 100000 0
faintblazar447 115.29 -6.62 0.000784581 2.08 2.10269 100000 0
faintblazar448 113.94 -75.62 0.00142875 2.95 2.31031 100000 0
faintblazar449 294.33 10.42 0.000652942 2.74 1.72125 100000 0
faintblazar450 147.55 -39.16 0.00239076 4.04 2.47674 100000 0
faintblazar451 123.43 23.38 0.00297464 2.96 2.91659 100000 0
faintblazar452 116.43 -31.03 0.000932002 2.40 2.12685 100000 0
faintblazar453 186.48 -60.55 0.000846628 2.04 2.18204 100000 0
faintblazar454 297.80 -7.70 0.00149923 3.82 2.13564 100000 0
faintblazar455 282.65 2.84 0.00158839 2.06 2.69655 100000 0
faintblazar456 104.35 45.32 0.00176952 4.51 2.13541 100000 0
faintblazar457 198.33 -1.85 0.00210228 3.41 2.51075 100000 0
faintblazar458 149.35 -31.02 0.00265115 3.14 2.77193 100000 0
faintblazar459 83.55 6.80 0.000773731 2.93 1.80654 100000 0
faintblazar460 157.21 -9.71 0.00325567 2.32 3.19392 100000 0
faintblazar461 191.34 -73.37 0.00113566 2.37 2.30145 100000 0
faintblazar462 19.78 69.85 0.00254808 2.01 3.10951 100000 0
faintblazar463 231.18 -68.29 0.00167734 2.78 2.49284 100000 0
faintblazar464 133.99 2.33 0.00152351 3.06 2.33324 100000 0
faintblazar465 102.61 -16.26 0.00212764 2.91 2.6524 100000 0
faintblazar466 157.79 63.93 0.00213782 2.41 2.81295 100000 0
faintblazar467 157.45 19.57 0.000743611 2.16 2.0268 100000 0
faintblazar468 44.10 -14.27 0.00127472 2.11 2.49391 100000 0
faintblazar469 311.17 -6.70 0.00458694 2.37 3.46094 100000 0
faintblazar470 294.51 32.46 0.00305816 2.84 2.97396 100000 0
faintblazar471 107.45 20.00 0.00121779 2.39 2.35247 100000 0
faintblazar472 45.11 24.97 0.00194741 3.86 2.34423 100000 0
faintblazar473 296.20 -1.57 0.000377189 2.30 1.41086 100000 0
faintblazar474 129.52 26.58 0.00388931 4.26 2.83688 100000 0
faintblazar475 173.45 8.96 0.0010798 2.36 2.26307 100000 0
faintblazar476 32.32 -39.55 0.00174336 2.79 2.52193 100000 0
faintblazar477 162.75 28.89 0.000511119 2.85 1.48516 100000 0
faintblazar478 75.18 -36.42 0.00380108 4.83 2.71351 100000 0
faintblazar479 121.30 -7.37 0.00209384 3.02 2.60828 100000 0
faintblazar480 155.56 -15.37 0.00177269 2.78 2.53876 100000 0
faintblazar481 239.82 35.69 0.00144588 2.20 2.56386 100000 0
faintblazar482 162.05 3.52 0.00218318 2.18 2.9137 100000 0
faintblazar483 39.97 5.61 0.00698773 4.74 3.23485 100000 0
faintblazar484 17.42 -39.42 0.00214487 3.39 2.53229 100000 0
faintblazar485 69.59 -64.83 0.00122661 2.25 2.40859 100000 0
faintblazar486 18.34 12.06 0.00156046 2.05 2.68586 100000 0
faintblazar487 8.31 -46.10 0.00114774 2.26 2.34971 100000 0
faintblazar488 293.01 78.63 0.00163165 4.23 2.12127 100000 0
faintblazar489 204.90 12.48 0.000687167 2.08 1.99258 100000 0
faintblazar490 126.44 35.88 0.00294815 2.97 2.90636 100000 0
faintblazar491 164.29 56.83 0.00177606 2.13 2.76155 100000 0
faintblazar492 266.10 -1.52 0.00133463 2.55 2.37474 100000 0
faintblazar493 29.71 37.02 0.00155503 2.59 2.48876 100000 0
faintblazar494 11.41 23.62 0.00130137 4.94 1.80453 100000 0
faintblazar495 182.99 6.23 0.00109035 2.48 2.22995 100000 0
faintblazar496 36.10 47.80 0.00182692 2.23 2.74689 100000 0
faintblazar497 246.47 58.94 0.0029052 3.89 2.67004 100000 0
faintblazar498 187.93 3.47 0.00103048 2.77 2.09119 100000 0
faintblazar499 289.27 -26.64 0.00232011 2.39 2.88784 100000 0
faintblazar500 155.62 27.23 0.00139615 2.78 2.34044 100000 0
faintblazar501 293.92 -73.17 0.00136498 2.89 2.28946 100000 0
faintblazar502 54.19 24.91 0.00117411 2.16 2.40616 100000 0
faintblazar503 22.98 -50.10 0.00166218 2.09 2.72226 100000 0
faintblazar504 273.31 38.92 0.00125721 2.13 2.47458 100000 0
faintblazar505 47.42 -16.35 0.00168709 3.13 2.39916 100000 0
faintblazar506 53.28 12.98 0.000664665 2.13 1.9452 100000 0
faintblazar507 299.95 18.85 0.00270207 4.43 2.50186 100000 0
faintblazar508 77.09 42.96 0.00114249 3.58 1.96384 100000 0
faintblazar509 69.34 43.41 0.00390266 2.48 3.28908 100000 0
faintblazar510 139.92 41.13 0.00245847 2.08 3.05134 100000 0
faintblazar511 177.70 -44.94 0.00256081 2.52 2.92583 100000 0
faintblazar512 70.49 40.14 0.00271323 3.93 2.60476 100000 0
faintblazar513 125.89 25.53 0.00189714 2.66 2.63177 100000 0
faintblazar514 156.12 -61.13 0.00158606 2.20 2.64072 100000 0
Table B.2: DC1 simulated faint blazars
name ra dec flux@20MeV flux@100MeV α1 E(MeV)@break α2 comments
(×10−8 γ ·MeV −1 · s−1 · cm−2)
unid-halo001 263.38 -11.74 0.00502911 8.56 2.47074 100000 0
unid-halo002 237.66 -45.87 0.0138642 12.60 2.99191 100000 0
unid-halo003 237.13 -55.33 0.00474882 9.26 2.35782 100000 0
unid-halo004 306.63 -12.63 0.0099664 11.40 2.80086 100000 0
unid-halo005 268.64 -21.40 0.0031493 6.61 2.29669 100000 0
unid-halo006 189.45 -46.19 0.00447735 7.84 2.44719 100000 0
unid-halo007 278.78 -24.77 0.00391953 12.50 1.94921 100000 0
unid-halo008 210.13 -17.12 0.0106082 13.50 2.71227 100000 0
unid-halo009 299.14 9.53 0.0074707 8.95 2.76243 100000 0
unid-halo010 239.54 -54.64 0.00344023 8.76 2.13618 100000 0
unid-halo011 278.98 -71.25 0.0059393 8.21 2.64358 100000 0
unid-halo012 299.64 23.70 0.00404433 13.20 1.92999 100000 0
unid-halo013 281.91 -22.45 0.00256086 6.46 2.14396 100000 0
unid-halo014 248.47 -3.04 0.00382247 7.35 2.36945 100000 0
unid-halo015 293.59 -32.08 0.0105971 7.40 3.21075 100000 0
unid-halo016 190.15 -47.17 0.00997395 14.00 2.63085 100000 0
unid-halo017 256.08 -46.88 0.00576631 8.03 2.63744 100000 0
unid-halo018 251.30 -31.96 0.0132845 10.20 3.13194 100000 0
unid-halo019 284.53 9.60 0.00255731 8.26 1.93866 100000 0
unid-halo020 268.36 -81.78 0.00395079 7.21 2.41285 100000 0
unid-halo021 303.64 -12.15 0.00502787 13.00 2.12347 100000 0
unid-halo022 248.04 -47.03 0.00690417 12.20 2.43963 100000 0
unid-halo023 254.31 -4.20 0.00649982 11.80 2.41719 100000 0
unid-halo024 274.65 -18.17 0.00292933 10.90 1.82111 100000 0
unid-halo025 265.63 -52.03 0.00627633 9.83 2.53985 100000 0
unid-halo026 243.75 -14.26 0.00296705 7.40 2.15341 100000 0
unid-halo027 260.39 -29.22 0.00688026 8.44 2.74278 100000 0
unid-halo028 295.15 -17.31 0.00331715 9.43 2.0447 100000 0
unid-halo029 281.98 -20.59 0.00250373 8.02 1.94556 100000 0
unid-halo030 274.42 -33.20 0.00655676 9.37 2.61596 100000 0
unid-halo031 260.96 -54.55 0.00414979 10.90 2.11039 100000 0
unid-halo032 282.67 3.65 0.00629926 12.00 2.3772 100000 0
unid-halo033 206.12 -50.91 0.00240821 7.36 1.98458 100000 0
unid-halo034 278.01 -53.07 0.0049081 6.63 2.66272 100000 0
unid-halo035 269.77 -10.43 0.00563662 8.77 2.54533 100000 0
unid-halo036 303.89 -8.77 0.00577943 11.80 2.31962 100000 0
unid-halo037 262.76 -56.97 0.00628892 11.80 2.38979 100000 0
unid-halo038 251.73 -42.06 0.00152249 7.70 1.56622 100000 0
unid-halo039 249.66 -45.84 0.0069202 6.77 2.93072 100000 0
unid-halo040 274.47 -1.98 0.00222352 8.13 1.83566 100000 0
unid-halo041 264.90 -31.83 0.00856641 11.40 2.67514 100000 0
unid-halo042 250.18 23.32 0.0097721 13.70 2.63186 100000 0
unid-halo043 260.95 7.30 0.0119626 12.20 2.89617 100000 0
unid-halo044 299.17 23.01 0.010484 14.40 2.64888 100000 0
unid-halo045 281.58 12.27 0.00365708 7.92 2.27068 100000 0
unid-halo046 256.80 -11.73 0.00841043 14.00 2.48924 100000 0
unid-halo047 297.54 -7.82 0.00429794 6.98 2.50973 100000 0
unid-halo048 268.72 -27.29 0.00168573 7.06 1.72289 100000 0
unid-halo049 181.97 -43.83 0.00760956 12.00 2.53416 100000 0
unid-halo050 300.11 23.56 0.00301306 8.34 2.06687 100000 0
unid-halo051 269.84 -18.27 0.00666172 9.70 2.6004 100000 0
unid-halo052 263.35 -18.98 0.00557884 14.30 2.13068 100000 0
unid-halo053 314.71 -71.72 0.00237628 14.90 1.38768 100000 0
unid-halo054 262.07 -37.96 0.00662186 7.98 2.75753 100000 0
unid-halo055 259.91 -41.43 0.00168995 8.78 1.54387 100000 0
unid-halo056 263.32 -23.93 0.0030701 8.52 2.06471 100000 0
unid-halo057 274.60 -24.79 0.00363892 11.60 1.94958 100000 0
unid-halo058 268.30 -0.58 0.00439304 6.84 2.54474 100000 0
unid-halo059 280.33 19.53 0.00440348 7.00 2.5275 100000 0
unid-halo060 115.94 -69.31 0.00354946 12.00 1.90075 100000 0
unid-halo061 241.96 -44.76 0.00610291 7.36 2.75693 100000 0
unid-halo062 229.34 -33.66 0.00315015 8.89 2.05078 100000 0
unid-halo063 247.14 -22.80 0.00522744 6.60 2.71884 100000 0
unid-halo064 260.35 -24.95 0.00405918 8.99 2.25207 100000 0
unid-halo065 266.42 -37.75 0.00518625 6.97 2.66697 100000 0
unid-halo066 308.57 -14.17 0.00313788 7.17 2.22613 100000 0
unid-halo067 281.22 -5.26 0.00753971 11.20 2.5838 100000 0
unid-halo068 276.31 -36.11 0.00500017 11.90 2.19232 100000 0
unid-lowlat001 306.63 -12.63 0.00509166 6.02 2.77338 100000 0
unid-lowlat002 299.64 23.70 0.00616855 11.00 2.43205 100000 0
unid-lowlat003 293.59 -32.08 0.00519816 7.09 2.65469 100000 0
unid-lowlat004 265.08 -33.95 0.00524934 10.30 2.35264 100000 0
unid-lowlat005 286.46 11.92 0.00443086 8.35 2.38617 100000 0
unid-lowlat006 278.01 -53.07 0.00905469 7.51 3.06785 100000 0
unid-lowlat007 251.73 -42.06 0.00321251 8.53 2.10139 100000 0
unid-lowlat008 260.23 -40.43 0.00317382 7.69 2.17744 100000 0
unid-lowlat009 270.05 -15.20 0.00263951 10.10 1.79789 100000 0
unid-lowlat010 276.15 -8.82 0.00439308 12.70 2.03077 100000 0
unid-lowlat011 286.93 -44.24 0.00152606 6.56 1.70125 100000 0
unid-lowlat012 271.16 -19.06 0.00253103 6.15 2.17508 100000 0
unid-lowlat013 265.30 -39.29 0.00360298 9.24 2.13026 100000 0
unid-lowlat014 288.90 36.08 0.00377314 7.10 2.38741 100000 0
unid-lowlat015 274.60 -24.79 0.00335267 6.28 2.39121 100000 0
unid-lowlat016 258.72 -16.05 0.014272 8.97 3.29822 100000 0
unid-lowlat017 276.20 -14.28 0.00592588 7.33 2.73587 100000 0
unid-lowlat018 276.31 -36.11 0.0033799 6.97 2.31134 100000 0
Table B.3: DC1 simulated unid-halo and unid-lowlat
B.2 Application of PGWAVE detection algorithm
to 6-day simulated GLAST data from the full
Geant4 simulation. (Full sky analysis)
wt-name l dl b db C dC k S/N poisson IDtruth ltruth ltruth d
GC-1-9 0.23 0.14 0.06 0.14 386 20 42.8 5.8 -9.99E+02 3EG-J1746m2851 0.113346 -0.0390635 0.15
GC-1-10 6.30 0.65 0.00 0.47 219 15 17.3 3.1 3.54E-16 3EG-J1800m2338 6.24466 -0.180252 0.19
GC-1-1 7.47 0.64 -1.50 0.69 293 17 17.1 3.3 1.42E-15 3EG-J1809m2328 7.46495 -1.98672 0.48
GC-1-16 11.95 0.63 10.52 0.56 190 14 10.3 3.0 2.00E-05 3EG-J1733m1313 12.0054 10.5682 0.07
GC-1-18 16.38 0.65 25.22 0.56 17 4 5.6 3.4 3.97E-02 3EG-J1652m0223 15.9935 25.046 0.39
GC-1-2 16.39 0.79 -0.94 0.64 140 12 14.9 3.0 9.71E-08 3EG-J1824m1514 16.3721 -1.16231 0.23
GC-1-15 16.87 0.57 2.26 0.64 86 9 15.4 2.8 1.70E-09 3EG-J1812m1316 16.7047 2.38241 0.20
l0bm40-1-0 17.72 1.06 -52.11 1.07 18 4 12.2 6.8 1.23E-03 3EG-J2158m3023 17.4421 -52.2332 0.21
GC-1-7 18.44 0.88 -0.24 0.68 694 26 20.3 3.5 3.05E-25 3EG-J1826m1302 18.4764 -0.43558 0.20
GC-2-0 19.45 5.85 -25.94 6.00 18 4 6.5 2.7 1.52E-02 3EG-J2006m2321 18.8203 -26.2597 0.65
l0b40-1-7 23.68 1.94 41.06 1.53 24 5 12.1 3.2 4.77E-02 3EG-J1608p1055 23.5116 41.052 0.13
GC-1-19 25.44 0.65 24.19 0.83 19 4 6.5 4.5 6.58E-03 faint-blazar-037 25.4 24.11 0.08
GC-1-14 25.99 0.32 0.47 0.30 85 9 18.8 3.3 4.43E-21 3EG-J1837m0606 25.8647 0.406762 0.14
GC-2-2 27.11 5.87 20.69 2.96 32 6 6.6 2.4 1.55E-02 3EG-J1727p0429 27.2753 20.6179 0.17
l90bm50-1-0 28.61 0.72 -48.91 0.83 7 3 4.5 6.3 2.63E-02 ***S
l0b40-1-3 29.27 1.26 44.01 1.18 23 5 11.2 5.5 1.92E-02 3EG-J1605p1553 29.1745 43.8439 0.18
GC-2-9 32.69 5.48 -15.64 6.58 17.8 1.5 1.85E-03 faint-blazar-454 32.77 -16.77 1,13
32.69 5.48 -15.64 6.58 17.8 1.5 1.85E-03 unid-halo-047 32.54 -16.59 0.96
GC-1-5 34.71 0.45 -0.35 0.39 143 12 27.8 4.2 5.53E-37 3EG-J1856p0114 34.6017 -0.538583 0.22
l0bm40-1-5 34.99 2.32 -22.45 2.22 18 4 12.2 3.8 1.65E-01 unid-halo-036 34.55 -22.65 0.45
GC-1-21 36.76 2.30 -24.29 2.19 10 3 11.9 5.2 2.94E-02 3EG-J2025m0744 36.7196 -24.4023 0.12
GC-1-11 39.39 0.94 0.13 0.86 26 5 16.8 3.2 3.59E-03 3EG-J1903p0550 39.5185 -0.0414651 0.21
l0b40-2-2 42.68 5.75 38.50 5.57 17 4 13.9 2.8 6.66E-03 faint-blazar-335 42.02 37.8 0.87
42.68 5.75 38.50 5.57 17 4 13.9 2.8 6.66E-03 unid-halo-042 42.21 38.45 0.37
poloN-2-1 44.44 1.78 77.04 1.58 18 4 5.0 3.0 1.82E-02 3EG-J1347p2932 47.3189 77.503 0.79
GC-2-7 47.60 4.71 -0.31 4.95 21.9 1.1 4.92E-03 ***S
poloS-1-8 48.35 1.11 -78.83 3.00 16 4 4.8 3.6 8.25E-02 faint-blazar-209 51.45 -78.73 0.61
l0b40-1-4 48.41 1.23 38.30 1.12 40 6 13.7 10.1 3.78E-06 grb26 48.217 38.333 0.15
l90b50-1-3 55.27 2.15 46.32 1.98 23 5 6.2 5.7 6.95E-03 3EG-J1614p3424 55.4329 46.2964 0.11
l90b0-1-17 61.39 0.88 42.35 0.94 79 9 13.5 24.5 1.08E-22 3EG-J1635p3813 61.2088 42.2594 0.16
l90b0-1-4 61.71 0.46 -2.94 0.58 29 5 10.7 3.6 3.09E-04 unid-halo-012 61.55 -2.98 0.17
61.71 0.46 -2.94 0.58 29 5 10.7 3.6 3.09E-04 unid-lowlat-002 61.55 -2.98 0.17
l90b0-1-14 62.62 0.67 20.38 0.59 13 4 5.9 4.8 1.23E-02 3EG-J1824p3441 62.4873 20.1361 0.27
l90b0-1-5 66.38 0.31 -0.10 0.33 71 8 14.9 3.9 5.26E-17 3EG-J1958p2909 66.2269 -0.16357 0.17
66.38 0.31 -0.10 0.33 71 8 14.9 3.9 5.26E-17 faint-blazar-113 66.25 0.05 0.20
l90b50-1-6 66.67 2.36 52.00 1.67 31 6 6.9 4.2 4.84E-04 grb36 66.814 51.46 0.55
poloN-2-5 66.70 5.43 68.14 4.53 21 5 5.5 1.9 2.80E-02 3EG-J1424p3734 66.8155 67.7576 0.38
l90b0-2-3 74.50 3.24 -1.69 3.19 99 10 9.2 1.4 2.15E-03 3EG-J2027p3429 74.083 -2.35638 0.79
l90b0-2-12 74.61 4.05 0.72 4.52 628 25 12.1 1.2 -9.99E+02 ***D
l90b0-2-0 74.81 0.47 1.10 0.42 51 7 11.3 2.1 9.74E-05 3EG-J2016p3657 74.745 0.968727 0.15
l90b0-1-6 75.66 0.55 0.47 0.53 426 21 18.8 4.5 1.11E-41 3EG-J2021p3716 75.5793 0.330851 0.16
l90bm50-1-2 77.21 2.52 -57.88 2.58 23 5 4.7 4.0 5.92E-02 3EG-J2321m0328 76.8191 -58.0711 0.28
l90b0-1-20 77.57 1.56 -38.38 2.63 26 5 4.0 4.1 1.05E-02 3EG-J2232p1147 77.4561 -38.5035 0.15
l90b0-1-10 78.15 0.38 2.13 0.41 957 31 24.2 6.2 -9.99E+02 3EG-J2020p4017 78.0513 2.08428 0.11
l90b0-1-16 79.39 2.25 32.06 2.17 13 4 4.3 5.5 4.01E-02 3EG-J1738p5203 79.3655 32.0519 0.02
l90b0-1-7 80.38 0.43 0.85 0.44 331 18 20.7 6.1 -9.99E+02 3EG-J2033p4118 80.2727 0.732093 0.16
l90b0-1-1 82.84 2.29 -37.38 2.51 29 5 4. 4.8 4.01E-02 3EG-J2243p1509 82.6965 -37.481 0.15
l90b0-2-1 83.03 2.06 2.05 2.54 519 23 7.7 1.6 6.77E-02 3EG-J2035p4441 83.1683 2.48794 0.46
l90b0-1-0 86.24 0.72 -38.15 0.76 56 7 6.8 11.1 8.25E-14 3EG-J2254p1601 86.0407 -38.3009 0.22
l90b0-1-2 86.33 0.65 -36.35 0.75 14 4 4. 6.8 1.66E-02 3EG-J2248p1745 86.0028 -36.1706 0.32
l90b50-1-8 88.77 1.11 50.82 1.12 15 4 14.2 2.9 1.50E-02 faint-blazar-273 88.63 50.69 0.15
l90b0-1-15 88.84 0.28 25.19 0.30 398 20 20.3 29.8 0.00E+00 3EG-J1835p5918 88.7411 25.0717 0.15
l90b0-2-2 98.01 1.07 9.27 1.08 18 4 6.0 2.0 7.65E-04 3EG-J2100p6012 97.7638 9.16738 0.26
l90b0-2-14 104.44 4.00 -0.36 1.56 34 6 6.2 1.0 2.55E-02 ***S
l90b0-1-3 105.42 1.16 -14.95 1.11 5.8 3.5 3.56E-02 3EG-J2314p4426 105.314 -15.1008 0.18
l90b50-1-5 105.54 0.93 65.14 0.93 17 4 11.3 5.6 2.49E-03 3EG-J1337p5029 105.397 65.0503 0.11
l90b0-1-11 106.60 0.48 3.30 0.52 698 26 12.2 4.3 3.31E-15 3EG-J2227p6122 106.528 3.17876 0.14
l90bm50-2-2 106.76 2.45 -38.98 2.04 14 4 14.0 2.6 9.19E-02 faint-blazar-306 106.64 -39.08 0.13
l90b0-1-12 107.20 0.59 8.47 0.54 22 5 6.4 2.9 5.49E-03 3EG-J2206p6602 107.234 8.34522 0.13
poloS-2-3 114.59 6.16 -72.50 5.84 27 5 4.8 2.9 9.18E-03 3EG-J0038m0949 112.694 -72.4432 0.58
l90b0-2-15 116.48 2.67 32.25 6.41 15 4 4.5 1.9 5.41E-02 3EG-J1621p8203 115.53 31.7707 0.94
l90b0-1-13 119.94 0.56 10.65 0.54 76 9 14.9 7.6 4.44E-21 3EG-J0010p7309 119.914 10.5402 0.11
l90b0-1-19 121.31 1.76 -39.23 1.52 9 3 4.3 5.6 5.48E-02 faint-blazar-494 121.22 -39.23 0.07
l90b0-2-10 121.58 2.12 -41.33 2.20 3 2 4.4 2.0 1.59E-01 faint-blazar-384 121.4 -41.26 0.15
AC-1-6 134.35 0.94 1.22 0.97 18 4 9.3 5.0 4.46E-07 3EG-J0229p6151 134.196 1.147 0.17
AC-1-5 135.92 1.06 1.01 0.96 48 7 11.2 6.6 3.83E-13 3EG-J0241p6103 135.863 0.995877 0.06
poloS-1-6 137.77 1.04 -58.72 2.26 16 4 4.8 3.9 1.74E-02 3EG-J0118p0248 136.233 -59.3636 1,02
AC-1-0 140.30 2.07 -16.78 2.24 5.2 6.2 1.15E-01 3EG-J0222p4253 140.219 -16.884 0.13
l180b40-2-0 143.05 5.37 35.33 5.60 27 5 13.4 2.9 3.63E-02 3EG-J0845p7049 143.485 34.792 0.64
l180b40-2-1 144.50 6.50 28.10 5.43 9 3 6.4 3.0 3.01E-02 3EG-J0721p7120 143.973 28.0043 0.48
poloN-2-0 145.54 3.21 43.35 3.11 8 3 4.6 2.1 1.02E-02 3EG-J0958p6533 145.776 43.1081 0.29
l180bm40-2-2 150.26 2.52 -28.73 2.17 21 5 18.4 1.9 5.79E-02 3EG-J0239p2815 150.214 -28.8002 0.09
l180b40-2-3 151.38 5.97 34.84 2.80 11 3 16.1 2.0 3.93E-03 ***fit
l180b40-1-6 151.67 0.50 35.55 0.55 69 8 20.4 14.9 5.57E-30 grb24 151.542 35.405 0.18
AC-1-16 153.92 0.93 9.65 1.95 2 1 4. 3.0 1.61E-01 3EG-J0510p5545 153.984 9.41661 0.24
poloS-1-9 154.35 0.78 -46.18 0.78 15 4 5.3 3.1 1.18E-01 3EG-J0215p1123 153.757 -46.3688 0.45
154.35 0.78 -46.18 0.78 15 4 5.3 3.1 1.18E-01 grb30 154.879 -46.494 0.48
l180bm40-1-1 156.72 0.52 -39.21 0.60 70 8 20.4 10.7 4.23E-25 3EG-J0237p1635 156.469 -39.2812 0.21
AC-1-9 157.38 0.61 16.79 0.64 55 7 8.7 10.7 3.90E-21 grb19 157 17 0.42
l180b40-1-9 160.18 0.78 47.35 0.81 9 3 11.3 4.7 2.33E-01 3EG-J0952p5501 159.559 47.3361 0.42
AC-1-10 163.12 1.00 29.36 1.10 13 4 4. 6.2 2.63E-02 3EG-J0743p5447 162.982 29.1931 0.20
poloS-2-6 168.30 2.78 -76.73 2.54 14 4 4.9 2.2 1.09E-01 3EG-J0130m1758 169.711 -77.109 0.50
AC-1-1 170.67 0.57 -12.47 0.52 137 12 8.8 2.9 4.20E-05 3EG-J0433p2908 170.484 -12.5797 0.21
l180b40-1-3 170.92 2.26 32.62 2.08 17 4 10.0 4.3 1.91E-02 3EG-J0808p4844 170.457 32.4781 0.41
170.92 2.26 32.62 2.08 17 4 10.0 4.3 1.91E-02 faint-blazar-220 170.78 32.42 0.23
AC-2-7 171.56 1.75 11.64 1.57 1 1 5.4 2,1927 2.95E-02 3EG-J0613p4201 171.328 11.3963 0.33
l180b40-1-7 176.35 2.49 43.98 2.35 23 5 10.6 5.8 5.22E-03 3EG-J0917p4427 176.113 44.1842 0.27
AC-2-2 178.22 1.71 -21.08 1.74 27 5 7.7 2.0 6.27E-02 3EG-J0423p1707 178.48 -22.1369 1,09
poloS-1-7 180.02 0.66 -52.30 0.79 12 3 4.8 4.1 4.63E-02 3EG-J0253m0345 179.696 -52.5666 0.34
poloN-1-1 180.26 0.58 65.16 0.52 67 8 13.1 15.8 1.45E-29 3EG-J1104p3809 179.972 65.0399 0.17
AC-2-13 182.64 5.21 -23.68 4.19 434 21 8.9 1.5 5.92E-03 3EG-J0426p1333 181.987 -23.8245 0.61
AC-1-3 184.64 0.38 -5.71 0.40 705 27 28.1 10.4 -9.99E+02 3EG-J0534p2200 184.53 -5.83592 0.17
AC-2-0 188.21 2.21 -20.46 1.73 40 6 8.3 2.6 4.44E-02 3EG-J0450p1105 187.859 -20.6257 0.37
l180bm40-1-0 188.55 0.64 -42.31 0.57 56 7 18.5 8.1 2.03E-15 3EG-J0340m0201 188.397 -42.4674 0.19
l180bm40-1-4 188.57 2.23 -55.94 2.34 13 4 11.6 3.9 2.20E-02 faint-blazar-411 188.26 -56.2 0.31
AC-1-7 189.04 0.52 3.09 0.57 75 9 15.9 3.1 2.69E-15 3EG-J0617p2238 189 3.04919 0.06
AC-1-2 191.67 0.83 -10.95 0.83 92 10 15.9 4.4 4.10E-16 3EG-J0530p1323 191.503 -11.0873 0.22
AC-2-5 194.18 1.17 3.87 1.59 24 5 11.6 1.5 1.88E-03 3EG-J0628p1847 193.66 3.64043 0.57
l180bm40-2-1 194.80 5.69 -32.97 6.13 28 5 15.2 1.8 8.81E-03 3EG-J0422m0102 194.879 -33.1195 0.16
AC-1-8 195.17 0.17 4.45 0.16 1669 41 57.2 30.9 -9.99E+02 3EG-J0633p1751 195.06 4.31917 0.18
AC-1-15 197.22 2.22 -28.23 2.66 69 8 7.8 2.8 4.96E-02 3EG-J0442m0033 197.383 -28.6882 0.48
poloN-1-5 199.18 0.81 83.69 0.86 35 6 9.1 8.8 8.62E-10 3EG-J1222p2841 197.238 83.5255 0.27
AC-1-11 200.31 2.15 31.67 2.06 8 3 5.5 8.3 1.99E-02 3EG-J0829p2413 199.905 31.6907 0.35
AC-2-9 201.00 2.95 -25.69 2.59 15 4 9.6 2.2 1.39E-02 3EG-J0500m0159 201.344 -25.474 0.38
poloS-2-4 201.32 5.88 -56.68 6.44 45 7 5.5 1.8 1.37E-02 faint-blazar-505 201.53 -56.27 0.43
poloN-1-2 202.44 0.50 63.51 0.56 14 4 4.7 5.1 1.16E-02 faint-blazar-477 202.03 63.43 0.20
AC-2-14 202.53 7.00 18.01 5.97 7.1 2.0 9.20E-03 3EG-J0737p1721 202.165 17.8755 0.37
poloN-1-3 203.30 2.14 78.70 2.12 32 6 5.8 6.0 2.70E-02 3EG-J1200p2847 201.519 78.6305 0.36
AC-1-4 204.84 0.56 -1.20 0.82 16 4 9.9 4.2 8.14E-03 3EG-J0631p0642 204.701 -1.30314 0.18
AC-2-4 205.36 3.81 -1.06 2.14 17 4 11.3 1.6 4.09E-03 ***fit
205.36 3.81 -1.06 2.14 17 4 11.3 1.6 4.09E-03 3EG-J0634p0521 206.179 -1.40974 0.89
l180b40-1-5 207.31 2.21 35.46 1.04 30 5 11.9 7.2 2.29E-03 3EG-J0853p1941 207.198 35.4255 0.09
l180b40-1-1 219.84 0.75 23.80 0.76 11 3 9.3 7.4 4.33E-02 3EG-J0828p0508 219.605 23.8247 0.22
AC-1-14 223.97 0.69 -24.91 0.65 7 3 9.8 6.3 3.11E-02 faint-blazar-079 223.87 -24.93 0.09
poloN-1-0 225.02 2.14 27.73 2.53 61 8 4. 2.9 2.74E-02 faint-blazar-045 225.61 28 0.58
l180b40-1-0 226.44 0.48 19.72 0.52 5 2 9.5 7.7 1.27E-02 faint-blazar-428 226.34 19.73 0.09
l270b0-1-19 228.98 2.31 14.78 2.14 -54 5.7 3.5 1.63E-02 3EG-J0812m0646 228.644 14.6254 0.36
l270b0-1-21 231.03 1.78 26.22 2.17 17 4 5.0 5.7 1.20E-02 grb27 231.102 26.247 0.07
l180bm40-1-2 235.45 1.04 -21.11 0.72 5 2 8.2 7.2 1.64E-01 faint-blazar-293 235.42 -21.18 0.07
l270b0-1-12 239.13 0.40 20.10 0.42 94 10 17.3 27.1 0.00E+00 3EG-J0852m1216 239.067 19.9909 0.12
l270b0-1-17 240.44 2.16 -21.25 2.62 7 3 4.9 3.8 1.53E-02 3EG-J0616m3310 240.346 -21.2405 0.08
l270b0-1-23 240.85 2.22 -31.26 2.46 9 3 4.7 3.5 2.60E-02 3EG-J0530m3626 240.939 -31.2966 0.09
l270bm50-1-1 242.83 0.84 -53.05 0.91 13 4 5.6 6.5 5.46E-02 faint-blazar-318 242.56 -53.09 0.17
poloN-1-15 244.97 2.26 81.94 1.95 12 3 4.9 4.9 5.51E-02 3EG-J1222p2315 241.877 82.3872 0.62
poloS-2-2 247.13 6.08 -73.12 5.86 17 4 5.4 2.8 1.72E-02 3EG-J0159m3603 248.9 -73.0397 0.52
l270b0-2-0 249.45 2.13 -4.65 2.34 7.3 1.7 6.83E-03 3EG-J0747m3412 249.35 -4.48162 0.19
l270b0-1-11 249.59 0.42 15.50 0.40 15 4 6.6 5.0 7.00E-05 faint-blazar-433 249.49 15.4 0.14
poloN-2-4 251.50 6.54 80.97 6.17 21 5 4.7 2.1 1.23E-02 ***S
poloN-1-16 255.79 2.49 81.48 2.29 9 3 4.5 3.4 6.38E-02 3EG-J1224p2118 254.888 81.5337 0.14
l270b0-1-20 260.54 0.79 22.50 0.92 12 3 4. 3.1 1.16E-02 faint-blazar-382 260.33 22.37 0.23
l270b0-1-2 263.65 0.14 -2.74 0.14 4873 70 85.2 54.2 -9.99E+02 3EG-J0834m4511 263.527 -2.86114 0.17
l270b0-2-5 266.42 2.01 -1.71 4.07 40 6 5.1 1.6 4.35E-03 ***S
l270bm50-1-0 276.30 0.29 -61.76 0.30 210 14 33.3 29.8 0.00E+00 3EG-J0210m5055 276.099 -61.8904 0.16
l270b0-2-7 277.21 2.19 -1.75 1.58 54 7 6.3 1.1 2.13E-02 ***S
l270b50-1-6 277.64 1.86 43.70 2.07 16 4 12.8 3.7 3.28E-02 3EG-J1134m1530 277.039 43.477 0.49
l270b0-1-24 279.89 2.73 -32.04 1.52 67 8 4.3 3.1 9.68E-03 3EG-J0533m6916 279.729 -32.0937 0.15
l270b0-2-3 281.43 6.10 -20.99 6.13 42 6 5.2 1.9 1.71E-02 ***fit
l270b0-1-1 281.51 0.88 -20.44 1.03 18 4 4.8 4.2 1.02E-01 unid-halo-060 281.33 -20.82 0.42
l270b50-1-2 283.02 0.96 61.22 1.05 11 3 10.6 3.8 2.77E-02 faint-blazar-251 283.08 60.97 0.25
l270b0-1-5 283.23 0.62 -0.50 0.55 38 6 7.7 3.2 1.61E-02 3EG-J1014m5705 282.8 -0.508082 0.43
l270b0-1-3 284.02 0.61 -2.13 0.58 39 6 8.7 3.4 2.10E-04 3EG-J1013m5915 283.929 -2.34116 0.23
l270b0-1-6 285.05 0.41 -0.39 0.40 178 13 20.6 6.7 0.00E+00 3EG-J1027m5817 284.943 -0.513786 0.16
l270b0-1-10 286.23 0.51 6.68 0.56 249 16 12.5 4.4 3.08E-14 3EG-J1058m5234 286.139 6.58736 0.13
l270b0-1-9 287.68 0.43 0.67 0.43 160 13 20.7 6.6 0.00E+00 3EG-J1048m5840 287.533 0.468562 0.24
l270b0-1-4 290.30 0.62 -1.03 0.62 198 14 8.5 3.3 1.78E-02 3EG-J1102m6103 290.122 -0.919823 0.21
l270b50-1-4 290.71 1.97 64.69 1.77 156 12 14.0 8.1 1.12E-05 3EG-J1229p0210 289.834 64.4696 0.44
l270b0-1-15 291.56 2.39 -40.58 1.81 13 4 4.2 4.5 3.46E-02 faint-blazar-358 291.43 -40.65 0.12
l270b0-1-18 295.70 1.89 -15.28 1.17 -4 5.9 3.1 6.77E-02 3EG-J1045m7630 295.663 -15.4515 0.17
l270b0-2-8 300.90 5.90 16.11 4.95 6.4 1.5 2.52E-03 unid-halo-006 300.47 16.62 0.66
300.90 5.90 16.11 4.95 6.4 1.5 2.52E-03 unid-halo-016 301.02 15.66 0.46
l270b50-1-3 305.31 0.89 56.88 0.62 11 3 10.6 4.6 3.54E-02 3EG-J1255m0549 304.982 57.0339 0.24
l0b40-1-6 308.28 1.02 28.07 0.89 11 3 4.9 6.5 1.52E-01 3EG-J1314m3431 308.21 28.12 0.08
l0b40-1-2 310.03 1.19 30.07 1.01 22 5 7.5 10.6 4.44E-05 grb1 -50 30 0.16
poloS-1-1 311.16 0.58 -59.98 0.55 59 8 5.8 4.4 1.02E-02 faint-blazar-241 311.92 -59.9 0.39
311.16 0.58 -59.98 0.55 59 8 5.8 4.4 1.02E-02 faint-blazar-296 311.04 -59.75 0.23
l270b0-2-2 311.41 6.05 11.14 5.82 6.7 2.0 4.87E-03 faint-blazar-290 311.75 11.05 0.35
311.41 6.05 11.14 5.82 6.7 2.0 4.87E-03 unid-halo-033 311.41 11.09 0.05
l270bm50-1-5 311.62 2.05 -59.85 2.23 8 3 11.9 4.3 2.60E-02 faint-blazar-241 311.92 -59.9 0.16
GC-1-6 312.24 2.03 -0.20 1.09 126 11 13.5 4.6 1.78E-10 3EG-J1410m6147 312.197 -0.296319 0.10
l270b50-1-7 312.49 1.15 57.26 1.02 7 3 11.8 3.8 1.25E-02 3EG-J1310m0517 311.682 57.2492 0.44
GC-1-12 313.73 2.22 0.30 1.20 56 7 12.1 4.9 5.78E-07 3EG-J1420m6038 313.632 0.369414 0.12
l0bm40-2-0 314.76 4.50 -25.40 7.56 86 9 4.4 2.0 2.80E-02 3EG-J1825m7926 314.562 -25.4369 0.18
l0bm40-2-1 319.92 2.56 -44.96 2.39 1 1 16.0 2.1 1.75E-01 3EG-J2241m6736 319.816 -45.0154 0.09
GC-2-5 321.82 6.35 16.86 6.17 4. 2.3 1.84E-01 3EG-J1429m4217 321.66 16.9755 0.19
l0bm40-1-1 322.19 0.40 -35.42 0.38 87 9 24.1 24.4 0.00E+00 unid-halo-053 322.03 -35.47 0.14
GC-1-22 326.25 0.58 0.00 0.67 25 5 7.6 2.8 1.11E-02 faint-blazar-142 325.75 0.14 0.52
326.25 0.58 0.00 0.67 25 5 7.6 2.8 1.11E-02 unid-halo-003 326.33 -0.72 0.72
GC-1-13 327.72 2.23 0.36 2.06 449 21 6.3 2.8 5.02E-02 unid-halo-010 327.84 -1.06 1,42
GC-2-3 329.70 2.77 -19.50 2.20 8 3 4. 1.9 3.21E-02 3EG-J1813m6419 330.034 -20.3175 0.87
GC-1-3 330.77 0.94 -0.31 0.92 157 13 5.8 2.9 1.63E-02 ***S
l0b40-2-3 332.27 5.07 50.53 5.42 36 6 17.0 2.0 1.16E-02 ***fit
l0b40-1-5 334.38 2.33 50.25 1.87 44 7 10.2 4.5 1.44E-01 3EG-J1409m0745 334.226 50.3066 0.11
GC-1-0 343.09 0.31 -2.72 0.31 283 17 23.8 6.6 -9.99E+02 3EG-J1710m4439 343.001 -2.86528 0.17
GC-2-6 344.07 1.61 36.47 1.98 15 4 4. 2.3 5.68E-02 3EG-J1504m1537 344.037 36.3818 0.09
GC-2-4 346.25 2.64 -18.13 1.85 0 0 4.4 2.0 1.38E-02 3EG-J1836m4933 345.925 -18.2653 0.33
GC-1-8 348.01 0.74 -0.05 0.69 139 12 12.1 2.9 1.79E-08 3EG-J1714m3857 348.043 -0.0857472 0.04
GC-1-17 348.80 0.46 13.48 0.44 282 17 11.5 5.3 3.66E-25 3EG-J1625m2955 348.671 13.3784 0.16
l0b40-1-1 351.73 0.78 40.43 0.82 31 6 14.0 5.1 1.17E-04 3EG-J1512m0849 351.49 40.3649 0.20
l0bm40-1-3 352.70 1.98 -40.25 2.27 15 4 12.5 4.1 5.61E-03 3EG-J2055m4716 352.556 -40.1985 0.12
GC-2-1 353.17 2.61 -21.18 4.86 28 5 5.1 3.3 3.73E-02 unid-lowlat-011 353.02 -21.31 0.19
GC-1-4 359.17 0.43 -0.30 0.42 726 27 17.3 3.3 3.95E-21 3EG-J1744m3011 358.851 -0.524423 0.40
l0b40-2-0 359.45 2.89 25.75 2.91 22 5 15.1 2.6 8.06E-03 unid-halo-026 359.42 25.58 0.18
Table B.4: Output source list obtained applying the PGWAVE detection algorithm
to 6-day simulated GLAST data from the full geant4 simulation.
B.3 Application of PGWAVE detection algorithm
to simulated GLAST data, generated by the
light sim program using the DC1 IRF pa-
rameterisation. (Analysis of 3 regions)
6 DAYS
wt-name l dl b db C dC k S/N IDtruth ltruth ltruth d
GC-1-5 0.24 0.15 0.05 0.16 2091 46 30.28 4.19 3EG-J1746m2851 0.11 -0.04 0.15
GC-1-6 6.41 0.38 -0.03 0.42 49 7 14.41 2.95 3EG-J1800m2338 6.24 -0.18 0.23
GC-2-5 10.09 1.13 17.09 1.40 7.27 2.01 unid-halo-046 9.73 16.87 0.41
GC-1-10 12.17 0.47 10.57 0.44 149 12 10.18 2.92 3EG-J1733m1313 12.01 10.57 0.16
GC-1-7 15.19 0.89 0.08 0.86 123 11 14.42 2.84 **S
GC-2-0 16.15 1.40 2.54 1.18 80 9 11.41 1.68 3EG-J1812m1316 16.70 2.38 0.58
GC-2-1 17.30 3.13 -13.55 3.22 7.82 2.33 3EG-J1911m2000 17.04 -13.29 0.36
GC-1-3 18.48 1.00 0.03 2.20 2976 55 16.36 3.12 3EG-J1826m1302 18.48 -0.44 0.47
GC-1-9 25.95 0.83 0.55 0.88 152 12 21.77 2.99 3EG-J1837m0606 25.86 0.41 0.16
GC-1-13 31.18 2.01 -23.99 2.00 19 4 11.45 3.89 unid-halo-021 31.10 -23.87 0.14
GC-2-2 32.54 1.07 0.54 1.13 164 13 22.22 1.18 **S
GC-1-2 34.69 0.32 -0.38 0.26 69 8 24.91 3.68 3EG-J1856p0114 34.60 -0.54 0.18
GC-1-16 37.16 2.10 -24.39 2.57 8 3 12.22 3.55 3EG-J2025m0744 36.72 -24.40 0.41
GC-1-8 39.60 1.21 0.21 1.19 633 25 14.62 2.89 3EG-J1903p0550 39.52 -0.04 0.27
GC-1-4 312.38 2.14 0.07 2.27 735 27 8.72 3.63 3EG-J1410m6147 312.20 -0.30 0.41
GC-1-15 313.75 0.91 0.53 0.75 26 5 9.02 3.35 3EG-J1420m6038 313.63 0.37 0.20
GC-1-0 314.74 2.11 -25.30 2.31 12 3 4.81 5.78 3EG-J1825m7926 314.56 -25.44 0.21
GC-1-12 322.55 1.97 33.99 2.08 13 4 3.43 7.15 faint-blazar-018 322.57 34.08 0.09
GC-1-1 343.10 0.46 -2.67 0.47 214 15 17.13 4.69 3EG-J1710m4439 343.00 -2.87 0.21
GC-1-11 348.79 0.66 13.38 0.59 23 5 6.12 3.48 3EG-J1625m2955 348.67 13.38 0.11
GC-1-14 355.85 0.74 0.31 0.73 610 25 20.46 2.84 3EG-J1734m3232 355.64 0.15 0.26
AC-1-10 134.21 1.93 1.66 3.00 7 3 7.01 4.01 3EG-J0229p6151 134.20 1.15 0.51
AC-1-9 134.82 2.17 1.01 2.13 142 12 5.58 4.17 **D
AC-1-3 135.89 2.16 1.00 2.03 7 3 7.28 4.49 3EG-J0241p6103 135.86 1.00 0.03
AC-1-0 140.17 2.02 -16.90 2.41 4.76 5.09 3EG-J0222p4253 140.22 -16.88 0.05
AC-1-14 144.00 2.97 28.09 1.81 11 3 2.76 4.96 3EG-J0721p7120 143.97 28.00 0.09
AC-2-5 153.94 1.70 9.70 2.11 16 4 3.74 2.02 3EG-J0510p5545 153.98 9.42 0.28
AC-1-12 163.00 1.99 29.46 2.32 25 5 2.94 3.97 3EG-J0743p5447 162.98 29.19 0.27
AC-2-2 170.42 1.93 -12.35 2.07 16 4 7.06 1.28 3EG-J0433p2908 170.48 -12.58 0.24
AC-1-2 184.63 0.46 -5.73 0.44 584 24 23.61 8.94 3EG-J0534p2200 184.53 -5.84 0.15
AC-1-4 189.17 0.36 3.19 0.27 43 7 15.71 3.65 3EG-J0617p2238 189.00 3.05 0.22
AC-1-1 191.62 0.78 -10.90 0.78 125 11 16.92 4.74 3EG-J0530p1323 191.50 -11.09 0.22
AC-2-4 194.42 0.97 4.00 1.20 46 7 12.29 1.81 3EG-J0633p1751 195.06 4.32 0.72
AC-2-9 194.54 1.89 -33.35 2.29 12 3 7.62 1.77 3EG-J0422m0102 194.88 -33.12 0.36
AC-1-5 195.18 0.18 4.41 0.18 1436 38 43.74 20.72 3EG-J0633p1751 195.06 4.32 0.15
AC-1-13 200.40 1.80 31.36 1.86 9 3 5.00 4.33 3EG-J0829p2413 199.91 31.69 0.53
AC-1-8 206.37 2.04 -1.42 2.07 5 2 9.50 3.00 3EG-J0634p0521 206.18 -1.41 0.19
AC-1-7 207.35 1.73 35.36 1.74 13 4 8.06 6.21 3EG-J0853p1941 207.20 35.43 0.14
AC-1-6 219.64 2.19 23.83 2.41 10 3 8.32 8.17 3EG-J0828p0508 219.61 23.82 0.03
AC-1-11 228.74 2.10 14.69 1.65 10.21 5.00 3EG-J0812m0646 228.64 14.63 0.11
l270b50-1-0 290.59 2.14 64.51 2.13 113 11 10.70 7.50 3EG-J1229p0210 289.83 64.47 0.33
l270b50-1-2 292.01 1.51 64.90 2.75 3 2 19.50 4.72 3EG-J1235p0233 293.28 65.13 0.58
l270b50-1-1 308.23 1.84 28.42 2.08 5 2 13.32 3.33 3EG-J1314m3431 308.21 28.12 0.30
Table B.5: Output source list obtained applying the PGWAVE detection algorithm
to 6-day simulated GLAST data, from light sim simulator using the DC1 IRF pa-
rameterisation.
1 MONTH
wt-name l dl b db C dC k S/N IDtruth ltruth ltruth d
GC-2-15 2.43 1.07 21.84 1.00 96 10 7.30 2.29 3EG-J1634m1434 2.33 21.78 0.12
GC-2-12 3.27 0.76 17.99 0.71 68 8 7.67 2.18 3EG-J1649m1611 3.34 17.80 0.20
GC-2-1 5.37 1.86 -26.29 1.58 70 8 7.61 2.49 3EG-J1949m3456 5.25 -26.29 0.11
GC-2-36 6.18 3.24 34.90 2.84 121 11 4.83 1.40 3EG-J1600m0351 6.30 34.81 0.14
GC-3-0 7.24 0.57 -4.27 0.48 376 19 17.62 2.04 unid-halo-057 7.22 -4.31 0.04
GC-2-7 7.64 0.33 -1.65 0.08 3945 63 25.88 1.48 3EG-J1809m2328 7.46 -1.99 0.38
GC-2-6 9.11 0.54 -7.45 0.44 1001 32 13.17 1.63 unid-halo-007 8.98 -7.67 0.26
GC-2-11 9.85 0.61 16.87 0.51 59 8 8.33 1.99 unid-halo-046 9.73 16.87 0.12
GC-2-26 11.08 1.62 23.63 1.48 63 8 5.97 1.43 3EG-J1646m0704 10.84 23.69 0.23
GC-2-23 11.56 1.09 10.21 0.81 68 8 9.01 1.42 **fit
GC-1-12 12.13 0.28 10.65 0.28 151 12 18.89 2.81 3EG-J1733m1313 12.01 10.57 0.14
GC-2-16 12.66 0.57 28.64 0.58 26 5 5.16 2.18 unid-halo-014 12.66 28.54 0.10
GC-2-9 15.60 0.95 14.87 0.98 103 10 8.73 1.54 3EG-J1726m0807 15.52 14.77 0.12
GC-2-13 17.64 1.80 17.71 1.80 832 29 7.34 1.91 3EG-J1719m0430 17.80 18.17 0.48
GC-1-7 18.26 0.47 0.04 0.38 2698 52 34.88 2.83 3EG-J1823m1314 17.94 0.14 0.33
GC-2-18 18.93 2.68 -26.01 2.26 62 8 7.91 2.09 3EG-J2006m2321 18.82 -26.26 0.27
GC-1-8 21.18 0.78 0.12 0.57 6365 80 16.55 2.91 **S
GC-1-2 22.51 0.65 -18.39 0.76 69 8 10.23 2.88 unid-halo-028 22.48 -18.45 0.07
GC-1-9 25.92 0.18 0.47 0.15 616 25 48.15 3.12 3EG-J1837m0606 25.86 0.41 0.09
GC-2-31 27.18 1.54 -20.65 1.60 55 7 20.59 1.50 3EG-J1955m1414 27.01 -20.56 0.18
GC-2-25 27.36 1.98 20.73 2.14 176 13 21.46 1.75 3EG-J1727p0429 27.28 20.62 0.14
GC-3-14 28.57 2.61 22.73 2.35 21 5 29.03 1.21 **fit
GC-2-42 31.13 2.17 -23.80 2.03 40 6 24.10 1.37 unid-halo-021 31.10 -23.87 0.07
GC-2-0 31.84 2.04 -26.60 1.90 66 8 14.02 2.09 unid-halo-004 31.96 -26.73 0.17
GC-1-5 34.70 0.25 -0.38 0.26 400 20 46.18 3.12 3EG-J1856p0114 34.60 -0.54 0.19
GC-2-19 34.76 3.15 -22.62 2.48 57 8 16.43 2.20 unid-halo-036 34.55 -22.65 0.20
GC-1-1 36.90 0.74 -24.27 0.68 466 22 17.09 4.61 3EG-J2025m0744 36.72 -24.40 0.21
GC-3-11 309.27 1.95 19.28 1.46 12 3 4.33 1.60 3EG-J1324m4314 309.32 19.21 0.08
GC-2-10 311.78 2.26 11.25 2.00 2 1 5.54 2.17 faint-blazar-290 311.75 11.05 0.21
GC-1-6 312.27 0.49 -0.10 0.49 3178 56 19.97 3.65 3EG-J1410m6147 312.20 -0.30 0.20
GC-1-10 313.86 0.74 0.32 0.65 1470 38 14.02 3.12 3EG-J1420m6038 313.63 0.37 0.23
GC-1-16 314.75 0.76 -25.53 0.92 23 5 5.45 3.65 3EG-J1825m7926 314.56 -25.44 0.19
GC-2-38 314.77 1.18 -21.64 1.50 21 5 4.69 1.72 3EG-J1720m7820 314.55 -22.17 0.56
GC-1-14 321.79 0.82 17.10 1.15 8 3 4.51 3.48 3EG-J1429m4217 321.66 16.98 0.18
GC-2-21 327.36 2.90 -12.30 2.38 33 6 5.02 1.68 3EG-J1659m6251 327.32 -12.47 0.17
GC-1-11 327.41 0.68 0.53 0.21 5796 76 8.83 3.01 **S
GC-2-17 328.27 0.88 25.70 1.08 116 11 2.79 2.56 faint-blazar-075 328.19 25.54 0.17
GC-2-27 328.54 0.71 21.73 1.21 27 5 3.01 2.32 faint-blazar-132 328.44 21.69 0.10
GC-2-2 330.15 2.01 -20.31 2.26 102 10 3.27 1.84 3EG-J1813m6419 330.03 -20.32 0.11
GC-2-8 341.73 0.69 5.25 0.65 47 7 4.70 1.28 3EG-J1631m4033 341.61 5.24 0.13
GC-2-4 342.04 1.74 -18.32 1.51 103 10 4.27 2.22 unid-halo-034 342.11 -18.62 0.31
GC-1-4 343.13 0.15 -2.69 0.15 1391 37 39.52 4.16 3EG-J1710m4439 343.00 -2.87 0.22
GC-2-29 344.05 2.70 36.32 3.16 99 10 2.23 2.38 3EG-J1504m1537 344.04 36.38 0.06
GC-1-3 345.98 0.41 -18.30 0.34 60 8 7.70 3.22 3EG-J1836m4933 345.93 -18.27 0.06
GC-1-13 348.84 0.14 13.51 0.15 173 13 16.44 3.68 3EG-J1625m2955 348.67 13.38 0.21
GC-1-15 351.48 0.60 40.37 0.50 132 11 4.97 3.57 3EG-J1512m0849 351.49 40.36 0.01
GC-1-0 352.52 0.92 -40.14 0.79 31 6 5.27 3.63 3EG-J2055m4716 352.56 -40.20 0.07
GC-2-3 353.15 1.14 -21.13 1.56 70 8 6.77 2.41 unid-lowlat-011 353.02 -21.31 0.22
GC-2-5 357.85 0.56 -10.59 0.53 95 10 10.74 2.30 unid-halo-068 357.71 -10.76 0.22
AC-1-7 134.27 0.46 1.24 0.47 48 7 9.60 2.84 3EG-J0229p6151 134.20 1.15 0.12
AC-1-6 135.94 0.50 1.05 0.43 2094 46 17.65 4.86 3EG-J0241p6103 135.86 1.00 0.10
AC-2-32 138.31 2.22 1.50 2.20 32 6 5.99 1.15 **S
AC-1-1 140.32 0.88 -16.91 0.84 47 7 7.67 4.66 3EG-J0222p4253 140.22 -16.88 0.10
AC-1-16 143.99 1.06 28.02 1.14 126 11 4.97 4.85 3EG-J0721p7120 143.97 28.00 0.02
AC-2-3 150.11 0.84 -8.50 0.85 43 7 4.50 1.62 faint-blazar-379 150.13 -8.77 0.27
AC-2-10 150.32 2.44 -28.48 2.54 112 11 5.26 1.88 3EG-J0239p2815 150.21 -28.80 0.33
AC-3-2 152.98 0.85 5.95 0.67 26 5 4.87 2.00 **S
AC-1-10 154.08 0.47 9.50 0.49 1100 33 7.45 3.21 3EG-J0510p5545 153.98 9.42 0.12
AC-3-11 158.01 1.66 9.63 1.49 28 5 5.05 1.34 **S
AC-2-27 158.23 1.40 -9.23 1.40 177 13 4.37 1.24 **S
AC-3-1 159.02 0.83 -0.12 0.86 33 6 6.15 1.92 **S
AC-2-2 159.13 0.72 -14.88 0.66 45 7 3.87 1.92 3EG-J0348p3510 159.07 -15.01 0.15
AC-1-14 163.14 0.41 29.44 0.59 242 16 4.48 4.03 3EG-J0743p5447 162.98 29.19 0.29
AC-2-15 170.31 1.57 -5.12 1.59 141 12 7.97 1.49 3EG-J0459p3352 170.31 -5.38 0.25
AC-1-15 170.60 1.14 32.38 1.07 51 7 4.68 2.81 3EG-J0808p4844 170.46 32.48 0.16
AC-1-3 170.64 0.18 -12.45 0.19 1368 37 16.37 2.83 3EG-J0433p2908 170.48 -12.58 0.20
AC-2-6 171.50 1.06 11.46 1.06 108 10 7.50 2.34 3EG-J0613p4201 171.33 11.40 0.18
AC-2-0 178.67 1.36 -22.04 1.36 114 11 8.48 1.96 3EG-J0423p1707 178.48 -22.14 0.20
AC-2-12 182.02 2.55 -23.36 2.57 237 15 7.77 1.87 3EG-J0426p1333 181.99 -23.82 0.47
AC-2-9 183.79 3.12 -32.14 3.17 142 12 6.30 1.67 3EG-J0404p0700 184.00 -32.15 0.17
AC-1-5 184.64 0.14 -5.69 0.14 3644 60 52.27 9.13 3EG-J0534p2200 184.53 -5.84 0.18
AC-3-6 186.02 1.73 -6.85 1.11 213 15 10.41 1.08 **fit
AC-2-1 188.05 0.86 -20.53 0.85 90 9 11.58 2.36 3EG-J0450p1105 187.86 -20.63 0.21
AC-1-8 189.14 0.13 3.13 0.13 1692 41 31.51 3.34 3EG-J0617p2238 189.00 3.05 0.16
AC-1-4 191.58 0.22 -10.92 0.23 1057 33 31.84 4.46 3EG-J0530p1323 191.50 -11.09 0.18
AC-3-10 192.67 1.87 4.55 1.49 117 11 11.93 1.24 **fit
AC-1-0 194.73 0.57 -33.03 0.59 20 4 8.45 3.05 3EG-J0422m0102 194.88 -33.12 0.15
AC-1-9 195.16 0.06 4.43 0.06 7039 84 95.30 21.55 3EG-J0633p1751 195.06 4.32 0.15
AC-3-3 195.64 1.10 6.67 0.96 65 8 10.09 1.44 **fit
AC-2-5 195.95 0.37 4.43 0.46 78 9 14.30 1.56 **fit
AC-2-11 197.65 2.50 -28.33 2.18 69 8 8.66 2.12 3EG-J0442m0033 197.38 -28.69 0.43
AC-3-9 197.86 0.79 4.01 1.03 62 8 11.61 1.33 **fit
AC-1-17 199.88 2.56 31.53 2.15 215 15 6.26 4.42 3EG-J0829p2413 199.91 31.69 0.17
AC-2-35 200.74 1.90 32.55 1.75 19 4 5.46 1.20 **S
AC-2-25 201.51 2.58 -24.80 2.35 164 13 9.61 1.36 3EG-J0500m0159 201.34 -25.47 0.69
AC-1-11 202.27 0.57 17.88 0.48 35 6 7.89 3.06 3EG-J0737p1721 202.17 17.88 0.10
AC-2-4 204.88 0.70 -1.20 0.71 124 11 14.11 2.05 3EG-J0631p0642 204.70 -1.30 0.21
AC-3-0 206.20 0.48 -1.33 0.56 60 8 19.56 1.75 3EG-J0634p0521 206.18 -1.41 0.09
AC-1-18 207.09 1.20 35.52 0.84 43 7 14.49 5.01 3EG-J0853p1941 207.20 35.43 0.13
AC-2-23 211.37 1.77 23.30 1.32 33 6 16.63 1.78 faint-blazar-060 211.07 23.10 0.34
AC-1-2 211.37 0.77 -18.41 0.78 79 9 19.01 3.10 3EG-J0542m0655 211.29 -18.52 0.13
AC-2-13 215.42 2.37 -11.01 2.20 74 9 21.29 1.72 3EG-J0616m0720 215.59 -11.06 0.18
AC-1-13 219.71 0.88 23.87 0.94 20 4 12.78 4.41 3EG-J0828p0508 219.61 23.82 0.11
AC-1-12 228.70 2.15 14.72 1.20 31 6 15.53 4.94 3EG-J0812m0646 228.64 14.63 0.11
l270b50-2-4 224.71 2.04 51.86 2.57 45 7 4.36 1.76 faint-blazar-127 224.43 51.85 0.17
l270b50-1-1 277.22 0.93 43.55 0.59 39 6 17.05 3.19 3EG-J1134m1530 277.04 43.48 0.15
l270b50-1-5 290.14 0.48 64.58 0.50 1071 33 27.96 8.31 3EG-J1229p0210 289.83 64.47 0.17
l270b50-1-2 296.64 0.46 49.34 0.44 33 6 16.39 2.92 3EG-J1234m1318 296.43 49.34 0.13
l270b50-1-4 305.08 0.49 57.06 0.56 22 5 15.45 3.36 3EG-J1255m0549 304.98 57.03 0.06
l270b50-1-0 308.36 0.56 28.22 0.50 74 9 20.57 5.76 3EG-J1314m3431 308.21 28.12 0.16
l270b50-1-3 325.67 0.73 42.70 0.61 23 5 12.88 3.32 unid-halo-008 325.64 42.68 0.03
l270b50-2-0 326.20 3.00 43.15 2.88 55 7 15.73 2.00 unid-halo-008 325.64 42.68 0.62
Table B.6: Output source list obtained applying the PGWAVE detection algorithm
to 1 month simulated GLAST data, from light sim simulator using the DC1 IRF
parameterisation.
1 PRECESSION PERIOD
wt-name l dl b db C dC k S/N IDtruth ltruth ltruth d
GC-2-33 2.35 1.24 21.90 1.14 205 14 6.92 1.87 3EG-J1634m1434 2.33 21.78 0.12
GC-2-29 3.38 0.96 17.93 1.04 236 15 8.46 1.92 3EG-J1649m1611 3.34 17.80 0.13
GC-2-3 5.52 1.01 -26.24 0.93 78 9 8.74 2.23 3EG-J1949m3456 5.25 -26.29 0.25
GC-2-35 5.72 1.20 25.06 1.17 197 14 7.33 2.12 3EG-J1631m1018 5.55 24.94 0.19
GC-2-42 6.32 1.85 34.66 2.01 195 14 4.40 2.25 3EG-J1600m0351 6.30 34.81 0.14
GC-1-6 6.36 0.08 -0.02 0.09 16585 129 47.11 2.97 3EG-J1800m2338 6.24 -0.18 0.20
GC-2-22 6.46 0.44 4.92 0.56 14.59 1.47 3EG-J1741m2050 6.44 5.00 0.09
GC-3-11 6.68 1.15 -8.30 0.67 9.99 1.20 **S
GC-2-24 6.94 0.83 7.40 0.33 11.31 1.38 unid-halo-052 7.00 7.63 0.23
GC-2-17 7.33 0.48 -3.88 0.12 876 30 18.70 1.54 unid-halo-057 7.22 -4.31 0.44
GC-3-3 7.42 1.54 13.29 1.41 152 12 7.64 1.67 unid-lowlat-016 7.06 12.93 0.50
GC-2-4 7.46 1.83 -22.31 1.99 278 17 9.17 1.93 unid-halo-015 7.23 -22.49 0.28
GC-2-19 7.79 0.08 -1.73 0.21 795 28 33.84 1.67 3EG-J1809m2328 7.46 -1.99 0.41
GC-2-14 9.05 0.63 -7.27 0.96 287 17 14.32 1.59 unid-halo-007 8.98 -7.67 0.40
GC-2-61 10.13 2.21 16.79 1.75 119 11 7.88 1.32 unid-halo-046 9.73 16.87 0.39
GC-2-63 11.10 1.84 23.52 1.77 157 13 6.98 1.33 3EG-J1646m0704 10.84 23.69 0.30
GC-3-6 11.72 0.91 15.01 0.68 51 7 7.58 1.53 faint-blazar-096 11.90 14.90 0.21
GC-2-15 12.13 0.65 -5.28 0.22 12.68 1.32 3EG-J1832m2110 11.93 -5.50 0.30
GC-2-26 12.19 0.45 10.59 0.56 3660 60 18.93 2.06 3EG-J1733m1313 12.01 10.57 0.18
GC-2-40 12.96 1.23 28.58 1.20 91 10 5.56 1.67 unid-halo-014 12.66 28.54 0.27
GC-2-13 14.22 0.32 -8.37 0.35 68 8 11.00 1.33 unid-halo-029 14.08 -8.49 0.18
GC-2-54 15.13 1.53 23.15 1.13 119 11 6.90 1.34 unid-halo-023 15.06 23.01 0.16
GC-2-27 15.65 0.53 14.85 0.50 170 13 14.33 1.76 3EG-J1726m0807 15.52 14.77 0.15
GC-3-17 16.09 1.23 22.86 1.71 48 7 6.62 1.13 **fit
GC-2-38 16.18 1.44 25.15 1.64 218 15 7.84 2.18 3EG-J1652m0223 15.99 25.05 0.20
GC-2-25 16.45 0.38 9.74 0.39 101 10 11.08 1.36 3EG-J1746m1001 16.34 9.64 0.14
GC-2-21 16.75 0.31 2.31 0.04 2187 47 22.58 1.27 3EG-J1812m1316 16.70 2.38 0.08
GC-2-9 16.96 1.37 -12.85 1.57 917 30 12.95 1.95 3EG-J1911m2000 17.04 -13.29 0.44
GC-3-14 17.60 1.06 -16.10 1.50 51 7 9.09 1.25 3EG-J1921m2015 17.81 -15.60 0.54
GC-2-30 17.79 0.72 18.23 0.74 349 19 12.10 2.01 3EG-J1719m0430 17.80 18.17 0.06
GC-2-47 18.64 2.09 -26.01 1.97 132 11 10.44 1.58 3EG-J2006m2321 18.82 -26.26 0.30
GC-3-1 18.84 0.54 3.94 0.23 16.98 1.61 3EG-J1810m1032 18.81 4.22 0.29
GC-2-6 22.61 0.94 -18.34 0.93 193 14 12.42 2.48 unid-halo-028 22.48 -18.45 0.17
GC-3-4 23.70 1.76 -17.06 1.38 69 8 8.77 1.82 3EG-J1937m1529 23.95 -17.12 0.25
GC-2-50 24.09 1.39 -7.64 3.00 10.38 1.20 3EG-J1904m1124 24.22 -8.12 0.50
GC-2-39 25.50 0.66 24.16 0.54 75 9 10.04 2.22 faint-blazar-037 25.40 24.11 0.11
GC-3-20 25.78 1.71 -20.53 1.67 20 4 7.83 1.13 **S
GC-1-8 25.98 0.15 0.51 0.13 588 24 68.33 3.16 3EG-J1837m0606 25.86 0.41 0.16
GC-2-56 27.11 1.61 -20.57 1.48 61 8 23.18 1.25 3EG-J1955m1414 27.01 -20.56 0.09
GC-3-8 27.28 1.75 20.78 1.94 163 13 21.37 1.40 3EG-J1727p0429 27.28 20.62 0.17
GC-2-53 28.23 0.70 20.22 0.88 63 8 23.17 2.09 faint-blazar-429 28.16 19.91 0.32
GC-2-37 29.44 1.51 22.82 1.36 38 6 16.52 1.93 unid-halo-043 29.47 22.79 0.04
GC-2-1 31.24 1.32 -23.91 1.22 184 14 19.80 2.43 unid-halo-021 31.10 -23.87 0.13
GC-2-45 31.33 1.42 -28.98 1.24 46 7 18.12 1.86 unid-halo-066 31.22 -29.08 0.14
GC-3-12 31.45 1.23 -26.45 1.12 30 5 25.74 1.24 unid-halo-004 31.96 -26.73 0.54
GC-1-1 32.00 0.36 -26.58 0.38 42 6 19.23 2.82 unid-halo-004 31.96 -26.73 0.16
GC-2-7 32.73 1.71 -16.59 1.55 148 12 17.65 1.73 faint-blazar-454 32.77 -16.77 0.18
GC-2-2 34.54 1.58 -22.58 1.51 137 12 18.54 2.47 unid-halo-036 34.55 -22.65 0.07
GC-1-4 34.71 0.12 -0.39 0.12 1288 36 66.78 3.30 3EG-J1856p0114 34.60 -0.54 0.19
GC-1-2 36.79 0.76 -24.36 0.95 1142 34 19.96 3.73 3EG-J2025m0744 36.72 -24.40 0.08
GC-2-58 37.51 1.63 -11.79 1.63 80 9 23.67 1.27 3EG-J1940m0121 37.41 -11.62 0.19
GC-1-7 39.52 0.26 0.07 0.23 452 21 47.23 2.82 3EG-J1903p0550 39.52 -0.04 0.12
GC-2-64 309.38 0.90 19.34 1.41 18 4 4.95 1.70 3EG-J1324m4314 309.32 19.21 0.14
GC-2-66 309.88 2.36 16.39 2.60 6 2 4.70 1.59 3EG-J1329m4602 309.83 16.32 0.09
GC-2-28 311.48 1.52 11.19 1.27 81 9 6.93 1.99 unid-halo-033 311.41 11.09 0.12
GC-3-16 312.08 2.49 10.91 2.39 184 14 5.30 1.30 faint-blazar-290 311.75 11.05 0.35
GC-3-19 312.21 2.05 -24.04 2.08 40 6 5.05 1.44 **S
GC-1-5 312.28 0.32 -0.15 0.30 2967 54 27.55 3.38 3EG-J1410m6147 312.20 -0.30 0.17
GC-1-9 313.67 0.44 0.45 0.45 725 27 23.49 3.38 3EG-J1420m6038 313.63 0.37 0.09
GC-1-0 314.65 0.65 -25.25 0.77 36 6 6.46 3.69 3EG-J1825m7926 314.56 -25.44 0.20
GC-1-12 321.73 0.50 16.98 0.53 71 8 6.66 3.43 3EG-J1429m4217 321.66 16.98 0.07
GC-1-13 322.62 0.64 34.17 0.54 29 5 3.35 3.05 faint-blazar-018 322.57 34.08 0.10
GC-3-21 324.41 1.30 16.70 1.25 43 7 3.60 1.20 faint-blazar-325 324.33 16.61 0.12
GC-2-32 326.28 1.67 18.12 1.38 90 9 3.97 1.96 3EG-J1447m3936 326.12 17.97 0.22
GC-1-10 327.63 0.50 0.74 0.49 8223 91 10.09 2.99 **S
GC-2-41 328.19 0.79 25.58 0.76 49 7 3.42 2.36 faint-blazar-075 328.19 25.54 0.04
GC-2-49 330.23 1.57 -19.69 1.64 76 9 3.69 1.85 3EG-J1813m6419 330.03 -20.32 0.65
GC-2-71 334.56 1.83 -10.52 4.46 3.08 1.20 **S
GC-2-10 334.64 0.84 -12.24 0.90 82 9 3.18 1.89 unid-halo-037 334.55 -12.45 0.22
GC-2-34 334.79 0.60 20.20 0.51 54 7 1.44 1.26 unid-halo-062 334.72 20.05 0.16
GC-2-11 336.20 0.95 -10.12 1.07 204 14 2.91 1.73 unid-halo-031 336.09 -10.31 0.22
GC-2-44 338.45 1.00 -37.52 1.06 27 5 1.95 1.94 faint-blazar-348 338.26 -37.47 0.16
GC-2-18 340.26 0.36 -3.45 0.07 633 25 8.27 1.22 3EG-J1704m4732 340.10 -3.79 0.38
GC-3-2 341.21 0.49 5.49 1.06 20257 142 4.37 1.49 3EG-J1631m4033 341.61 5.24 0.47
GC-2-57 342.33 1.37 -18.54 1.49 413 20 3.26 1.44 unid-halo-034 342.11 -18.62 0.22
GC-2-20 342.74 0.34 1.83 0.04 12820 113 12.85 1.44 unid-halo-038 342.42 2.07 0.40
GC-1-3 343.08 0.09 -2.71 0.09 2600 51 54.91 4.65 3EG-J1710m4439 343.00 -2.87 0.17
GC-3-5 343.34 0.47 -2.87 0.04 18467 136 8.64 1.23 3EG-J1710m4439 343.00 -2.87 0.34
GC-2-43 344.02 1.60 36.26 1.59 182 13 2.49 2.20 3EG-J1504m1537 344.04 36.38 0.12
GC-3-10 344.40 5.31 -13.26 4.09 305 17 3.78 1.25 **S
GC-2-8 345.98 1.29 -18.20 1.23 241 16 6.66 2.17 3EG-J1836m4933 345.93 -18.27 0.09
GC-1-11 348.82 0.17 13.50 0.15 616 25 20.20 3.32 3EG-J1625m2955 348.67 13.38 0.19
GC-3-7 350.18 0.97 18.13 1.44 931 31 4.25 1.51 3EG-J1612m2618 349.40 17.90 0.78
GC-2-16 351.06 0.58 -4.19 0.12 9012 95 10.76 1.18 unid-lowlat-013 350.69 -4.64 0.58
GC-2-51 352.01 1.08 12.78 1.10 433 21 7.22 1.28 3EG-J1638m2749 352.25 12.59 0.30
GC-3-0 352.24 0.59 -8.11 0.49 71 8 8.34 1.51 3EG-J1800m3955 352.05 -8.24 0.23
GC-2-31 353.00 0.37 20.37 0.39 82 9 4.38 1.69 3EG-J1616m2221 353.00 20.03 0.34
GC-2-5 353.15 0.81 -21.24 0.75 163 13 10.39 2.73 unid-lowlat-011 353.02 -21.31 0.14
GC-2-0 354.94 1.21 -30.16 1.25 93 10 7.18 2.44 3EG-J1958m4443 354.85 -30.13 0.09
GC-2-12 357.82 0.69 -10.56 0.80 338 18 14.42 2.17 unid-halo-068 357.71 -10.76 0.23
GC-2-67 358.60 1.92 30.49 2.00 44 7 3.66 1.09 faint-blazar-407 358.14 30.60 0.41
GC-2-48 358.82 2.40 -24.94 2.41 201 14 7.36 1.46 3EG-J1935m4022 358.65 -25.23 0.33
GC-2-36 359.36 1.34 25.44 1.41 173 13 4.69 1.69 unid-halo-026 359.42 25.58 0.15
AC-1-4 134.29 0.36 1.17 0.29 109 10 14.53 3.15 3EG-J0229p6151 134.20 1.15 0.09
AC-1-3 135.92 0.31 1.05 0.27 1840 43 23.84 4.92 3EG-J0241p6103 135.86 1.00 0.08
AC-3-0 136.41 0.96 1.11 1.24 89 9 6.35 1.46 **fit
AC-1-0 140.31 0.58 -16.78 0.50 707 27 9.74 4.29 3EG-J0222p4253 140.22 -16.88 0.13
AC-1-15 144.06 0.92 28.04 0.77 145 12 5.82 5.05 3EG-J0721p7120 143.97 28.00 0.09
AC-2-42 144.30 1.23 26.96 1.38 20 4 2.45 1.43 **fit
AC-3-11 144.73 2.14 28.11 2.32 33 6 2.46 1.15 **fit
AC-2-0 145.11 0.58 -32.65 0.56 30 5 5.40 2.84 **S
AC-2-37 146.63 1.19 9.61 0.92 87 9 4.12 1.35 3EG-J0435p6137 146.50 9.50 0.17
AC-2-10 150.25 0.36 -8.69 0.40 65 8 6.27 1.89 faint-blazar-379 150.13 -8.77 0.15
AC-2-21 150.50 2.42 -28.71 2.31 250 16 5.46 2.00 3EG-J0239p2815 150.21 -28.80 0.27
AC-1-7 154.11 0.28 9.52 0.30 496 22 9.98 3.02 3EG-J0510p5545 153.98 9.42 0.17
AC-2-29 155.80 0.90 2.50 1.23 138 12 4.85 1.02 faint-blazar-339 156.15 2.89 0.52
AC-2-7 159.24 0.47 -14.98 0.58 91 10 5.36 1.93 3EG-J0348p3510 159.07 -15.01 0.18
AC-2-17 162.76 0.85 8.07 0.86 94 10 5.12 1.70 3EG-J0533p4751 162.62 7.95 0.19
AC-1-13 163.05 0.28 29.24 0.31 62 8 5.66 3.79 3EG-J0743p5447 162.98 29.19 0.08
AC-2-20 167.44 1.20 32.90 1.20 58 8 4.22 1.91 3EG-J0808p5114 167.51 32.66 0.25
AC-2-11 170.47 1.43 -5.10 1.62 386 20 8.15 1.42 3EG-J0459p3352 170.31 -5.38 0.32
AC-1-14 170.49 0.64 32.38 0.81 50 7 5.33 3.20 3EG-J0808p4844 170.46 32.48 0.10
AC-2-8 170.60 0.15 -12.44 0.15 738 27 23.22 2.24 3EG-J0433p2908 170.48 -12.58 0.17
AC-2-36 170.67 1.49 5.08 0.50 7405 86 6.86 1.20 3EG-J0546p3948 170.75 5.74 0.66
AC-2-31 171.26 1.64 19.93 1.90 90 9 4.36 1.65 faint-blazar-456 171.31 19.91 0.05
AC-2-18 171.45 0.53 11.51 0.51 176 13 11.24 2.59 3EG-J0613p4201 171.33 11.40 0.16
AC-2-5 178.61 1.09 -21.90 1.32 228 15 9.52 1.82 3EG-J0423p1707 178.48 -22.14 0.27
AC-2-4 182.10 0.69 -23.63 0.73 212 15 13.98 2.09 3EG-J0426p1333 181.99 -23.82 0.22
AC-2-12 182.26 0.69 -1.87 0.72 209 14 11.13 1.10 3EG-J0542p2610 182.03 -1.99 0.26
AC-2-22 183.97 2.11 -32.22 2.46 118 11 7.49 1.70 3EG-J0404p0700 184.00 -32.15 0.07
AC-2-27 184.59 1.13 -7.19 0.42 17420 132 12.30 1.10
AC-1-2 184.65 0.09 -5.69 0.09 7212 85 73.28 9.18 3EG-J0534p2200 184.53 -5.84 0.19
AC-3-12 184.68 2.36 -33.27 2.47 31 6 7.30 1.19 **fit
AC-2-23 186.19 1.45 -22.51 1.36 917 30 8.63 1.45 3EG-J0439p1105 186.15 -22.87 0.36
AC-2-43 187.01 1.44 34.51 1.30 47 7 4.72 1.51 **S
AC-2-6 188.00 0.82 -20.52 0.94 376 19 12.12 1.98 3EG-J0450p1105 187.86 -20.63 0.17
AC-2-26 189.03 1.19 -11.27 1.63 237 15 11.34 1.45 faint-blazar-361 188.75 -11.63 0.45
AC-1-5 189.12 0.09 3.17 0.10 3451 59 43.09 3.16 3EG-J0617p2238 189.00 3.05 0.17
AC-1-1 191.57 0.12 -10.92 0.10 3458 59 39.43 3.74 3EG-J0530p1323 191.50 -11.09 0.18
AC-3-1 193.52 0.55 4.76 0.63 8001 89 13.39 1.34 **fit
AC-2-16 193.72 0.39 3.69 0.46 569 24 23.11 1.63 3EG-J0628p1847 193.66 3.64 0.08
AC-2-1 194.78 1.76 -33.02 1.63 187 14 9.62 2.17 3EG-J0422m0102 194.88 -33.12 0.13
AC-1-6 195.17 0.03 4.43 0.03 10785 104 139.98 22.67 3EG-J0633p1751 195.06 4.32 0.16
AC-2-2 197.21 1.66 -28.58 1.17 505 22 7.81 2.19 3EG-J0442m0033 197.38 -28.69 0.19
AC-2-19 198.66 1.45 15.55 1.28 73 9 6.67 1.87 faint-blazar-308 198.49 15.54 0.17
AC-1-16 199.94 0.55 31.76 0.64 643 25 12.65 5.24 3EG-J0829p2413 199.91 31.69 0.08
AC-2-3 201.44 1.13 -25.36 1.05 81 9 10.12 2.26 3EG-J0500m0159 201.34 -25.47 0.15
AC-1-8 202.29 0.53 17.91 0.51 49 7 9.85 3.18 3EG-J0737p1721 202.17 17.88 0.12
AC-2-9 202.96 0.50 -10.15 0.57 230 15 12.90 1.62 3EG-J0556p0409 202.81 -10.30 0.20
AC-2-13 204.84 0.44 -1.23 0.44 178 13 19.65 1.88 3EG-J0631p0642 204.70 -1.30 0.16
AC-2-14 206.33 0.81 -1.26 0.81 283 17 26.23 1.58 3EG-J0634p0521 206.18 -1.41 0.21
AC-1-17 207.31 0.91 35.46 0.86 115 11 18.86 3.66 3EG-J0853p1941 207.20 35.43 0.10
AC-1-10 211.27 0.87 23.15 0.89 52 7 15.83 2.82 faint-blazar-060 211.07 23.10 0.19
AC-2-24 211.46 1.61 -18.57 1.21 422 21 28.43 1.82 3EG-J0542m0655 211.29 -18.52 0.17
AC-1-12 219.64 2.12 23.85 1.09 79 9 16.45 3.60 3EG-J0828p0508 219.61 23.82 0.05
AC-1-18 224.00 0.69 -24.74 0.71 226 15 17.74 2.83 faint-blazar-079 223.87 -24.93 0.23
AC-1-11 226.41 0.47 19.80 0.46 6 2 13.45 3.21 faint-blazar-428 226.34 19.73 0.10
AC-1-9 228.65 1.93 14.60 1.93 130 11 18.25 4.45 3EG-J0812m0646 228.64 14.63 0.02
l270b50-2-7 218.53 0.83 56.88 0.89 37 6 4.20 2.15 faint-blazar-467 218.38 56.74 0.16
l270b50-2-8 224.89 2.94 52.10 2.38 155 12 4.54 2.34 faint-blazar-127 224.43 51.85 0.37
l270b50-2-11 232.54 2.56 37.67 1.89 55 7 5.50 1.72 faint-blazar-035 232.50 37.48 0.19
l270b50-2-6 235.15 1.24 61.53 1.21 39 6 4.36 2.05 faint-blazar-294 235.01 61.30 0.24
l270b50-2-13 235.35 1.85 41.20 1.65 54 7 5.31 1.54 faint-blazar-375 235.14 41.12 0.18
l270b50-2-0 277.15 1.57 43.64 1.54 148 12 18.73 2.52 3EG-J1134m1530 277.04 43.48 0.18
l270b50-2-4 283.59 0.90 61.08 0.97 55 7 17.23 2.13 faint-blazar-251 283.08 60.97 0.27
l270b50-2-14 285.60 1.89 40.43 2.24 80 9 27.45 1.40 faint-blazar-280 285.61 39.78 0.65
l270b50-1-2 290.30 0.34 64.52 0.38 1644 41 36.88 7.18 3EG-J1229p0210 289.83 64.47 0.21
l270b50-2-1 296.68 1.99 49.35 1.66 151 12 17.56 2.47 3EG-J1234m1318 296.43 49.34 0.17
l270b50-2-3 301.24 1.15 56.07 1.13 129 11 18.94 2.58 3EG-J1246m0651 300.96 55.99 0.17
l270b50-2-10 302.36 2.23 38.92 2.71 58 8 22.25 1.52 faint-blazar-155 302.29 38.75 0.18
l270b50-2-5 305.33 1.65 57.24 1.57 315 18 20.71 3.02 3EG-J1255m0549 304.98 57.03 0.28
l270b50-3-1 306.52 1.41 58.66 1.06 42 6 21.36 1.43 faint-blazar-200 306.22 58.69 0.16
l270b50-1-0 308.38 0.67 28.19 0.53 226 15 21.95 3.89 3EG-J1314m3431 308.21 28.12 0.17
l270b50-1-1 311.85 0.45 57.28 0.37 440 21 19.47 3.13 3EG-J1310m0517 311.68 57.25 0.10
l270b50-2-2 325.72 2.27 42.84 2.01 167 13 16.50 2.79 unid-halo-008 325.64 42.68 0.17
Table B.7: Output source list obtained applying the PGWAVE detection algorithm
to 1 precession period simulated GLAST data, from light sim simulator using the
DC1 IRF parameterisation.
B.4 Application of PGWAVE detection algorithm
to simulated GLAST data, generated by the
light sim program using the Glast25 IRF pa-
rameterisation. (Full sky analysis)
6 DAYS
wt-name l dl b db C dC k S/N IDtruth ltruth ltruth d
poloS-1-10 0.80 0.36 -70.62 0.34 15 4 7.35 7.84 faint-blazar-190 1.16 -70.52 0.16
GC-1-46 2.49 0.28 21.86 0.32 33 6 9.03 6.41 3EG-J1634m1434 2.33 21.78 0.17
GC-1-41 3.50 0.39 17.86 0.51 4 2 7.46 4.01 3EG-J1649m1611 3.34 17.80 0.16
GC-2-11 4.49 0.27 3.88 0.29 47 7 13.35 3.10 3EG-J1741m2312 4.42 3.75 0.15
l0bm40-1-16 5.35 0.69 -26.18 0.79 11 3 11.04 6.48 3EG-J1949m3456 5.25 -26.29 0.15
l0b40-1-4 5.60 0.84 24.97 0.78 27 5 12.94 5.71 3EG-J1631m1018 5.55 24.94 0.04
GC-1-56 6.38 2.04 34.86 2.06 15 4 5.48 6.59 3EG-J1600m0351 6.30 34.81 0.09
GC-1-33 6.41 0.16 -0.03 0.17 1196 35 27.40 5.05 3EG-J1800m2338 6.24 -0.18 0.22
GC-2-13 6.59 0.38 5.14 0.42 37 6 12.09 3.19 3EG-J1741m2050 6.44 5.00 0.20
GC-2-17 7.15 0.61 7.73 0.61 8 3 7.76 2.23 unid-halo-052 7.00 7.63 0.18
GC-2-3 7.26 0.34 -4.20 0.32 23 5 12.35 3.54 unid-halo-057 7.22 -4.31 0.12
l0bm40-1-20 7.27 0.46 -22.50 0.52 20 4 12.65 7.45 unid-halo-015 7.23 -22.49 0.04
GC-2-6 7.60 0.23 -1.87 0.22 65 8 17.43 2.87 3EG-J1809m2328 7.46 -1.99 0.18
GC-2-0 9.12 0.42 -7.61 0.52 25 5 9.78 3.56 unid-halo-007 8.98 -7.67 0.15
GC-1-40 9.86 0.44 17.02 0.45 12 3 8.47 5.45 unid-halo-046 9.73 16.87 0.19
l0b40-1-3 11.03 0.89 23.71 0.86 15 4 10.64 4.19 3EG-J1646m0704 10.84 23.69 0.17
GC-2-1 12.07 0.60 -5.29 0.58 15 4 9.49 2.67 3EG-J1832m2110 11.93 -5.50 0.26
GC-1-37 12.09 0.31 10.64 0.33 55 7 18.62 7.55 3EG-J1733m1313 12.01 10.57 0.11
GC-1-55 12.84 0.66 28.58 0.72 11 3 5.05 5.30 unid-halo-014 12.66 28.54 0.16
GC-1-49 15.13 0.39 23.06 0.42 22 5 7.30 4.09 unid-halo-023 15.06 23.01 0.08
GC-2-22 15.60 0.96 14.82 0.80 2 1 7.59 3.05 3EG-J1726m0807 15.52 14.77 0.09
l0b40-1-5 16.07 0.96 25.14 0.68 20 4 12.92 6.89 3EG-J1652m0223 15.99 25.05 0.12
GC-2-8 16.44 0.30 -1.00 0.31 62 8 14.52 2.30 3EG-J1824m1514 16.37 -1.16 0.17
GC-2-19 16.51 0.48 9.76 0.42 11 3 9.56 2.98 3EG-J1746m1001 16.34 9.64 0.20
poloN-1-26 16.64 0.59 65.91 0.58 11 3 5.49 7.37 faint-blazar-269 16.83 65.86 0.10
GC-2-10 16.75 0.43 2.50 0.43 68 8 18.11 3.01 3EG-J1812m1316 16.70 2.38 0.12
l0bm40-1-0 17.46 0.85 -52.20 0.87 11 3 9.00 7.39 3EG-J2158m3023 17.44 -52.23 0.04
l0b40-1-14 17.66 0.42 43.21 0.47 11 3 9.43 5.55 faint-blazar-097 17.53 43.11 0.14
GC-1-43 17.92 0.27 18.33 0.29 32 6 13.29 8.83 3EG-J1719m0430 17.80 18.17 0.20
GC-1-19 17.93 0.41 -15.52 0.46 6 2 8.05 5.43 3EG-J1921m2015 17.81 -15.60 0.14
GC-2-9 18.06 0.27 0.23 0.26 51 7 16.93 1.85 3EG-J1823m1314 17.94 0.14 0.15
GC-1-31 18.56 0.38 -0.25 0.40 1351 37 26.53 4.63 3EG-J1826m1302 18.48 -0.44 0.20
GC-1-58 18.71 0.94 28.70 1.01 6 2 5.10 5.34 faint-blazar-435 18.64 28.40 0.31
GC-2-12 18.91 0.26 4.27 0.29 35 6 15.08 3.34 3EG-J1810m1032 18.81 4.22 0.11
GC-2-18 20.43 0.91 8.59 0.59 16 4 9.09 3.29 3EG-J1757m0711 20.31 8.46 0.18
GC-1-39 22.28 0.38 13.48 0.40 7 3 9.55 4.18 3EG-J1744m0310 22.19 13.42 0.10
l0b40-1-13 23.72 0.54 41.12 0.53 35 6 15.77 13.50 3EG-J1608p1055 23.51 41.05 0.17
l0bm40-1-19 24.70 0.45 -21.04 0.51 15 4 11.46 8.54 faint-blazar-104 24.64 -21.13 0.10
l0b40-1-6 25.57 0.63 24.24 0.60 28 5 12.73 7.75 faint-blazar-037 25.40 24.11 0.20
GC-1-35 26.01 0.16 0.46 0.16 107 10 31.79 5.06 3EG-J1837m0606 25.86 0.41 0.16
poloS-1-8 27.13 0.86 -61.00 0.73 15 4 5.88 6.67 faint-blazar-245 27.16 -60.81 0.19
GC-1-48 27.38 0.61 20.73 0.61 29 5 14.49 9.11 3EG-J1727p0429 27.28 20.62 0.15
GC-2-16 27.43 0.53 6.65 0.46 20 4 15.66 3.55 unid-halo-040 27.31 6.55 0.16
GC-1-42 27.60 0.44 16.80 0.47 5 2 11.46 5.39 faint-blazar-145 27.45 16.64 0.21
l0bm40-1-21 28.00 0.77 -50.39 0.90 12 3 10.28 4.99 faint-blazar-356 27.98 -50.44 0.05
l0b40-1-16 29.29 0.68 43.94 0.72 23 5 13.32 12.66 3EG-J1605p1553 29.17 43.84 0.13
l0b40-1-21 29.55 2.75 22.80 1.51 14 4 10.76 4.89 unid-halo-043 29.47 22.79 0.08
l0bm40-1-14 31.17 0.68 -23.77 0.67 19 4 12.02 7.25 unid-halo-021 31.10 -23.87 0.12
GC-2-15 31.92 0.90 5.91 0.63 13 4 14.12 2.48 3EG-J1828p0142 31.91 5.78 0.14
l0bm40-1-10 32.02 0.75 -26.65 0.83 9 3 11.80 7.48 unid-halo-004 31.96 -26.73 0.10
GC-1-16 32.75 0.93 -16.56 0.93 11.07 7.21 faint-blazar-454 32.77 -16.77 0.21
GC-1-9 34.54 0.85 -22.56 0.82 17 4 11.90 12.21 unid-halo-036 34.55 -22.65 0.09
GC-1-29 34.69 0.15 -0.42 0.15 156 12 34.78 6.93 3EG-J1856p0114 34.60 -0.54 0.15
l0bm40-1-13 36.76 0.54 -24.27 0.49 32 6 15.14 15.99 3EG-J2025m0744 36.72 -24.40 0.13
GC-1-20 37.74 0.58 -12.47 0.53 4 2 9.55 5.12 faint-blazar-473 37.68 -12.58 0.13
GC-1-34 39.59 0.28 0.03 0.26 112 11 29.27 6.50 3EG-J1903p0550 39.52 -0.04 0.10
l90b50-2-1 42.17 1.44 37.97 1.49 11 3 5.18 8.01 faint-blazar-335 42.02 37.80 0.21
l0b40-1-15 42.31 0.65 38.54 0.66 23 5 13.65 18.82 unid-halo-042 42.21 38.45 0.12
poloS-1-9 43.75 0.64 -61.82 0.64 10 3 5.11 5.15 faint-blazar-197 43.74 -61.68 0.14
poloS-1-29 44.97 1.90 -83.09 2.98 10 3 4.87 3.62 faint-blazar-398 43.67 -82.70 0.42
l90b0-1-14 46.04 0.40 -4.85 0.37 11 3 11.03 5.67 faint-blazar-262 45.96 -4.91 0.10
poloN-1-21 46.33 0.87 77.50 0.90 15 4 5.92 10.53 3EG-J1347p2932 47.32 77.50 0.21
l90b0-1-38 47.81 2.28 0.20 2.22 10.52 2.82 **S
l90b0-1-3 48.08 0.78 -35.19 1.12 6 2 4.80 13.24 faint-blazar-194 48.04 -35.25 0.07
GC-1-22 49.13 0.78 -9.70 0.55 1 1 9.15 8.46 unid-halo-009 49.04 -9.82 0.15
l90bm50-2-0 52.62 2.41 -58.85 2.19 9 3 5.54 3.68 3EG-J2251m1341 52.48 -58.91 0.09
l90b0-1-17 52.81 0.88 0.15 0.78 24 5 11.66 3.54 3EG-J1928p1733 52.71 0.08 0.12
l90b50-1-5 55.50 0.47 46.42 0.43 44 7 12.05 18.52 3EG-J1614p3424 55.43 46.30 0.13
l90b0-1-9 55.78 2.18 -20.23 1.01 15 4 5.72 6.24 3EG-J2046p0933 55.76 -20.24 0.02
l90b50-2-0 60.50 1.69 42.59 1.83 13 4 6.05 11.39 **fit 61.21 42.26 0.62
l90b50-1-2 61.27 0.20 42.40 0.20 124 11 25.06 63.33 3EG-J1635p3813 61.21 42.26 0.15
l90b0-1-15 61.62 0.56 -2.88 0.55 150 12 13.66 4.82 unid-halo-012 61.55 -2.98 0.12
l90b0-1-30 62.58 0.92 20.24 0.89 9 3 5.35 8.49 3EG-J1824p3441 62.49 20.14 0.14
l0b40-1-18 62.59 0.59 31.08 0.74 5 2 7.43 14.11 faint-blazar-413 62.50 31.05 0.08
l90b0-1-16 66.34 0.29 0.01 0.28 99 10 20.31 5.86 faint-blazar-113 66.25 0.05 0.09
l90b0-2-0 74.19 0.57 -2.18 0.55 41 6 9.67 2.70 3EG-J2027p3429 74.08 -2.36 0.20
l90b0-1-20 74.88 0.19 1.10 0.19 68 8 14.74 4.93 3EG-J2016p3657 74.75 0.97 0.19
l90b0-1-18 75.74 0.22 0.47 0.21 176 13 26.99 6.71 3EG-J2021p3716 75.58 0.33 0.21
l90b0-1-5 77.50 1.12 -38.37 2.18 12 3 5.61 10.08 3EG-J2232p1147 77.46 -38.50 0.14
l90b0-1-23 78.17 0.14 2.21 0.14 298 17 37.41 10.05 3EG-J2020p4017 78.05 2.08 0.17
l90b0-2-1 78.65 0.71 0.95 0.58 56 7 7.63 1.52 **S
l90b50-1-0 79.41 0.36 32.11 0.33 22 5 11.04 13.46 3EG-J1738p5203 79.37 32.05 0.07
l90b0-1-19 80.39 0.17 0.84 0.17 219 15 29.22 8.80 3EG-J2033p4118 80.27 0.73 0.16
l90b0-2-2 80.79 0.54 3.58 0.61 47 7 9.83 1.93 3EG-J2022p4317 80.63 3.62 0.16
l90b0-1-7 82.81 0.47 -37.46 0.48 16 4 5.25 7.60 3EG-J2243p1509 82.70 -37.48 0.09
l90b0-1-24 83.25 0.29 2.63 0.32 56 7 11.90 3.30 3EG-J2035p4441 83.17 2.49 0.16
l90b0-2-12 86.05 2.12 -38.78 1.83 16 4 2.78 2.46 **fit 86.04 -38.30 0.48
l90b0-1-8 86.21 0.66 -36.17 0.68 18 4 5.54 11.83 3EG-J2248p1745 86.00 -36.17 0.17
l90b0-1-6 86.23 0.30 -38.23 0.30 77 9 14.13 30.70 3EG-J2254p1601 86.04 -38.30 0.16
l90b0-1-32 88.81 0.17 25.21 0.17 170 13 25.41 76.33 3EG-J1835p5918 88.74 25.07 0.15
l90b50-1-4 88.83 0.67 50.81 0.71 15 4 11.61 9.06 faint-blazar-273 88.63 50.69 0.17
l90b0-1-31 89.00 1.23 23.21 1.15 23 5 3.64 8.06 3EG-J1850p5903 88.92 23.18 0.08
l90b50-1-9 89.34 2.55 32.97 2.32 11 3 10.24 5.33 3EG-J1733p6017 89.11 32.94 0.19
l90b0-1-1 90.51 0.79 -44.34 0.79 5 2 1.74 8.66 faint-blazar-005 90.39 -44.40 0.10
l90b0-1-13 92.75 0.43 -10.33 0.50 3 2 3.25 3.86 3EG-J2202p4217 92.55 -10.40 0.21
l90b0-1-29 96.75 0.86 17.20 0.86 5 2 3.82 5.18 3EG-J1959p6342 96.61 17.10 0.17
l90b0-1-27 97.88 0.26 9.24 0.27 36 6 8.46 4.19 3EG-J2100p6012 97.76 9.17 0.14
l90b0-1-11 105.37 0.65 -14.95 0.67 20 4 9.20 7.75 3EG-J2314p4426 105.31 -15.10 0.16
l90b50-1-8 105.74 0.57 65.14 0.60 26 5 12.93 12.67 3EG-J1337p5029 105.40 65.05 0.17
l90b0-1-25 106.71 0.39 3.32 0.32 38 6 15.94 6.47 3EG-J2227p6122 106.53 3.18 0.23
l90b0-1-37 106.85 2.28 -39.01 1.71 9 3 4.75 7.28 faint-blazar-306 106.64 -39.08 0.17
l90b0-1-4 107.19 0.72 -40.52 0.66 13 4 7.27 14.71 3EG-J2359p2041 107.01 -40.58 0.14
l90b0-1-26 107.33 0.46 8.51 0.49 23 5 11.68 7.25 3EG-J2206p6602 107.23 8.35 0.19
l90b0-1-33 110.67 0.87 24.64 0.82 10 3 4.40 7.37 faint-blazar-488 110.61 24.59 0.08
poloS-1-15 113.31 0.87 -72.51 0.91 10 3 4.40 5.64 3EG-J0038m0949 112.69 -72.44 0.20
l90b0-1-10 113.45 0.71 -15.73 0.76 9 3 7.84 7.64 3EG-J2358p4604 113.39 -15.81 0.10
l180b40-1-18 115.54 1.02 31.93 2.24 7 3 4.13 9.11 3EG-J1621p8203 115.53 31.77 0.16
l90b0-1-28 119.99 0.22 10.66 0.22 100 10 24.28 20.28 3EG-J0010p7309 119.91 10.54 0.15
l90b0-1-2 121.33 0.79 -39.17 0.83 9 3 5.66 14.05 faint-blazar-494 121.22 -39.23 0.11
l90b0-1-0 121.55 2.35 -41.07 2.30 6 2 4.88 11.09 faint-blazar-384 121.40 -41.26 0.22
l90b0-1-39 122.84 1.55 29.41 2.09 9 3 4.47 5.43 3EG-J1308p8744 122.74 29.38 0.09
l180bm40-1-12 124.52 0.79 -21.55 0.86 6 2 4.19 11.03 faint-blazar-313 124.37 -21.70 0.20
l90b0-2-9 126.39 0.97 32.78 1.09 4 2 4.65 5.85 faint-blazar-138 126.30 32.62 0.18
l180bm40-1-1 131.16 0.77 -41.46 0.86 15 4 7.43 11.70 faint-blazar-314 131.03 -41.55 0.14
AC-1-30 134.27 0.51 1.22 0.46 38 6 12.09 8.12 3EG-J0229p6151 134.20 1.15 0.10
AC-1-29 135.92 0.29 1.10 0.27 67 8 19.34 15.78 3EG-J0241p6103 135.86 1.00 0.12
AC-1-12 140.28 0.46 -16.82 0.39 24 5 12.39 22.79 3EG-J0222p4253 140.22 -16.88 0.09
AC-1-45 142.46 2.18 25.65 2.12 7 3 2.82 7.79 faint-blazar-441 142.51 25.60 0.06
AC-1-50 143.01 2.92 -27.29 2.60 7 3 5.16 5.56 faint-blazar-301 142.88 -27.26 0.12
l90bm50-1-2 143.56 0.66 -38.61 0.63 5 2 8.17 5.97 **S
AC-1-48 144.03 0.62 28.12 0.62 23 5 6.33 25.11 3EG-J0721p7120 143.97 28.00 0.13
AC-1-24 145.66 0.80 -4.57 0.69 8 3 5.42 3.46 3EG-J0323p5122 145.64 -4.67 0.10
l180b40-1-10 145.87 2.37 43.38 2.21 16 4 10.34 7.56 3EG-J0958p6533 145.78 43.11 0.28
AC-1-34 146.60 1.03 9.65 0.96 2 1 5.08 6.32 3EG-J0435p6137 146.50 9.50 0.18
l90bm50-1-1 148.05 2.27 -44.24 2.31 14 4 9.87 8.81 3EG-J0204p1458 147.95 -44.33 0.11
poloN-1-32 148.34 2.32 38.86 2.23 9 3 5.00 3.99 3EG-J0910p6556 148.30 38.56 0.30
AC-1-4 150.46 2.67 -28.45 2.07 20 4 4.31 6.42 3EG-J0239p2815 150.21 -28.80 0.41
l180b40-1-13 151.40 0.89 50.86 0.73 10 3 9.39 6.98 faint-blazar-203 151.20 50.57 0.32
l180bm40-1-5 153.92 0.76 -46.28 0.76 19 4 13.20 7.15 3EG-J0215p1123 153.76 -46.37 0.14
AC-1-33 154.11 0.52 9.60 0.46 24 5 8.04 8.88 3EG-J0510p5545 153.98 9.42 0.22
l180bm40-1-9 156.63 0.29 -39.19 0.33 71 8 22.03 18.85 3EG-J0237p1635 156.47 -39.28 0.16
AC-1-0 157.61 2.03 -37.16 2.28 17 4 5.09 7.62 3EG-J0245p1758 157.62 -37.11 0.06
AC-1-15 159.23 0.40 -14.92 0.47 7 3 6.14 5.24 3EG-J0348p3510 159.07 -15.01 0.19
l180b40-1-11 159.70 0.98 47.49 2.01 10 3 9.96 7.89 3EG-J0952p5501 159.56 47.34 0.18
AC-1-36 160.24 0.60 13.35 0.59 4 2 4.96 5.08 faint-blazar-144 160.24 13.21 0.14
AC-1-21 162.29 0.57 -9.90 0.67 14 4 6.21 4.35 3EG-J0416p3650 162.21 -9.97 0.11
AC-1-51 162.94 1.01 7.78 0.80 3 2 4.58 3.00 3EG-J0533p4751 162.62 7.95 0.36
AC-1-44 163.10 0.69 29.24 0.83 19 4 5.69 12.06 3EG-J0743p5447 162.98 29.19 0.12
l180b40-1-8 163.92 0.92 43.31 0.83 10 3 9.58 6.69 faint-blazar-371 163.56 43.19 0.29
AC-1-8 164.97 1.93 -27.70 2.44 17 4 4.55 4.65 3EG-J0329p2149 164.90 -27.88 0.18
poloS-1-18 165.83 0.52 -68.60 0.61 11 3 5.76 6.98 faint-blazar-198 165.08 -68.55 0.28
l180b40-1-12 166.90 2.18 51.96 2.06 13 4 9.16 7.70 3EG-J1009p4855 166.87 51.99 0.03
poloS-1-16 170.25 0.74 -76.94 0.69 17 4 7.29 9.97 3EG-J0130m1758 169.71 -77.11 0.21
AC-1-25 170.42 0.49 -5.28 0.46 20 4 8.46 3.91 3EG-J0459p3352 170.31 -5.38 0.15
AC-1-18 170.60 0.28 -12.40 0.30 57 8 18.67 8.16 3EG-J0433p2908 170.48 -12.58 0.21
AC-1-46 170.60 0.79 32.61 0.95 14 4 6.15 10.09 3EG-J0808p4844 170.46 32.48 0.18
AC-1-35 171.42 0.54 11.46 0.48 31 6 10.68 9.87 3EG-J0613p4201 171.33 11.40 0.11
l180b40-1-9 176.31 0.56 44.32 0.56 26 5 14.16 12.65 3EG-J0917p4427 176.11 44.18 0.19
AC-1-11 178.63 0.58 -22.05 0.58 33 6 10.56 5.35 3EG-J0423p1707 178.48 -22.14 0.16
AC-1-22 179.77 0.38 -6.24 0.38 8 3 9.45 3.26 3EG-J0520p2556 179.66 -6.40 0.20
l180bm40-1-2 179.98 0.68 -52.40 0.90 23 5 12.52 11.34 3EG-J0253m0345 179.70 -52.57 0.24
poloN-1-9 180.14 0.32 65.21 0.30 58 8 16.32 27.63 3EG-J1104p3809 179.97 65.04 0.19
AC-1-10 182.07 0.64 -23.67 0.74 30 5 10.95 6.16 3EG-J0426p1333 181.99 -23.82 0.17
AC-1-26 182.21 0.51 -1.88 0.44 18 4 10.47 3.06 3EG-J0542p2610 182.03 -1.99 0.21
l180bm40-1-16 184.04 0.89 -32.07 0.84 24 5 11.67 6.07 3EG-J0404p0700 184.00 -32.15 0.09
AC-1-23 184.69 0.11 -5.72 0.11 411 20 48.54 33.04 3EG-J0534p2200 184.53 -5.84 0.20
l180bm40-1-23 186.15 0.68 -22.69 0.70 9 3 12.90 3.90 3EG-J0439p1105 186.15 -22.87 0.18
l180bm40-1-3 186.65 0.54 -51.02 0.57 11 3 10.61 6.90 faint-blazar-027 186.47 -51.22 0.23
AC-1-14 187.83 0.49 -20.57 0.53 32 6 11.50 6.87 3EG-J0450p1105 187.86 -20.63 0.06
l180bm40-1-0 188.37 0.88 -56.06 0.67 7 3 8.81 6.48 faint-blazar-411 188.26 -56.20 0.16
l180bm40-1-8 188.54 0.35 -42.37 0.37 52 7 19.08 15.96 3EG-J0340m0201 188.40 -42.47 0.15
AC-1-31 189.14 0.23 3.19 0.22 121 11 26.21 8.42 3EG-J0617p2238 189.00 3.05 0.20
AC-1-7 191.55 0.83 -28.93 0.91 20 4 7.83 6.31 3EG-J0429p0337 191.44 -29.09 0.19
AC-1-19 191.62 0.17 -10.97 0.18 168 13 31.04 17.86 3EG-J0530p1323 191.50 -11.09 0.16
AC-1-41 192.90 0.71 26.53 0.75 8 3 4.94 7.80 faint-blazar-172 192.91 26.74 0.21
l180b40-1-17 194.33 1.06 48.17 2.04 7 3 10.66 6.36 faint-blazar-119 194.10 47.96 0.26
AC-1-2 194.99 2.25 -32.95 1.84 15 4 6.62 5.60 3EG-J0422m0102 194.88 -33.12 0.19
AC-1-32 195.16 0.07 4.40 0.07 862 29 74.19 72.52 3EG-J0633p1751 195.06 4.32 0.13
AC-1-6 197.49 0.66 -28.58 0.65 18 4 9.90 8.99 3EG-J0442m0033 197.38 -28.69 0.14
AC-1-16 197.84 0.50 -13.67 0.46 6 2 7.92 4.18 faint-blazar-459 197.70 -13.78 0.17
AC-1-38 198.13 0.72 18.98 0.82 8 3 6.47 6.91 faint-blazar-039 198.07 18.79 0.20
poloN-1-16 198.67 0.54 83.67 0.49 35 6 12.11 14.20 3EG-J1222p2315 241.88 82.39 0.13
AC-1-47 200.02 0.45 31.74 0.48 31 6 11.26 22.97 3EG-J0829p2413 199.91 31.69 0.11
AC-1-9 201.40 0.74 -25.38 0.79 23 5 10.34 9.25 3EG-J0500m0159 201.34 -25.47 0.10
poloN-1-13 202.30 0.52 78.72 0.60 21 5 8.63 10.81 3EG-J1200p2847 201.52 78.63 0.18
poloN-1-10 202.32 0.63 63.43 0.69 18 4 7.25 8.51 faint-blazar-477 202.03 63.43 0.13
AC-1-37 202.34 0.50 17.95 0.54 14 4 10.94 14.17 3EG-J0737p1721 202.17 17.88 0.18
AC-1-20 202.93 1.03 -10.07 2.11 8.25 4.48 3EG-J0556p0409 202.81 -10.30 0.26
l180bm40-1-11 203.56 0.46 -34.37 0.43 13 4 10.45 6.86 faint-blazar-394 203.45 -34.49 0.15
AC-1-28 204.81 0.44 -1.10 0.48 42 6 14.42 6.44 3EG-J0631p0642 204.70 -1.30 0.23
AC-1-27 206.26 0.24 -1.33 0.25 29 5 18.21 6.15 3EG-J0634p0521 206.18 -1.41 0.11
AC-1-49 207.30 0.66 35.49 0.60 17 4 11.91 19.40 3EG-J0853p1941 207.20 35.43 0.11
AC-1-13 211.31 0.97 -18.41 0.83 11.46 5.71 3EG-J0542m0655 211.29 -18.52 0.11
l270b50-1-3 211.96 0.89 40.57 0.71 8 3 4.25 7.80 faint-blazar-030 211.96 40.47 0.10
l270bm50-1-5 213.81 1.96 -43.26 2.22 5 2 4.48 9.02 3EG-J0412m1853 213.90 -43.29 0.07
AC-1-17 215.59 0.98 -10.93 0.82 3 2 12.04 5.59 3EG-J0616m0720 215.59 -11.06 0.13
l180b40-1-1 219.59 2.33 23.79 2.06 10 3 9.48 10.55 3EG-J0828p0508 219.61 23.82 0.04
AC-1-40 220.98 2.31 17.59 2.25 8.13 10.47 faint-blazar-112 220.99 17.51 0.08
l270b0-1-5 223.99 2.23 -24.77 1.02 10 3 6.54 15.94 faint-blazar-079 223.87 -24.93 0.20
l180bm40-1-24 224.24 1.94 -34.86 1.59 5 2 10.64 4.74 3EG-J0456m2338 223.97 -34.99 0.26
l270b50-1-5 224.34 0.57 51.97 0.53 9 3 4.53 7.79 faint-blazar-127 224.43 51.85 0.13
l270bm50-1-2 226.20 1.07 -54.92 1.05 10 3 5.06 7.39 faint-blazar-092 226.17 -54.89 0.03
AC-1-42 226.42 0.71 19.79 0.86 9 3 10.61 19.87 faint-blazar-428 226.34 19.73 0.10
AC-1-39 228.71 0.73 14.68 0.68 8 3 12.62 15.34 3EG-J0812m0646 228.64 14.63 0.08
l270bm50-1-0 231.71 0.64 -62.02 0.57 8 3 5.27 7.28 faint-blazar-284 231.19 -62.05 0.25
poloN-1-12 233.13 0.65 71.63 0.66 10 3 4.89 5.81 faint-blazar-388 232.35 71.67 0.25
l180bm40-1-25 233.80 2.10 -29.24 1.89 5 2 9.57 6.48 3EG-J0531m2940 233.44 -29.31 0.32
l270b50-1-7 235.14 0.48 61.34 0.57 9 3 5.23 7.73 faint-blazar-294 235.01 61.30 0.08
l180b40-1-14 235.41 0.96 41.26 0.86 5 2 8.09 10.02 faint-blazar-375 235.14 41.12 0.24
l270b0-1-36 239.13 0.27 20.13 0.27 78 9 20.02 44.36 3EG-J0852m1216 239.07 19.99 0.16
l270b0-1-12 240.44 0.53 -21.17 0.53 24 5 9.61 14.16 3EG-J0616m3310 240.35 -21.24 0.11
l180bm40-1-4 241.01 2.50 -31.17 1.72 14 4 7.31 15.03 3EG-J0530m3626 240.94 -31.30 0.15
poloN-1-14 242.54 0.48 70.13 0.45 10 3 5.25 5.77 faint-blazar-360 241.90 70.13 0.22
l270bm50-1-7 242.66 0.74 -52.93 0.75 9 3 6.28 9.13 faint-blazar-318 242.56 -53.09 0.17
poloN-1-17 242.86 0.64 82.40 0.71 16 4 7.46 7.77 faint-blazar-100 242.53 82.57 0.18
l270b0-1-11 244.45 2.23 -26.31 1.16 12 3 4.88 8.63 faint-blazar-059 244.41 -26.31 0.04
l270b0-1-47 247.57 1.79 25.70 2.35 10 3 4.28 4.39 faint-blazar-236 247.28 25.42 0.38
l270b0-1-34 247.63 0.58 18.90 0.59 7 3 6.48 7.35 faint-blazar-233 247.49 18.72 0.22
poloS-1-14 248.69 0.98 -72.85 1.14 10 3 6.22 8.23 3EG-J0159m3603 248.90 -73.04 0.20
l270b0-1-19 249.49 0.48 -4.42 0.47 28 5 12.67 5.28 3EG-J0747m3412 249.35 -4.48 0.15
l270b0-1-30 249.65 0.62 15.51 0.52 13 4 6.77 5.63 faint-blazar-433 249.49 15.40 0.19
l270b0-1-7 250.14 0.55 -30.78 0.54 31 6 9.80 20.34 3EG-J0540m4402 250.08 -30.86 0.10
l270bm50-1-10 252.38 0.91 -38.35 0.80 17 4 7.97 10.93 3EG-J0458m4635 252.40 -38.40 0.05
l270b0-1-18 255.08 0.48 -12.24 0.54 4 2 5.49 4.34 faint-blazar-295 255.00 -12.36 0.14
poloN-1-18 256.11 0.67 81.49 0.66 32 6 9.01 11.32 3EG-J1224p2118 254.89 81.53 0.19
l270b50-1-1 258.12 0.50 34.27 0.58 5 2 6.35 4.62 faint-blazar-480 258.00 34.18 0.13
l270b0-1-17 259.19 0.52 -14.30 0.55 3 2 5.52 4.56 3EG-J0724m4713 259.00 -14.37 0.20
l270b0-1-45 259.62 0.70 7.50 0.66 7 3 5.37 3.10 3EG-J0903m3531 259.40 7.40 0.25
l270b0-1-16 263.35 0.68 -15.93 0.62 7 3 6.04 7.24 3EG-J0725m5140 263.29 -16.02 0.11
l270b0-1-20 263.64 0.05 -2.73 0.04 3096 56 105.95 107.74 3EG-J0834m4511 263.53 -2.86 0.18
l270b0-1-35 267.21 0.89 20.63 0.98 17 4 3.65 6.30 faint-blazar-122 267.07 20.53 0.16
l270b0-1-44 268.50 2.24 -10.92 2.11 3.57 4.04 3EG-J0808m5344 268.25 -11.20 0.37
poloS-1-13 269.04 0.98 -46.94 1.04 11 3 4.65 5.32 3EG-J0348m5708 269.35 -46.79 0.26
l270b0-1-43 273.47 1.80 -23.01 2.18 7 3 3.28 2.91 3EG-J0702m6212 272.65 -22.56 0.88
poloS-2-0 273.96 1.82 -61.73 1.30 14 4 5.75 6.03 **S
l270b0-1-41 274.22 0.51 38.02 0.50 9 3 2.69 7.94 faint-blazar-015 274.09 38.04 0.10
l270bm50-2-0 274.50 1.42 -61.68 1.89 15 4 9.59 5.67 **S
l270b0-1-10 276.00 0.53 -31.24 0.55 12 3 5.22 7.89 faint-blazar-221 275.91 -31.31 0.10
l270bm50-1-3 276.25 0.16 -61.71 0.16 221 15 40.51 81.34 3EG-J0210m5055 276.10 -61.89 0.20
l270b0-2-3 277.27 0.98 28.98 0.99 10 3 3.09 4.92 faint-blazar-323 277.16 28.81 0.20
l270b50-1-9 277.46 0.47 67.28 0.43 10 3 10.20 6.53 faint-blazar-495 276.97 67.09 0.27
l270bm50-1-14 279.79 0.28 -31.99 0.30 39 6 18.17 15.42 3EG-J0533m6916 279.73 -32.09 0.12
l270b0-1-14 281.46 0.50 -20.62 0.44 37 6 10.02 11.06 unid-halo-060 281.33 -20.82 0.24
l270b0-1-23 282.90 0.36 -0.47 0.34 58 8 15.62 5.68 3EG-J1014m5705 282.80 -0.51 0.11
l270b0-1-21 284.02 0.32 -2.14 0.31 224 15 13.42 4.79 3EG-J1013m5915 283.93 -2.34 0.22
l270b0-1-24 285.09 0.18 -0.44 0.18 184 14 29.69 12.17 3EG-J1027m5817 284.94 -0.51 0.16
l270b0-1-28 286.29 0.28 6.69 0.27 61 8 18.62 11.11 3EG-J1058m5234 286.14 6.59 0.18
l270b0-1-26 287.67 0.18 0.57 0.19 157 13 28.43 11.95 3EG-J1048m5840 287.53 0.47 0.17
l270b50-1-8 290.16 0.31 64.51 0.33 72 8 21.93 33.06 3EG-J1229p0210 289.83 64.47 0.14
l270b0-1-22 290.23 0.51 -0.85 0.49 37 6 11.64 3.86 3EG-J1102m6103 290.12 -0.92 0.13
l270b0-1-0 291.50 2.34 -40.55 2.27 6 2 4.26 11.64 faint-blazar-358 291.43 -40.65 0.12
poloN-2-0 292.78 0.58 67.46 0.55 11 3 5.05 6.89 3EG-J1236p0457 292.59 67.52 0.10
l270b0-1-33 294.76 0.63 18.38 0.61 7 3 7.89 8.92 unid-halo-049 294.68 18.34 0.09
l270b0-1-15 295.79 0.72 -15.35 0.74 8 3 8.38 7.74 3EG-J1045m7630 295.66 -15.45 0.16
l270b50-1-10 300.66 1.86 55.82 2.27 12 3 10.64 4.41 3EG-J1246m0651 300.96 55.99 0.25
l270b0-1-31 300.98 0.91 15.81 0.86 6.61 8.26 unid-halo-016 301.02 15.66 0.16
l0bm40-1-8 303.00 0.57 -20.49 0.44 14 4 8.67 19.42 3EG-J1249m8330 302.86 -20.63 0.19
l270b50-1-6 305.21 0.68 56.99 0.80 8 3 9.04 6.31 3EG-J1255m0549 304.98 57.03 0.13
l270b0-1-29 306.92 0.43 10.06 0.45 23 5 12.10 11.81 3EG-J1316m5244 306.85 9.93 0.15
l270b0-1-3 308.12 2.09 -30.76 2.03 8 3 5.25 7.99 faint-blazar-076 307.87 -30.84 0.23
l0b40-1-12 308.22 0.94 28.22 0.99 11 3 7.15 12.32 3EG-J1314m3431 308.21 28.12 0.10
l0b40-1-8 309.31 0.79 19.38 0.77 5.34 12.14 3EG-J1324m4314 309.32 19.21 0.17
l0b40-1-20 309.78 1.75 16.26 1.99 4.52 3.59 3EG-J1329m4602 309.83 16.32 0.08
l270b0-1-1 310.70 1.15 -34.99 1.97 10 3 6.35 13.42 3EG-J2219m7941 310.64 -35.06 0.08
l270b0-1-46 311.45 1.94 11.29 2.50 3 2 6.02 4.70 unid-halo-033 311.41 11.09 0.20
l270b0-1-9 311.82 0.70 -24.73 0.97 7 3 5.33 7.57 unid-halo-020 311.70 -24.80 0.13
l270bm50-1-1 311.99 0.58 -59.54 0.51 9 3 9.48 7.43 faint-blazar-241 311.92 -59.90 0.36
l270b0-1-25 312.26 0.32 -0.20 0.27 95 10 22.78 6.92 3EG-J1410m6147 312.20 -0.30 0.12
l270b0-1-27 313.68 0.33 0.44 0.33 95 10 21.32 9.26 3EG-J1420m6038 313.63 0.37 0.09
GC-1-3 314.64 0.61 -25.39 0.61 26 5 9.66 21.39 3EG-J1825m7926 314.56 -25.44 0.08
l270bm50-1-6 319.88 0.53 -44.93 0.56 10 3 10.74 9.77 3EG-J2241m6736 319.82 -45.02 0.10
GC-1-44 321.73 0.50 17.11 0.57 15 4 8.00 15.89 3EG-J1429m4217 321.66 16.98 0.15
poloS-1-0 321.88 0.27 -35.49 0.30 98 10 19.39 20.62 unid-halo-053 322.03 -35.47 0.12
l0bm40-1-12 323.64 1.90 -24.33 1.13 10 3 5.52 7.58 unid-halo-011 323.54 -24.36 0.10
l0bm40-1-2 324.03 2.21 -45.85 1.03 5 2 8.39 5.67 faint-blazar-400 323.72 -45.90 0.22
l270b50-1-4 325.85 0.68 42.73 0.64 21 5 13.24 14.01 unid-halo-008 325.64 42.68 0.16
GC-1-45 326.18 0.72 18.00 0.70 11 3 5.59 10.57 3EG-J1447m3936 326.12 17.97 0.07
GC-1-21 327.40 0.59 -12.45 0.68 6 2 5.81 6.60 3EG-J1659m6251 327.32 -12.47 0.07
l0bm40-1-18 330.13 0.51 -20.21 0.49 14 4 10.35 8.11 3EG-J1813m6419 330.03 -20.32 0.14
l0b40-1-1 330.87 0.79 20.59 0.63 9 3 10.36 5.94 3EG-J1500m3509 330.91 20.45 0.15
poloN-2-4 332.64 1.86 50.29 2.25 12 3 4.65 4.43 **S
GC-2-5 334.16 0.36 -3.18 0.38 37 6 5.70 3.05 3EG-J1638m5155 334.05 -3.34 0.19
l0b40-1-19 334.34 0.34 50.43 0.31 59 8 20.51 24.94 3EG-J1409m0745 334.23 50.31 0.14
GC-1-23 334.59 0.56 -12.31 0.70 6 2 3.22 4.63 unid-halo-037 334.55 -12.45 0.14
GC-1-24 336.22 0.36 -10.21 0.33 15 4 4.86 5.76 unid-halo-031 336.09 -10.31 0.16
GC-1-1 338.41 1.10 -37.44 0.94 10 3 3.70 9.19 faint-blazar-348 338.26 -37.47 0.12
GC-1-59 340.17 2.43 34.77 2.28 9 3 1.60 4.95 3EG-J1457m1903 339.88 34.60 0.30
GC-2-4 340.20 0.38 -3.70 0.38 36 6 7.15 2.36 3EG-J1704m4732 340.10 -3.79 0.12
GC-2-7 340.57 0.24 -1.46 0.24 65 8 9.30 1.60 3EG-J1655m4554 340.48 -1.61 0.17
GC-2-14 341.67 0.44 5.37 0.48 15 4 6.17 2.94 3EG-J1631m4033 341.61 5.24 0.14
GC-1-17 342.17 0.89 -18.45 0.88 9 3 5.30 7.16 unid-halo-034 342.11 -18.62 0.18
GC-1-53 343.04 0.53 26.58 0.55 9 3 3.66 8.26 3EG-J1527m2358 342.97 26.51 0.10
GC-1-27 343.08 0.13 -2.74 0.13 272 16 33.18 9.19 3EG-J1710m4439 343.00 -2.87 0.15
poloS-1-27 344.02 0.78 -68.69 0.88 10 3 5.05 5.48 faint-blazar-168 344.51 -68.68 0.18
GC-1-57 344.19 0.74 36.50 0.75 17 4 4.03 9.00 3EG-J1504m1537 344.04 36.38 0.17
GC-1-18 346.01 0.43 -18.12 0.44 7 3 6.62 5.70 3EG-J1836m4933 345.93 -18.27 0.17
GC-1-32 348.14 0.21 0.02 0.21 107 10 19.11 4.12 3EG-J1714m3857 348.04 -0.09 0.14
GC-1-38 348.83 0.25 13.49 0.25 87 9 16.76 10.81 3EG-J1625m2955 348.67 13.38 0.19
l0b40-1-11 351.56 0.67 40.46 0.48 32 6 16.04 9.41 3EG-J1512m0849 351.49 40.36 0.11
GC-2-20 352.29 0.42 12.66 0.43 16 4 7.66 3.61 3EG-J1638m2749 352.25 12.59 0.08
GC-1-0 352.65 0.54 -40.15 0.56 12 3 7.52 15.77 3EG-J2055m4716 352.56 -40.20 0.09
GC-1-15 353.12 0.59 -21.22 0.60 24 5 9.15 7.93 unid-lowlat-011 353.02 -21.31 0.13
GC-1-5 355.10 0.63 -29.96 0.59 14 4 6.98 9.82 3EG-J1958m4443 354.85 -30.13 0.28
GC-1-25 357.77 0.28 -10.62 0.25 19 4 11.55 6.58 unid-halo-068 357.71 -10.76 0.15
poloN-1-23 358.29 0.70 81.03 0.64 20 4 7.68 11.49 3EG-J1323p2200 359.31 81.15 0.20
GC-1-11 358.63 0.72 -25.13 0.80 9 3 6.12 5.00 3EG-J1935m4022 358.65 -25.23 0.09
GC-1-28 359.02 0.17 -0.46 0.15 149 12 27.46 4.45 3EG-J1744m3011 358.85 -0.52 0.18
Table B.8: Output source list obtained applying the PGWAVE detection algorithm
to 6-day simulated GLAST data, from light sim simulator using the Glast25 IRF
parameterisation.
1 MONTH
wt-name l dl b db C dC k S/N IDtruth ltruth ltruth d
poloS-1-19 0.77 0.27 -70.64 0.28 83 9 13.8 8.0 faint-blazar-190 1.16 -70.52 0.17
GC-1-119 1.05 0.25 29.17 0.26 183 14 8.8 3.8 3EG-J1607m1101 0.91 29.05 0.17
poloN-1-75 2.01 0.40 60.34 0.41 26 5 5.8 2.9 faint-blazar-311 2.34 60.43 0.19
GC-1-99 2.43 0.25 21.85 0.25 127 11 15.4 5.5 3EG-J1634m1434 2.33 21.78 0.12
GC-3-2 2.93 0.21 5.15 0.21 103 10 13.1 1.8 unid-halo-056 2.78 5.00 0.21
GC-2-3 3.36 0.60 -13.24 0.54 56 7 10.0 2.6 3EG-J1847m3219 3.22 -13.37 0.19
GC-1-90 3.47 0.16 17.86 0.20 378 19 16.5 4.8 3EG-J1649m1611 3.34 17.80 0.14
GC-2-17 4.52 0.19 3.87 0.19 180 13 24.5 2.8 3EG-J1741m2312 4.42 3.75 0.16
GC-1-21 5.35 0.50 -26.18 0.49 68 8 12.6 4.9 3EG-J1949m3456 5.25 -26.29 0.15
l0b40-1-7 5.65 0.23 25.02 0.23 147 12 30.4 6.3 3EG-J1631m1018 5.55 24.94 0.12
GC-1-44 6.01 0.18 -8.85 0.19 87 9 16.5 3.2 3EG-J1834m2803 5.92 -8.98 0.15
GC-1-127 6.37 0.43 34.91 0.42 49 7 9.5 6.5 3EG-J1600m0351 6.30 34.81 0.12
GC-1-62 6.41 0.08 -0.03 0.08 4890 70 61.0 4.9 3EG-J1800m2338 6.24 -0.18 0.23
GC-1-72 6.51 0.12 5.17 0.11 190 14 28.1 3.0 3EG-J1741m2050 6.44 5.00 0.18
GC-2-28 7.12 0.59 13.07 0.63 48 7 10.1 2.4 unid-lowlat-016 7.06 12.93 0.15
GC-1-74 7.13 0.13 7.73 0.13 110 10 20.6 2.8 unid-halo-052 7.00 7.63 0.16
l0bm40-1-42 7.36 0.32 -22.38 0.31 53 7 22.2 5.0 unid-halo-015 7.23 -22.49 0.16
GC-1-51 7.37 0.12 -4.19 0.11 186 14 25.9 3.2 unid-halo-057 7.22 -4.31 0.19
GC-1-53 7.60 0.09 -1.86 0.09 3617 60 42.2 3.6 3EG-J1809m2328 7.46 -1.99 0.18
poloN-1-45 8.24 0.45 86.52 0.54 18 4 5.7 3.2 faint-blazar-420 9.82 86.63 0.15
GC-2-5 8.69 0.40 -11.69 0.44 57 8 13.1 2.9 3EG-J1850m2652 8.58 -11.74 0.12
GC-1-47 9.14 0.11 -7.58 0.11 153 12 26.7 4.1 unid-halo-007 8.98 -7.67 0.18
GC-1-89 9.87 0.20 16.98 0.19 75 9 14.8 3.9 unid-halo-046 9.73 16.87 0.17
GC-1-104 10.91 0.33 23.81 0.32 98 10 14.9 4.6 3EG-J1646m0704 10.84 23.69 0.14
l0b40-1-39 11.81 0.36 47.83 0.39 29 5 15.3 3.3 faint-blazar-001 11.70 47.77 0.10
GC-1-50 12.06 0.12 -5.34 0.13 155 12 26.2 3.3 3EG-J1832m2110 11.93 -5.50 0.21
GC-1-78 12.09 0.13 10.66 0.13 334 18 39.2 7.4 3EG-J1733m1313 12.01 10.57 0.12
GC-1-3 12.32 0.66 -34.55 0.73 15 4 6.8 3.6 3EG-J2034m3110 12.25 -34.63 0.10
GC-1-8 12.52 0.35 -31.12 0.35 33 6 9.6 4.6 faint-blazar-020 12.38 -31.22 0.15
GC-2-7 12.55 0.34 -9.13 0.37 39 6 10.3 2.0 unid-halo-013 12.36 -9.24 0.22
GC-1-120 12.82 0.25 28.62 0.28 50 7 10.1 4.7 unid-halo-014 12.66 28.54 0.16
GC-1-91 13.03 0.30 18.34 0.24 49 7 11.5 3.0 3EG-J1709m0828 12.86 18.25 0.18
GC-1-55 13.28 0.35 -0.61 0.06 3908 63 17.5 2.9 unid-halo-024 13.09 -1.23 0.65
GC-2-27 13.39 0.28 11.51 0.26 82 9 12.2 2.9 unid-halo-001 13.26 11.41 0.16
GC-2-19 13.71 0.14 4.14 0.13 167 13 22.8 2.1 unid-lowlat-009 13.56 4.06 0.17
GC-1-45 14.19 0.17 -8.42 0.16 69 8 18.3 2.9 unid-halo-029 14.08 -8.49 0.13
GC-2-6 14.37 0.38 -11.00 0.42 55 7 11.9 2.6 3EG-J1858m2137 14.21 -11.14 0.22
GC-1-128 14.89 0.77 34.33 0.52 16 4 5.0 3.3 faint-blazar-347 14.80 34.25 0.11
GC-1-103 15.16 0.22 23.05 0.21 70 8 13.6 4.0 unid-halo-023 15.06 23.01 0.09
GC-2-46 15.52 1.64 14.30 1.40 53 7 8.3 1.2 **fit 15.52 14.77 0.47
GC-1-84 15.63 0.16 14.84 0.16 107 10 20.8 4.3 3EG-J1726m0807 15.52 14.77 0.12
GC-1-112 16.12 0.22 25.15 0.22 153 12 20.7 8.6 3EG-J1652m0223 15.99 25.05 0.16
GC-3-22 16.20 1.77 24.40 1.88 23 5 5.6 1.5 **fit 15.99 25.05 0.67
GC-1-77 16.47 0.17 9.76 0.15 118 11 23.0 3.1 3EG-J1746m1001 16.34 9.64 0.18
GC-1-56 16.67 0.32 -0.60 0.08 5199 72 35.4 3.4 3EG-J1824m1514 16.37 -1.16 0.64
poloN-1-72 16.68 0.31 65.82 0.28 40 6 7.9 4.1 faint-blazar-269 16.83 65.86 0.08
GC-1-71 16.79 0.08 2.45 0.08 365 19 40.9 3.3 3EG-J1812m1316 16.70 2.38 0.11
GC-1-40 17.19 0.23 -13.16 0.22 144 12 23.8 6.4 3EG-J1911m2000 17.04 -13.29 0.20
poloS-1-4 17.42 0.22 -52.43 0.22 137 12 17.0 9.3 3EG-J2158m3023 17.44 -52.23 0.20
GC-1-124 17.60 0.82 30.56 1.06 20 4 6.0 3.9 faint-blazar-008 17.49 30.47 0.13
l0b40-1-34 17.63 0.33 43.16 0.29 177 13 18.0 4.4 faint-blazar-097 17.53 43.11 0.09
GC-2-16 17.86 0.35 2.40 0.30 88 9 15.4 1.5 faint-blazar-216 17.76 2.25 0.18
GC-1-93 17.90 0.19 18.26 0.23 148 12 22.9 6.6 3EG-J1719m0430 17.80 18.17 0.13
GC-1-35 17.93 0.24 -15.52 0.26 34 6 12.2 3.2 3EG-J1921m2015 17.81 -15.60 0.14
GC-3-1 18.07 0.12 0.25 0.13 221 15 29.2 1.5 3EG-J1823m1314 17.94 0.14 0.17
GC-1-60 18.60 0.11 -0.22 0.12 3504 59 55.7 4.6 3EG-J1826m1302 18.48 -0.44 0.25
GC-1-122 18.79 0.36 28.49 0.31 27 5 7.0 4.2 faint-blazar-435 18.64 28.40 0.16
l0bm40-1-32 18.91 0.42 -26.12 0.37 85 9 23.5 6.5 3EG-J2006m2321 18.82 -26.26 0.16
GC-2-20 18.94 0.23 4.31 0.22 157 13 22.8 2.5 3EG-J1810m1032 18.81 4.22 0.16
GC-1-75 20.37 0.14 8.60 0.13 134 12 23.8 3.8 3EG-J1757m0711 20.31 8.46 0.15
GC-1-4 21.61 0.47 -32.89 0.55 19 4 7.1 3.8 faint-blazar-443 21.49 -33.01 0.16
poloS-1-12 22.28 0.54 -59.34 0.62 16 4 4.5 2.9 faint-blazar-134 22.24 -59.20 0.14
GC-1-83 22.31 0.21 13.58 0.25 316 18 15.5 3.0 3EG-J1744m0310 22.19 13.42 0.20
GC-1-29 22.57 0.33 -18.28 0.30 74 9 17.4 5.8 unid-halo-028 22.48 -18.45 0.19
GC-2-35 22.95 0.37 22.08 0.39 26 5 7.9 2.5 faint-blazar-333 22.83 22.00 0.14
l0b40-1-33 23.74 0.16 41.14 0.19 513 23 38.1 15.5 3EG-J1608p1055 23.51 41.05 0.19
GC-1-34 24.00 0.37 -17.03 0.42 30 5 10.4 3.3 3EG-J1937m1529 23.95 -17.12 0.11
GC-1-46 24.37 0.19 -7.94 0.19 389 20 22.1 4.5 3EG-J1904m1124 24.22 -8.12 0.23
l0bm40-1-40 24.76 0.24 -21.05 0.24 45 7 18.9 4.3 faint-blazar-104 24.64 -21.13 0.14
GC-1-113 25.47 0.27 24.17 0.26 98 10 17.4 6.9 faint-blazar-037 25.40 24.11 0.09
GC-1-79 25.61 0.27 10.46 0.24 48 7 14.7 3.2 3EG-J1800m0146 25.49 10.40 0.13
GC-1-82 25.68 0.38 12.80 0.29 189 14 13.0 3.2 unid-halo-058 25.65 12.66 0.14
GC-1-65 26.00 0.06 0.47 0.06 661 26 71.1 5.5 3EG-J1837m0606 25.86 0.41 0.15
l0b40-1-9 26.93 0.33 23.33 0.25 46 7 19.6 4.5 faint-blazar-283 26.85 23.29 0.09
poloS-1-14 27.04 0.30 -60.99 0.26 91 10 13.8 7.9 faint-blazar-245 27.16 -60.81 0.19
l0bm40-1-41 27.13 0.26 -20.49 0.24 53 7 22.7 5.4 3EG-J1955m1414 27.01 -20.56 0.13
l0b40-1-0 27.39 0.15 20.67 0.15 352 19 28.7 7.1 3EG-J1727p0429 27.28 20.62 0.12
GC-3-6 27.41 1.55 3.50 1.26 110 10 26.9 1.2 **S
GC-1-73 27.43 0.12 6.64 0.11 153 12 34.6 3.4 unid-halo-040 27.31 6.55 0.15
GC-1-92 27.57 0.34 16.77 0.31 29 5 17.2 3.1 faint-blazar-145 27.45 16.64 0.17
GC-1-69 27.62 0.47 0.63 0.45 3467 59 28.2 3.2 3EG-J1837m0423 27.44 1.05 0.46
GC-2-0 27.63 2.05 -22.18 1.69 41 6 13.0 2.7 faint-blazar-011 27.45 -22.41 0.28
l0bm40-1-1 28.17 0.49 -50.34 0.57 45 7 17.5 5.5 faint-blazar-356 27.98 -50.44 0.16
GC-1-13 28.22 0.51 -26.52 0.50 33 6 15.1 4.3 3EG-J2020m1545 28.09 -26.61 0.15
GC-2-34 28.23 0.88 20.01 0.92 25 5 14.6 2.7 faint-blazar-429 28.16 19.91 0.12
l0b40-1-37 29.37 0.20 43.96 0.20 148 12 32.0 13.1 3EG-J1605p1553 29.17 43.84 0.18
GC-1-111 29.55 0.38 22.86 0.34 82 9 23.5 7.3 unid-halo-043 29.47 22.79 0.10
poloS-1-28 31.02 0.45 -83.20 0.49 32 6 5.7 3.4 faint-blazar-424 31.88 -82.98 0.24
l0bm40-1-33 31.15 0.20 -23.79 0.20 151 12 30.9 8.8 unid-halo-021 31.10 -23.87 0.09
l0bm40-1-21 31.32 0.32 -28.96 0.33 75 9 22.6 6.6 unid-halo-066 31.22 -29.08 0.15
GC-1-7 31.33 0.34 -29.00 0.36 65 8 20.9 8.8 unid-halo-066 31.22 -29.08 0.12
GC-2-23 32.02 0.26 5.89 0.22 76 9 28.3 2.2 3EG-J1828p0142 31.91 5.78 0.16
l0bm40-1-25 32.04 0.24 -26.61 0.26 122 11 28.0 7.9 unid-halo-004 31.96 -26.73 0.14
GC-1-88 32.56 0.45 14.51 0.43 15 4 14.9 3.1 faint-blazar-217 32.39 14.29 0.27
GC-1-32 32.75 0.41 -16.55 0.46 57 8 23.3 6.3 unid-halo-047 32.54 -16.59 0.21
GC-1-20 34.59 0.37 -22.59 0.31 71 8 21.8 6.6 unid-halo-036 34.55 -22.65 0.07
GC-1-58 34.72 0.06 -0.42 0.05 710 27 73.5 6.3 3EG-J1856p0114 34.60 -0.54 0.17
GC-2-15 36.15 0.37 1.93 0.34 75 9 25.0 1.6 unid-halo-032 36.10 1.83 0.11
l0bm40-1-30 36.79 0.21 -24.27 0.18 179 13 34.6 16.4 3EG-J2025m0744 36.72 -24.40 0.15
GC-2-1 37.51 1.36 -11.56 1.40 0 0 12.4 2.1 3EG-J1940m0121 37.41 -11.62 0.11
GC-1-36 37.77 0.32 -12.45 0.27 56 7 20.0 4.8 faint-blazar-473 37.68 -12.58 0.16
GC-1-63 39.61 0.10 0.04 0.10 3104 56 55.7 5.2 3EG-J1903p0550 39.52 -0.04 0.12
poloN-1-66 40.56 0.37 64.26 0.32 35 6 7.4 4.0 faint-blazar-240 41.02 64.23 0.20
poloN-2-9 40.94 1.22 37.66 1.21 35 6 5.5 2.0 **fit
l0b40-3-6 41.27 1.71 38.25 2.43 11 3 18.9 2.1 **fit 42.02 37.80 0.75
l0b40-2-6 42.11 0.96 37.82 1.24 15 4 11.6 3.2 faint-blazar-335 42.02 37.80 0.08
l90b50-1-13 42.16 0.33 38.55 0.39 81 9 15.2 12.3 unid-halo-042 42.21 38.45 0.10
GC-2-18 42.32 0.29 2.97 0.27 91 10 24.7 1.9 unid-halo-019 42.24 2.89 0.11
l0bm40-1-4 42.47 0.43 -43.42 0.41 21 5 12.7 3.5 faint-blazar-164 42.44 -43.54 0.12
poloN-1-59 43.33 0.42 69.02 0.39 28 5 6.5 3.6 faint-blazar-334 43.96 69.03 0.23
GC-1-76 43.43 0.28 6.74 0.33 37 6 21.6 3.4 unid-halo-045 43.33 6.68 0.12
poloS-1-18 43.82 0.26 -61.86 0.28 43 7 8.8 4.1 faint-blazar-197 43.74 -61.68 0.18
poloS-1-30 43.92 0.33 -82.78 0.36 33 6 7.1 4.1 faint-blazar-398 43.67 -82.70 0.09
GC-1-94 44.89 0.44 13.91 0.38 7 3 13.9 3.8 3EG-J1822p1641 44.84 13.84 0.08
l90b0-2-10 45.25 0.31 2.35 0.36 59 8 14.9 1.9 unid-lowlat-005 45.17 2.26 0.12
GC-1-49 46.02 0.15 -4.84 0.12 97 10 29.3 5.3 faint-blazar-262 45.96 -4.91 0.09
poloN-1-49 46.52 0.26 77.51 0.28 101 10 15.6 9.6 3EG-J1347p2932 47.32 77.50 0.17
GC-1-48 47.53 0.35 -5.22 0.31 28 5 18.2 3.5 faint-blazar-449 47.48 -5.26 0.06
l90b0-1-5 48.09 0.46 -35.22 0.43 41 6 10.5 12.1 faint-blazar-194 48.04 -35.25 0.05
poloS-1-31 48.65 0.41 -84.34 0.40 58 8 9.5 5.3 faint-blazar-214 48.08 -84.15 0.20
GC-1-38 49.09 2.00 -9.70 1.23 -12 -999 14.1 5.0 unid-halo-009 49.04 -9.82 0.13
GC-1-87 49.46 0.32 10.96 0.33 19 4 16.3 3.5 unid-halo-059 49.41 10.92 0.06
l90b0-1-1 50.90 0.73 -37.77 0.74 22 5 6.8 6.9 faint-blazar-040 50.83 -37.83 0.08
poloS-1-27 51.79 0.84 -78.90 0.83 53 7 8.3 4.6 faint-blazar-209 51.45 -78.73 0.18
l90b0-1-29 52.79 0.18 0.21 0.17 132 11 23.3 3.3 3EG-J1928p1733 52.71 0.08 0.16
l90bm50-1-3 52.81 0.43 -58.89 0.50 54 7 11.7 6.4 3EG-J2251m1341 52.48 -58.91 0.17
poloN-2-7 52.98 1.67 46.70 1.53 115 11 5.1 3.2 faint-blazar-129 52.95 46.66 0.04
l90b50-1-19 53.82 0.35 51.68 0.38 31 6 7.6 4.5 faint-blazar-184 53.68 51.49 0.21
l90b50-1-15 55.52 0.15 46.46 0.16 243 16 29.8 21.6 3EG-J1614p3424 55.43 46.30 0.18
l0bm40-1-22 55.77 0.49 -20.14 0.43 49 7 18.7 8.6 3EG-J2046p0933 55.76 -20.24 0.10
l90b0-1-20 56.25 0.46 -17.14 0.43 50 7 12.5 5.8 3EG-J2036p1132 56.12 -17.18 0.13
poloN-3-0 56.74 1.66 46.35 1.53 25 5 5.2 2.6 **fit
l90b0-1-46 56.86 0.57 18.08 0.50 4 2 6.0 3.0 3EG-J1825p2854 56.79 18.03 0.09
poloN-2-6 59.75 0.97 42.39 0.82 91 10 9.1 4.2 **fit
l90b0-3-0 60.83 0.18 -2.83 0.17 70 8 13.8 3.1 unid-halo-044 60.73 -2.97 0.17
l0bm40-1-43 61.18 0.71 -30.43 0.74 15 4 11.8 4.6 faint-blazar-370 61.07 -30.52 0.13
l90b50-1-10 61.30 0.08 42.43 0.09 657 26 55.3 60.7 3EG-J1635p3813 61.21 42.26 0.18
l90b0-1-27 61.63 0.20 -2.89 0.19 2122 46 32.6 4.6 unid-halo-012 61.55 -2.98 0.12
l90b50-1-18 61.65 0.38 49.72 0.36 25 5 6.8 3.9 faint-blazar-261 61.70 49.56 0.17
l90b0-2-4 61.79 0.26 -3.36 0.28 85 9 10.6 2.7 unid-halo-050 61.65 -3.42 0.15
l0b40-1-40 62.57 0.40 31.05 0.40 45 7 18.3 14.1 faint-blazar-413 62.50 31.05 0.06
l90b0-1-47 62.58 0.32 20.22 0.34 82 9 14.5 7.6 3EG-J1824p3441 62.49 20.14 0.12
poloN-1-56 64.39 0.49 58.46 0.54 181 13 5.2 2.9 faint-blazar-395 64.53 58.27 0.20
l90b0-2-13 64.79 0.66 15.25 0.60 9 3 5.4 2.6 faint-blazar-367 64.76 15.15 0.11
l90bm50-1-9 64.95 0.49 -52.01 0.43 30 5 6.9 3.5 faint-blazar-141 64.86 -52.10 0.10
l90b0-3-1 65.72 0.71 0.44 0.86 58 8 9.8 1.4 **fit 66.25 0.05 0.65
poloN-1-52 66.04 0.64 67.87 0.67 41 6 7.7 4.2 3EG-J1424p3734 66.82 67.76 0.31
l90b0-1-28 66.36 0.12 -0.02 0.11 508 23 41.8 5.6 faint-blazar-113 66.25 0.05 0.13
l90b0-2-7 66.41 0.60 0.97 0.66 63 8 10.7 1.5 faint-blazar-289 66.45 1.66 0.69
l90b50-1-5 67.42 0.52 32.75 0.48 37 6 9.9 5.7 faint-blazar-071 67.33 32.61 0.16
poloN-2-14 67.72 1.64 67.30 1.67 24 5 5.1 2.0 **fit 66.82 67.76 0.58
l90b0-1-41 68.04 0.34 11.21 0.36 150 12 8.9 3.3 unid-lowlat-014 67.94 11.12 0.14
poloN-1-48 69.85 0.43 69.27 0.37 177 13 7.8 4.5 faint-blazar-121 70.09 69.13 0.16
l90b0-3-6 72.56 2.61 1.12 1.06 3881 62 11.0 1.4 **S
l90b0-2-1 73.74 0.42 -16.37 0.44 18 4 5.0 2.7 faint-blazar-316 73.64 -16.49 0.15
l90b0-1-64 74.18 0.11 -2.19 0.11 213 15 24.8 2.8 3EG-J2027p3429 74.08 -2.36 0.19
l90b0-1-32 74.87 0.07 1.11 0.08 382 20 29.3 4.3 3EG-J2016p3657 74.75 0.97 0.19
l90b50-1-30 74.90 0.63 51.59 0.52 24 5 5.4 3.3 faint-blazar-423 74.79 51.49 0.12
l90b0-1-30 75.73 0.09 0.47 0.09 885 30 60.1 6.6 3EG-J2021p3716 75.58 0.33 0.21
l90b0-1-50 76.02 0.52 25.54 0.44 19 4 4.5 3.2 faint-blazar-101 75.95 25.41 0.14
l90bm50-1-6 77.01 0.33 -58.00 0.30 81 9 23.7 6.7 3EG-J2321m0328 76.82 -58.07 0.12
l90bm50-1-22 77.55 0.17 -38.42 0.17 520 23 24.7 14.2 3EG-J2232p1147 77.46 -38.50 0.11
l90b0-1-35 78.17 0.04 2.20 0.04 1245 35 85.4 10.4 3EG-J2020p4017 78.05 2.08 0.17
l90b50-1-0 79.44 0.15 32.14 0.16 284 17 20.9 11.5 3EG-J1738p5203 79.37 32.05 0.11
l90b0-1-31 80.36 0.07 0.85 0.08 1045 32 61.9 8.3 3EG-J2033p4118 80.27 0.73 0.15
poloS-1-35 80.69 0.31 -77.50 0.38 28 5 7.8 3.9 faint-blazar-167 80.24 -77.40 0.14
l90b0-2-11 80.75 0.19 3.70 0.23 198 14 19.5 1.8 3EG-J2022p4317 80.63 3.62 0.15
l90b0-1-15 82.02 0.34 -25.57 0.36 36 6 6.1 4.8 3EG-J2209p2401 81.84 -25.65 0.19
l90b0-1-52 82.36 0.36 30.28 0.32 33 6 5.3 3.9 faint-blazar-422 82.27 30.20 0.11
l90b0-1-10 82.86 0.25 -37.43 0.27 106 10 13.2 8.5 3EG-J2243p1509 82.70 -37.48 0.14
poloS-1-34 82.94 0.57 -74.29 0.69 30 5 6.1 3.4 faint-blazar-137 82.29 -74.09 0.27
l90b0-1-36 83.28 0.09 2.65 0.10 219 15 28.9 3.5 3EG-J2035p4441 83.17 2.49 0.20
l90b50-1-6 83.79 0.58 35.92 0.57 134 12 12.5 2.9 faint-blazar-087 83.84 36.00 0.09
l90b0-1-11 86.08 0.22 -36.06 0.24 121 11 12.3 10.9 3EG-J2248p1745 86.00 -36.17 0.13
l90b0-1-9 86.18 0.11 -38.24 0.11 465 22 33.2 35.3 3EG-J2254p1601 86.04 -38.30 0.13
l90b0-2-2 87.55 0.42 -16.39 0.42 21 5 3.0 2.6 faint-blazar-103 87.48 -16.52 0.14
l90b0-2-15 88.45 1.83 26.03 1.50 71 8 3.3 4.1 **fit
l90b50-1-24 88.64 0.88 63.88 0.99 17 4 11.5 3.1 faint-blazar-004 88.10 63.61 0.36
l90b50-1-14 88.83 0.25 50.76 0.26 106 10 28.2 11.0 faint-blazar-273 88.63 50.69 0.14
l90b0-1-49 88.84 0.07 25.20 0.07 939 31 56.6 81.6 3EG-J1835p5918 88.74 25.07 0.15
l90b0-1-48 89.00 0.23 23.32 0.23 437 21 7.4 7.7 3EG-J1850p5903 88.92 23.18 0.16
l90bm50-1-26 89.13 0.30 -35.34 0.29 59 8 21.4 5.5 3EG-J2255p1943 89.03 -35.43 0.12
l90b50-1-1 89.20 0.32 33.03 0.45 44 7 19.5 5.7 3EG-J1733p6017 89.11 32.94 0.12
l90b50-1-8 89.36 0.37 41.62 0.37 30 5 15.3 4.7 faint-blazar-497 89.24 41.53 0.13
l90b0-1-2 90.47 0.74 -44.31 0.87 21 5 2.2 5.5 faint-blazar-005 90.39 -44.40 0.11
poloN-1-42 92.55 0.59 75.85 0.53 15 4 5.4 3.2 faint-blazar-169 93.04 75.68 0.21
l90b0-1-25 92.76 0.22 -10.26 0.25 345 19 5.7 3.2 3EG-J2202p4217 92.55 -10.40 0.25
poloN-1-40 93.29 0.42 52.66 0.36 30 5 7.3 3.9 faint-blazar-036 93.36 52.52 0.15
l90b0-1-19 95.57 0.50 -22.56 0.49 34 6 3.8 3.0 faint-blazar-232 95.41 -22.65 0.18
poloS-1-38 95.73 0.73 -57.12 0.66 34 6 5.5 2.9 faint-blazar-073 95.43 -57.09 0.16
l90bm50-1-4 96.07 0.54 -64.23 0.59 21 5 12.7 3.3 faint-blazar-049 95.83 -64.37 0.18
l90b0-1-44 96.73 0.36 17.20 0.32 70 8 8.0 4.8 3EG-J1959p6342 96.61 17.10 0.15
l90b0-1-39 97.94 0.10 9.32 0.10 213 15 19.0 4.2 3EG-J2100p6012 97.76 9.17 0.23
l90b50-1-12 98.25 0.60 48.86 0.56 30 5 14.5 4.0 faint-blazar-378 98.12 48.81 0.10
l90bm50-1-13 98.30 0.46 -48.28 0.55 17 4 13.3 3.0 faint-blazar-234 97.92 -48.47 0.32
l90b50-1-27 100.93 0.44 65.93 0.47 20 4 13.1 3.7 faint-blazar-410 100.69 65.73 0.22
l90b50-1-22 103.52 0.53 60.41 0.46 16 4 12.2 3.1 faint-blazar-439 103.26 60.30 0.17
l90b50-1-29 103.57 0.69 51.13 0.59 17 4 14.5 2.9 faint-blazar-337 103.51 51.04 0.10
l90b0-1-23 105.43 0.24 -15.00 0.24 109 10 16.6 6.3 3EG-J2314p4426 105.31 -15.10 0.15
l90b50-1-26 105.65 0.22 65.15 0.23 131 11 29.7 13.1 3EG-J1337p5029 105.40 65.05 0.15
l90b0-1-37 106.64 0.13 3.33 0.12 385 20 36.1 6.1 3EG-J2227p6122 106.53 3.18 0.19
l90b0-1-7 106.76 0.35 -39.04 0.36 65 8 10.5 10.4 faint-blazar-306 106.64 -39.08 0.10
l90bm50-1-20 107.08 0.37 -40.49 0.37 91 10 24.6 7.8 3EG-J2359p2041 107.01 -40.58 0.10
l90b0-3-9 107.34 1.55 -4.51 1.49 44 7 7.0 1.4 faint-blazar-128 107.17 -4.72 0.27
l90b0-1-38 107.37 0.17 8.48 0.17 210 14 23.4 5.9 3EG-J2206p6602 107.23 8.35 0.19
l90b0-2-27 109.27 1.77 17.89 2.02 24 5 4.4 1.2 **S
l90b0-1-14 109.98 0.38 -29.12 0.46 25 5 5.7 4.3 faint-blazar-246 109.89 -29.25 0.15
l90b50-1-25 110.24 0.38 62.72 0.39 32 6 15.6 4.8 faint-blazar-286 109.93 62.71 0.14
l90b0-1-17 110.36 0.44 -23.44 0.48 62 8 10.1 5.9 3EG-J2352p3752 110.26 -23.54 0.13
l90b0-1-51 110.74 0.30 24.73 0.31 31 6 6.4 4.5 faint-blazar-488 110.61 24.59 0.18
l90b0-1-3 110.78 0.62 -41.75 0.70 24 5 6.3 7.2 faint-blazar-281 110.76 -41.81 0.06
l90b0-1-63 112.58 0.57 43.81 0.58 24 5 6.6 7.7 faint-blazar-159 112.49 43.74 0.09
poloS-1-41 113.24 0.33 -72.54 0.35 80 9 13.4 7.1 3EG-J0038m0949 112.69 -72.44 0.19
l90b0-1-22 113.52 0.31 -15.64 0.30 77 9 16.1 6.9 3EG-J2358p4604 113.39 -15.81 0.22
l90b0-1-57 115.63 0.37 31.83 0.38 57 8 12.0 10.2 3EG-J1621p8203 115.53 31.77 0.10
poloS-1-43 119.13 0.33 -68.40 0.29 31 6 6.6 3.0 faint-blazar-029 118.78 -68.35 0.14
l90b0-1-42 119.98 0.09 10.67 0.09 570 24 53.7 21.1 3EG-J0010p7309 119.91 10.54 0.14
l90b0-1-4 121.30 0.41 -39.12 0.42 42 6 10.8 11.3 faint-blazar-494 121.22 -39.23 0.12
poloS-1-53 121.53 0.25 -41.28 0.23 57 8 8.0 4.4 faint-blazar-384 121.40 -41.26 0.10
l180b40-1-26 122.78 0.83 29.43 0.95 23 5 5.5 4.9 3EG-J1308p8744 122.74 29.38 0.06
l90b0-1-16 124.43 0.65 -21.63 0.64 30 5 7.5 4.8 faint-blazar-313 124.37 -21.70 0.09
l90b0-1-59 126.40 0.49 32.72 0.61 13 4 5.9 6.0 faint-blazar-138 126.30 32.62 0.13
l180bm40-1-20 128.44 0.54 -28.32 0.61 31 6 8.4 6.3 faint-blazar-078 128.33 -28.38 0.11
AC-1-51 128.73 0.71 7.09 0.56 27 5 8.0 3.5 faint-blazar-219 128.64 7.03 0.10
l180bm40-1-5 131.11 0.42 -41.56 0.45 48 7 12.0 7.6 faint-blazar-314 131.03 -41.55 0.06
poloS-2-7 131.57 0.41 -50.38 0.43 28 5 6.2 2.8 faint-blazar-486 131.36 -50.45 0.15
l90b0-1-61 132.26 0.90 37.03 0.92 15 4 6.4 8.4 faint-blazar-117 132.21 36.99 0.05
AC-1-26 133.58 2.31 -13.88 2.17 -23 -999 5.0 4.0 faint-blazar-208 133.47 -14.01 0.17
AC-1-44 134.26 0.18 1.23 0.17 273 17 30.0 8.1 3EG-J0229p6151 134.20 1.15 0.11
l90b0-2-8 135.55 1.31 1.16 1.42 183 14 11.9 2.6 **fit 135.86 1.00 0.35
l90b0-1-33 135.93 0.13 1.05 0.11 429 21 49.1 14.4 3EG-J0241p6103 135.86 1.00 0.09
l90bm50-1-0 136.34 0.26 -59.22 0.24 42 6 20.6 7.9 3EG-J0118p0248 136.23 -59.36 0.15
AC-1-12 137.68 1.01 -23.93 0.97 11 3 5.3 5.2 faint-blazar-493 137.60 -23.92 0.07
AC-1-34 138.62 0.34 -7.87 0.38 12 3 7.8 3.9 faint-blazar-297 138.56 -8.00 0.14
poloN-1-27 138.63 0.44 73.49 0.40 57 8 9.7 5.9 3EG-J1227p4302 138.65 73.34 0.15
AC-1-27 138.74 0.58 -12.17 0.56 8 3 5.4 2.8 faint-blazar-496 138.67 -12.21 0.08
poloN-1-24 139.72 0.55 68.91 0.46 25 5 5.6 3.2 faint-blazar-336 139.56 68.73 0.19
AC-1-0 139.92 0.67 -32.68 0.62 10 3 4.2 3.8 **S
AC-1-23 140.31 0.20 -16.82 0.19 158 13 25.0 20.3 3EG-J0222p4253 140.22 -16.88 0.11
poloN-2-0 142.40 0.77 35.47 0.87 65 8 8.5 3.5 faint-blazar-088 142.10 35.46 0.25
AC-1-7 143.02 0.78 -27.23 0.72 23 5 7.1 6.1 faint-blazar-301 142.88 -27.26 0.13
l90bm50-1-11 143.05 0.34 -35.38 0.36 32 6 14.2 4.7 faint-blazar-444 142.98 -35.47 0.11
l180b40-1-20 143.52 0.36 34.94 0.33 80 9 22.3 8.8 3EG-J0845p7049 143.49 34.79 0.15
AC-2-17 143.58 1.61 28.19 1.44 20 4 2.5 3.7 **fit 143.97 28.00 0.40
AC-1-76 144.07 0.19 28.11 0.20 158 13 18.8 25.2 3EG-J0721p7120 143.97 28.00 0.13
l90bm50-1-2 144.89 0.48 -51.32 0.43 23 5 13.4 4.7 faint-blazar-077 144.83 -51.47 0.15
poloN-1-15 145.25 0.74 57.11 0.70 38 6 6.4 3.6 faint-blazar-191 145.33 56.87 0.24
AC-2-22 145.69 1.26 0.09 1.29 44 7 5.6 1.6 **S
AC-1-39 145.73 0.24 -4.55 0.24 67 8 11.4 3.2 3EG-J0323p5122 145.64 -4.67 0.15
l180b40-1-29 145.84 0.41 43.25 0.39 67 8 21.5 7.1 3EG-J0958p6533 145.78 43.11 0.15
AC-1-18 145.92 0.45 -20.58 0.41 20 4 5.2 3.4 faint-blazar-276 145.77 -20.71 0.20
AC-1-52 146.59 0.23 9.56 0.23 133 12 14.8 6.8 3EG-J0435p6137 146.50 9.50 0.11
l90bm50-1-5 147.98 0.37 -44.19 0.37 63 8 20.9 8.7 3EG-J0204p1458 147.95 -44.33 0.14
l180b40-1-21 148.38 0.40 38.71 0.40 60 8 20.0 5.9 3EG-J0910p6556 148.30 38.56 0.16
l180b40-1-42 149.51 0.34 53.51 0.36 22 5 15.9 5.1 3EG-J1052p5718 149.47 53.27 0.23
AC-1-36 150.24 0.16 -8.65 0.17 72 8 10.9 4.0 faint-blazar-379 150.13 -8.77 0.16
AC-1-9 150.28 0.29 -28.75 0.28 101 10 15.5 12.0 3EG-J0239p2815 150.21 -28.80 0.08
l90b50-1-28 151.39 0.54 50.60 0.67 12 3 12.4 4.8 faint-blazar-203 151.20 50.57 0.12
l180bm40-1-10 153.90 0.27 -46.31 0.25 120 11 27.5 7.4 3EG-J0215p1123 153.76 -46.37 0.11
AC-1-50 154.11 0.18 9.53 0.17 207 14 19.3 8.7 3EG-J0510p5545 153.98 9.42 0.17
l180bm40-3-1 156.01 1.20 -39.89 1.08 59 8 17.9 2.2 **fit 156.47 -39.28 0.70
l180bm40-1-19 156.63 0.11 -39.17 0.13 381 20 50.0 22.1 3EG-J0237p1635 156.47 -39.28 0.17
AC-1-11 156.73 0.37 -29.32 0.37 39 6 4.0 3.6 faint-blazar-472 156.64 -29.33 0.08
l180bm40-2-2 157.22 1.57 -38.30 1.45 50 7 13.3 2.8 **fit
l180bm40-1-21 157.75 0.39 -37.00 0.44 48 7 18.9 4.6 3EG-J0245p1758 157.62 -37.11 0.15
l180b40-1-22 158.48 0.34 41.26 0.37 32 6 15.8 4.1 faint-blazar-109 158.35 41.17 0.13
l180bm40-1-4 159.04 0.81 -51.86 0.67 185 14 14.3 3.6 faint-blazar-340 158.75 -51.96 0.21
AC-1-28 159.19 0.24 -14.89 0.24 104 10 13.5 5.5 3EG-J0348p3510 159.07 -15.01 0.17
l180b40-1-31 159.69 0.21 47.49 0.23 123 11 29.2 12.2 3EG-J0952p5501 159.56 47.34 0.18
poloS-1-57 159.87 0.52 -62.62 0.64 21 5 5.3 3.3 faint-blazar-235 159.60 -62.57 0.13
l180bm40-1-6 160.16 0.35 -51.06 0.48 26 5 13.7 3.7 faint-blazar-171 159.99 -51.21 0.18
AC-1-55 160.40 0.34 13.33 0.33 45 7 6.2 3.5 faint-blazar-144 160.24 13.21 0.19
poloS-1-48 160.90 0.33 -71.07 0.32 37 6 8.2 4.5 faint-blazar-249 160.61 -71.14 0.12
AC-2-14 162.11 0.43 12.84 0.50 25 5 3.8 2.4 faint-blazar-102 162.03 12.67 0.19
AC-1-35 162.32 0.23 -9.85 0.24 66 8 11.1 3.6 3EG-J0416p3650 162.21 -9.97 0.16
AC-1-66 162.40 0.31 24.22 0.31 32 6 4.8 3.8 faint-blazar-299 162.32 24.14 0.11
AC-1-48 162.77 0.19 8.05 0.16 91 10 12.8 4.5 3EG-J0533p4751 162.62 7.95 0.19
AC-1-73 163.07 0.23 29.31 0.26 108 10 12.0 10.7 3EG-J0743p5447 162.98 29.19 0.14
l180b40-1-23 163.67 0.29 43.33 0.33 39 6 15.9 3.9 faint-blazar-371 163.56 43.19 0.16
poloN-1-26 164.26 0.30 73.98 0.31 36 6 8.2 4.5 faint-blazar-385 163.81 73.71 0.30
AC-1-16 165.03 0.46 -27.81 0.52 54 7 7.7 4.4 3EG-J0329p2149 164.90 -27.88 0.13
AC-1-85 166.92 0.68 38.54 0.77 25 5 5.1 5.2 faint-blazar-033 166.80 38.46 0.12
l180b40-1-36 166.99 0.31 52.10 0.30 79 9 23.4 8.6 3EG-J1009p4855 166.87 51.99 0.13
AC-1-77 167.67 0.50 32.80 0.52 61 8 7.2 5.6 3EG-J0808p5114 167.51 32.66 0.20
AC-1-71 168.43 0.44 28.56 0.42 29 5 5.3 3.5 faint-blazar-345 168.27 28.42 0.20
AC-3-15 168.79 1.73 32.83 1.99 22 5 3.5 2.1 **fit
AC-3-3 169.18 0.85 -4.20 0.71 51 7 6.7 1.7 faint-blazar-230 169.10 -4.27 0.10
AC-1-3 169.82 0.50 -34.12 0.47 20 4 4.0 3.0 faint-blazar-254 169.60 -34.18 0.19
poloS-1-44 170.28 0.26 -77.00 0.25 113 11 17.6 10.5 3EG-J0130m1758 169.71 -77.11 0.17
AC-1-40 170.40 0.20 -5.20 0.21 120 11 14.1 3.2 3EG-J0459p3352 170.31 -5.38 0.19
AC-1-31 170.59 0.13 -12.44 0.14 360 19 36.1 7.7 3EG-J0433p2908 170.48 -12.58 0.18
l180b40-1-9 170.62 0.27 32.61 0.27 117 11 28.9 9.1 3EG-J0808p4844 170.46 32.48 0.19
AC-2-12 170.82 0.62 5.89 0.66 78 9 11.3 2.6 3EG-J0546p3948 170.75 5.74 0.17
AC-2-6 171.23 0.88 -5.40 1.07 52 7 7.4 1.8 faint-blazar-275 171.19 -5.36 0.05
AC-1-61 171.37 0.37 20.00 0.42 113 11 6.7 3.4 faint-blazar-456 171.31 19.91 0.11
AC-1-53 171.49 0.23 11.50 0.22 113 11 16.5 5.7 3EG-J0613p4201 171.33 11.40 0.19
l180bm40-1-3 175.43 0.35 -55.28 0.38 37 6 17.6 4.4 faint-blazar-163 175.26 -55.30 0.10
poloN-1-5 175.50 0.37 50.56 0.38 29 5 6.8 4.0 faint-blazar-427 175.39 50.44 0.14
l180bm40-1-38 175.74 0.38 -24.97 0.40 254 16 16.5 2.9 3EG-J0407p1710 175.64 -25.06 0.13
l180b40-1-24 176.27 0.17 44.36 0.18 156 12 32.9 14.4 3EG-J0917p4427 176.11 44.18 0.21
AC-2-8 177.00 0.44 -0.14 0.44 121 11 12.1 2.1 faint-blazar-338 176.88 -0.27 0.18
AC-2-3 177.23 0.36 -10.21 0.41 33 6 8.0 1.4 3EG-J0500p2529 177.18 -10.27 0.08
poloS-1-51 177.24 0.37 -69.05 0.48 17 4 5.2 2.9 faint-blazar-307 177.08 -69.17 0.13
AC-3-17 178.12 1.82 0.15 1.31 47 7 9.4 1.1 **fit
AC-1-21 178.57 0.14 -22.08 0.15 113 11 19.8 5.1 3EG-J0423p1707 178.48 -22.14 0.10
AC-1-37 179.76 0.18 -6.25 0.19 93 10 18.7 3.0 3EG-J0520p2556 179.66 -6.40 0.19
l180bm40-1-7 179.96 0.33 -52.47 0.36 83 9 21.2 8.2 3EG-J0253m0345 179.70 -52.57 0.18
poloN-1-19 180.14 0.15 65.22 0.19 287 17 35.5 27.8 3EG-J1104p3809 179.97 65.04 0.19
AC-3-1 180.56 0.39 -17.82 0.32 38 6 10.3 2.2 faint-blazar-227 180.51 -17.97 0.16
AC-1-74 180.78 0.63 32.53 0.66 34 6 6.8 4.1 faint-blazar-255 180.61 32.43 0.18
AC-2-1 182.02 0.74 -19.89 0.79 54 7 11.1 2.2 3EG-J0439p1555 181.98 -19.97 0.09
AC-1-19 182.09 0.21 -23.74 0.19 168 13 23.6 6.4 3EG-J0426p1333 181.99 -23.82 0.13
AC-2-7 182.17 0.32 -1.82 0.31 127 11 18.5 2.2 3EG-J0542p2610 182.03 -1.99 0.22
AC-1-58 183.21 0.31 18.34 0.27 23 5 7.9 3.3 faint-blazar-173 183.02 18.29 0.19
l180bm40-1-14 183.50 0.53 -46.19 0.57 142 12 14.4 2.8 faint-blazar-362 183.39 -46.32 0.15
AC-3-4 183.63 0.64 -0.24 0.60 70 8 10.8 1.4 faint-blazar-352 183.56 -0.39 0.17
AC-1-10 184.09 0.41 -32.04 0.41 75 9 14.5 6.0 3EG-J0404p0700 184.00 -32.15 0.14
AC-1-38 184.68 0.05 -5.71 0.05 1983 45 106.6 32.7 3EG-J0534p2200 184.53 -5.84 0.19
poloS-1-45 185.89 0.36 -75.41 0.40 66 8 11.2 6.3 faint-blazar-263 185.35 -75.54 0.19
AC-2-25 185.90 1.12 34.19 0.86 22 5 4.4 2.6 faint-blazar-490 186.21 33.76 0.50
AC-1-20 186.25 0.21 -22.80 0.27 63 8 14.9 3.7 3EG-J0439p1105 186.15 -22.87 0.12
l180bm40-1-8 186.53 0.56 -51.06 0.60 36 6 15.9 3.8 faint-blazar-027 186.47 -51.22 0.17
AC-1-25 187.99 0.20 -20.53 0.21 168 13 23.9 6.4 3EG-J0450p1105 187.86 -20.63 0.16
l180bm40-1-1 188.47 0.23 -56.00 0.22 56 7 20.9 5.7 faint-blazar-411 188.26 -56.20 0.23
l180bm40-1-17 188.52 0.14 -42.34 0.15 248 16 40.9 14.6 3EG-J0340m0201 188.40 -42.47 0.16
AC-1-45 189.15 0.10 3.20 0.09 625 25 58.1 8.3 3EG-J0617p2238 189.00 3.05 0.21
AC-2-13 189.74 0.94 10.75 1.15 22 5 7.4 2.5 faint-blazar-202 189.67 10.68 0.10
AC-1-15 191.54 0.39 -29.02 0.45 70 8 13.8 5.2 3EG-J0429p0337 191.44 -29.09 0.11
AC-1-32 191.60 0.08 -10.93 0.08 770 28 64.0 16.2 3EG-J0530p1323 191.50 -11.09 0.19
poloS-2-8 192.26 0.56 -59.34 0.59 27 5 5.0 2.4 faint-blazar-185 192.07 -59.63 0.31
AC-1-69 193.04 0.53 26.80 0.52 48 7 8.5 5.1 faint-blazar-172 192.91 26.74 0.13
AC-1-5 193.05 0.32 -32.71 0.36 29 5 8.0 3.1 faint-blazar-042 192.94 -32.81 0.13
AC-1-80 193.11 0.59 33.98 0.91 12 3 5.1 3.6 faint-blazar-386 193.01 33.87 0.14
poloS-1-56 193.63 0.51 -65.30 0.52 58 8 8.7 4.4 faint-blazar-006 193.35 -65.38 0.14
AC-1-46 193.78 0.12 3.77 0.12 402 20 17.1 3.4 3EG-J0628p1847 193.66 3.64 0.18
AC-1-22 194.13 0.32 -21.49 0.29 34 6 10.9 3.5 3EG-J0459p0544 193.99 -21.66 0.21
l180b40-1-30 194.32 0.37 48.09 0.41 53 7 19.7 6.4 faint-blazar-119 194.10 47.96 0.19
l180bm40-1-25 195.00 0.22 -32.95 0.22 164 13 31.7 8.1 3EG-J0422m0102 194.88 -33.12 0.20
AC-1-47 195.16 0.03 4.42 0.03 4448 67 166.6 72.2 3EG-J0633p1751 195.06 4.32 0.14
l180bm40-2-1 195.57 0.57 -43.13 0.55 26 5 13.0 2.6 faint-blazar-391 195.40 -43.20 0.14
AC-1-14 197.51 0.27 -28.60 0.27 110 10 20.4 9.0 3EG-J0442m0033 197.38 -28.69 0.15
AC-2-2 197.86 0.35 -13.68 0.39 32 6 10.2 2.2 faint-blazar-459 197.70 -13.78 0.19
AC-1-81 197.93 0.49 34.10 0.53 19 4 5.2 3.6 faint-blazar-474 197.86 34.14 0.08
AC-2-15 198.13 1.26 18.69 1.24 16 4 6.8 3.0 faint-blazar-039 198.07 18.79 0.12
AC-1-56 198.58 0.26 15.64 0.29 19 4 10.8 4.0 faint-blazar-308 198.49 15.54 0.13
poloN-1-35 198.63 0.17 83.64 0.17 233 15 28.3 16.7 3EG-J1222p2841 197.24 83.53 0.20
AC-1-86 198.80 0.59 38.79 0.66 14 4 5.2 4.5 faint-blazar-057 198.66 38.73 0.13
AC-1-78 200.00 0.19 31.78 0.18 359 19 27.0 24.2 3EG-J0829p2413 199.91 31.69 0.12
l180bm40-1-37 201.39 0.28 -25.36 0.29 96 10 25.6 7.4 3EG-J0500m0159 201.34 -25.47 0.12
poloS-1-60 201.60 0.56 -56.09 0.47 19 4 6.1 3.2 faint-blazar-505 201.53 -56.27 0.19
poloN-2-2 201.75 0.78 84.57 0.78 40 6 5.8 4.2 faint-blazar-383 200.13 84.42 0.22
poloN-1-29 202.23 0.22 78.70 0.24 120 11 17.7 10.0 3EG-J1200p2847 201.52 78.63 0.16
AC-1-59 202.28 0.24 17.97 0.25 164 13 20.7 10.5 3EG-J0737p1721 202.17 17.88 0.14
poloN-1-20 202.32 0.29 63.42 0.35 73 9 12.8 6.9 faint-blazar-477 202.03 63.43 0.13
poloS-2-11 202.44 1.31 -57.13 1.21 36 6 4.9 2.2 faint-blazar-256 201.94 -57.40 0.38
l180b40-1-34 202.86 0.36 49.56 0.36 50 7 19.1 5.9 faint-blazar-038 202.71 49.51 0.11
AC-1-33 202.90 0.16 -10.25 0.17 90 9 21.2 4.0 3EG-J0556p0409 202.81 -10.30 0.10
l180bm40-1-22 203.48 0.22 -34.40 0.24 48 7 19.1 5.0 faint-blazar-394 203.45 -34.49 0.10
poloN-1-13 204.26 0.48 56.98 0.44 27 5 6.3 3.4 faint-blazar-500 204.02 57.00 0.13
AC-1-42 204.81 0.12 -1.16 0.13 135 12 26.9 5.0 3EG-J0631p0642 204.70 -1.30 0.18
AC-1-41 206.26 0.28 -1.35 0.31 166 13 34.0 4.9 3EG-J0634p0521 206.18 -1.41 0.10
AC-1-84 207.28 0.25 35.48 0.24 98 10 26.5 18.2 3EG-J0853p1941 207.20 35.43 0.08
AC-1-57 209.40 0.56 14.72 0.49 16 4 17.0 5.0 faint-blazar-064 209.27 14.59 0.18
AC-1-79 210.67 0.58 30.13 0.87 9 3 10.9 4.1 faint-blazar-408 210.51 30.00 0.19
poloS-1-49 210.84 0.33 -67.55 0.29 38 6 7.8 3.9 faint-blazar-278 210.74 -67.87 0.32
l180b40-1-3 211.23 0.39 23.16 0.40 49 7 19.3 7.1 faint-blazar-060 211.07 23.10 0.15
AC-1-24 211.40 0.24 -18.40 0.24 103 10 30.5 7.4 3EG-J0542m0655 211.29 -18.52 0.16
l270b50-1-19 211.97 0.52 40.57 0.58 20 4 5.8 5.4 faint-blazar-030 211.96 40.47 0.10
AC-3-0 212.57 0.91 -16.29 0.89 29 5 13.5 2.5 faint-blazar-021 212.48 -16.48 0.21
l270bm50-1-12 214.14 0.44 -43.23 0.43 47 7 10.7 9.0 3EG-J0412m1853 213.90 -43.29 0.18
poloN-1-10 214.82 0.40 45.60 0.41 31 6 5.8 3.1 faint-blazar-327 214.88 45.64 0.05
l180bm40-1-33 215.39 0.39 -25.29 0.37 33 6 15.3 3.5 faint-blazar-312 215.39 -25.36 0.07
AC-1-30 215.65 0.35 -10.98 0.32 73 9 26.1 5.5 3EG-J0616m0720 215.59 -11.06 0.10
AC-1-67 215.90 0.47 20.85 0.48 14 4 12.5 4.0 faint-blazar-446 215.79 20.80 0.11
AC-1-82 215.92 0.52 32.46 0.54 30 5 15.1 7.4 faint-blazar-082 215.86 32.43 0.06
l270b50-1-41 218.41 0.39 56.90 0.44 23 5 5.4 3.9 faint-blazar-467 218.38 56.74 0.16
l270b50-1-34 219.17 0.44 52.95 0.46 22 5 5.6 4.1 faint-blazar-302 219.08 52.78 0.18
l270b50-1-21 219.43 0.61 46.42 0.59 30 5 6.0 4.4 faint-blazar-074 219.39 46.33 0.10
AC-1-72 219.65 0.25 23.90 0.23 121 11 29.1 24.8 3EG-J0828p0508 219.61 23.82 0.09
AC-1-29 220.25 0.36 -11.60 0.31 30 5 20.1 4.4 3EG-J0622m1139 220.17 -11.69 0.12
poloN-1-21 220.91 0.27 63.86 0.29 36 6 8.6 4.6 faint-blazar-012 220.40 63.83 0.23
AC-1-64 221.04 0.75 17.59 0.64 10 3 14.0 5.3 faint-blazar-112 220.99 17.51 0.09
l270bm50-1-15 222.71 0.39 -40.71 0.38 57 8 11.9 8.4 faint-blazar-229 222.62 -40.71 0.07
poloN-1-22 223.08 0.45 67.50 0.43 20 4 5.7 3.1 faint-blazar-218 222.57 67.58 0.21
l270b0-2-10 223.67 0.49 1.86 0.48 36 6 9.3 2.3 faint-blazar-319 223.57 1.81 0.11
l270b0-1-15 223.93 0.39 -24.86 0.39 45 7 13.6 13.2 faint-blazar-079 223.87 -24.93 0.09
l180bm40-1-15 223.98 0.61 -35.00 0.69 40 6 16.4 6.2 3EG-J0456m2338 223.97 -34.99 0.02
AC-1-60 224.07 0.82 14.67 0.89 3 2 11.4 3.9 faint-blazar-310 224.05 14.59 0.08
l270b50-1-27 224.50 0.49 52.07 0.47 25 5 6.4 4.2 faint-blazar-127 224.43 51.85 0.22
l180bm40-2-3 224.66 2.17 -35.17 1.46 14 4 14.7 1.7 **fit 223.97 -34.99 0.60
AC-2-26 225.59 1.57 28.10 1.67 11 3 11.6 2.2 faint-blazar-045 225.61 28.00 0.10
l270bm50-1-0 226.12 0.27 -60.26 0.31 38 6 9.5 5.5 faint-blazar-133 225.78 -60.30 0.17
AC-1-83 226.13 0.90 28.57 0.77 18 4 11.8 7.9 faint-blazar-464 226.05 28.57 0.07
AC-1-70 226.38 0.55 19.80 0.49 22 5 16.3 8.9 faint-blazar-428 226.34 19.73 0.07
l270bm50-1-8 226.40 0.42 -54.87 0.38 47 7 10.8 6.6 faint-blazar-092 226.17 -54.89 0.13
l270b0-1-57 226.40 0.56 9.70 0.55 6 2 6.4 2.8 faint-blazar-304 226.37 9.58 0.13
l270b50-2-0 226.64 1.32 51.94 1.34 26 5 3.8 3.4 faint-blazar-402 226.48 51.86 0.12
AC-1-65 227.23 0.61 17.19 0.80 18 4 12.5 4.8 faint-blazar-162 227.14 17.15 0.09
l180b40-1-39 227.38 0.52 43.61 0.52 19 4 12.7 4.0 faint-blazar-106 227.19 43.58 0.14
l270b0-1-21 227.92 0.51 -23.73 0.58 27 5 8.5 8.1 faint-blazar-404 227.87 -23.81 0.10
AC-1-62 228.70 0.22 14.67 0.21 160 13 31.8 23.6 3EG-J0812m0646 228.64 14.63 0.08
l270b0-1-55 229.36 0.54 6.19 0.47 11 3 7.5 3.2 faint-blazar-187 229.28 6.06 0.15
l270b50-1-5 229.91 0.69 35.23 0.63 14 4 4.8 3.2 faint-blazar-111 229.78 35.19 0.11
AC-1-63 230.21 0.59 14.56 0.49 19 4 13.6 5.7 faint-blazar-238 230.18 14.47 0.10
l270bm50-1-1 231.61 0.49 -62.10 0.36 27 5 8.2 4.1 faint-blazar-284 231.19 -62.05 0.20
l270b0-1-88 232.66 1.20 37.59 1.20 11 3 4.4 4.6 faint-blazar-035 232.50 37.48 0.17
poloN-1-28 232.96 0.33 71.57 0.31 34 6 7.9 4.4 faint-blazar-388 232.35 71.67 0.21
l180bm40-1-16 233.47 0.68 -29.25 0.71 38 6 15.4 8.3 3EG-J0531m2940 233.44 -29.31 0.07
l270b50-1-37 235.14 0.65 61.51 0.56 36 6 8.7 6.0 faint-blazar-294 235.01 61.30 0.21
l270b0-1-91 235.24 0.55 41.21 0.65 12 3 5.0 6.7 faint-blazar-375 235.14 41.12 0.12
l180bm40-1-24 235.46 0.51 -21.11 0.43 36 6 16.3 12.1 faint-blazar-293 235.42 -21.18 0.08
l270b0-1-72 239.14 0.14 20.14 0.13 429 21 47.5 51.8 3EG-J0852m1216 239.07 19.99 0.16
l270b0-1-7 239.62 1.22 -37.12 2.23 22 5 5.4 4.8 faint-blazar-478 239.60 -37.11 0.02
l270b0-1-30 240.43 0.20 -21.17 0.19 153 12 22.7 16.8 3EG-J0616m3310 240.35 -21.24 0.11
l180bm40-2-0 240.77 1.42 -31.59 1.53 29 5 11.8 6.2 **fit 240.94 -31.30 0.32
l180bm40-1-9 240.98 0.45 -31.23 0.39 62 8 20.6 16.0 3EG-J0530m3626 240.94 -31.30 0.07
poloN-1-30 242.14 0.41 70.02 0.44 26 5 6.5 3.5 faint-blazar-360 241.90 70.13 0.14
l270bm50-1-14 242.80 0.50 -53.02 0.63 36 6 8.9 4.7 faint-blazar-318 242.56 -53.09 0.16
poloN-1-38 243.43 0.28 82.33 0.23 191 14 13.5 7.4 3EG-J1222p2315 241.88 82.39 0.22
l270b0-1-35 243.56 0.31 -16.35 0.31 31 6 8.6 3.8 faint-blazar-108 243.41 -16.48 0.19
l270b0-1-26 244.48 0.58 -26.26 0.68 25 5 5.0 3.4 faint-blazar-059 244.41 -26.31 0.08
poloS-2-6 246.98 0.55 -67.07 0.74 27 5 5.7 2.8 faint-blazar-085 247.17 -67.21 0.16
l270b0-1-32 247.16 0.64 -21.92 0.57 21 5 5.7 3.2 faint-blazar-120 247.15 -21.97 0.05
l270b0-2-4 247.30 0.48 -2.36 0.54 71 8 9.9 2.0 faint-blazar-432 247.13 -2.44 0.19
l270b0-1-76 247.41 0.32 25.51 0.32 37 6 7.0 5.2 faint-blazar-236 247.28 25.42 0.15
l270b0-1-66 247.61 0.36 18.89 0.36 28 5 8.8 4.8 faint-blazar-233 247.49 18.72 0.20
poloS-1-40 248.47 0.35 -72.86 0.32 88 9 13.8 8.1 3EG-J0159m3603 248.90 -73.04 0.22
l270b0-1-43 249.44 0.19 -4.41 0.19 193 14 25.1 5.0 3EG-J0747m3412 249.35 -4.48 0.11
l270b0-1-59 249.64 0.29 15.54 0.29 69 8 12.4 5.3 faint-blazar-433 249.49 15.40 0.20
l270b0-1-38 249.64 0.29 -13.57 0.26 38 6 9.8 3.3 3EG-J0706m3837 249.57 -13.76 0.20
l270b0-1-17 250.20 0.21 -30.80 0.20 336 18 20.7 17.3 3EG-J0540m4402 250.08 -30.86 0.12
l270b0-1-8 252.52 0.54 -38.31 0.67 52 7 9.4 10.3 3EG-J0458m4635 252.40 -38.40 0.13
l270b50-1-35 254.26 0.36 64.26 0.39 27 5 14.3 3.9 faint-blazar-475 254.02 64.18 0.13
poloN-2-1 254.36 0.59 47.28 0.62 24 5 5.1 2.6 faint-blazar-175 254.19 47.44 0.19
l270b0-1-78 254.59 0.44 28.27 0.48 28 5 5.5 4.1 faint-blazar-086 254.44 28.23 0.14
poloS-2-5 254.90 0.48 -69.42 0.51 26 5 5.5 3.3 faint-blazar-476 255.40 -69.62 0.27
l270b0-1-40 255.08 0.23 -12.28 0.27 38 6 7.9 2.9 faint-blazar-295 255.00 -12.36 0.11
l270b0-1-60 255.34 0.38 16.87 0.37 19 4 6.1 3.3 faint-blazar-189 255.14 16.72 0.24
l270bm50-1-6 255.64 0.42 -62.50 0.41 54 7 19.5 6.2 faint-blazar-055 255.25 -62.65 0.23
poloN-1-41 256.26 0.19 81.47 0.20 174 13 23.1 14.0 3EG-J1224p2118 254.89 81.53 0.21
l270b0-1-10 257.48 0.54 -37.02 0.46 37 6 6.6 7.8 faint-blazar-252 257.36 -37.09 0.12
l270b50-1-1 258.14 0.42 34.29 0.44 26 5 7.5 3.0 faint-blazar-480 258.00 34.18 0.16
l270b0-1-39 259.08 0.30 -14.21 0.32 62 8 8.1 3.1 3EG-J0724m4713 259.00 -14.37 0.18
l270b0-1-28 259.19 0.69 -24.38 0.51 21 5 3.6 3.6 faint-blazar-237 259.01 -24.51 0.21
poloS-1-39 259.51 0.44 -65.64 0.43 135 12 6.9 3.2 faint-blazar-143 259.64 -65.79 0.16
l270b0-1-54 259.54 0.24 7.55 0.24 127 11 17.1 4.8 3EG-J0903m3531 259.40 7.40 0.21
l270bm50-1-4 260.01 0.48 -65.73 0.51 26 5 15.2 4.2 faint-blazar-143 259.64 -65.79 0.16
l270b0-2-1 260.37 0.38 -14.57 0.40 22 5 4.5 2.3 faint-blazar-062 260.30 -14.72 0.17
l270b0-1-70 260.47 0.39 22.42 0.41 59 8 9.2 5.7 faint-blazar-382 260.33 22.37 0.14
l270b0-1-4 260.54 0.57 -44.78 0.53 27 5 5.2 9.1 faint-blazar-023 260.43 -44.82 0.09
l270b0-2-20 261.65 1.32 1.64 1.49 210 14 7.3 1.5 **S
l270b0-1-90 262.02 0.76 46.03 0.76 29 5 3.8 6.0 faint-blazar-165 261.88 45.96 0.12
l270b0-1-37 263.43 0.25 -15.95 0.23 48 7 7.9 4.0 3EG-J0725m5140 263.29 -16.02 0.15
l270b0-1-44 263.64 0.01 -2.74 0.01 16104 127 238.7 107.2 3EG-J0834m4511 263.53 -2.86 0.17
l270b0-2-8 263.88 1.11 0.58 0.96 919 30 7.9 1.4 **S
l270bm50-1-5 264.42 0.29 -64.19 0.32 27 5 16.1 3.8 faint-blazar-264 264.32 -64.33 0.15
l270b50-1-18 264.81 0.44 57.58 0.48 32 6 15.9 4.4 3EG-J1133p0033 264.53 57.48 0.18
l270b0-1-22 264.93 0.64 -30.34 0.59 14 4 2.5 2.9 faint-blazar-287 264.78 -30.44 0.16
l270b50-1-25 267.02 0.73 60.53 0.72 16 4 12.0 3.0 faint-blazar-357 266.64 60.48 0.20
l270b0-1-67 267.28 0.23 20.59 0.26 50 7 5.8 4.6 faint-blazar-122 267.07 20.53 0.21
l270b0-1-42 268.35 0.30 -11.05 0.25 51 7 6.8 3.5 3EG-J0808m5344 268.25 -11.20 0.18
l270b0-2-11 269.29 0.42 6.08 0.41 16 4 3.9 1.9 faint-blazar-170 269.19 5.94 0.17
l270b0-1-0 269.50 0.33 -46.71 0.36 24 5 4.9 10.6 3EG-J0348m5708 269.35 -46.79 0.13
l270b0-1-24 269.96 0.47 -29.34 0.51 13 4 3.0 3.2 faint-blazar-016 269.75 -29.48 0.23
l270b0-1-12 271.46 0.37 -35.22 0.40 66 8 7.2 9.6 3EG-J0512m6150 271.25 -35.28 0.18
l270b0-1-33 272.84 0.66 -22.48 0.91 51 7 5.3 3.6 3EG-J0702m6212 272.65 -22.56 0.20
l270b0-1-41 273.30 0.28 -11.97 0.27 47 7 6.4 3.3 3EG-J0821m5814 273.11 -12.05 0.20
poloS-2-4 273.99 0.80 -68.22 0.75 28 5 5.1 3.6 faint-blazar-067 274.46 -68.44 0.28
l270b0-1-83 274.18 0.64 38.05 0.76 33 6 3.0 4.6 faint-blazar-015 274.09 38.04 0.07
l270b0-1-20 276.01 0.32 -31.23 0.37 65 8 9.1 6.9 faint-blazar-221 275.91 -31.31 0.12
l270b0-1-9 276.13 0.62 -38.25 0.64 17 4 4.0 4.4 faint-blazar-485 275.97 -38.34 0.15
l270bm50-1-9 276.28 0.07 -61.73 0.07 1080 33 87.2 83.0 3EG-J0210m5055 276.10 -61.89 0.18
l270b0-1-87 277.17 0.45 43.54 0.55 49 7 7.1 10.4 3EG-J1134m1530 277.04 43.48 0.11
l270b50-1-40 277.40 0.40 67.26 0.69 29 5 14.7 3.7 faint-blazar-495 276.97 67.09 0.23
l270bm50-1-35 279.84 0.15 -31.98 0.16 307 18 32.7 11.5 3EG-J0533m6916 279.73 -32.09 0.15
l270b50-1-17 280.18 0.42 54.19 0.45 22 5 13.1 2.9 faint-blazar-212 280.01 54.11 0.13
l270b0-2-5 280.67 0.29 -0.75 0.27 78 9 10.9 1.6 faint-blazar-266 280.59 -0.90 0.17
l270b0-1-34 281.40 0.19 -20.68 0.19 179 13 22.2 11.2 unid-halo-060 281.33 -20.82 0.16
l270b0-1-47 282.97 0.09 -0.43 0.10 2175 47 37.9 6.1 3EG-J1014m5705 282.80 -0.51 0.19
l270b50-1-36 283.36 0.35 65.00 0.31 34 6 16.7 4.4 faint-blazar-124 283.11 64.94 0.12
l270b50-1-28 283.42 0.39 61.14 0.41 21 5 14.5 3.4 faint-blazar-251 283.08 60.97 0.23
l270b0-1-45 284.00 0.10 -2.19 0.10 340 18 31.3 4.9 3EG-J1013m5915 283.93 -2.34 0.17
l270b0-1-48 285.09 0.08 -0.43 0.08 880 30 62.2 10.2 3EG-J1027m5817 284.94 -0.51 0.17
l270b0-1-84 285.62 0.53 39.84 0.64 16 4 4.1 4.0 faint-blazar-280 285.61 39.78 0.06
l270b0-1-53 286.27 0.12 6.69 0.12 448 21 44.6 11.3 3EG-J1058m5234 286.14 6.59 0.17
poloS-1-32 286.30 0.81 -76.92 0.86 34 6 6.0 3.7 faint-blazar-484 286.91 -77.13 0.25
l270b0-1-74 286.45 0.38 24.18 0.43 20 4 5.7 3.5 faint-blazar-178 286.31 24.07 0.17
l270b0-1-85 287.50 0.42 40.84 0.39 23 5 5.3 5.3 faint-blazar-369 287.42 40.76 0.10
l270b0-1-29 287.59 0.43 -23.36 0.39 24 5 5.7 2.9 faint-blazar-448 287.52 -23.53 0.19
l270b0-1-50 287.65 0.08 0.56 0.08 830 29 61.1 10.9 3EG-J1048m5840 287.53 0.47 0.15
l270b0-3-1 288.34 0.76 0.09 0.48 31 6 10.1 1.7 faint-blazar-445 288.40 0.26 0.18
l270b0-2-21 288.57 0.72 19.81 0.90 6 2 4.6 3.0 faint-blazar-298 288.54 19.72 0.09
l270b0-1-25 289.48 0.50 -27.78 0.49 19 4 5.3 3.7 faint-blazar-003 289.30 -27.97 0.25
l270b0-1-79 289.57 0.26 29.67 0.25 31 6 6.8 5.2 faint-blazar-397 289.46 29.57 0.14
l270b50-2-1 289.78 0.78 63.76 0.61 39 6 14.3 3.7 **fit 289.83 64.47 0.71
l270b50-1-38 290.22 0.12 64.52 0.12 406 20 51.1 29.2 3EG-J1229p0210 289.83 64.47 0.17
l270b0-1-46 290.24 0.16 -0.75 0.17 327 18 32.4 4.8 3EG-J1102m6103 290.12 -0.92 0.21
l270b0-2-6 291.06 1.50 -0.16 1.23 138 12 9.5 1.5 **S
l270b50-2-2 291.13 1.36 65.60 1.40 137 12 15.6 4.2 faint-blazar-498 290.82 65.88 0.31
l270b0-1-5 291.51 0.43 -40.57 0.45 39 6 9.6 9.5 faint-blazar-358 291.43 -40.65 0.10
poloN-1-58 291.69 0.36 46.68 0.32 40 6 7.3 3.2 3EG-J1219m1520 291.57 46.82 0.16
poloN-1-50 292.65 0.26 67.44 0.26 53 7 9.8 5.4 3EG-J1236p0457 292.59 67.52 0.09
l270b0-2-12 292.72 0.50 6.24 0.46 67 8 10.5 2.6 faint-blazar-084 292.52 6.07 0.26
l270b50-1-29 292.87 0.40 59.76 0.36 36 6 16.0 4.3 3EG-J1230m0247 292.59 59.66 0.17
l270b0-2-14 292.90 0.57 14.68 0.63 19 4 5.7 2.5 faint-blazar-341 292.75 14.61 0.16
l270b50-1-39 293.71 0.26 65.21 0.27 34 6 16.2 5.1 3EG-J1235p0233 293.28 65.13 0.20
l270bm50-1-2 294.00 0.45 -64.20 0.52 18 4 14.0 4.2 faint-blazar-437 293.94 -64.37 0.17
l270b0-1-65 294.79 0.30 18.42 0.30 68 8 14.3 7.2 unid-halo-049 294.68 18.34 0.13
l270b0-1-36 295.76 0.39 -15.37 0.38 73 9 13.9 5.8 3EG-J1045m7630 295.66 -15.45 0.13
l270bm50-1-17 296.33 0.28 -44.83 0.30 37 6 16.7 3.7 faint-blazar-344 296.23 -45.00 0.18
l270b50-1-16 296.65 0.25 49.40 0.25 104 10 26.7 9.4 3EG-J1234m1318 296.43 49.34 0.15
l270b50-1-9 297.24 0.56 41.07 0.67 29 5 14.6 3.5 faint-blazar-292 296.95 41.02 0.22
l270b0-1-64 300.56 0.46 16.76 0.54 192 14 10.1 5.1 unid-halo-006 300.47 16.62 0.16
l270bm50-1-20 300.62 0.42 -41.45 0.53 19 4 13.5 2.9 faint-blazar-321 300.61 -41.55 0.10
l270b0-1-61 301.07 0.32 15.70 0.28 46 7 11.2 5.0 unid-halo-016 301.02 15.66 0.06
l270b50-1-24 301.20 0.36 56.10 0.36 76 9 23.0 6.6 3EG-J1246m0651 300.96 55.99 0.17
l270b0-1-86 302.34 0.92 38.81 0.64 28 5 8.1 7.4 faint-blazar-155 302.29 38.75 0.07
l270b0-2-2 302.59 0.46 -10.43 0.41 26 5 6.6 2.3 faint-blazar-461 302.49 -10.50 0.12
l0bm40-1-19 302.95 0.23 -20.61 0.23 51 7 14.0 14.1 3EG-J1249m8330 302.86 -20.63 0.09
l0b40-1-44 304.62 0.83 18.85 0.84 -3 -999 4.6 3.6 3EG-J1300m4406 304.60 18.74 0.10
l270b0-1-52 305.10 0.23 1.65 0.28 105 10 19.6 3.4 3EG-J1308m6112 305.01 1.58 0.11
l270b50-1-30 305.14 0.26 57.08 0.27 108 10 27.3 9.8 3EG-J1255m0549 304.98 57.03 0.10
l270b0-2-19 306.47 0.95 0.37 0.98 42 6 13.8 1.4 **S
l270b50-1-32 306.56 0.42 58.74 0.47 40 6 18.6 5.6 faint-blazar-200 306.22 58.69 0.18
l270b0-1-77 306.78 0.63 23.17 0.51 18 4 5.2 3.5 faint-blazar-188 306.74 23.06 0.12
l270b0-1-56 306.90 0.28 10.05 0.30 63 8 17.2 5.9 3EG-J1316m5244 306.85 9.93 0.13
l270b0-2-15 307.04 0.41 12.95 0.42 13 4 6.2 2.5 faint-blazar-026 306.98 12.91 0.07
l0bm40-1-10 308.02 0.64 -30.74 0.61 22 5 5.9 4.1 faint-blazar-076 307.87 -30.84 0.16
l270b0-1-80 308.30 0.28 28.15 0.30 94 10 18.3 17.4 3EG-J1314m3431 308.21 28.12 0.08
poloS-1-16 308.56 0.39 -54.11 0.42 26 5 6.8 3.5 faint-blazar-058 308.78 -54.13 0.13
GC-2-40 309.11 1.79 19.54 2.01 2 1 4.4 2.8 **fit 309.32 19.21 0.38
GC-1-118 309.37 0.43 19.31 0.40 39 6 12.0 13.8 3EG-J1324m4314 309.32 19.21 0.11
l0b40-1-4 309.89 0.92 16.33 0.75 10 3 7.2 4.7 3EG-J1329m4602 309.83 16.32 0.06
poloS-1-23 310.33 0.49 -65.28 0.43 19 4 5.7 3.0 faint-blazar-365 310.69 -65.24 0.16
l270b0-1-6 310.70 0.31 -34.93 0.29 74 9 16.8 15.6 3EG-J2219m7941 310.64 -35.06 0.13
poloS-1-20 311.27 0.47 -59.84 0.40 81 9 13.2 7.2 faint-blazar-296 311.04 -59.75 0.15
GC-1-85 311.51 0.42 11.15 0.36 44 7 13.4 7.3 unid-halo-033 311.41 11.09 0.12
GC-1-5 311.75 0.57 -24.79 0.50 37 6 9.3 8.7 unid-halo-020 311.70 -24.80 0.05
l270b50-1-33 311.91 0.37 57.28 0.32 63 8 21.3 7.6 3EG-J1310m0517 311.68 57.25 0.13
l270b0-1-49 312.26 0.08 -0.19 0.08 2879 54 54.3 7.1 3EG-J1410m6147 312.20 -0.30 0.12
GC-1-66 313.69 0.13 0.47 0.13 2767 53 43.5 8.0 3EG-J1420m6038 313.63 0.37 0.11
l270b0-1-1 314.10 1.13 -36.87 0.95 22 5 5.9 5.9 faint-blazar-425 314.07 -36.90 0.04
poloN-1-87 314.23 0.67 60.41 0.64 24 5 5.0 2.9 faint-blazar-457 314.11 60.55 0.16
l270b0-1-23 314.58 0.89 -22.13 0.88 124 11 7.8 5.0 3EG-J1720m7820 314.55 -22.17 0.05
GC-1-6 314.65 0.32 -25.40 0.32 79 9 16.4 12.9 3EG-J1825m7926 314.56 -25.44 0.08
l270b50-1-22 316.36 0.46 49.04 0.49 19 4 12.1 2.8 faint-blazar-110 316.15 48.93 0.18
GC-2-4 316.44 0.84 -9.51 0.96 4 2 5.3 2.9 faint-blazar-463 316.38 -9.52 0.06
l270b50-1-31 318.44 0.29 51.65 0.29 24 5 15.4 3.9 faint-blazar-098 318.14 51.66 0.18
l0bm40-1-3 319.99 0.49 -44.95 0.47 56 7 20.0 6.4 3EG-J2241m6736 319.82 -45.02 0.13
l0b40-1-42 320.12 0.37 47.00 0.39 45 7 17.2 4.7 3EG-J1339m1419 320.07 46.95 0.06
l0b40-1-35 321.03 0.58 38.39 0.43 18 4 12.9 3.0 faint-blazar-207 320.96 38.30 0.10
GC-1-30 321.07 0.87 -15.34 0.66 8 3 4.9 2.8 faint-blazar-250 320.99 -15.38 0.09
GC-1-97 321.69 0.25 17.10 0.26 94 10 14.7 12.7 3EG-J1429m4217 321.66 16.98 0.13
GC-1-2 321.92 0.68 -28.95 0.53 17 4 5.4 4.2 faint-blazar-501 321.91 -29.07 0.12
l270bm50-1-16 321.97 0.09 -35.34 0.08 328 18 51.9 50.5 unid-halo-053 322.03 -35.47 0.14
poloN-1-82 322.50 0.23 33.80 0.22 41 6 9.7 3.8 faint-blazar-018 322.57 34.08 0.28
GC-1-133 322.63 0.29 34.19 0.34 34 6 5.9 7.8 faint-blazar-018 322.57 34.08 0.12
poloS-2-0 323.44 1.07 -45.93 0.94 47 7 5.0 2.7 faint-blazar-400 323.72 -45.90 0.20
l0b40-1-32 323.46 0.29 35.41 0.28 34 6 17.1 4.7 faint-blazar-180 323.37 35.25 0.17
GC-1-14 323.59 0.36 -24.31 0.39 64 8 11.6 8.8 unid-halo-011 323.54 -24.36 0.07
l270bm50-1-11 323.76 0.49 -45.85 0.41 29 5 13.3 4.4 faint-blazar-400 323.72 -45.90 0.05
GC-1-95 324.43 0.38 16.75 0.39 15 4 6.1 4.2 faint-blazar-325 324.33 16.61 0.16
l270bm50-1-7 324.87 0.94 -49.02 0.82 24 5 13.7 5.2 faint-blazar-315 324.89 -48.96 0.06
GC-1-9 325.25 0.85 -26.81 0.60 17 4 5.0 4.1 faint-blazar-332 325.19 -26.86 0.08
l0b40-1-38 325.80 0.29 42.80 0.27 101 10 25.7 8.5 unid-halo-008 325.64 42.68 0.17
GC-1-98 326.24 0.32 18.12 0.28 66 8 11.5 8.4 3EG-J1447m3936 326.12 17.97 0.19
GC-1-37 327.47 0.31 -12.42 0.28 87 9 14.2 6.9 3EG-J1659m6251 327.32 -12.47 0.15
l0b40-1-19 328.22 0.37 25.61 0.35 72 8 21.9 5.7 faint-blazar-075 328.19 25.54 0.07
l0b40-1-5 328.48 0.36 21.78 0.35 66 8 21.0 5.5 faint-blazar-132 328.44 21.69 0.10
GC-1-67 328.69 0.87 0.32 2.97 10583 103 12.1 2.9 **S
l0bm40-1-12 328.93 0.63 -37.13 0.53 19 4 14.1 3.4 faint-blazar-054 328.96 -37.18 0.05
GC-2-42 329.99 1.90 -20.80 1.34 30 5 3.5 1.8 **fit 330.03 -20.32 0.48
GC-1-24 330.09 0.35 -20.23 0.35 91 10 11.4 8.8 3EG-J1813m6419 330.03 -20.32 0.10
GC-1-115 330.72 0.51 24.32 0.65 21 5 3.0 3.4 faint-blazar-126 330.70 24.20 0.12
GC-1-102 331.03 0.48 20.55 0.47 52 7 5.0 5.2 3EG-J1500m3509 330.91 20.45 0.15
GC-2-24 332.54 0.41 6.63 0.42 41 6 4.5 2.5 unid-halo-002 332.52 6.45 0.18
GC-1-134 334.14 0.13 -3.19 0.14 831 29 12.4 3.0 3EG-J1638m5155 334.05 -3.34 0.17
l0b40-1-41 334.33 0.16 50.43 0.15 515 23 38.3 19.1 3EG-J1409m0745 334.23 50.31 0.14
GC-1-39 334.63 0.26 -12.42 0.27 97 10 8.9 6.5 unid-halo-037 334.55 -12.45 0.08
GC-1-100 334.83 0.19 20.14 0.19 70 8 4.8 3.8 unid-halo-062 334.72 20.05 0.13
GC-1-42 336.21 0.16 -10.17 0.15 94 10 9.0 4.6 unid-halo-031 336.09 -10.31 0.18
GC-1-68 336.98 0.40 0.58 0.22 1560 39 8.4 3.1 unid-halo-022 336.96 0.73 0.16
l0bm40-2-0 337.82 1.23 -36.32 1.39 35 6 12.4 2.5 faint-blazar-285 337.72 -36.46 0.16
poloS-1-11 338.27 0.47 -58.28 0.40 320 18 10.7 5.9 3EG-J2255m5012 338.74 -58.12 0.30
GC-2-37 338.29 1.98 -37.37 1.46 28 5 2.0 2.4 faint-blazar-348 338.26 -37.47 0.10
GC-1-19 339.39 0.47 -25.50 0.48 19 4 2.7 3.4 faint-blazar-046 339.31 -25.63 0.15
GC-1-117 339.84 0.40 26.75 0.44 63 8 4.2 5.4 3EG-J1517m2538 339.76 26.60 0.17
GC-1-41 339.85 0.25 -11.31 0.26 54 7 5.9 3.1 unid-halo-025 339.76 -11.38 0.11
GC-1-129 339.91 0.61 34.68 0.46 34 6 2.7 6.1 3EG-J1457m1903 339.88 34.60 0.08
GC-1-130 340.07 1.08 35.44 0.99 42 6 1.7 4.1 faint-blazar-389 340.01 35.44 0.05
GC-2-11 340.24 0.14 -3.71 0.13 270 16 19.0 2.9 3EG-J1704m4732 340.10 -3.79 0.15
GC-1-54 340.55 0.09 -1.43 0.09 494 22 24.9 2.8 3EG-J1655m4554 340.48 -1.61 0.19
poloS-1-13 340.59 0.25 -61.15 0.25 36 6 8.1 4.1 faint-blazar-353 341.06 -61.07 0.24
l0b40-2-2 340.82 0.70 31.53 0.70 46 7 15.8 3.0 faint-blazar-147 340.85 31.42 0.11
GC-2-21 341.71 0.18 5.39 0.17 138 12 12.6 2.6 3EG-J1631m4033 341.61 5.24 0.18
GC-1-31 342.26 0.25 -18.53 0.26 98 10 12.1 7.2 unid-halo-034 342.11 -18.62 0.17
GC-2-14 342.55 0.12 2.15 0.12 225 15 19.1 2.0 unid-halo-038 342.42 2.07 0.15
poloN-1-62 342.62 0.34 71.30 0.33 39 6 6.4 3.4 faint-blazar-489 342.90 71.51 0.23
GC-1-116 343.07 0.37 26.60 0.45 43 7 4.2 4.7 3EG-J1527m2358 342.97 26.51 0.13
GC-1-52 343.09 0.03 -2.73 0.03 1393 37 80.3 9.5 3EG-J1710m4439 343.00 -2.87 0.16
l0b40-1-6 343.17 0.57 24.23 0.64 59 8 17.8 3.3 faint-blazar-253 343.04 24.13 0.15
GC-2-2 343.33 1.04 -13.70 0.92 34 6 5.5 2.6 3EG-J1806m5005 343.29 -13.75 0.07
GC-2-36 343.71 1.28 35.87 1.13 29 5 1.9 3.0 faint-blazar-401 343.53 35.87 0.14
l0b40-1-27 344.08 0.30 36.47 0.29 104 10 26.4 6.4 3EG-J1504m1537 344.04 36.38 0.09
poloS-1-17 344.12 0.39 -68.79 0.37 30 5 7.2 4.2 faint-blazar-168 344.51 -68.68 0.18
poloS-1-29 344.90 0.52 -84.04 0.44 22 5 5.5 3.4 faint-blazar-148 346.52 -83.94 0.20
poloN-1-57 345.63 0.44 76.50 0.46 121 11 7.0 4.1 3EG-J1329p1708 346.31 76.68 0.25
l0bm40-1-37 345.98 0.55 -24.45 0.52 31 6 14.1 2.8 faint-blazar-317 345.87 -24.54 0.13
GC-1-33 346.05 0.27 -18.14 0.28 77 9 12.7 5.8 3EG-J1836m4933 345.93 -18.27 0.18
GC-2-13 346.74 0.13 -2.19 0.14 175 13 20.5 2.1 unid-halo-055 346.64 -2.38 0.21
poloS-1-15 346.75 0.53 -67.87 0.43 35 6 5.3 3.4 faint-blazar-225 347.28 -67.86 0.20
GC-1-61 348.18 0.07 0.03 0.08 3765 61 42.2 3.8 3EG-J1714m3857 348.04 -0.09 0.18
GC-2-26 348.24 0.44 10.61 0.40 69 8 9.6 2.7 3EG-J1633m3216 348.10 10.48 0.19
GC-2-30 348.62 1.41 14.08 1.37 297 17 5.5 2.4 **fit 348.67 13.38 0.71
GC-1-81 348.82 0.11 13.49 0.10 497 22 38.5 11.5 3EG-J1625m2955 348.67 13.38 0.19
l0bm40-1-14 348.84 0.28 -36.97 0.28 44 7 17.8 4.3 faint-blazar-442 348.76 -37.01 0.08
GC-2-32 349.59 0.68 18.12 0.55 32 6 5.2 2.9 3EG-J1612m2618 349.40 17.90 0.29
GC-2-25 350.06 0.33 8.95 0.35 23 5 8.0 1.9 unid-halo-018 349.96 8.85 0.15
l0b40-2-5 350.74 0.52 41.36 0.44 23 5 13.9 2.3 faint-blazar-090 350.62 41.21 0.17
GC-2-10 350.91 0.50 -4.83 0.65 233 15 19.3 2.1 unid-lowlat-013 350.69 -4.64 0.29
l0b40-1-30 351.61 0.21 40.48 0.20 594 24 34.2 10.8 3EG-J1512m0849 351.49 40.36 0.14
poloS-1-10 351.78 0.26 -59.28 0.26 44 7 8.2 4.6 faint-blazar-343 352.09 -59.05 0.28
GC-2-8 352.22 0.54 -8.19 0.52 89 9 11.1 2.3 3EG-J1800m3955 352.05 -8.24 0.17
GC-1-80 352.33 0.12 12.70 0.12 121 11 17.1 3.6 3EG-J1638m2749 352.25 12.59 0.13
GC-1-86 352.36 0.13 16.46 0.13 790 28 17.6 5.1 3EG-J1626m2519 352.29 16.38 0.11
GC-1-0 352.71 0.16 -40.15 0.15 68 8 16.0 14.0 3EG-J2055m4716 352.56 -40.20 0.13
GC-1-96 353.07 0.23 20.16 0.22 355 19 9.7 3.8 3EG-J1616m2221 353.00 20.03 0.15
GC-1-28 353.11 0.21 -21.24 0.22 136 12 19.1 8.6 unid-lowlat-011 353.02 -21.31 0.11
GC-3-4 354.77 0.35 17.68 0.50 41 6 5.4 2.5 unid-halo-063 354.67 17.60 0.12
l0bm40-1-26 354.93 0.38 -30.04 0.37 72 8 22.4 5.5 3EG-J1958m4443 354.85 -30.13 0.11
poloS-1-24 354.94 0.27 -75.54 0.26 43 7 8.7 4.9 faint-blazar-243 355.65 -75.38 0.24
GC-1-64 355.76 0.08 0.28 0.08 452 21 46.2 4.0 3EG-J1734m3232 355.64 0.15 0.18
GC-1-125 356.32 0.54 32.86 0.63 22 5 4.2 3.4 faint-blazar-260 356.28 32.70 0.17
l0b40-1-13 357.00 0.40 26.70 0.36 48 7 17.8 2.9 faint-blazar-152 356.91 26.61 0.12
GC-2-22 357.77 0.24 6.01 0.26 179 13 22.2 2.4 3EG-J1717m2737 357.67 5.95 0.12
GC-1-43 357.78 0.23 -10.65 0.21 144 12 22.5 5.7 unid-halo-068 357.71 -10.76 0.13
GC-1-123 358.25 0.28 30.69 0.29 50 7 6.9 4.0 faint-blazar-407 358.14 30.60 0.13
GC-1-16 358.44 0.34 -28.03 0.39 47 7 9.3 4.3 faint-blazar-177 358.27 -28.10 0.16
poloN-1-53 358.45 0.30 80.96 0.28 86 9 13.8 7.9 3EG-J1323p2200 359.31 81.15 0.23
GC-1-23 358.75 0.40 -25.13 0.50 61 8 12.2 4.4 3EG-J1935m4022 358.65 -25.23 0.14
GC-1-70 358.95 0.09 1.70 0.09 281 17 32.5 3.5 3EG-J1736m2908 358.79 1.56 0.22
GC-1-57 358.99 0.07 -0.41 0.07 4656 68 59.1 4.2 3EG-J1744m3011 358.85 -0.52 0.18
GC-1-132 359.48 0.40 39.67 0.46 19 4 5.4 4.2 faint-blazar-010 359.34 39.62 0.12
GC-1-109 359.51 0.21 25.64 0.23 65 8 10.2 4.1 unid-halo-026 359.42 25.58 0.10
GC-2-29 359.59 0.30 13.94 0.32 45 7 7.9 2.7 3EG-J1653m2133 359.49 13.81 0.16
GC-2-9 359.69 0.44 -7.95 0.50 55 7 10.5 2.4 unid-halo-030 359.65 -8.07 0.13
GC-2-33 359.74 0.29 19.73 0.36 46 7 5.6 2.4 3EG-J1635m1751 359.73 19.55 0.18
Table B.9: Output source list obtained applying the PGWAVE detection algorithm
to 1 month simulated GLAST data, from light sim simulator using the Glast25 IRF
parameterisation.
1 PRECESSION PERIOD
wt-name l dl b db C dC k S/N IDtruth ltruth ltruth d
GC-2-34 0.54 0.13 6.78 0.16 151 12 18.01 1.80 unid-halo-064 0.43 6.70 0.13
poloS-1-17 0.75 0.23 -70.64 0.24 133 12 15.92 6.57 faint-blazar-190 1.16 -70.52 0.18
GC-2-6 0.77 0.49 -16.94 0.44 50 7 9.08 2.15 faint-blazar-277 0.57 -16.92 0.19
GC-1-116 1.00 0.18 29.16 0.20 390 20 12.27 4.01 3EG-J1607m1101 0.91 29.05 0.14
poloN-1-74 2.18 0.56 60.37 0.51 57 8 7.27 3.17 faint-blazar-311 2.34 60.43 0.10
GC-1-96 2.45 0.17 21.86 0.17 267 16 21.61 5.42 3EG-J1634m1434 2.33 21.78 0.14
GC-2-30 2.91 0.22 5.14 0.19 100 10 16.06 1.51 unid-halo-056 2.78 5.00 0.19
GC-1-43 3.28 0.21 -13.24 0.17 88 9 15.54 2.82 3EG-J1847m3219 3.22 -13.37 0.14
GC-1-86 3.48 0.09 17.88 0.09 190 14 23.63 4.74 3EG-J1649m1611 3.34 17.80 0.15
GC-2-7 4.00 1.19 -16.97 1.44 68 8 7.31 2.01 faint-blazar-022 3.83 -17.12 0.22
GC-2-26 4.52 0.10 3.92 0.11 275 17 28.12 2.24 3EG-J1741m2312 4.42 3.75 0.19
l0bm40-1-37 5.42 0.14 -26.18 0.14 102 10 28.64 4.23 3EG-J1949m3456 5.25 -26.29 0.19
l0b40-1-6 5.65 0.18 25.05 0.18 226 15 37.54 5.18 3EG-J1631m1018 5.55 24.94 0.14
GC-1-46 6.03 0.10 -8.85 0.10 213 15 28.85 3.94 3EG-J1834m2803 5.92 -8.98 0.17
l0b40-1-22 6.37 0.25 34.89 0.25 158 13 32.06 5.08 3EG-J1600m0351 6.30 34.81 0.10
GC-1-62 6.41 0.04 -0.03 0.04 1332 36 84.85 4.88 3EG-J1800m2338 6.24 -0.18 0.22
GC-1-70 6.53 0.07 5.16 0.07 375 19 40.12 3.03 3EG-J1741m2050 6.44 5.00 0.18
GC-2-44 7.12 0.60 12.99 0.63 114 11 11.27 2.21 unid-lowlat-016 7.06 12.93 0.08
GC-1-71 7.16 0.09 7.71 0.09 258 16 30.33 2.92 unid-halo-052 7.00 7.63 0.18
GC-1-53 7.35 0.08 -4.18 0.07 362 19 36.45 3.06 unid-halo-057 7.22 -4.31 0.18
GC-1-28 7.37 0.22 -22.38 0.21 180 13 23.74 6.24 unid-halo-015 7.23 -22.49 0.18
poloN-2-36 7.62 0.95 86.52 1.01 48 7 4.58 1.65 faint-blazar-420 9.82 86.63 0.17
GC-1-56 7.62 0.06 -1.86 0.06 6869 83 57.16 3.42 3EG-J1809m2328 7.46 -1.99 0.20
GC-2-11 8.70 0.36 -11.64 0.36 109 10 15.19 2.48 3EG-J1850m2652 8.58 -11.74 0.16
GC-1-49 9.15 0.09 -7.58 0.09 250 16 35.46 3.80 unid-halo-007 8.98 -7.67 0.19
GC-1-84 9.85 0.13 16.97 0.14 653 26 21.96 3.94 unid-halo-046 9.73 16.87 0.15
l0bm40-2-0 10.14 0.75 -52.67 0.73 42 6 16.40 2.94 faint-blazar-131 9.92 -52.76 0.16
GC-2-40 10.84 0.24 9.42 0.34 101 10 13.48 1.89 3EG-J1735m1500 10.73 9.22 0.22
GC-1-102 10.93 0.21 23.78 0.21 204 14 20.35 4.72 3EG-J1646m0704 10.84 23.69 0.12
l0b40-1-38 11.76 0.20 47.86 0.21 61 8 20.83 3.55 faint-blazar-001 11.70 47.77 0.10
GC-1-52 12.06 0.07 -5.36 0.07 356 19 41.69 3.64 3EG-J1832m2110 11.93 -5.50 0.19
GC-2-8 12.07 0.52 -14.08 0.44 50 7 9.38 2.10 faint-blazar-213 11.94 -14.32 0.27
GC-1-74 12.09 0.09 10.67 0.10 659 26 52.38 7.28 3EG-J1733m1313 12.01 10.57 0.13
GC-1-5 12.35 0.36 -34.47 0.41 158 13 9.60 3.59 3EG-J2034m3110 12.25 -34.63 0.18
GC-2-13 12.52 0.21 -9.16 0.20 128 11 16.63 2.25 unid-halo-013 12.36 -9.24 0.18
GC-1-10 12.68 0.79 -31.12 1.08 44 7 8.96 3.21 faint-blazar-020 12.38 -31.22 0.28
GC-1-117 12.76 0.26 28.61 0.28 141 12 15.25 4.73 unid-halo-014 12.66 28.54 0.11
GC-1-87 13.04 0.18 18.30 0.20 687 26 15.97 2.92 3EG-J1709m0828 12.86 18.25 0.18
GC-2-43 13.42 0.21 11.50 0.21 106 10 13.73 2.38 unid-halo-001 13.26 11.41 0.19
GC-2-28 13.70 0.08 4.14 0.08 381 20 33.74 2.14 unid-lowlat-009 13.56 4.06 0.16
GC-1-47 14.19 0.11 -8.39 0.12 158 13 25.09 2.92 unid-halo-029 14.08 -8.49 0.14
GC-2-12 14.39 0.69 -10.96 0.61 124 11 15.48 2.38 3EG-J1858m2137 14.21 -11.14 0.26
GC-2-60 14.99 0.64 34.31 0.66 27 5 5.50 2.67 faint-blazar-347 14.80 34.25 0.17
GC-1-101 15.14 0.13 23.08 0.11 615 25 23.35 4.75 unid-halo-023 15.06 23.01 0.10
GC-1-80 15.62 0.16 14.86 0.16 321 18 33.13 4.96 3EG-J1726m0807 15.52 14.77 0.13
poloN-1-57 15.80 0.30 74.77 0.29 42 6 7.73 3.44 faint-blazar-324 16.35 74.81 0.15
GC-1-120 15.95 0.35 29.31 0.34 224 15 7.93 2.89 faint-blazar-390 15.85 29.19 0.15
GC-1-110 16.12 0.18 25.14 0.18 798 28 24.20 7.33 3EG-J1652m0223 15.99 25.05 0.15
poloN-2-28 16.38 0.83 58.22 0.80 40 6 5.35 2.44 faint-blazar-139 16.88 58.24 0.27
GC-2-41 16.46 0.23 9.74 0.23 377 19 29.15 3.03 3EG-J1746m1001 16.34 9.64 0.15
GC-1-57 16.51 0.09 -0.95 0.10 738 27 55.76 3.56 3EG-J1824m1514 16.37 -1.16 0.26
poloN-1-70 16.57 0.34 65.80 0.31 248 16 8.36 3.09 faint-blazar-269 16.83 65.86 0.12
GC-2-47 16.80 0.21 13.63 0.20 119 11 16.65 2.41 faint-blazar-007 16.74 13.50 0.14
GC-1-69 16.80 0.05 2.46 0.06 705 27 56.82 3.33 3EG-J1812m1316 16.70 2.38 0.13
GC-1-42 17.16 0.16 -13.16 0.15 263 16 33.25 6.02 3EG-J1911m2000 17.04 -13.29 0.18
GC-2-16 17.34 0.37 -7.37 0.33 101 10 15.30 2.45 faint-blazar-282 17.22 -7.49 0.17
GC-1-122 17.63 0.38 30.50 0.45 214 15 7.28 3.24 faint-blazar-008 17.49 30.47 0.13
l0b40-1-33 17.65 0.26 43.17 0.25 128 11 28.37 5.54 faint-blazar-097 17.53 43.11 0.11
l0bm40-1-2 17.66 0.16 -52.09 0.17 205 14 36.85 11.25 3EG-J2158m3023 17.44 -52.23 0.20
GC-2-36 17.71 0.22 6.83 0.30 92 10 14.15 2.10 unid-halo-035 17.60 6.64 0.22
GC-1-89 17.90 0.13 18.26 0.14 281 17 31.53 6.53 3EG-J1719m0430 17.80 18.17 0.13
GC-1-36 17.91 0.24 -15.47 0.23 68 8 15.16 3.22 3EG-J1921m2015 17.81 -15.60 0.16
GC-1-131 18.57 0.07 -0.26 0.07 8691 93 109.12 4.87 3EG-J1826m1302 18.48 -0.44 0.20
l0b40-2-13 18.61 0.46 47.47 0.58 39 6 15.01 2.31 faint-blazar-070 18.32 47.40 0.21
GC-1-119 18.81 0.26 28.48 0.25 51 7 9.53 3.68 faint-blazar-435 18.64 28.40 0.17
l0bm40-1-34 18.84 0.23 -26.15 0.22 157 13 30.85 5.89 3EG-J2006m2321 18.82 -26.26 0.11
GC-2-29 18.92 0.17 4.29 0.14 307 18 34.38 2.57 3EG-J1810m1032 18.81 4.22 0.12
GC-3-17 20.22 1.22 7.70 0.88 12.02 1.25 **fit 20.31 8.46 0.77
GC-1-72 20.39 0.11 8.58 0.10 212 15 28.79 3.36 3EG-J1757m0711 20.31 8.46 0.14
GC-1-6 21.65 0.43 -32.91 0.61 162 13 7.95 3.30 faint-blazar-443 21.49 -33.01 0.17
GC-1-79 22.32 0.13 13.52 0.13 166 13 23.45 3.57 3EG-J1744m0310 22.19 13.42 0.15
GC-1-31 22.56 0.18 -18.32 0.17 207 14 29.35 6.98 unid-halo-028 22.48 -18.45 0.15
GC-2-56 23.00 0.89 22.00 0.83 60 8 7.92 2.04 faint-blazar-333 22.83 22.00 0.16
l0b40-1-32 23.72 0.12 41.15 0.12 395 20 49.46 14.61 3EG-J1608p1055 23.51 41.05 0.19
GC-3-6 23.83 0.68 14.33 0.71 42 6 8.56 2.37 faint-blazar-492 23.73 14.15 0.21
GC-2-5 23.99 0.75 -17.11 0.80 102 10 10.06 2.58 3EG-J1937m1529 23.95 -17.12 0.04
GC-1-48 24.37 0.14 -7.98 0.12 182 13 28.14 3.99 3EG-J1904m1124 24.22 -8.12 0.20
GC-2-68 24.61 1.27 9.61 0.51 957 31 10.34 1.20 **S
l0bm40-1-41 24.79 0.13 -21.02 0.13 99 10 27.54 4.62 faint-blazar-104 24.64 -21.13 0.18
GC-1-78 25.31 0.27 12.67 0.24 395 20 17.80 2.86 faint-blazar-393 25.22 12.53 0.16
GC-1-111 25.46 0.20 24.19 0.19 178 13 23.20 7.11 faint-blazar-037 25.40 24.11 0.10
GC-1-75 25.60 0.16 10.49 0.17 104 10 19.77 2.97 3EG-J1800m0146 25.49 10.40 0.13
GC-1-65 26.00 0.04 0.48 0.04 1196 35 102.41 5.77 3EG-J1837m0606 25.86 0.41 0.15
GC-2-58 26.38 0.87 25.26 0.93 55 7 15.09 2.98 faint-blazar-215 26.26 25.24 0.11
l0b40-1-8 26.91 0.26 23.31 0.22 56 7 20.47 3.19 faint-blazar-283 26.85 23.29 0.06
l0bm40-1-42 27.07 0.15 -20.49 0.15 123 11 32.58 5.84 3EG-J1955m1414 27.01 -20.56 0.09
poloS-1-12 27.12 0.20 -60.98 0.18 181 13 19.76 7.72 faint-blazar-245 27.16 -60.81 0.17
poloN-2-27 27.23 0.53 56.26 0.72 29 5 5.52 2.12 faint-blazar-193 27.63 56.32 0.23
l0b40-1-0 27.37 0.16 20.67 0.14 415 20 36.39 6.29 3EG-J1727p0429 27.28 20.62 0.11
GC-2-38 27.42 0.26 6.63 0.27 283 17 37.93 2.38 unid-halo-040 27.31 6.55 0.14
GC-1-88 27.50 0.29 16.71 0.30 353 19 21.35 3.29 faint-blazar-145 27.45 16.64 0.09
GC-1-67 27.58 0.14 1.13 0.14 73 9 36.05 2.86 3EG-J1837m0423 27.44 1.05 0.16
GC-1-58 27.64 0.35 -0.55 0.06 4233 65 31.90 2.82 unid-halo-067 27.50 -0.94 0.41
l0bm40-1-1 28.05 0.26 -50.29 0.28 48 7 20.74 4.58 faint-blazar-356 27.98 -50.44 0.15
GC-1-15 28.16 0.34 -26.50 0.34 89 9 23.14 4.67 3EG-J2020m1545 28.09 -26.61 0.13
GC-1-98 28.22 0.33 20.04 0.32 39 6 15.41 3.05 faint-blazar-429 28.16 19.91 0.15
l0b40-1-36 29.35 0.14 43.94 0.14 281 17 43.93 13.61 3EG-J1605p1553 29.17 43.84 0.16
GC-1-109 29.58 0.25 22.86 0.26 129 11 28.52 6.11 unid-halo-043 29.47 22.79 0.12
l0bm40-1-35 31.15 0.16 -23.76 0.15 257 16 41.46 7.90 unid-halo-021 31.10 -23.87 0.12
poloS-1-25 31.27 0.32 -83.20 0.31 35 6 6.95 3.31 faint-blazar-424 31.88 -82.98 0.23
GC-1-9 31.29 0.37 -28.96 0.39 89 9 23.95 6.42 unid-halo-066 31.22 -29.08 0.13
GC-2-1 31.92 0.99 -26.17 0.99 21 5 13.95 2.18 **fit 31.96 -26.73 0.57
GC-2-35 31.98 0.16 5.89 0.16 125 11 34.74 2.00 3EG-J1828p0142 31.91 5.78 0.14
GC-1-12 32.06 0.21 -26.64 0.21 185 14 33.52 8.39 unid-halo-004 31.96 -26.73 0.13
GC-1-132 32.46 0.45 14.43 0.36 21 5 22.67 3.02 faint-blazar-217 32.39 14.29 0.15
GC-1-34 32.75 0.31 -16.58 0.32 761 28 31.04 5.56 faint-blazar-454 32.77 -16.77 0.19
GC-3-13 34.13 1.80 -22.45 1.88 45 7 17.80 1.34 **fit 34.55 -22.65 0.43
GC-1-21 34.61 0.22 -22.58 0.22 155 12 32.19 7.80 unid-halo-036 34.55 -22.65 0.09
GC-1-59 34.71 0.04 -0.42 0.04 1485 39 101.50 6.73 3EG-J1856p0114 34.60 -0.54 0.16
l0bm40-2-9 36.08 1.44 -24.31 1.63 32 6 16.49 1.98 **fit 36.72 -24.40 0.59
l0bm40-1-32 36.79 0.14 -24.28 0.14 327 18 46.06 14.77 3EG-J2025m0744 36.72 -24.40 0.13
GC-1-40 37.54 0.28 -11.52 0.24 405 20 20.28 3.04 3EG-J1940m0121 37.41 -11.62 0.16
GC-1-37 37.77 0.16 -12.45 0.14 97 10 27.11 4.91 faint-blazar-473 37.68 -12.58 0.15
l0bm40-1-12 39.34 0.42 -35.47 0.39 32 6 15.20 3.18 faint-blazar-430 39.34 -35.61 0.14
GC-1-63 39.61 0.06 0.02 0.05 4959 70 79.82 5.60 3EG-J1903p0550 39.52 -0.04 0.11
poloN-1-64 40.61 0.23 64.18 0.22 64 8 9.70 3.41 faint-blazar-240 41.02 64.23 0.19
l0b40-2-11 42.13 0.60 37.85 0.56 65 8 19.60 4.66 faint-blazar-335 42.02 37.80 0.10
l90bm50-2-4 42.19 0.75 -35.99 0.67 29 5 4.93 2.06 faint-blazar-009 42.11 -36.09 0.12
l0b40-1-35 42.31 0.29 38.45 0.37 346 19 34.22 10.97 unid-halo-042 42.21 38.45 0.08
GC-2-27 42.33 0.19 2.96 0.16 160 13 36.20 2.26 unid-halo-019 42.24 2.89 0.11
l90bm50-1-8 42.58 0.43 -43.50 0.33 33 6 7.53 3.81 faint-blazar-164 42.44 -43.54 0.11
poloN-1-59 43.38 0.21 69.17 0.22 65 8 11.03 4.47 faint-blazar-334 43.96 69.03 0.25
GC-1-73 43.42 0.22 6.73 0.17 91 10 27.59 3.50 unid-halo-045 43.33 6.68 0.10
poloS-1-27 43.45 0.27 -82.82 0.24 56 7 7.61 3.69 faint-blazar-398 43.67 -82.70 0.13
poloS-1-16 43.80 0.17 -61.85 0.16 91 10 13.14 4.47 faint-blazar-197 43.74 -61.68 0.17
l90b0-1-47 44.88 0.51 13.90 0.53 56 7 12.33 4.65 3EG-J1822p1641 44.84 13.84 0.07
GC-2-25 45.22 0.30 2.30 0.29 96 10 25.82 1.82 unid-lowlat-005 45.17 2.26 0.06
GC-1-51 46.01 0.12 -4.84 0.10 146 12 35.40 4.73 faint-blazar-262 45.96 -4.91 0.08
poloN-1-48 46.60 0.20 77.51 0.20 172 13 20.01 9.44 3EG-J1347p2932 47.32 77.50 0.16
GC-1-50 47.52 0.25 -5.21 0.22 51 7 22.09 3.01 faint-blazar-449 47.48 -5.26 0.07
l90b0-1-5 48.12 0.36 -35.22 0.38 61 8 12.56 10.22 faint-blazar-194 48.04 -35.25 0.07
poloS-1-28 48.64 0.19 -84.33 0.20 93 10 13.53 5.34 faint-blazar-214 48.08 -84.15 0.19
GC-1-39 49.10 0.39 -9.74 0.32 71 8 23.17 6.72 unid-halo-009 49.04 -9.82 0.10
GC-2-50 49.20 1.32 11.02 1.30 17 4 13.01 2.03 **fit 49.41 10.92 0.23
GC-1-83 49.44 0.28 10.97 0.29 41 6 22.17 3.98 unid-halo-059 49.41 10.92 0.05
l90bm50-1-14 50.90 0.29 -37.83 0.37 40 6 7.19 3.47 faint-blazar-040 50.83 -37.83 0.05
GC-2-48 51.21 1.10 9.25 0.86 15 4 14.45 2.32 faint-blazar-069 51.15 9.13 0.13
poloS-1-24 52.04 0.30 -78.87 0.27 288 17 9.81 3.98 faint-blazar-209 51.45 -78.73 0.18
l90bm50-1-3 52.73 0.25 -58.89 0.27 133 12 17.31 7.04 3EG-J2251m1341 52.48 -58.91 0.13
l90b0-1-30 52.77 0.16 0.22 0.15 5382 73 37.50 4.08 3EG-J1928p1733 52.71 0.08 0.15
l90b50-1-20 53.07 0.32 46.73 0.34 46 7 8.01 4.27 faint-blazar-129 52.95 46.66 0.10
poloN-1-68 53.41 0.19 51.55 0.18 89 9 11.27 3.87 faint-blazar-184 53.68 51.49 0.18
l90b0-2-18 53.42 0.66 8.33 0.66 22 5 7.59 1.45 faint-blazar-416 53.32 8.23 0.14
l90b50-2-2 54.75 0.76 46.06 1.04 270 16 7.96 3.97 **fit 55.43 46.30 0.53
l90b50-3-1 55.23 1.57 47.23 1.09 38 6 3.19 1.92 **S
l90b50-1-17 55.49 0.12 46.47 0.12 430 21 38.73 19.96 3EG-J1614p3424 55.43 46.30 0.18
l0bm40-1-25 55.75 0.29 -20.15 0.28 99 10 25.20 10.23 3EG-J2046p0933 55.76 -20.24 0.09
l90b0-1-21 56.21 0.28 -17.12 0.27 104 10 18.36 6.23 3EG-J2036p1132 56.12 -17.18 0.11
l90b0-1-48 56.81 0.41 18.19 0.33 180 13 8.19 2.96 3EG-J1825p2854 56.79 18.03 0.15
l90b0-2-9 57.64 0.27 -5.67 0.25 59 8 9.71 2.15 faint-blazar-507 57.54 -5.75 0.13
poloS-2-24 59.27 1.13 -58.71 0.62 40 6 4.72 1.59 faint-blazar-242 59.37 -58.31 0.40
poloN-2-25 59.69 0.56 42.53 0.49 188 14 11.93 4.35 **S
l90b0-2-10 60.83 0.39 -2.81 0.42 246 16 21.94 2.21 unid-halo-044 60.73 -2.97 0.19
l0bm40-1-7 61.08 0.52 -30.42 0.56 22 5 12.58 4.26 faint-blazar-370 61.07 -30.52 0.11
l90b0-1-68 61.32 0.08 42.34 0.08 804 28 62.72 81.31 3EG-J1635p3813 61.21 42.26 0.12
l90b0-1-28 61.64 0.13 -2.89 0.13 565 24 45.02 4.65 unid-halo-012 61.55 -2.98 0.13
l90b50-2-3 61.76 0.36 49.71 0.42 32 6 6.49 2.81 faint-blazar-261 61.70 49.56 0.16
l90b0-3-0 61.78 0.20 -3.31 0.21 328 18 16.90 2.85 unid-halo-050 61.65 -3.42 0.17
poloN-2-24 62.29 0.84 42.67 0.62 129 11 10.86 3.77 **S
l90b0-1-49 62.56 0.21 20.22 0.20 162 13 20.15 8.95 3EG-J1824p3441 62.49 20.14 0.10
l0b40-1-39 62.59 0.33 31.05 0.30 69 8 22.63 11.80 faint-blazar-413 62.50 31.05 0.07
l90b0-2-30 64.36 0.15 -0.38 0.84 2632 51 11.74 1.09 **S
l90b50-1-23 64.63 0.29 58.33 0.27 39 6 8.61 3.76 faint-blazar-395 64.53 58.27 0.08
l90b0-2-24 66.16 0.80 23.72 0.74 28 5 5.15 2.62 faint-blazar-504 66.04 23.66 0.12
l90b0-1-29 66.35 0.09 -0.01 0.08 828 29 55.69 5.35 3EG-J1958p2909 66.23 -0.16 0.19
poloN-1-47 66.51 0.36 67.83 0.37 675 26 12.12 5.88 3EG-J1424p3734 66.82 67.76 0.13
l90b0-2-14 66.65 0.98 1.15 0.57 9283 96 10.46 1.29 faint-blazar-289 66.45 1.66 0.55
l90b0-1-62 67.40 0.54 32.69 0.46 53 7 7.60 5.31 faint-blazar-071 67.33 32.61 0.10
l90b0-1-43 68.10 0.16 11.21 0.15 97 10 14.61 3.85 unid-lowlat-014 67.94 11.12 0.18
l90b0-2-22 68.22 0.71 16.94 0.72 26 5 5.33 2.33 faint-blazar-418 68.13 16.89 0.10
poloN-1-46 69.67 0.24 69.29 0.25 57 8 9.05 3.88 faint-blazar-121 70.09 69.13 0.22
l90b0-2-19 70.09 0.47 9.95 0.41 42 6 5.10 1.69 faint-blazar-211 70.06 9.88 0.07
poloN-2-21 70.21 0.48 67.46 0.49 28 5 4.38 2.05 faint-blazar-368 70.84 67.25 0.32
l90b0-3-23 70.98 0.44 5.01 1.59 687 26 7.92 1.38 **S
l90b0-2-2 73.76 0.50 -16.36 0.52 66 8 7.69 2.59 faint-blazar-316 73.64 -16.49 0.17
l90b0-3-1 74.17 0.84 0.31 1.09 418 20 11.91 2.10 **S
l90b0-2-11 74.19 0.09 -2.20 0.09 866 29 31.13 2.68 3EG-J2027p3429 74.08 -2.36 0.19
poloN-1-52 74.68 0.29 51.67 0.36 392 20 8.14 3.15 faint-blazar-423 74.79 51.49 0.19
l90b0-1-33 74.86 0.07 1.11 0.06 594 24 38.03 4.35 3EG-J2016p3657 74.75 0.97 0.18
l90b0-2-12 74.91 0.43 0.44 0.59 91 10 12.53 1.42 **fit 74.75 0.97 0.55
l90b0-1-31 75.73 0.07 0.48 0.06 1640 40 80.83 6.75 3EG-J2021p3716 75.58 0.33 0.21
l90b0-1-53 76.06 0.22 25.54 0.25 52 7 7.83 4.16 faint-blazar-101 75.95 25.41 0.17
l90bm50-3-1 76.84 2.28 -37.69 2.09 51 7 5.62 1.60 **S
l90bm50-1-6 76.97 0.26 -57.98 0.24 136 12 29.22 6.10 3EG-J2321m0328 76.82 -58.07 0.12
l90bm50-1-21 77.58 0.13 -38.44 0.13 351 19 32.82 13.30 3EG-J2232p1147 77.46 -38.50 0.12
l90bm50-2-6 77.84 1.96 -39.29 1.13 37 6 5.08 1.82 **S
l90b0-1-36 78.16 0.03 2.20 0.03 2393 49 113.90 10.41 3EG-J2020p4017 78.05 2.08 0.16
l90b0-2-6 78.39 0.64 -9.71 0.52 34 6 5.94 2.12 faint-blazar-346 78.37 -9.89 0.18
l90b50-1-0 79.44 0.10 32.14 0.10 532 23 31.46 13.93 3EG-J1738p5203 79.37 32.05 0.11
l90b0-1-32 80.37 0.06 0.83 0.06 1775 42 81.29 7.95 3EG-J2033p4118 80.27 0.73 0.14
poloS-1-32 80.75 0.22 -77.51 0.22 63 8 9.66 3.75 faint-blazar-167 80.24 -77.40 0.16
l90b0-1-39 80.79 0.08 3.70 0.07 451 21 34.64 2.81 3EG-J2022p4317 80.63 3.62 0.18
l90b0-3-18 80.83 0.41 6.10 1.48 6.14 1.20 **S
l90bm50-2-3 81.34 0.78 -53.13 0.88 39 6 17.26 2.14 faint-blazar-355 81.00 -53.17 0.21
l90b0-1-17 81.98 0.34 -25.60 0.31 641 25 10.03 5.91 3EG-J2209p2401 81.84 -25.65 0.14
l90b0-1-55 82.34 0.21 30.29 0.19 64 8 7.94 4.33 faint-blazar-422 82.27 30.20 0.10
l90b0-2-0 82.37 0.75 -35.77 0.75 41 6 4.13 2.84 faint-blazar-288 82.29 -35.85 0.10
l90b0-1-54 82.58 0.67 28.04 0.69 45 7 5.00 3.04 faint-blazar-436 82.48 27.89 0.17
l90b0-2-16 82.76 0.20 7.67 0.20 111 11 9.76 1.90 faint-blazar-061 82.69 7.58 0.11
poloS-1-31 82.78 0.29 -74.19 0.33 42 6 7.35 3.11 faint-blazar-137 82.29 -74.09 0.17
l90b0-1-10 82.81 0.19 -37.41 0.21 186 14 17.47 8.30 3EG-J2243p1509 82.70 -37.48 0.11
l90b0-1-37 83.27 0.06 2.65 0.07 456 21 40.21 3.52 3EG-J2035p4441 83.17 2.49 0.19
poloN-2-34 83.58 1.28 51.06 1.21 36 6 4.90 2.41 faint-blazar-192 84.04 50.91 0.32
l90b0-1-63 84.02 0.26 36.11 0.29 42 6 5.87 4.69 faint-blazar-087 83.84 36.00 0.18
l90b0-2-4 84.74 0.35 -15.58 0.39 27 5 3.49 2.00 faint-blazar-270 84.64 -15.72 0.17
l90b0-1-56 85.96 0.60 30.62 0.66 43 7 4.33 2.83 faint-blazar-158 85.81 30.54 0.15
l90b0-1-11 86.14 0.14 -36.07 0.15 235 15 16.82 11.81 3EG-J2248p1745 86.00 -36.17 0.15
l90b0-1-9 86.19 0.08 -38.23 0.08 849 29 46.48 37.01 3EG-J2254p1601 86.04 -38.30 0.14
l90b0-2-3 87.53 0.69 -16.39 0.72 74 9 3.93 2.41 faint-blazar-103 87.48 -16.52 0.14
l90b50-2-5 88.30 0.43 63.68 0.49 28 5 13.73 2.58 faint-blazar-004 88.10 63.61 0.11
l90b50-1-16 88.81 0.18 50.76 0.19 191 14 36.50 10.08 faint-blazar-273 88.63 50.69 0.13
l90b0-1-51 88.84 0.05 25.20 0.05 1911 44 83.10 82.47 3EG-J1835p5918 88.74 25.07 0.16
l90b0-3-5 88.97 1.27 25.93 0.79 59 8 1.23 2.24 **S
l90b0-2-23 88.98 1.43 24.53 0.72 1234 35 4.01 3.26 **fit 88.74 25.07 0.59
l90b0-1-50 89.04 0.14 23.32 0.15 121 11 8.35 6.33 3EG-J1850p5903 88.92 23.18 0.18
l90bm50-1-25 89.16 0.23 -35.33 0.21 67 8 24.89 4.18 3EG-J2255p1943 89.03 -35.43 0.14
l90b0-1-70 89.18 0.87 22.74 0.81 25 5 5.83 3.82 **fit 88.92 23.18 0.50
l90b0-1-58 89.22 0.36 33.00 0.40 362 19 6.76 6.03 3EG-J1733p6017 89.11 32.94 0.11
l90b0-1-65 89.41 0.60 41.62 0.73 36 6 4.16 5.96 faint-blazar-497 89.24 41.53 0.16
l90b0-1-2 90.51 0.66 -44.34 0.64 38 6 2.66 4.81 faint-blazar-005 90.39 -44.40 0.10
poloN-1-40 92.35 0.32 75.91 0.33 47 7 8.00 3.63 faint-blazar-169 93.04 75.68 0.28
l90b0-1-26 92.70 0.16 -10.29 0.16 126 11 7.39 3.36 3EG-J2202p4217 92.55 -10.40 0.18
poloN-1-38 93.19 0.23 52.64 0.22 59 8 9.52 3.50 faint-blazar-036 93.36 52.52 0.16
poloN-2-19 94.06 0.42 61.51 0.53 47 7 6.01 2.64 faint-blazar-222 94.08 61.31 0.20
l90b0-2-1 95.50 0.34 -22.54 0.40 49 7 4.51 2.75 faint-blazar-232 95.41 -22.65 0.14
l90bm50-1-7 95.56 0.41 -56.96 0.46 61 8 19.88 3.45 faint-blazar-073 95.43 -57.09 0.14
l90b0-2-7 95.94 0.79 -7.60 0.88 37 6 3.59 1.61 faint-blazar-247 95.97 -7.83 0.23
poloS-1-33 96.04 0.29 -64.46 0.31 52 7 8.33 3.59 faint-blazar-049 95.83 -64.37 0.12
l90b0-1-46 96.74 0.17 17.19 0.18 211 15 14.29 5.60 3EG-J1959p6342 96.61 17.10 0.14
l90b0-1-41 97.93 0.08 9.30 0.08 349 19 26.02 4.17 3EG-J2100p6012 97.76 9.17 0.21
poloS-2-14 98.17 0.93 -48.50 1.09 82 9 6.54 2.44 faint-blazar-234 97.92 -48.47 0.17
l90b50-1-13 98.36 0.61 48.93 0.41 233 15 18.23 3.66 faint-blazar-378 98.12 48.81 0.20
poloN-1-35 100.50 0.21 65.91 0.19 51 7 9.29 3.65 faint-blazar-410 100.69 65.73 0.20
poloN-1-82 103.25 0.32 60.38 0.29 51 7 6.54 2.84 faint-blazar-439 103.26 60.30 0.08
l90b50-2-6 103.41 1.20 51.10 1.36 39 6 16.43 2.58 faint-blazar-337 103.51 51.04 0.08
l90b0-3-22 104.98 1.67 -15.95 1.91 29 5 5.72 1.40 **S
l90b0-2-29 105.10 1.89 -14.25 1.68 75 9 5.22 1.87 **S
l90b0-1-24 105.41 0.20 -15.02 0.20 176 13 20.00 5.51 3EG-J2314p4426 105.31 -15.10 0.12
l90b50-1-29 105.66 0.14 65.16 0.14 273 17 41.83 15.63 3EG-J1337p5029 105.40 65.05 0.16
l90b0-1-38 106.65 0.08 3.33 0.07 791 28 54.35 6.62 3EG-J2227p6122 106.53 3.18 0.19
l90b0-1-7 106.75 0.27 -39.00 0.28 112 11 13.88 9.04 faint-blazar-306 106.64 -39.08 0.12
l90b0-2-33 106.79 1.51 2.14 1.00 756 27 10.69 1.26 **S
l90b0-1-6 107.15 0.20 -40.51 0.22 148 12 18.04 13.81 3EG-J2359p2041 107.01 -40.58 0.12
l90b0-1-40 107.34 0.12 8.48 0.12 412 20 30.41 5.39 3EG-J2206p6602 107.23 8.35 0.18
l90b0-1-15 108.80 0.33 -30.27 0.35 45 7 5.69 3.29 faint-blazar-381 108.62 -30.36 0.18
l90b0-2-5 109.26 0.48 -13.09 0.57 52 7 8.76 2.55 faint-blazar-210 109.14 -13.26 0.20
l90b0-1-16 109.99 0.32 -29.12 0.30 42 6 7.28 3.96 faint-blazar-246 109.89 -29.25 0.16
l90b50-1-28 110.25 0.40 62.81 0.47 21 5 15.39 2.91 faint-blazar-286 109.93 62.71 0.18
l90b0-1-19 110.34 0.31 -23.47 0.31 96 10 12.45 5.00 3EG-J2352p3752 110.26 -23.54 0.10
l90b0-1-52 110.77 0.22 24.69 0.25 69 8 8.44 4.36 faint-blazar-488 110.61 24.59 0.17
l90b0-1-3 110.89 0.45 -41.74 0.45 55 7 8.78 6.67 faint-blazar-281 110.76 -41.81 0.12
l90b0-2-20 112.51 0.22 9.81 0.23 75 9 9.71 1.74 faint-blazar-223 112.43 9.69 0.15
l90b0-1-69 112.57 0.41 43.79 0.45 46 7 8.75 8.01 faint-blazar-159 112.49 43.74 0.07
poloS-1-38 113.35 0.23 -72.57 0.24 156 12 18.42 7.50 3EG-J0038m0949 112.69 -72.44 0.24
l90b0-1-23 113.52 0.18 -15.67 0.18 182 13 23.50 7.87 3EG-J2358p4604 113.39 -15.81 0.19
l90b0-1-61 115.64 0.27 31.84 0.27 108 10 16.15 9.33 3EG-J1621p8203 115.53 31.77 0.11
poloS-1-41 119.08 0.23 -68.39 0.21 66 8 10.48 3.67 faint-blazar-029 118.78 -68.35 0.12
l90b0-1-44 119.98 0.07 10.67 0.07 1037 32 73.02 20.77 3EG-J0010p7309 119.91 10.54 0.15
l90b0-3-3 120.32 1.71 10.28 1.80 347 19 7.73 2.29 **fit 119.91 10.54 0.47
l90b0-1-4 121.29 0.23 -39.12 0.23 118 11 18.59 14.27 faint-blazar-494 121.22 -39.23 0.12
l90b0-1-0 121.48 0.32 -41.19 0.33 77 9 13.39 10.82 faint-blazar-384 121.40 -41.26 0.10
l90bm50-1-9 122.53 0.24 -48.78 0.29 56 7 19.33 3.55 faint-blazar-279 122.45 -48.98 0.20
l180b40-1-29 122.80 0.73 29.46 0.69 259 16 7.13 4.65 3EG-J1308p8744 122.74 29.38 0.09
l180bm40-1-24 124.47 0.65 -21.61 0.61 62 8 9.58 6.98 faint-blazar-313 124.37 -21.70 0.13
l90b0-1-64 126.36 0.50 32.64 0.58 38 6 9.69 6.18 faint-blazar-138 126.30 32.62 0.05
l90bm50-2-5 127.74 2.22 -30.29 2.17 52 7 16.82 2.42 faint-blazar-421 128.05 -30.56 0.38
l90b0-1-66 128.39 0.54 38.21 0.52 34 6 9.33 6.69 faint-blazar-206 128.34 38.15 0.07
l180bm40-1-21 128.43 0.49 -28.32 0.45 55 7 10.40 5.91 faint-blazar-078 128.33 -28.38 0.11
AC-2-33 128.70 0.77 7.15 0.71 44 7 6.20 2.22 faint-blazar-219 128.64 7.03 0.14
l180bm40-1-6 131.16 0.36 -41.50 0.36 70 8 12.34 5.59 faint-blazar-314 131.03 -41.55 0.11
l90b0-1-67 132.26 0.80 37.03 0.91 22 5 7.08 6.37 faint-blazar-117 132.21 36.99 0.06
AC-1-26 133.52 0.58 -14.00 0.41 9 3 6.58 3.76 faint-blazar-208 133.47 -14.01 0.05
l90b0-1-35 134.24 0.12 1.23 0.11 2715 52 47.75 8.18 3EG-J0229p6151 134.20 1.15 0.10
l90b0-1-34 135.93 0.08 1.06 0.07 868 29 69.39 16.17 3EG-J0241p6103 135.86 1.00 0.10
l90bm50-1-0 136.37 0.25 -59.25 0.25 78 9 21.92 5.49 3EG-J0118p0248 136.23 -59.36 0.13
AC-1-11 137.66 0.60 -23.83 0.64 39 6 7.69 4.94 faint-blazar-493 137.60 -23.92 0.11
poloN-1-27 138.63 0.24 73.49 0.25 131 11 15.87 6.37 3EG-J1227p4302 138.65 73.34 0.16
AC-1-34 138.63 0.28 -7.89 0.29 32 6 8.15 2.86 faint-blazar-297 138.56 -8.00 0.13
AC-2-9 138.73 1.48 -11.96 1.43 16 4 5.68 2.40 faint-blazar-496 138.67 -12.21 0.26
AC-2-30 139.45 0.88 7.77 0.91 50 7 6.43 2.74 faint-blazar-050 139.34 7.63 0.18
poloN-2-10 139.71 0.36 68.91 0.42 30 5 5.74 2.78 faint-blazar-336 139.56 68.73 0.19
AC-2-6 139.96 1.08 -17.08 1.13 35 6 6.26 3.38 **fit 140.22 -16.88 0.32
AC-1-23 140.31 0.15 -16.81 0.14 292 17 32.83 19.78 3EG-J0222p4253 140.22 -16.88 0.11
AC-3-0 140.71 1.95 -16.68 1.92 4 2 4.28 2.60 **fit 140.22 -16.88 0.51
l90b50-1-14 142.11 0.72 35.50 0.66 37 6 15.71 4.37 faint-blazar-088 142.10 35.46 0.04
AC-1-75 142.61 0.35 25.72 0.37 32 6 4.76 3.96 faint-blazar-441 142.51 25.60 0.14
AC-1-6 142.95 0.48 -27.20 0.53 55 7 8.57 5.31 faint-blazar-301 142.88 -27.26 0.09
l90bm50-1-10 143.03 0.23 -35.36 0.20 55 7 20.63 5.21 faint-blazar-444 142.98 -35.47 0.12
l180b40-1-22 143.50 0.26 34.95 0.25 139 12 30.54 8.69 3EG-J0845p7049 143.49 34.79 0.15
AC-2-42 143.55 2.11 28.26 1.79 57 8 2.81 3.14 **fit 143.97 28.00 0.45
AC-2-41 144.08 0.45 27.55 0.44 40 6 3.61 3.71 **fit 143.97 28.00 0.46
AC-1-79 144.08 0.13 28.10 0.13 304 17 24.57 26.76 3EG-J0721p7120 143.97 28.00 0.14
l90b50-1-26 144.70 0.38 46.87 0.35 22 5 13.61 3.46 faint-blazar-466 144.60 46.86 0.07
poloS-1-57 145.07 0.30 -51.42 0.35 53 7 8.89 2.91 faint-blazar-077 144.83 -51.47 0.16
poloN-2-9 145.38 1.20 57.11 1.14 49 7 5.97 2.79 faint-blazar-191 145.33 56.87 0.24
AC-1-38 145.74 0.19 -4.53 0.22 102 10 12.99 2.89 3EG-J0323p5122 145.64 -4.67 0.17
l180bm40-1-40 145.83 0.36 -20.61 0.35 39 6 6.59 2.93 faint-blazar-276 145.77 -20.71 0.12
l90b50-1-22 145.93 0.29 43.13 0.27 105 10 26.86 9.02 3EG-J0958p6533 145.78 43.11 0.11
AC-1-50 146.61 0.19 9.60 0.19 178 13 16.52 5.42 3EG-J0435p6137 146.50 9.50 0.15
poloN-2-0 147.29 0.94 39.70 0.96 251 16 4.78 1.80 **S
l180bm40-1-12 148.12 0.25 -44.23 0.24 143 12 30.55 6.23 3EG-J0204p1458 147.95 -44.33 0.16
l180b40-1-25 148.37 0.29 38.72 0.27 109 10 26.80 6.34 3EG-J0910p6556 148.30 38.56 0.16
l180b40-1-46 149.58 0.20 53.44 0.20 97 10 25.63 7.54 3EG-J1052p5718 149.47 53.27 0.18
poloN-3-6 149.59 1.15 54.40 0.99 32 6 4.95 1.56 faint-blazar-491 149.38 54.03 0.39
AC-1-36 150.24 0.12 -8.64 0.12 143 12 16.53 4.30 faint-blazar-379 150.13 -8.77 0.17
l180bm40-1-30 150.38 0.22 -28.76 0.21 975 31 33.41 7.01 3EG-J0239p2815 150.21 -28.80 0.15
l90b50-1-31 151.38 0.55 50.65 0.47 31 6 14.11 4.32 faint-blazar-203 151.20 50.57 0.14
l90bm50-1-1 153.68 0.17 -46.26 0.15 371 19 33.45 10.41 3EG-J0215p1123 153.76 -46.37 0.12
AC-1-49 154.10 0.13 9.55 0.12 376 19 25.95 8.82 3EG-J0510p5545 153.98 9.42 0.18
AC-2-26 156.20 0.32 2.97 0.29 76 9 7.19 1.78 faint-blazar-339 156.15 2.89 0.09
l180bm40-1-20 156.65 0.09 -39.17 0.09 693 26 68.93 21.27 3EG-J0237p1635 156.47 -39.28 0.18
AC-1-10 156.71 0.36 -29.27 0.40 50 7 5.35 3.70 faint-blazar-472 156.64 -29.33 0.08
AC-1-0 157.74 0.39 -37.04 0.40 76 9 8.06 5.26 3EG-J0245p1758 157.62 -37.11 0.11
poloN-1-26 158.39 0.28 74.46 0.29 47 7 8.45 3.72 faint-blazar-431 158.25 74.27 0.19
l180b40-1-26 158.44 0.29 41.33 0.31 47 7 17.35 3.09 faint-blazar-109 158.35 41.17 0.18
l180bm40-1-5 158.96 0.35 -51.76 0.36 97 10 23.90 5.01 faint-blazar-340 158.75 -51.96 0.24
AC-1-27 159.17 0.18 -14.89 0.18 205 14 16.18 4.88 3EG-J0348p3510 159.07 -15.01 0.16
l180b40-1-34 159.70 0.22 47.51 0.22 141 12 32.03 8.60 3EG-J0952p5501 159.56 47.34 0.20
poloS-2-17 160.13 0.89 -62.36 1.07 42 6 4.40 2.19 faint-blazar-235 159.60 -62.57 0.33
AC-1-53 160.34 0.18 13.36 0.18 79 9 7.74 3.35 faint-blazar-144 160.24 13.21 0.18
poloS-1-46 160.98 0.28 -71.13 0.29 207 14 10.01 3.65 faint-blazar-249 160.61 -71.14 0.12
AC-2-34 162.18 0.41 12.83 0.41 55 7 4.34 1.93 faint-blazar-102 162.03 12.67 0.21
AC-1-35 162.35 0.13 -9.88 0.11 159 13 16.79 4.05 3EG-J0416p3650 162.21 -9.97 0.16
AC-1-67 162.43 0.29 24.21 0.24 45 7 4.36 3.01 faint-blazar-299 162.32 24.14 0.12
AC-1-47 162.72 0.19 8.09 0.17 225 15 18.22 4.99 3EG-J0533p4751 162.62 7.95 0.17
AC-1-74 163.06 0.16 29.25 0.17 235 15 18.69 13.01 3EG-J0743p5447 162.98 29.19 0.08
AC-2-18 163.33 0.69 -3.81 0.64 73 9 6.15 2.36 faint-blazar-512 163.27 -4.03 0.22
poloN-1-16 163.34 0.35 63.54 0.35 40 6 6.12 2.93 faint-blazar-114 163.05 63.41 0.18
AC-2-5 163.34 0.51 -22.73 0.53 38 6 4.71 2.31 faint-blazar-146 163.16 -22.80 0.18
l180b40-1-27 163.70 0.25 43.31 0.28 46 7 17.58 3.11 faint-blazar-371 163.56 43.19 0.16
AC-2-3 164.20 0.79 -24.25 0.83 74 9 5.86 2.22 faint-blazar-502 164.08 -24.46 0.24
poloN-1-25 164.30 0.23 73.93 0.25 61 8 10.01 4.48 faint-blazar-385 163.81 73.71 0.26
AC-2-25 164.31 0.53 1.67 0.53 155 12 9.26 2.07 faint-blazar-508 164.18 1.58 0.16
l180bm40-2-2 164.80 0.37 -44.49 0.33 41 6 16.54 2.28 faint-blazar-392 164.49 -44.59 0.24
l180bm40-1-37 165.02 0.17 -27.80 0.18 100 10 29.08 4.07 3EG-J0329p2149 164.90 -27.88 0.13
poloS-1-49 165.52 0.25 -68.48 0.27 42 6 7.53 3.10 faint-blazar-198 165.08 -68.55 0.17
l180bm40-1-13 165.71 0.31 -48.05 0.39 47 7 19.04 3.23 faint-blazar-483 165.66 -48.06 0.04
l180b40-1-20 166.96 0.23 38.53 0.24 52 7 20.67 3.63 faint-blazar-033 166.80 38.46 0.14
l180b40-1-40 167.02 0.23 52.11 0.22 129 11 29.48 8.19 3EG-J1009p4855 166.87 51.99 0.15
AC-1-80 167.64 0.29 32.79 0.31 95 10 10.58 5.98 3EG-J0808p5114 167.51 32.66 0.17
AC-2-19 167.90 0.53 -2.19 0.57 157 13 10.15 2.05 faint-blazar-052 167.77 -2.34 0.20
l180b40-1-6 168.35 0.59 28.43 0.59 66 8 19.39 2.86 faint-blazar-345 168.27 28.42 0.07
AC-3-5 169.40 1.63 5.15 0.85 1833 43 6.93 1.66 faint-blazar-031 169.11 5.78 0.70
AC-1-3 169.70 0.29 -34.10 0.28 47 7 7.38 3.31 faint-blazar-254 169.60 -34.18 0.12
l180b40-2-14 169.72 1.44 32.23 1.79 50 7 27.09 1.87 **fit 170.46 32.48 0.67
poloS-1-42 170.11 0.20 -76.98 0.19 196 14 21.92 9.54 3EG-J0130m1758 169.71 -77.11 0.16
l180b40-3-6 170.22 3.33 33.31 1.59 34 6 21.96 1.55 **S
AC-2-38 170.25 1.10 22.80 1.05 51 7 4.60 2.21 faint-blazar-156 170.08 22.65 0.22
AC-1-39 170.38 0.18 -5.21 0.18 1408 38 20.12 3.01 3EG-J0459p3352 170.31 -5.38 0.18
AC-1-31 170.61 0.10 -12.42 0.10 560 24 45.82 6.61 3EG-J0433p2908 170.48 -12.58 0.20
l180b40-1-11 170.65 0.15 32.61 0.16 266 16 41.15 10.87 3EG-J0808p4844 170.46 32.48 0.21
AC-2-29 170.88 0.42 5.91 0.44 188 14 14.96 2.63 3EG-J0546p3948 170.75 5.74 0.22
AC-1-60 171.41 0.19 19.99 0.20 69 8 10.01 3.95 faint-blazar-456 171.31 19.91 0.12
AC-1-51 171.48 0.15 11.49 0.14 262 16 24.54 6.50 3EG-J0613p4201 171.33 11.40 0.17
poloS-2-25 172.28 1.88 -76.13 1.97 37 6 4.24 2.47 **S
AC-2-1 172.64 0.60 -33.86 0.70 61 8 6.79 2.41 faint-blazar-506 172.51 -33.90 0.12
AC-1-62 172.84 0.21 20.86 0.21 71 8 9.60 3.56 faint-blazar-160 172.76 20.71 0.17
l180b40-1-23 173.76 0.34 41.65 0.32 42 6 17.55 3.02 faint-blazar-125 173.61 41.53 0.16
l180bm40-1-4 175.41 0.32 -55.23 0.35 199 14 18.68 3.11 faint-blazar-163 175.26 -55.30 0.11
l180b40-1-35 175.57 0.32 50.58 0.30 34 6 18.58 3.69 faint-blazar-427 175.39 50.44 0.18
AC-1-17 175.75 0.29 -24.95 0.27 71 8 11.85 3.21 3EG-J0407p1710 175.64 -25.06 0.15
l180b40-1-28 176.25 0.14 44.33 0.14 284 17 42.67 13.53 3EG-J0917p4427 176.11 44.18 0.18
l180b40-2-8 176.62 2.14 45.27 2.26 64 8 16.91 2.48 **S
AC-2-23 177.01 0.19 -0.25 0.22 141 12 15.34 1.91 faint-blazar-338 176.88 -0.27 0.13
AC-2-14 177.26 0.59 -10.13 0.48 73 9 11.58 1.50 3EG-J0500p2529 177.18 -10.27 0.16
AC-1-21 178.58 0.11 -22.08 0.11 185 14 26.20 4.68 3EG-J0423p1707 178.48 -22.14 0.11
AC-2-10 178.70 0.27 -14.19 0.27 66 8 10.31 2.03 faint-blazar-063 178.54 -14.29 0.18
AC-2-16 179.78 0.31 -6.30 0.32 255 16 22.97 2.72 3EG-J0520p2556 179.66 -6.40 0.16
l180bm40-1-7 179.93 0.23 -52.48 0.25 145 12 30.26 8.06 3EG-J0253m0345 179.70 -52.57 0.17
poloN-1-20 180.17 0.11 65.21 0.10 521 23 45.72 25.20 3EG-J1104p3809 179.97 65.04 0.19
AC-1-76 180.73 0.24 32.52 0.24 55 7 9.50 4.57 faint-blazar-255 180.61 32.43 0.14
AC-2-7 182.03 0.28 -19.88 0.26 66 8 13.86 1.88 3EG-J0439p1555 181.98 -19.97 0.10
AC-1-19 182.09 0.15 -23.75 0.16 275 17 29.42 5.47 3EG-J0426p1333 181.99 -23.82 0.12
AC-2-20 182.17 0.23 -1.83 0.23 286 17 25.20 2.19 3EG-J0542p2610 182.03 -1.99 0.21
AC-1-56 183.20 0.19 18.33 0.18 57 8 11.44 3.65 faint-blazar-173 183.02 18.29 0.17
l180bm40-2-1 183.56 0.53 -46.18 0.50 32 6 15.86 2.32 faint-blazar-362 183.39 -46.32 0.18
AC-1-9 184.14 0.24 -32.06 0.24 145 12 19.95 5.75 3EG-J0404p0700 184.00 -32.15 0.15
AC-1-37 184.68 0.04 -5.71 0.03 3913 63 149.99 33.12 3EG-J0534p2200 184.53 -5.84 0.19
poloS-1-43 186.00 0.24 -75.42 0.24 128 11 15.52 6.60 faint-blazar-263 185.35 -75.54 0.20
AC-1-83 186.20 0.57 33.85 0.56 121 11 5.33 3.05 faint-blazar-490 186.21 33.76 0.09
AC-1-20 186.25 0.14 -22.77 0.16 126 11 20.25 3.79 3EG-J0439p1105 186.15 -22.87 0.14
l180bm40-1-8 186.61 0.23 -51.11 0.24 49 7 20.69 3.33 faint-blazar-027 186.47 -51.22 0.14
AC-1-25 187.94 0.14 -20.51 0.15 319 18 32.11 6.19 3EG-J0450p1105 187.86 -20.63 0.14
l180bm40-1-18 188.50 0.11 -42.37 0.11 426 21 52.99 13.60 3EG-J0340m0201 188.40 -42.47 0.12
l180bm40-1-1 188.53 0.17 -56.02 0.16 97 10 27.38 5.24 faint-blazar-411 188.26 -56.20 0.23
AC-2-12 188.90 0.25 -11.48 0.25 63 8 11.90 2.22 faint-blazar-361 188.75 -11.63 0.21
AC-1-44 189.15 0.05 3.19 0.05 1098 33 81.15 8.20 3EG-J0617p2238 189.00 3.05 0.20
poloS-1-71 191.38 0.31 -48.37 0.40 43 7 8.74 2.94 faint-blazar-328 191.12 -48.52 0.23
AC-1-14 191.58 0.34 -28.97 0.34 857 29 16.54 4.67 3EG-J0429p0337 191.44 -29.09 0.18
AC-1-32 191.61 0.04 -10.93 0.04 3646 60 89.48 16.00 3EG-J0530p1323 191.50 -11.09 0.19
AC-2-36 192.56 0.39 15.62 0.40 31 6 7.97 2.52 faint-blazar-349 192.38 15.50 0.21
AC-1-70 193.04 0.44 26.80 0.34 48 7 10.10 4.20 faint-blazar-172 192.91 26.74 0.13
AC-1-84 193.10 0.70 33.95 0.53 20 4 5.19 3.08 faint-blazar-386 193.01 33.87 0.11
AC-2-21 193.27 0.25 -1.43 0.22 101 10 17.68 1.65 faint-blazar-056 193.16 -1.57 0.18
l180bm40-2-9 193.46 0.54 -24.23 0.53 53 7 18.04 2.49 faint-blazar-150 193.34 -24.28 0.12
AC-1-77 193.73 0.31 31.77 0.40 28 5 5.75 2.94 faint-blazar-291 193.53 31.66 0.20
poloS-1-54 193.75 0.23 -65.29 0.26 71 8 10.78 4.67 faint-blazar-006 193.35 -65.38 0.19
AC-1-45 193.78 0.10 3.79 0.11 -535 -999 23.23 3.25 3EG-J0628p1847 193.66 3.64 0.19
AC-2-8 193.79 0.60 -19.43 0.58 52 7 9.80 2.55 faint-blazar-174 193.68 -19.46 0.11
l180bm40-2-5 194.11 0.50 -40.66 0.48 45 7 15.81 2.44 faint-blazar-374 194.04 -40.82 0.17
AC-1-22 194.12 0.24 -21.52 0.23 401 20 16.09 3.99 3EG-J0459p0544 193.99 -21.66 0.18
l180b40-1-33 194.34 0.20 48.01 0.21 76 9 22.73 5.16 faint-blazar-119 194.10 47.96 0.17
AC-1-4 194.97 0.17 -32.99 0.18 822 29 28.89 10.56 3EG-J0422m0102 194.88 -33.12 0.14
AC-1-46 195.16 0.02 4.41 0.02 8487 92 230.96 73.07 3EG-J0633p1751 195.06 4.32 0.14
AC-2-0 195.37 1.07 -33.39 1.04 45 7 7.27 2.51 **fit 194.88 -33.12 0.49
l180bm40-1-15 195.59 0.31 -43.04 0.26 52 7 21.06 3.31 faint-blazar-391 195.40 -43.20 0.21
AC-2-35 196.99 0.87 12.96 0.56 29 5 7.54 2.36 faint-blazar-471 196.85 12.88 0.16
AC-2-45 197.14 0.99 -11.77 1.09 70 8 9.64 1.78 faint-blazar-136 197.10 -11.98 0.21
AC-2-31 197.47 0.41 9.92 0.38 30 5 7.19 1.95 faint-blazar-196 197.34 9.73 0.23
AC-1-13 197.53 0.20 -28.61 0.19 175 13 25.76 7.68 3EG-J0442m0033 197.38 -28.69 0.16
AC-2-11 197.86 0.50 -13.64 0.54 128 11 15.97 2.56 faint-blazar-459 197.70 -13.78 0.21
l180b40-1-16 198.01 0.47 34.26 0.45 41 6 17.76 3.15 faint-blazar-474 197.86 34.14 0.17
AC-1-59 198.18 0.33 18.94 0.28 171 13 11.62 3.37 faint-blazar-039 198.07 18.79 0.18
poloN-1-33 198.43 0.13 83.65 0.13 400 20 35.91 14.87 3EG-J1222p2841 197.24 83.53 0.18
AC-1-54 198.59 0.15 15.66 0.16 66 8 16.94 4.57 faint-blazar-308 198.49 15.54 0.15
AC-1-91 198.76 0.32 38.76 0.40 37 6 8.27 5.09 faint-blazar-057 198.66 38.73 0.08
AC-2-22 199.35 0.53 -0.67 0.50 108 10 13.46 1.61 faint-blazar-354 199.20 -0.80 0.20
l180b40-3-2 199.53 1.17 28.02 1.27 20 4 16.87 2.08 faint-blazar-451 199.44 27.90 0.14
poloS-2-22 199.96 0.50 -57.50 0.43 41 6 5.42 2.30 faint-blazar-372 199.99 -57.66 0.17
AC-1-81 200.02 0.14 31.76 0.13 773 28 34.03 20.52 3EG-J0829p2413 199.91 31.69 0.12
l180bm40-2-4 201.30 0.39 -40.56 0.42 40 6 17.81 2.89 faint-blazar-019 201.14 -40.74 0.22
AC-1-16 201.45 0.20 -25.39 0.19 178 13 25.22 8.02 3EG-J0500m0159 201.34 -25.47 0.13
AC-1-90 201.56 0.93 38.01 0.80 33 6 5.46 3.31 faint-blazar-248 201.44 37.98 0.10
poloS-1-58 201.61 0.21 -56.04 0.22 63 8 6.94 2.95 faint-blazar-505 201.53 -56.27 0.23
poloS-1-56 202.18 0.29 -57.17 0.25 58 8 7.79 2.98 faint-blazar-256 201.94 -57.40 0.26
AC-1-58 202.28 0.15 17.97 0.16 245 16 30.59 11.83 3EG-J0737p1721 202.17 17.88 0.14
poloN-1-29 202.36 0.19 78.70 0.20 180 13 21.17 8.61 3EG-J1200p2847 201.52 78.63 0.18
poloN-2-17 202.36 0.51 84.59 0.46 87 9 8.65 3.58 faint-blazar-383 200.13 84.42 0.28
poloN-1-21 202.40 0.20 63.48 0.21 166 13 19.38 7.48 faint-blazar-477 202.03 63.43 0.17
l180b40-1-39 202.87 0.24 49.56 0.25 113 11 27.58 6.52 faint-blazar-038 202.71 49.51 0.12
AC-1-33 202.92 0.10 -10.21 0.11 197 14 31.06 4.31 3EG-J0556p0409 202.81 -10.30 0.14
l180bm40-1-23 203.53 0.31 -34.38 0.29 105 10 25.36 4.76 faint-blazar-394 203.45 -34.49 0.13
poloN-2-6 204.36 0.82 57.16 0.85 60 8 7.04 2.95 faint-blazar-500 204.02 57.00 0.25
AC-1-41 204.82 0.09 -1.17 0.09 286 17 34.86 4.50 3EG-J0631p0642 204.70 -1.30 0.17
AC-1-40 206.26 0.11 -1.32 0.10 304 17 47.88 5.18 3EG-J0634p0521 206.18 -1.41 0.12
l180b40-3-7 207.19 1.57 36.60 1.40 50 7 20.44 1.26 **S
l180b40-1-19 207.37 0.16 35.50 0.15 235 15 40.06 12.86 3EG-J0853p1941 207.20 35.43 0.16
poloS-2-18 209.33 0.32 -58.23 0.31 42 6 6.15 2.47 faint-blazar-359 209.14 -58.53 0.32
AC-1-55 209.37 0.30 14.67 0.28 78 9 25.22 5.65 faint-blazar-064 209.27 14.59 0.13
AC-1-82 210.63 1.09 29.97 1.09 49 7 13.17 3.54 faint-blazar-408 210.51 30.00 0.11
poloS-1-47 210.89 0.50 -67.63 0.38 45 7 7.04 3.24 faint-blazar-278 210.74 -67.87 0.25
AC-1-69 211.20 0.30 23.19 0.29 93 10 24.28 7.95 faint-blazar-060 211.07 23.10 0.15
AC-1-24 211.36 0.23 -18.41 0.23 152 12 33.84 6.08 3EG-J0542m0655 211.29 -18.52 0.13
l180b40-2-5 212.13 0.81 40.52 0.74 31 6 16.10 2.77 faint-blazar-030 211.96 40.47 0.14
poloS-2-21 212.24 1.05 -55.88 1.01 64 8 5.68 2.40 faint-blazar-091 212.19 -56.09 0.22
AC-2-43 212.87 1.58 -31.78 1.67 20 4 14.37 2.15 faint-blazar-366 212.53 -32.02 0.38
AC-1-2 213.68 0.39 -30.20 0.38 28 5 14.64 3.76 faint-blazar-195 213.62 -30.30 0.11
l270bm50-1-11 214.07 0.46 -43.22 0.36 80 9 14.05 9.21 3EG-J0412m1853 213.90 -43.29 0.14
l180b40-1-36 215.04 0.41 45.71 0.36 38 6 18.53 4.01 faint-blazar-327 214.88 45.64 0.13
AC-1-12 215.43 0.31 -25.30 0.28 43 7 18.11 4.02 faint-blazar-312 215.39 -25.36 0.07
AC-1-30 215.66 0.25 -11.00 0.24 150 12 31.72 4.83 3EG-J0616m0720 215.59 -11.06 0.09
AC-1-68 215.90 0.34 20.84 0.33 32 6 16.80 4.92 faint-blazar-446 215.79 20.80 0.11
AC-1-86 215.92 0.41 32.45 0.39 54 7 20.93 7.56 faint-blazar-082 215.86 32.43 0.06
poloS-2-19 215.95 0.81 -55.53 0.59 39 6 5.48 2.52 faint-blazar-107 215.86 -55.69 0.17
l270b50-1-43 218.48 0.26 56.90 0.23 48 7 8.76 4.47 faint-blazar-467 218.38 56.74 0.17
l270b50-1-35 219.21 0.36 52.90 0.34 35 6 5.68 3.01 faint-blazar-302 219.08 52.78 0.14
l180b40-1-41 219.52 0.26 46.40 0.25 54 7 19.92 4.64 faint-blazar-074 219.39 46.33 0.11
l180b40-1-7 219.72 0.19 23.88 0.20 494 22 34.45 15.08 3EG-J0828p0508 219.61 23.82 0.12
AC-1-28 220.24 0.27 -11.60 0.25 350 19 26.54 4.45 3EG-J0622m1139 220.17 -11.69 0.12
poloN-1-22 220.88 0.18 63.85 0.20 62 8 11.27 4.38 faint-blazar-012 220.40 63.83 0.21
AC-1-65 221.05 0.52 17.58 0.45 29 5 18.27 5.10 faint-blazar-112 220.99 17.51 0.09
l180bm40-1-11 222.67 0.31 -40.63 0.28 89 9 24.16 6.88 faint-blazar-229 222.62 -40.71 0.09
l270b0-2-1 223.63 1.00 -25.04 1.23 19 4 5.26 3.46 **fit 223.87 -24.93 0.24
l270b0-1-16 223.94 0.38 -24.87 0.34 58 8 14.75 10.66 faint-blazar-079 223.87 -24.93 0.09
l270b0-1-3 224.03 0.41 -34.95 0.49 47 7 11.19 10.86 3EG-J0456m2338 223.97 -34.99 0.06
AC-1-61 224.11 0.48 14.68 0.46 31 6 18.30 5.21 faint-blazar-310 224.05 14.59 0.10
l270b50-1-29 224.44 0.26 52.03 0.26 61 8 9.38 4.89 faint-blazar-127 224.43 51.85 0.18
AC-2-32 224.64 0.49 7.96 0.35 13 4 15.58 2.60 faint-blazar-447 224.59 7.92 0.07
poloN-2-15 225.07 0.51 79.68 0.57 29 5 5.21 2.47 faint-blazar-081 224.34 79.60 0.16
l180b40-2-3 225.73 0.46 28.05 0.47 25 5 15.01 3.76 faint-blazar-045 225.61 28.00 0.12
AC-1-87 226.11 0.53 28.64 0.60 34 6 16.02 8.10 faint-blazar-464 226.05 28.57 0.09
l270bm50-1-1 226.12 0.20 -60.26 0.18 76 9 13.71 6.02 faint-blazar-133 225.78 -60.30 0.17
l270bm50-1-7 226.36 0.39 -54.88 0.37 74 9 11.46 5.36 faint-blazar-092 226.17 -54.89 0.11
l270b0-1-53 226.41 0.44 9.69 0.39 16 4 8.30 3.34 faint-blazar-304 226.37 9.58 0.12
AC-1-71 226.44 0.43 19.81 0.36 55 7 21.35 8.60 faint-blazar-428 226.34 19.73 0.12
l270b50-1-27 226.54 0.46 52.00 0.43 38 6 7.57 4.22 faint-blazar-402 226.48 51.86 0.15
l180b40-1-0 227.23 0.52 17.25 0.47 35 6 15.30 4.80 faint-blazar-162 227.14 17.15 0.13
l180b40-1-43 227.41 0.35 43.66 0.41 32 6 15.37 3.20 faint-blazar-106 227.19 43.58 0.18
l270b0-1-95 227.49 0.43 38.47 0.42 14 4 4.81 4.25 faint-blazar-034 227.41 38.40 0.10
l270b0-1-37 227.70 0.34 -9.69 0.29 26 5 11.15 3.14 faint-blazar-095 227.65 -9.75 0.08
poloS-1-67 227.88 0.16 -23.37 0.17 94 10 10.84 3.27 faint-blazar-404 227.87 -23.81 0.44
l270b0-1-22 227.91 0.50 -23.77 0.49 46 7 10.59 6.83 faint-blazar-404 227.87 -23.81 0.06
AC-1-57 228.28 0.34 12.80 0.34 12 3 14.75 3.40 faint-blazar-479 228.22 12.75 0.08
AC-2-37 228.45 1.59 14.66 1.58 49 7 15.14 3.79 **fit 228.64 14.63 0.20
AC-1-63 228.70 0.16 14.69 0.15 245 16 42.20 21.57 3EG-J0812m0646 228.64 14.63 0.09
AC-3-6 229.10 1.55 14.78 1.41 24 5 12.88 2.88 **fit 228.64 14.63 0.47
l270bm50-1-15 229.13 0.44 -44.13 0.59 203 14 6.78 3.56 faint-blazar-415 229.05 -44.24 0.12
AC-1-48 229.35 0.48 6.14 0.52 111 11 16.25 3.04 faint-blazar-187 229.28 6.06 0.11
l180b40-2-9 229.90 1.71 35.23 1.70 24 5 15.06 2.47 faint-blazar-111 229.78 35.19 0.11
AC-1-64 230.22 0.37 14.55 0.34 27 5 17.37 5.69 faint-blazar-238 230.18 14.47 0.09
poloS-1-45 231.06 0.31 -61.88 0.30 58 8 8.24 3.40 faint-blazar-284 231.19 -62.05 0.18
l270b50-1-8 232.46 0.28 37.66 0.29 45 7 9.39 3.96 faint-blazar-035 232.50 37.48 0.18
l180b40-1-37 232.57 0.52 37.54 0.54 277 17 17.67 4.23 faint-blazar-035 232.50 37.48 0.08
poloN-1-28 232.94 0.24 71.56 0.28 39 6 9.22 3.61 faint-blazar-388 232.35 71.67 0.22
l270b0-1-14 233.52 0.38 -29.26 0.37 70 8 12.70 10.25 3EG-J0531m2940 233.44 -29.31 0.09
l270b50-1-40 234.97 0.33 61.47 0.33 88 9 11.24 5.68 faint-blazar-294 235.01 61.30 0.17
l180b40-1-45 235.24 0.31 41.15 0.29 59 8 20.72 7.18 faint-blazar-375 235.14 41.12 0.08
l180bm40-1-25 235.43 0.31 -21.12 0.28 68 8 22.72 11.64 faint-blazar-293 235.42 -21.18 0.06
poloN-3-0 236.27 1.31 80.40 1.09 45 7 4.36 2.31 3EG-J1212p2304 235.53 80.33 0.15
l270b0-2-39 236.71 1.62 -1.32 1.69 268 16 10.41 1.15 **S
l180bm40-1-43 237.84 1.88 -23.84 2.32 46 7 13.07 3.29 faint-blazar-176 237.86 -23.81 0.04
l270b0-1-73 239.14 0.08 20.12 0.09 787 28 62.14 52.03 3EG-J0852m1216 239.07 19.99 0.15
l180bm40-1-2 239.66 0.69 -37.00 0.62 39 6 15.80 6.14 faint-blazar-478 239.60 -37.11 0.12
l270b0-2-31 239.68 1.01 19.84 1.24 3 2 5.91 3.09 **fit 239.07 19.99 0.59
l270b0-2-3 240.32 1.78 -21.77 1.28 30 5 5.20 2.94 **fit 240.35 -21.24 0.53
l270b0-1-28 240.44 0.18 -21.15 0.17 222 15 26.05 14.28 3EG-J0616m3310 240.35 -21.24 0.13
l270b0-1-15 241.02 0.17 -31.23 0.17 201 14 26.62 19.41 3EG-J0530m3626 240.94 -31.30 0.10
poloN-1-30 242.39 0.39 70.17 0.33 45 7 8.42 3.38 faint-blazar-360 241.90 70.13 0.17
l270bm50-1-14 242.78 0.25 -53.05 0.26 53 7 9.96 4.76 faint-blazar-318 242.56 -53.09 0.14
poloN-1-36 242.79 0.12 82.37 0.13 143 12 19.58 7.36 3EG-J1222p2315 241.88 82.39 0.12
l270b0-1-33 243.52 0.24 -16.36 0.24 45 7 9.99 3.25 faint-blazar-108 243.41 -16.48 0.16
l270b0-1-25 244.51 0.44 -26.25 0.39 29 5 6.79 3.48 faint-blazar-059 244.41 -26.31 0.11
l270bm50-1-12 245.63 0.35 -54.46 0.37 37 6 7.44 3.21 faint-blazar-399 245.59 -54.48 0.03
l270b50-1-20 246.24 0.44 52.45 0.56 26 5 6.59 2.98 faint-blazar-482 246.27 52.27 0.18
poloS-1-40 246.94 0.27 -67.08 0.28 59 8 10.44 3.99 faint-blazar-085 247.17 -67.21 0.16
l270b0-1-30 247.26 0.27 -21.92 0.29 54 7 8.61 3.58 faint-blazar-120 247.15 -21.97 0.11
l270b0-2-13 247.33 0.54 -2.36 0.48 93 10 8.16 1.68 faint-blazar-432 247.13 -2.44 0.21
l270b0-1-77 247.37 0.48 25.60 0.51 72 8 8.90 4.15 faint-blazar-236 247.28 25.42 0.20
poloN-2-18 247.60 1.96 81.66 2.07 80 9 4.65 2.52 **S
l270b0-1-64 247.62 0.24 18.91 0.22 54 7 9.06 3.72 faint-blazar-233 247.49 18.72 0.22
poloS-1-37 248.70 0.24 -72.86 0.25 137 12 16.96 7.13 3EG-J0159m3603 248.90 -73.04 0.19
l270b0-1-39 249.44 0.09 -4.40 0.09 248 16 27.86 4.23 3EG-J0747m3412 249.35 -4.48 0.12
l270b0-1-56 249.64 0.15 15.54 0.15 85 9 13.07 4.36 faint-blazar-433 249.49 15.40 0.20
l270b0-1-36 249.68 0.23 -13.64 0.21 56 7 10.67 3.13 3EG-J0706m3837 249.57 -13.76 0.16
poloS-2-26 249.91 1.63 -73.55 1.73 41 6 4.83 1.73 **fit 248.90 -73.04 0.59
l270b0-1-18 250.18 0.12 -30.78 0.12 877 30 33.77 22.54 3EG-J0540m4402 250.08 -30.86 0.12
l270b0-2-37 251.32 1.63 -38.73 1.83 38 6 3.68 2.40 **S
l270bm50-1-27 252.61 0.28 -38.31 0.27 109 10 14.66 6.65 3EG-J0458m4635 252.40 -38.40 0.19
l270b50-1-13 254.26 0.44 47.57 0.37 309 18 9.14 3.26 faint-blazar-175 254.19 47.44 0.13
l270b50-1-37 254.33 0.46 64.29 0.43 18 4 16.25 3.00 faint-blazar-475 254.02 64.18 0.17
l270b0-1-80 254.65 0.24 28.31 0.25 55 7 8.31 4.49 faint-blazar-086 254.44 28.23 0.20
poloS-1-36 254.84 0.31 -69.43 0.26 50 7 8.07 2.92 faint-blazar-476 255.40 -69.62 0.28
l270b0-1-38 255.09 0.15 -12.23 0.17 104 10 12.86 3.13 faint-blazar-295 255.00 -12.36 0.16
poloS-1-39 255.15 0.19 -62.53 0.18 82 9 11.64 4.40 faint-blazar-055 255.25 -62.65 0.13
l270b0-1-58 255.32 0.28 16.84 0.28 58 8 7.51 2.81 faint-blazar-189 255.14 16.72 0.21
l270b0-2-25 255.38 0.90 12.06 0.99 56 7 5.62 1.95 faint-blazar-105 255.31 12.03 0.07
poloN-1-39 256.11 0.15 81.44 0.15 287 17 28.95 12.22 3EG-J1224p2118 254.89 81.53 0.20
l270b0-1-10 257.46 0.52 -37.00 0.54 49 7 6.66 5.14 faint-blazar-252 257.36 -37.09 0.12
l270b0-2-36 257.90 1.27 31.05 1.04 40 6 4.00 2.61 faint-blazar-053 257.88 31.01 0.04
l270b50-1-1 258.09 0.30 34.28 0.29 54 7 11.20 3.05 faint-blazar-480 258.00 34.18 0.12
l270b0-2-5 259.12 0.54 -14.22 0.55 151 12 8.77 2.66 3EG-J0724m4713 259.00 -14.37 0.19
l270b0-2-7 259.16 0.86 -11.05 0.82 62 8 5.41 1.88 faint-blazar-326 259.11 -11.16 0.12
l270b0-1-50 259.58 0.18 7.55 0.17 244 16 21.89 4.97 3EG-J0903m3531 259.40 7.40 0.24
l270b0-3-0 260.26 0.75 -14.67 0.88 69 8 4.98 2.13 faint-blazar-062 260.30 -14.72 0.06
l270b0-1-71 260.44 0.27 22.46 0.23 125 11 12.55 6.30 faint-blazar-382 260.33 22.37 0.13
l270b0-1-4 260.58 0.37 -44.75 0.41 60 8 7.05 7.70 faint-blazar-023 260.43 -44.82 0.12
l270b0-1-93 261.96 0.77 46.03 0.74 38 6 5.05 5.57 faint-blazar-165 261.88 45.96 0.09
l270b0-2-17 262.93 0.58 0.08 1.42 4490 67 9.00 1.35 **S
l270b0-2-9 262.99 0.77 -5.37 0.58 151 12 6.37 1.52 **S
l270b0-1-35 263.39 0.17 -15.95 0.15 481 22 11.75 4.13 3EG-J0725m5140 263.29 -16.02 0.12
l270b0-1-40 263.64 0.01 -2.74 0.01 29176 171 320.99 107.27 3EG-J0834m4511 263.53 -2.86 0.17
l270bm50-1-4 264.34 0.35 -64.23 0.32 41 6 16.99 3.07 faint-blazar-264 264.32 -64.33 0.10
l270b0-2-28 264.54 0.57 18.65 0.73 31 6 3.80 2.49 faint-blazar-458 264.44 18.55 0.14
poloN-1-37 264.82 0.29 57.40 0.40 228 15 9.46 3.29 3EG-J1133p0033 264.53 57.48 0.18
l270b0-1-66 267.22 0.15 20.60 0.16 104 10 7.48 4.77 faint-blazar-122 267.07 20.53 0.16
l270b0-2-8 268.35 0.42 -11.10 0.41 134 12 6.59 2.50 3EG-J0808m5344 268.25 -11.20 0.14
l270b0-2-24 268.92 0.40 11.45 0.42 51 7 3.28 2.37 faint-blazar-450 268.72 11.38 0.21
l270b0-2-19 269.33 0.31 5.92 0.37 65 8 4.51 1.63 faint-blazar-170 269.19 5.94 0.14
l270b0-1-0 269.46 0.44 -46.75 0.39 31 6 4.08 7.12 3EG-J0348m5708 269.35 -46.79 0.08
l270b0-1-24 269.87 0.24 -29.37 0.22 61 8 6.20 4.19 faint-blazar-016 269.75 -29.48 0.15
l270b0-1-12 271.41 0.28 -35.23 0.30 102 10 8.05 7.34 3EG-J0512m6150 271.25 -35.28 0.14
l270b0-2-0 271.41 1.30 -34.68 1.20 35 6 2.61 3.15 **fit 271.25 -35.28 0.62
l270b0-1-31 272.74 0.19 -22.49 0.22 82 9 9.14 4.41 3EG-J0702m6212 272.65 -22.56 0.11
l270b0-2-6 273.19 0.47 -11.87 0.46 129 11 7.55 2.77 3EG-J0821m5814 273.11 -12.05 0.20
l270b0-1-86 274.18 0.40 38.07 0.44 71 8 4.85 5.26 faint-blazar-015 274.09 38.04 0.08
l270b0-2-32 275.33 0.85 22.55 0.89 47 7 3.39 2.48 faint-blazar-303 275.20 22.35 0.23
poloS-1-30 275.81 0.05 -61.74 0.05 2128 46 106.31 80.05 3EG-J0210m5055 276.10 -61.89 0.20
l270b0-1-21 276.02 0.22 -31.23 0.23 134 12 13.82 6.83 faint-blazar-221 275.91 -31.31 0.13
l270b0-1-9 276.17 1.06 -38.21 1.02 45 7 3.87 3.16 faint-blazar-485 275.97 -38.34 0.21
l270bm50-1-8 276.27 0.05 -61.73 0.05 2013 45 119.24 82.08 3EG-J0210m5055 276.10 -61.89 0.18
poloN-1-42 277.01 0.34 66.97 0.37 239 15 9.47 3.47 faint-blazar-495 276.97 67.09 0.12
l270b0-1-90 277.18 0.33 43.52 0.39 269 16 9.11 9.02 3EG-J1134m1530 277.04 43.48 0.11
l270b0-1-79 277.29 0.26 28.87 0.27 56 7 5.95 4.39 faint-blazar-323 277.16 28.81 0.13
l270b0-2-22 278.25 0.41 8.88 0.40 43 7 5.37 1.95 faint-blazar-182 278.17 8.72 0.18
l270b0-2-21 279.74 0.35 7.31 0.37 43 7 7.47 2.16 faint-blazar-363 279.53 7.25 0.22
l270bm50-1-36 279.82 0.11 -31.98 0.11 232 15 41.69 9.38 3EG-J0533m6916 279.73 -32.09 0.14
l270b0-2-33 279.97 2.04 -31.21 2.19 43 7 4.35 2.29 **S
l270b50-1-19 280.19 0.37 54.26 0.33 39 6 17.69 3.43 faint-blazar-212 280.01 54.11 0.18
l270b0-1-32 281.40 0.14 -20.68 0.14 300 17 28.36 10.28 unid-halo-060 281.33 -20.82 0.16
l270b0-1-43 282.96 0.08 -0.42 0.08 1914 44 47.37 5.35 3EG-J1014m5705 282.80 -0.51 0.18
l270b50-1-30 283.32 0.24 61.03 0.26 48 7 19.13 3.16 faint-blazar-251 283.08 60.97 0.13
l270b50-1-38 283.35 0.22 65.00 0.20 68 8 22.13 4.20 faint-blazar-124 283.11 64.94 0.11
l270b0-1-41 284.01 0.07 -2.20 0.07 576 24 42.63 4.71 3EG-J1013m5915 283.93 -2.34 0.16
l270b0-3-4 284.34 0.63 0.01 0.61 11.15 1.67 **S
l270bm50-1-32 284.41 0.39 -34.26 0.39 49 7 17.71 2.85 faint-blazar-013 284.24 -34.37 0.18
l270b0-1-44 285.10 0.04 -0.44 0.04 4581 68 85.45 10.30 3EG-J1027m5817 284.94 -0.51 0.17
l270b0-2-27 285.46 0.81 17.74 0.81 28 5 5.13 2.30 faint-blazar-140 285.26 17.46 0.33
l270b0-1-87 285.70 0.34 39.87 0.33 23 5 5.38 3.94 faint-blazar-280 285.61 39.78 0.11
poloS-1-29 285.97 0.37 -77.06 0.36 28 5 6.53 3.09 faint-blazar-484 286.91 -77.13 0.22
l270b0-1-49 286.28 0.09 6.70 0.08 777 28 57.51 10.69 3EG-J1058m5234 286.14 6.59 0.18
l270b0-1-75 286.49 0.26 24.12 0.27 50 7 7.81 3.29 faint-blazar-178 286.31 24.07 0.17
l270b0-3-6 287.02 0.49 6.34 0.60 38 6 6.47 2.14 **S
l270b0-1-88 287.44 1.21 40.83 1.12 38 6 5.36 4.14 faint-blazar-369 287.42 40.76 0.07
l270b0-2-4 287.65 0.69 -23.38 0.78 78 9 6.27 2.47 faint-blazar-448 287.52 -23.53 0.19
l270b0-1-46 287.66 0.05 0.56 0.06 1571 40 85.29 11.07 3EG-J1048m5840 287.53 0.47 0.16
l270b0-1-67 288.60 0.33 19.80 0.39 24 5 7.34 3.16 faint-blazar-298 288.54 19.72 0.10
l270b0-1-81 289.52 0.25 29.63 0.25 57 8 8.31 4.90 faint-blazar-397 289.46 29.57 0.08
l270b50-1-39 290.20 0.09 64.51 0.09 676 26 65.92 27.19 3EG-J1229p0210 289.83 64.47 0.17
l270b0-1-42 290.23 0.12 -0.75 0.11 4694 69 42.47 4.50 3EG-J1102m6103 290.12 -0.92 0.20
poloN-2-35 291.19 0.64 65.63 0.64 144 12 6.23 2.27 faint-blazar-498 290.82 65.88 0.29
l270b0-1-5 291.51 0.42 -40.60 0.42 54 7 9.04 6.59 faint-blazar-358 291.43 -40.65 0.08
poloN-1-58 291.69 0.20 46.71 0.18 82 9 10.74 3.58 3EG-J1219m1520 291.57 46.82 0.14
l270b0-2-20 292.61 0.30 6.14 0.28 57 8 11.45 2.40 faint-blazar-084 292.52 6.07 0.11
poloN-1-49 292.65 0.26 67.38 0.23 108 10 14.07 5.74 3EG-J1236p0457 292.59 67.52 0.15
l270b0-1-55 292.89 0.19 14.66 0.19 55 7 10.48 3.11 faint-blazar-341 292.75 14.61 0.14
l270b50-1-31 293.01 0.24 59.75 0.23 57 8 23.65 4.53 3EG-J1230m0247 292.59 59.66 0.23
l270b50-1-41 293.67 0.21 65.16 0.22 96 10 24.39 6.46 3EG-J1235p0233 293.28 65.13 0.17
poloS-2-11 293.72 0.75 -64.32 0.76 64 8 6.13 2.58 faint-blazar-437 293.94 -64.37 0.11
l270b0-1-63 294.78 0.21 18.42 0.23 152 12 20.48 6.82 unid-halo-049 294.68 18.34 0.13
l270b0-1-34 295.78 0.24 -15.36 0.23 176 13 20.41 5.55 3EG-J1045m7630 295.66 -15.45 0.15
l270bm50-1-19 296.35 0.24 -44.83 0.24 51 7 19.60 3.18 faint-blazar-344 296.23 -45.00 0.19
l270b50-1-18 296.66 0.19 49.39 0.19 204 14 36.30 9.21 3EG-J1234m1318 296.43 49.34 0.16
l270b0-1-92 297.06 0.61 41.03 0.55 30 5 6.78 4.53 faint-blazar-292 296.95 41.02 0.08
l270b0-2-14 297.35 0.52 -0.62 0.65 73 9 11.88 1.30 faint-blazar-373 297.15 -0.80 0.26
l270b0-1-62 300.59 0.23 16.71 0.22 82 9 12.47 4.70 unid-halo-006 300.47 16.62 0.14
l270b0-1-2 300.68 0.55 -41.52 0.56 20 4 5.28 3.32 faint-blazar-321 300.61 -41.55 0.06
l270b0-1-59 301.10 0.26 15.73 0.25 150 12 20.11 6.75 unid-halo-016 301.02 15.66 0.11
l270b50-1-26 301.16 0.25 56.10 0.24 138 12 29.31 6.41 3EG-J1246m0651 300.96 55.99 0.15
l270b0-1-89 302.36 0.51 38.79 0.49 45 7 9.53 6.02 faint-blazar-155 302.29 38.75 0.07
l270b50-2-2 302.44 0.66 51.31 0.63 46 7 16.88 2.88 faint-blazar-068 302.30 51.20 0.14
l270b0-1-29 302.96 0.19 -20.52 0.18 184 14 23.17 10.60 3EG-J1249m8330 302.86 -20.63 0.14
l0bm40-1-19 304.37 0.64 -21.57 0.66 23 5 4.81 3.55 faint-blazar-440 304.25 -21.68 0.15
l0b40-1-20 304.62 0.68 18.82 0.68 14 4 7.28 4.49 3EG-J1300m4406 304.60 18.74 0.08
l270b0-1-48 305.11 0.15 1.65 0.19 189 14 26.95 3.52 3EG-J1308m6112 305.01 1.58 0.12
l270b50-1-32 305.19 0.20 57.06 0.18 177 13 33.79 8.61 3EG-J1255m0549 304.98 57.03 0.12
l270bm50-1-17 306.06 0.52 -43.59 0.62 27 5 15.87 3.22 faint-blazar-412 306.04 -43.72 0.13
l270b50-1-34 306.55 0.20 58.73 0.19 70 8 24.47 5.18 faint-blazar-200 306.22 58.69 0.17
l0b40-1-23 306.79 0.42 23.10 0.37 26 5 6.70 4.06 faint-blazar-188 306.74 23.06 0.06
l270b0-1-52 306.93 0.21 10.06 0.19 168 13 23.45 6.02 3EG-J1316m5244 306.85 9.93 0.16
l270b0-2-26 307.05 0.40 12.96 0.41 41 6 10.14 2.68 faint-blazar-026 306.98 12.91 0.09
l270b0-1-11 307.94 0.38 -30.75 0.36 26 5 7.89 4.10 faint-blazar-076 307.87 -30.84 0.11
l270b0-1-82 308.29 0.20 28.15 0.21 398 20 24.11 17.75 3EG-J1314m3431 308.21 28.12 0.07
poloS-1-14 308.60 0.21 -54.11 0.23 70 8 10.11 3.81 faint-blazar-058 308.78 -54.13 0.11
l270b0-1-74 309.38 0.23 19.29 0.22 370 19 21.45 10.10 3EG-J1324m4314 309.32 19.21 0.10
l0b40-1-4 309.83 0.38 16.39 0.41 169 13 11.69 5.99 3EG-J1329m4602 309.83 16.32 0.07
l270b0-2-18 310.30 0.61 0.16 0.56 3240 57 15.93 1.29 **S
poloS-1-21 310.38 0.24 -65.28 0.23 71 8 9.62 3.92 faint-blazar-365 310.69 -65.24 0.14
l270b0-1-6 310.69 0.25 -34.96 0.25 345 19 20.48 13.99 3EG-J2219m7941 310.64 -35.06 0.10
poloS-1-18 311.11 0.34 -59.84 0.30 143 12 15.17 6.13 faint-blazar-296 311.04 -59.75 0.10
GC-1-81 311.47 0.38 11.18 0.36 89 9 14.45 6.23 unid-halo-033 311.41 11.09 0.11
l270bm50-1-3 311.61 0.53 -59.69 0.52 130 11 26.36 7.89 faint-blazar-241 311.92 -59.90 0.26
poloS-2-10 311.67 0.79 -70.70 0.82 41 6 5.71 2.57 faint-blazar-487 312.51 -70.69 0.28
GC-1-7 311.75 0.42 -24.77 0.47 68 8 12.46 8.08 unid-halo-020 311.70 -24.80 0.05
GC-2-49 311.82 0.72 11.18 0.79 48 7 6.64 2.83 faint-blazar-290 311.75 11.05 0.15
l270b50-1-36 311.95 0.27 57.27 0.26 130 11 27.77 7.38 3EG-J1310m0517 311.68 57.25 0.15
GC-3-4 312.03 0.32 -0.16 0.44 46 7 11.02 1.55 **fit 312.20 -0.30 0.21
GC-1-60 312.27 0.06 -0.18 0.06 5279 73 65.34 7.91 3EG-J1410m6147 312.20 -0.30 0.13
poloS-3-1 313.42 0.55 -25.14 0.47 93 10 6.14 2.25 **S
l270b0-1-47 313.69 0.08 0.46 0.08 863 29 61.81 8.12 3EG-J1420m6038 313.63 0.37 0.11
l270b0-1-1 314.13 0.65 -36.84 0.66 32 6 8.23 5.14 faint-blazar-425 314.07 -36.90 0.08
l270b0-3-5 314.20 0.58 0.28 1.05 183 14 17.90 1.54 **fit 313.63 0.37 0.57
l270b50-1-44 314.43 0.35 60.61 0.39 130 11 17.31 3.57 faint-blazar-457 314.11 60.55 0.17
GC-1-14 314.62 0.38 -22.11 0.41 63 8 12.28 7.69 3EG-J1720m7820 314.55 -22.17 0.08
GC-1-8 314.63 0.25 -25.41 0.22 471 22 22.61 14.01 3EG-J1825m7926 314.56 -25.44 0.07
l270b0-2-16 315.58 0.43 -0.13 0.45 12 3 15.17 1.45 **S
l270b0-1-69 315.80 0.91 14.93 0.85 13 4 7.29 3.01 faint-blazar-154 315.72 14.90 0.08
GC-2-66 316.45 0.70 -9.43 0.97 20 4 5.42 2.10 faint-blazar-463 316.38 -9.52 0.11
poloN-2-30 317.20 0.36 39.60 0.35 56 7 6.58 2.22 faint-blazar-157 317.23 39.77 0.17
l270b50-1-33 318.37 0.48 51.64 0.36 73 9 21.48 4.73 faint-blazar-098 318.14 51.66 0.15
l0bm40-1-3 319.90 0.28 -44.94 0.26 117 11 27.71 8.40 3EG-J2241m6736 319.82 -45.02 0.10
l270b50-1-25 320.19 0.29 46.96 0.30 52 7 19.93 4.09 3EG-J1339m1419 320.07 46.95 0.08
GC-1-128 320.61 0.55 33.48 0.76 34 6 4.12 4.52 faint-blazar-419 320.54 33.37 0.13
GC-1-32 321.11 0.38 -15.35 0.37 126 11 7.02 3.20 faint-blazar-250 320.99 -15.38 0.12
l270b50-1-16 321.14 0.38 38.31 0.36 27 5 15.20 2.97 faint-blazar-207 320.96 38.30 0.15
GC-1-94 321.74 0.19 17.09 0.18 163 13 18.38 11.63 3EG-J1429m4217 321.66 16.98 0.14
GC-1-4 322.00 0.56 -29.04 0.45 26 5 6.71 4.36 faint-blazar-501 321.91 -29.07 0.08
l0bm40-1-13 322.22 0.09 -35.44 0.09 709 27 75.75 42.08 unid-halo-053 322.03 -35.47 0.16
poloN-1-81 322.49 0.18 33.85 0.18 114 11 11.41 3.38 faint-blazar-018 322.57 34.08 0.24
GC-1-129 322.64 0.16 34.21 0.17 69 8 9.76 9.52 faint-blazar-018 322.57 34.08 0.14
GC-1-29 322.78 0.43 -17.57 0.37 31 6 6.94 3.36 faint-blazar-351 322.69 -17.65 0.12
l0b40-1-31 323.44 0.23 35.41 0.21 66 8 22.15 4.66 faint-blazar-180 323.37 35.25 0.17
GC-1-16 323.61 0.28 -24.29 0.32 100 10 14.91 7.68 unid-halo-011 323.54 -24.36 0.09
l270bm50-1-10 323.73 0.23 -45.80 0.25 47 7 18.31 4.79 faint-blazar-400 323.72 -45.90 0.10
GC-1-91 324.45 0.29 16.73 0.30 70 8 10.52 5.30 faint-blazar-325 324.33 16.61 0.17
l0bm40-1-0 325.09 0.34 -48.90 0.36 30 5 17.22 3.96 faint-blazar-315 324.89 -48.96 0.14
GC-1-11 325.21 0.39 -26.78 0.36 36 6 7.05 4.22 faint-blazar-332 325.19 -26.86 0.09
l270b50-1-23 325.78 0.27 42.73 0.23 142 12 30.12 9.00 unid-halo-008 325.64 42.68 0.11
GC-2-54 325.83 1.93 18.40 2.01 22 5 3.19 2.11 **fit 326.12 17.97 0.51
GC-1-95 326.20 0.26 18.07 0.24 113 11 12.25 6.89 3EG-J1447m3936 326.12 17.97 0.13
poloN-2-31 327.02 1.60 42.38 1.88 96 10 4.98 1.65 **S
GC-1-38 327.41 0.21 -12.39 0.20 162 13 17.12 6.68 3EG-J1659m6251 327.32 -12.47 0.12
l0b40-1-17 328.22 0.29 25.63 0.30 278 17 20.83 3.78 faint-blazar-075 328.19 25.54 0.09
l0b40-1-5 328.50 0.34 21.80 0.30 109 10 25.41 4.57 faint-blazar-132 328.44 21.69 0.12
l0bm40-1-14 329.08 0.26 -37.19 0.30 52 7 21.16 4.02 faint-blazar-054 328.96 -37.18 0.09
GC-1-25 330.12 0.27 -20.26 0.28 153 12 14.13 8.44 3EG-J1813m6419 330.03 -20.32 0.10
l0b40-2-1 330.84 1.29 24.31 0.98 52 7 14.95 2.17 faint-blazar-126 330.70 24.20 0.17
GC-1-100 331.01 0.37 20.54 0.39 91 10 6.17 4.31 3EG-J1500m3509 330.91 20.45 0.13
GC-2-61 332.58 0.75 32.52 0.97 18 4 1.69 2.09 faint-blazar-024 332.46 32.49 0.10
GC-2-37 332.62 0.38 6.58 0.35 88 9 7.80 2.63 unid-halo-002 332.52 6.45 0.16
poloN-2-29 332.83 1.13 50.32 1.27 41 6 5.83 2.53 **S
GC-1-54 334.16 0.09 -3.19 0.09 397 20 18.64 2.95 3EG-J1638m5155 334.05 -3.34 0.18
l0b40-1-40 334.34 0.11 50.44 0.11 455 21 53.58 20.60 3EG-J1409m0745 334.23 50.31 0.15
GC-1-41 334.62 0.23 -12.38 0.21 160 13 10.73 5.28 unid-halo-037 334.55 -12.45 0.09
GC-1-97 334.78 0.14 20.16 0.13 184 14 8.78 5.08 unid-halo-062 334.72 20.05 0.13
poloS-2-9 335.57 1.12 -68.14 1.31 41 6 4.27 2.52 faint-blazar-259 336.12 -68.15 0.21
GC-2-32 335.62 0.28 5.47 0.25 81 9 3.16 1.89 unid-halo-061 335.55 5.32 0.16
poloN-3-3 335.79 1.95 49.59 1.94 90 9 5.50 1.73 **S
GC-1-44 336.20 0.11 -10.20 0.12 133 12 9.49 3.91 unid-halo-031 336.09 -10.31 0.15
GC-1-2 337.77 0.54 -36.46 0.71 25 5 2.42 3.64 faint-blazar-285 337.72 -36.46 0.04
GC-1-1 338.34 0.43 -37.45 0.49 74 9 5.74 5.78 faint-blazar-348 338.26 -37.47 0.06
poloS-1-10 338.52 0.24 -58.26 0.24 132 11 14.80 6.32 3EG-J2255m5012 338.74 -58.12 0.18
GC-2-4 339.40 0.62 -25.50 0.62 29 5 2.19 2.16 faint-blazar-046 339.31 -25.63 0.15
GC-1-114 339.87 0.35 26.69 0.40 99 10 4.56 4.34 3EG-J1517m2538 339.76 26.60 0.14
GC-2-10 339.91 0.47 -11.24 0.50 140 12 6.16 2.76 unid-halo-025 339.76 -11.38 0.20
GC-1-125 339.98 0.44 34.71 0.46 103 10 3.64 5.01 3EG-J1457m1903 339.88 34.60 0.14
GC-2-64 340.07 1.05 35.49 1.00 44 7 1.13 2.25 faint-blazar-389 340.01 35.44 0.07
GC-2-20 340.22 0.11 -3.69 0.12 629 25 28.26 3.19 3EG-J1704m4732 340.10 -3.79 0.16
poloS-1-11 340.79 0.42 -61.26 0.37 45 7 7.51 3.28 faint-blazar-353 341.06 -61.07 0.23
l0b40-2-6 340.94 0.47 31.54 0.45 39 6 18.05 2.45 faint-blazar-147 340.85 31.42 0.15
GC-2-31 341.69 0.20 5.39 0.22 255 16 14.77 2.38 3EG-J1631m4033 341.61 5.24 0.17
GC-1-33 342.23 0.22 -18.53 0.22 148 12 13.15 5.77 unid-halo-034 342.11 -18.62 0.15
poloN-2-22 342.43 0.66 71.39 0.61 53 7 5.90 2.74 faint-blazar-489 342.90 71.51 0.19
GC-2-24 342.56 0.08 2.16 0.08 535 23 28.28 2.14 unid-halo-038 342.42 2.07 0.16
GC-1-113 343.06 0.32 26.62 0.32 106 10 6.39 4.45 3EG-J1527m2358 342.97 26.51 0.14
GC-1-55 343.08 0.02 -2.74 0.02 8165 90 105.31 9.24 3EG-J1710m4439 343.00 -2.87 0.15
l0b40-2-0 343.19 0.45 24.23 0.47 80 9 20.81 2.69 faint-blazar-253 343.04 24.13 0.17
GC-2-9 343.37 0.55 -13.61 0.50 59 8 7.02 2.70 3EG-J1806m5005 343.29 -13.75 0.16
l0b40-2-8 343.56 0.39 36.02 0.36 74 9 18.37 2.58 faint-blazar-401 343.53 35.87 0.16
poloS-1-15 343.87 0.38 -68.72 0.36 84 9 10.10 4.28 faint-blazar-168 344.51 -68.68 0.24
l0b40-1-25 344.11 0.22 36.44 0.20 219 15 38.72 7.01 3EG-J1504m1537 344.04 36.38 0.08
poloS-1-26 345.41 0.26 -84.05 0.29 47 7 8.98 4.10 faint-blazar-148 346.52 -83.94 0.16
poloN-1-56 345.93 0.19 76.54 0.19 87 9 11.18 4.56 3EG-J1329p1708 346.31 76.68 0.16
GC-1-35 346.04 0.21 -18.16 0.24 130 11 15.42 5.20 3EG-J1836m4933 345.93 -18.27 0.15
GC-1-23 346.07 0.49 -24.36 0.57 55 7 6.78 3.84 faint-blazar-317 345.87 -24.54 0.25
poloS-1-13 346.60 0.59 -67.97 0.61 67 8 5.60 3.19 faint-blazar-225 347.28 -67.86 0.28
GC-2-22 346.72 0.08 -2.22 0.08 375 19 23.81 2.84 unid-halo-055 346.64 -2.38 0.18
GC-2-83 346.83 1.80 -18.54 1.61 34 6 4.32 1.31 **S
GC-1-61 348.17 0.06 0.02 0.06 8093 90 54.53 3.66 3EG-J1714m3857 348.04 -0.09 0.17
GC-2-42 348.20 0.33 10.63 0.32 170 13 13.60 2.76 3EG-J1633m3216 348.10 10.48 0.18
GC-1-77 348.83 0.07 13.49 0.07 1042 32 56.04 12.19 3EG-J1625m2955 348.67 13.38 0.19
GC-1-3 348.90 0.26 -36.97 0.24 43 7 8.20 4.74 faint-blazar-442 348.76 -37.01 0.12
GC-2-52 349.51 0.62 18.03 0.55 447 21 7.69 2.68 3EG-J1612m2618 349.40 17.90 0.17
GC-2-39 350.07 0.34 8.98 0.36 111 11 11.94 1.99 unid-halo-018 349.96 8.85 0.17
l0b40-2-9 350.84 1.09 41.19 0.89 59 8 18.17 2.71 faint-blazar-090 350.62 41.21 0.16
GC-2-19 350.89 0.37 -4.84 0.66 529 23 28.23 2.34 unid-lowlat-013 350.69 -4.64 0.29
GC-1-130 351.57 0.10 40.40 0.11 508 23 18.45 12.65 3EG-J1512m0849 351.49 40.36 0.07
poloS-1-9 351.75 0.25 -59.19 0.26 70 8 9.59 4.16 faint-blazar-343 352.09 -59.05 0.22
GC-2-14 352.17 0.27 -8.15 0.27 110 10 13.34 2.02 3EG-J1800m3955 352.05 -8.24 0.15
GC-1-76 352.33 0.09 12.69 0.09 256 16 24.07 3.54 3EG-J1638m2749 352.25 12.59 0.13
GC-1-82 352.38 0.06 16.48 0.07 1372 37 26.37 5.59 3EG-J1626m2519 352.29 16.38 0.14
GC-1-0 352.72 0.11 -40.16 0.11 153 12 23.20 15.68 3EG-J2055m4716 352.56 -40.20 0.13
GC-1-92 353.08 0.12 20.17 0.11 708 27 17.73 4.66 3EG-J1616m2221 353.00 20.03 0.16
GC-1-30 353.12 0.18 -21.23 0.18 203 14 21.53 6.35 unid-lowlat-011 353.02 -21.31 0.13
GC-1-85 354.83 0.30 17.75 0.36 63 8 6.75 3.54 unid-halo-063 354.67 17.60 0.21
GC-1-13 354.99 0.31 -30.06 0.28 125 11 17.41 6.83 3EG-J1958m4443 354.85 -30.13 0.14
poloS-1-22 355.04 0.21 -75.52 0.22 57 8 9.52 3.69 faint-blazar-243 355.65 -75.38 0.21
GC-1-64 355.78 0.05 0.27 0.05 1031 32 66.23 4.01 3EG-J1734m3232 355.64 0.15 0.18
GC-2-51 355.94 0.74 17.13 0.47 45 7 6.21 1.79 faint-blazar-406 355.87 17.01 0.14
GC-2-55 356.05 0.38 23.54 0.34 44 7 4.22 1.44 faint-blazar-080 355.92 23.42 0.17
l0b40-2-5 356.46 0.45 32.80 0.42 47 7 18.68 2.37 faint-blazar-260 356.28 32.70 0.18
GC-1-112 356.97 0.20 26.71 0.21 71 8 7.86 3.00 faint-blazar-152 356.91 26.61 0.12
GC-2-33 357.79 0.09 6.03 0.10 287 17 29.01 2.38 3EG-J1717m2737 357.67 5.95 0.14
GC-1-45 357.80 0.14 -10.62 0.12 337 18 34.02 6.34 unid-halo-068 357.71 -10.76 0.17
GC-1-121 358.25 0.22 30.68 0.21 72 8 7.73 3.39 faint-blazar-407 358.14 30.60 0.13
poloN-1-51 358.33 0.19 80.99 0.20 166 13 19.64 7.97 3EG-J1323p2200 359.31 81.15 0.22
GC-1-18 358.43 0.28 -27.99 0.28 115 11 16.30 5.55 faint-blazar-177 358.27 -28.10 0.18
GC-1-24 358.84 0.43 -25.10 0.40 93 10 12.86 3.83 3EG-J1935m4022 358.65 -25.23 0.21
GC-1-68 358.96 0.07 1.69 0.07 222 15 42.08 3.34 3EG-J1736m2908 358.79 1.56 0.22
GC-1-127 359.42 0.29 39.70 0.30 120 11 7.76 4.40 faint-blazar-010 359.34 39.62 0.10
GC-1-107 359.52 0.13 25.65 0.14 127 11 13.99 4.24 unid-halo-026 359.42 25.58 0.11
GC-2-45 359.57 0.28 13.91 0.25 89 9 11.20 2.56 3EG-J1653m2133 359.49 13.81 0.13
GC-2-53 359.69 0.35 19.72 0.40 99 10 7.66 1.94 3EG-J1635m1751 359.73 19.55 0.17
GC-2-15 359.71 0.22 -7.95 0.22 104 10 10.85 2.17 unid-halo-030 359.65 -8.07 0.14
Table B.10: Output source list obtained applying the PGWAVE detection algorithm
to 1 precession period simulated GLAST data, from light sim simulator using the
Glast25 IRF parameterisation.
B.5 Application of PGWAVE detection algorithm
to EGRET data
wt-name l dl b db C dC k S/N ID3EG l3EG l3EG d
3cs279-1-0 305.52 0.55 57.31 0.54 3579 60 23.3 7.3 ID-3EG-J1255-0549 -55.02 57.03 0.342565
3c279-2-0 334.63 0.91 50.69 1.53 93 10 5.4 7.3 ID-3EG-J1409-0745 -25.77 50.3 0.412235
3c279-2-1 291.48 1.86 64.52 1.39 3290 57 4.6 2.3 ID-3EG-J1229+0210 -70.16 64.47 0.630563
3c279-3-0 296.30 1.22 49.36 1.32 132 11 4.3 2.3 NID-3EG-J1234-1318 -63.57 49.34 0.203797
3c279-3-1 320.22 1.94 49.49 1.83 402 20 4. 2.6 match-3c279-3-1
3c279-3-2 327.99 1.51 57.30 1.75 85 9 4. 1.8 match-3c279-3-2
3c279-3-4 286.00 1.19 57.39 1.91 224 15 4. 1.3 match-3c279-3-4
3c279-4-0 290.41 1.63 51.02 1.23 138 12 4. 1.8 match-3c279-4-0
3c279-4-2 324.68 1.92 43.43 1.42 336 18 4.1 1.4 match-3c279-4-2
vela-1-0 263.78 0.50 -2.55 0.50 12819 113 94.5 22.3 ID-3EG-J0834-4511 -96.48 -2.86 0.321913
vela-1-1 284.86 1.35 -0.53 0.62 300 17 20.3 3.6 NID-3EG-J1027-5817 -75.06 -0.52 0.267802
vela-2-2 264.70 0.91 -0.27 0.89 1743 42 5.7 1.7 3EG-J0848-4429 264.50826 -0.46269 0.27
vela-3-0 263.00 1.43 -5.00 1.42 203 14 4.9 22.3 3EG J0824-4610 263.27457 -4.88471 0.3
AC-1-0 184.82 0.52 -5.42 0.52 5025 71 35.9 5.6 ID-3EG-J0534+2200 -175.47 -5.84 0.429711
AC-1-1 195.35 0.50 4.49 0.50 6412 80 72.5 11.7 ID-3EG-J0633+1751 -164.94 4.31 0.206658
AC-2-0 191.67 0.57 -10.78 0.56 326 18 12.7 5.6 ID-3EG-J0530+1323 -168.5 -11.09 0.315072
AC-2-1 205.35 1.70 -0.86 0.95 1632 40 7.5 11.7 NID-3EG-J0631+0642 -155.29 -1.3 0.635404
AC-2-2 189.09 0.61 2.98 0.56 1646 41 10.8 2.0 NS-3EG-J0617+2238 -171 3.05 0.116791
AC-3-3 210.26 1.61 -2.61 1.34 515 23 10.2 1.9 match-AC-3-3
AC-3-4 180.86 0.54 -1.44 0.62 1765 42 6.7 2.1 match-AC-3-4
AC-3-5 202.55 1.83 -10.12 1.78 388 20 7.2 1.4 NID-3EG-J0556+0409 -157.19 -10.29 0.467543
AC-4-0 183.26 0.95 -7.67 0.56 2902 54 5.3 11.7 match-AC-4-0
AC-4-1 186.94 0.61 -1.90 0.63 82 9 5.0 2.0 match-AC-4-1
AC-4-3 211.05 1.13 1.04 1.65 127 11 7.1 2.1 match-AC-4-3
AC-4-6 180.95 1.72 -7.13 1.61 190 14 14.2 1.1 match-AC-4-6
cygnus-1-0 76.00 0.60 0.86 0.56 6227 79 13.9 3.7 NID-3EG-J2021+3716 75.58 0.33 0.681779
cygnus-1-1 79.00 0.50 2.13 0.55 2577 51 19.4 4.3 match-cygnus-1-1
cygnus-2-0 62.70 0.73 -0.09 0.74 176 13 9.1 3.7 match-cygnus-2-0
cygnus-2-1 66.69 0.67 0.36 0.70 1744 42 11.3 4.3 NID-3EG-J1958+2909 66.23 -0.16 0.698348
cygnus-2-3 69.57 1.89 2.46 1.50 1341 37 7.3 2.2 match-cygnus-2-3
cygnus-3-0 71.46 0.79 -0.99 1.78 413 20 8.7 3.7 match-cygnus-3-0
cygnus-4-0 73.46 1.52 -2.58 0.92 158 13 4.8 4.3 NID-3EG-J2027+3429 74.08 -2.36 0.65903
Table B.11: Output source list obtained applying the PGWAVE detection algorithm
to EGRET data. Match with other sources are in the Table B.12.
object name LON LAT Type velocity km/s redshift dist (arcmin)
match-3c279-3-1
USGC S228 320.19832 49.52531 GTrpl 2406 0.008026 2.1
NVSS J133645-114843 320.16823 49.53709 RadioS ... ... 3.3
NVSS J133715-114706 320.36045 49.52975 RadioS ... ... 5.9
LCDCS 0787 320.36119 49.43922 GClstr >30000 0.39 6.4
NVSS J133728-115338 320.39425 49.41058 RadioS ... ... 8.4
match-3c79-3-2
LCLG -03 197 327.92962 57.41382 GGroup 26801 0.0894 7.2
NVSS J134455-030207 328.1613 57.19283 RadioS ... 8.4
NVSS J134451-025210 328.24999 57.35258 RadioS ... ... 9.1
LCLG -03 199 328.26394 57.39721 GGroup 22604 0.0754 10.7
2QZ J134343.4-025531 327.72392 57.40773 QSO >30000 1.335 10.8
2QZ J134442.4-024633 328.25104 57.45344 QSO >30000 1.394 12.6
match-3c279-3-4
NVSS J121526-041350 286.07699 57.45862 RadioS ... ... 5
TXS 1211-039 285.69026 57.36365 RadioS ... ... 10.1
match-3c279-4-0
[OH91] S15 290.39017 51.01116 QSO >30000 1.505 0.9
NVSS J121907-111015 290.30203 50.90647 RadioS ... ... 7.8
NVSS J122000-110155 290.59528 51.08509 RadioS ... ... 8
NVSS J121920-105634 290.31333 51.14057 RadioS ... ... 8.4
[OH91] 73 290.14915 51.00091 QSO >30000 2.275 10
match-3c279-4-2
NVSS J135626-164720 324.54417 43.33844 RadioS ... ... 8
NVSS J135711-163446 324.87892 43.47237 RadioS ... ... 9.2
1RXS J135618.1-165409 324.4499 43.24265 XrayS ... ... 15
SN 2003cx 324.63365 43.0478 SN ... ... 23.1
match-AC-3-3
NVSS J063700+011140 210.22156 -2.66399 RadioS ... ... 3.9
NVSS J063731+011809 210.18407 -2.50019 RadioS ... ... 7.9
4C 1.2 210.11171 -2.6211 RadioS ... ... 8.8
1WGA J0637.9+0110 210.34192 -2.46069 XrayS ... ... 10.3
match-AC-3-4
*[WB92] 0538+2726 180.83957 -1.44524 RadioS ... ... 1.1
NVSS J054139+272508 180.83369 -1.53918 RadioS ... ... 6.2
NVSS J054232+272417 180.94955 -1.3795 RadioS ... ... 6.6
match-AC-4-0
NVSS J052518+220213 183.36963 -7.56874 RadioS ... ... 9
NVSS J052527+220757 183.30823 -7.48769 RadioS ... ... 11.2
match-AC-4-1
NVSS J055424+220309 186.92597 -1.83115 RadioS ... ... 4.4
NVSS J055418+215134 187.08123 -1.9481 RadioS ... ... 8.7
NVSS J055333+220046 186.8608 -2.02099 RadioS ... ... 8.7
87GB 055106.5+220834 186.80738 -1.83743 RadioS ... ... 9.1
match-AC-4-3
NVSS J065138+021229 210.99043 1.05334 RadioS ... ... 3.5
NVSS J065147+021520 210.96392 1.10606 RadioS ... ... 6.3
NVSS J065141+020226 211.14521 0.98838 RadioS ... ... 6.7
NVSS J065130+021644 210.91133 1.05454 RadioS ... ... 8.2
NVSS J065217+020843 211.11944 1.16791 RadioS ... ... 8.7
NVSS J065150+015942 211.20232 0.99952 RadioS ... ... 9.6
NVSS J065221+020536 211.17306 1.15858 RadioS ... ... 10.2
1WGA J0650.3+0215 210.78853 0.78087 XrayS ... ... 22.1
object name LON LAT Type velocity km/s redshift dist (arcmin)
match-AC-4-6
NVSS J052102+241418 180.97501 -7.16104 RadioS ... ... 2.2
87GB 051808.4+241454 180.93485 -7.09682 RadioS ... ... 2.4
NVSS 052122+241620 180.98986 -7.07882 RadioS ... ... 3.8
NVSS 052056+242313 180.83886 -7.09554 RadioS ... ... 7.2
NVSS 052137+241127 181.08906 -7.0786 RadioS ... ... 8.7
NVSS 052039+242317 180.80054 -7.15 RadioS ... ... 9.2
NVSS 052042+240804 181.01825 -7.28337 RadioS ... ... 9.9
NVSS 052154+241843 181.02446 -6.95734 RadioS ... ... 11.3
1RXS 052054.8+240206 181.12855 -7.29921 XrayS ... ... 14.5
match-cygnus-1-1
NVSS 202338+410446 78.97814 2.1167 RadioS ... ... 1.7
NVSS 202339+410235 78.94864 2.09546 RadioS ... ... 3.9
NVSS 202350+410317 78.97943 2.07159 RadioS ... ... 4
MG4 J202317+4101 78.89545 2.1421 RadioS ... ... 6.3
MG4 J202413+4104 79.03843 2.02464 RadioS ... ... 7
*2MASXi J2023575+410016 78.95031 2.02545 IrS ... ... 7.2
NVSS 202412+410031 78.98126 1.98861 RadioS ... ... 8.8
NVSS 202259+410039 78.85114 2.17884 RadioS ... ... 9.3
MG4 J202244+4107 78.91132 2.27872 RadioS ... ... 10.2
1WGA 2023.3+4041 78.62646 1.9429 XrayS ... ... 25.2
match-cygnus-2-0
*WSRTGP 1948+2603 62.71094 -0.07599 RadioS ... ... 1.3
*WSRTGP 1948+2557 62.62387 -0.14797 RadioS ... ... 5.6
NVSS 195028+261613 62.80603 -0.08703 RadioS ... ... 6.3
NVSS 195027+261841 62.8396 -0.06283 RadioS ... ... 8.5
NVSS 194941+261518 62.70325 0.05692 RadioS ... ... 9.1
*87GB 194732.1+255936 62.58393 0.00917 RadioS ... ... 9.4
*WSRTGP 1948+2602 62.77717 -0.24559 RadioS ... ... 10.1
match-cygnus-2-3
MG2 J195615+3319 69.48619 2.46581 RadioS ... ... 4.8
NVSS 195655+332155 69.61053 2.36529 RadioS ... ... 6.5
*87GB[BWE91] 1955+3308 69.53506 2.3054 RadioS ... ... 9.7
-cygnus-3-0
NVSS 201511+330755 71.46717 -0.98102 RadioS ... ... 0.7
*2MASXi J2015484+330933 71.56109 -1.07228 IrS ... ... 7.7
NVSS 201453+331424 71.52148 -0.86768 RadioS ... ... 8.2
*2MASXi J2015383+331423 71.60842 -0.99816 IrS ... ... 8.8
Table B.12: Match of detected sources (not listed in 3EG Catalog) with sources
detected at other wavelengths, obtained from web astronomical catalog (NED).
Legend
wt-name = name by which source is identified in the algorithm, it means ”region-
]iter-]detection”;
C = source counts (dC = relative error);
poisson = Probability that WT value at source position is a poissonian fluctuation
of the threshold;
IDtruth, ltruth, btruth = name, latitude and longitude of matched source;
d = distance from matched source;
***S = real spurious detection;
***fit = spurious source detected at second iteration because a bad subtraction
of fitting function;
***D = spurious source that is a duplicate.
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